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because magnetic fields don’t actually exist...
Roger Ordidge

A bstract

High field (>1.5 Tesla) magnetic resonance (MR) scanners are increasingly used due
to their potential advantages in clinical and neuroscientific applications. However full
exploitation of high field MR requires overcoming technical difficulties, optimising pulse
sequences and developing new contrast mechanisms.
This thesis presents four projects, carried out mainly on a recently installed 4.7T whole
body MR scanner and on a small bore 2.35T scanner:
• B i becomes increasingly inhomogeneous at high fields resulting in image contrast
non-uniformity. Compensation techniques greatly benefit from accurate B i maps.
A novel EPI-based B i mapping method was implemented that is faster than pre
existing methods. A quick, automated Fourier-based analysis was also introduced
that is robust to experimental errors.
• T2 -weighted Fast Spin Echo (FSE) imaging is very common in clinical use. How
ever its high field application has been hampered by its large rf power deposition.
A 2D-FSE sequence was modified for use at 4.7T within safety limits. It provides
high-quality high-resolution images of the human brain within reasonable exami
nation times.
• Susceptibility artefacts in echo planar imaging (EPI) are exacerbated at high fields.
A novel technique (TWIST) was developed that reduces blurring, geometric distor
tion and drop-out in EPI using conventional hardware. Pairs of aliased images are
acquired in fast succession, each with half the number of phase encoding steps and
a halved field of view. Image reconstruction entails processing similar to that of
2-coil SENSE. TWIST was validated in phantoms and used in vivo (including an
fMRI study).
• The possible integration of electrical impedance tomography and MRI was explored
by measuring the effect of alternating current on the longitudinal relaxation time in
the rotating frame (Tip). When the AC frequency matches the B i Larmor frequency.
Tip is reduced by the locally induced magnetic fields and may therefore provide
information on local impedance.
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C hapter 1

In t r o d u c t io n

In 2001 there were about 20,000 Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging systems all over
the world and this figure was predicted to increase by about 10% per year [2]. The UK
market has seen a rate of installation of about 30 MR scanners per year from only a few
in 1990 [3] to about 340 of today. This corresponds to about 6 MR scanners per million
inhabitants while in the US and Japan there are about 30 per million-people and about
8

per million-people in Italy [2]. What makes MR imaging so attractive? The main

attraction of MR methods in medical applications is constituted by the fact that it allows
the study of living systems in a completely non-invasive fashion. This feature, together
with the large number of parameters that can be chosen to determine image contrast,
makes MR imaging (MRI) “the method of choice for a large proportion of radiological
examinations and the ‘jewel in the crown’ of medical technology” [4].

1.0.1

A

SHORT HISTORY OF

MR

D EVELOPM ENT

A brief and partial history of the development of MR is here presented, largely based on
references [2,4-6].
One of the oldest contributors to MR methods was perhaps, though not-knowingly,
Jean-Baptiste Fourier (1768-1830), a mathematician. Without his Fourier transform [7] it
would be difficult to imagine most of the MRI techniques in use today.
Following the development of quantum mechanics and the advancements in the
knowledge about the structure of atoms and the angular momentum of atomic particles,
in the 1930s Isaac Rabi and colleagues developed a technique called ‘molecular beam
resonance’, the ancestor of modem MR. Their experiments consisted of passing a beam
of lithium chloride molecules through a vacuum chamber and manipulating them with
static magnetic fields similarly to what Stem and Gerlach had done in 1924 with beams
of silver atoms [8 ]. Following suggestions from the Dutch physicist Comelius J. Goiter,
in 1937 Rabi’s group started to use electromagnetic fields in the radio frequency range to
induce transitions of the spins of the atoms between different nuclear energy levels. They
succeeded in detecting and measuring single states of rotation of atoms and molecules,
and in determining the mechanical and magnetic moments of the nuclei [5]. For this work
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Rabi was awarded the Nobel prize in Physics in 1944.
The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in condensed matter was
demonstrated for the first time by Edward Purcell [9] and Felix Bloch [10] in 1946 by
sweeping the frequency of an rf field and measuring the energy absorption of protons
from paraffin wax (Purcell) or water (Bloch) in a static magnetic field. The two scientists
received the Nobel prize in Physics in 1952. Together with Bloembergen and Pound, in
1948 Purcell studied and demonstrated the measurement of the ‘longitudinal’ and ‘trans
verse’ relaxation times (Ti and T 2) in a number of liquid and solid substances [11]. The
first British pioneer of NMR was Bernard Rollin, who published a Nature paper in 1946
[12].
The method of pulsed NMR was developed by Torrey and Hahn in 1948 and started to
replace the slower continuous wave resonance absorption method introduced by Purcell
and Bloch. The discovery of ‘chemical shift’ differences between nuclei in chemically
distinct sites was also published in the same years [13,14] and greatly contributed to the
rapid diffusion of NMR in organic chemistry laboratories.
In 1950, Hahn observed that repeated application of bursts of rf led to the production
of additional NMR signals: the terminology of spin echoes and stimulated echoes was
born.
Fourier Transform (FT) NMR was first proposed in the late 1950s by Varian. It was
while working at Varian’s company that Richard Ernst and Weston Anderson managed to
successfully apply Fourier analysis to the complex NMR signal obtained after transmitting
over a range of radio-frequencies [15]. The new method was ten times more sensitive
than the original one and provided Ernst with the Nobel prize in Physics in 1991 for his
contributions to the development of high resolution MR spectroscopy.
The Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine was awarded in 1979 to Cormack and
Hounsfield for the development of computerized tomography (CT). Cormack had pub
lished in 1963 theoretical work on the Radon transform allowing the algebraic recon
struction of an image from a number of its projections. Hounsfield had managed in 1971
to combine similar ideas with the necessary computing power and a moving X-ray gantry
in order to produce tomographic images of the living human body.
By the end of the 1960s magnetic resonance experiments started to be used for in vivo
examinations. In the late 1960s Hutchinson applied ‘electron spin resonance’, discovered
by Zavoiski during World War II, to research on mice. Raymond Damadian’s group
published in 1971 the results of experiments showing that the NMR relaxation times of
excised rat tumors differed from those of healthy tissue.
In-vivo NMR spectroscopy started in Oxford around 1974 with the work of a number
of scientists including R.E. Richards, G.K. Radda, D.H. Hoult and D.G. Gadian.
But the basis for signal localisation in MR were laid by Paul Lauterbur after becom
ing acquainted with Damadian’s work. In 1972 he demonstrated how to use an addi
tional magnetic field gradient to create a direct dependence of Larmor frequency from
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position in the MR signal and thus produce projection images. Borrowing the projectionreconstruction method recently implemented for CT he obtained the first MR images (two
water tubes) [16]. A similar but independently developed method based on field gradients
on crystalline materials was presented in 1974 by Mansfield and colleagues. Such tech
niques were immediately embraced by a number of researchers. 1977 saw the first in vivo
image of a human finger while the first brain images were obtained in 1980.
It was again Ernst, together with Kumar and Dieter that recognised the possibility
of using the Fourier Transform, together with switched magnetic field gradients to obtain
MR images. A modified version of this method was successfully employed in 1980 by the
Aberdeen’s group of Bdelstein and Hutchinson [17] and named 'spin-warp’; it involved
stepping the amplitude of the phase encode gradient in subsequent shots as in today’s
conventional 2DFT acquisitions.
The 1980s saw the refinement of MR imaging techniques and the development of
faster and faster methods based on more efficient use of the available signal (RARE [18],
FLASH [19] and EPI [20]). At the same time MR imaging started to be evaluated clini
cally and with the broadening of parameters controlling image contrast eventually devel
oped into the most versatile diagnostic imaging method available today.
The development of MR techniques went hand in hand with the increase of computing
power necessary to store the ever-increasing amount of data and perform the reconstruc
tion of the images. Another major technical problem was constituted by the difficulty
of constructing a suitable magnet with good field homogeneity and strength. It was the
development of cryogenics that made the design and construction of whole body super
conducting magnets possible.
The first commercial clinical system devoted to MRI, named ‘Neptune’, operated on
a 0.15T superconducting magnet and was installed in 1981 at the Hammersmith Hospital
in London [6 ]. Marconi, Philips and General Electric also produced their first scanners
in the early 1980s and from then on the commercial interest rose steadily to the numbers
reported at the onset of this introduction.
A number of MR applications exist in chemistry, biology, the food and oil industry.
However MR is of paramount importance in biomedicine due to its characteristic noninvasiveness and flexibility.
MR images can be sensitised to water content providing a similar contrast to CT. How
ever one great advantage of MR is that images can be obtained along any arbitrary ori
entation. Moreover MR images can be weighted according to the relaxation or diffusion
properties of the imaged nuclei. MR also allows the generation of quantitative images of
perfusion and blood flow. Localised spectroscopy methods can also be employed to study
tissue metabolism in vivo or to measure the relative concentration of metabolites in the
brain. An additional development was the discovery of blood oxygenation level depen
dent (BOLD) contrast [21-23]: the local changes produced by the change in oxygenation
states of haemoglobin during neural activation provide the basis for most of modern-day
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functional MRI (fMRI). MRI has also been shown capable of producing real-time movies
of the beating heart [24] and the range of clinical application is ever expanding. Never
theless, despite the incredible advances of the past few years making it possible to obtain
heart images in a fraction of a second or good quality brain images with sub-millimeter
resolution, MR is still a signal to noise hmited technique.
In contrast to electro-magnetic radiation methods, the spatial resolution of MR is not
limited by wavelength. A second difference is that MRI is a form of emission tomography
rather than a transmission or diffraction one {e.g. X-rays). While detection methods can
be optimised, the available intrinsic MR signal cannot be controlled by an operator and
is only dependent on the amount of nuclei generating it. Due to the small difference in
energy between nuclear spin states, the Boltzmann equation shows that at body or room
temperature and standard MR operating frequencies (in the MHz range) only about oneto-three nuclei per million contribute to the signal. Two ways to increase this fraction
are reducing the temperature of the sample (though this is clearly not viable for in vivo
studies) or increasing the strength of the magnetic field employed. Hyper polarisation
(beyond the Boltzmann equilibrium distribution) is also possible with optical pumping or
cross-polarisation methods.
The next section briefly introduces some of the challenges and advantages of high
magnetic fields for MR applications.

1.0.2

H ig h f i e l d

MRI

The field dependence of the sensitivity of MR experiments was recognised early on in the
development of NMR [25], and is discussed in more detail in section 2.6.
The main advantages attendant to higher magnetic field strengths are an increase in
signal to noise ratio (SNR), an increased sensitivity to the BOLD contrast widely used for
functional neuroimaging, and an increased chemical shift dispersion, allowing an easier
discrimination of compounds presenting overlapping spectral peaks. It is for these reasons
that incredible efforts are being made to develop and optimise high field scanners.
Technological challenges of high fields are associated with the construction of appro
priate hardware, i.e. large bore high field magnets with good homogeneity (and reasonable
shielding), stronger switched gradients, and rf coils providing uniform excitation and de
tection [26]. However these problems are likely to be overcome in the near future.
While 1.5T scanners are conventionally used in most hospital sites, 3T scanners are
also becoming increasingly popular especially after having recently obtained full clear
ance for clinical use from the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)^.
An informative graph of the number of human MRI scanners operating at 3T and
above is presented in fig. 1.1 [28]. While 3T scanners are now widely commercially
'T he FDA is the US federal agency responsible for “ensuring that foods are safe, wholesom e and sani
tary; human and veterinary drugs, biological products, and medical devices are safe and effective; cosm etics
are safe; and electronic products that emit radiation are safe. FDA also ensures that these products are hon
estly, accurately and informatively represented to the public”[27].
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Figure 1.1: Number of scanners operating at 3T and above in the world between 1988
and 2003.
available (Philips, GE, Siemens, Varian) only a few research scanners operate at 4T and
above, two of which at 7T and a single one at 8 T.
Higher performance is still being sought for 3T and 4T systems, in particular for whole
body applications. Ultra-high-field (7T-8T) MRI development can still be considered to
be at an early experimental stage though these magnets have been already used in vivo to
produce good quality images of the brain.
Since the SNR in an MR experiment varies approximately linearly with static field
strength, its increase associated with high magnetic fields can theoretically be used to
obtain images with higher spatial resolution for a fixed acquisition time or to reduce ex
amination times for a fixed spatial resolution.
However, upon moving to higher fields, the following effects are also found [29]:
• increased power deposition;
• lengthened and converging Ti values;
• shortened and converging 7^ and 7^;
• increased B i inhomogeneity;
• increased susceptibility artefacts.
The increased Ti is good news for perfusion and angiographic imaging due to the reduced
signal losses with it associated. With this exception, the factors listed above constitute im
pediments in realising the theoretical SNR gain that characterises higher magnetic fields.
These factors are inherent to the sample and its interaction with the magnetic fields used
in MRI and their effects cannot be avoided.
The increased power deposition is of concern with regards to harmful heating of hu
man subjects; it limits the choice of sequence parameters available to sequence program
mers and clinicians.
The lengthening of Ti values implies longer examination times and their convergence
in brain tissue entails reduced image contrast.
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The shortening of T2 and 7^ requires more rapid gradient switching and shorter exci
tation pulses (hence higher peak powers) to avoid signal loss through relaxation, though
these are limited by safety guidelines designed to prevent nerve stimulation. The conver
gence of these relaxation times carries a loss in contrast that threatens to impair the use of
the ‘clinical work-horse’ 7^-weighted imaging at higher fields.
The increased B i inhomogeneity results in spatially non-uniform signal intensity and
contrast when conventional imaging schemes are employed. Special B i insensitive meth
ods or compensation techniques often require higher rf power or longer acquisition times.
The increased susceptibility artefacts cause further blurring, geometrical distortion
and drop-out and can thus result in considerable loss of image quality.
It is in the context of the development of high-field MRI techniques that the work
presented in this thesis sits.

1.1

T h e s i s AIMS

With the exception of a project undertaken on a small bore 2.35T system, the bulk of the
work presented here has been carried out on a 4.7T whole body scanner in the Wellcome
Trust High Field Lab, Department of Medical Physics and Bioengineering, University
College London.
With appropriate optimisation, MRI at 4.7T should be able to provide an improve
ment in SNR of about 1.5 to 3 times over 3T-1.5T systems; this could result in a 2- to
9-fold acquisition time reduction or a factor of 1.5 to 3 improvement in volumetric reso
lution. As discussed above, many technical challenges still have to be overcome for these
improvements to be realised in practice.
The work presented here is positioned in such context: the development of high-field
MRI scanners and the exploration of their potential in improving the amount of useful
information that can be gathered on humans in a completely non-invasive fashion within
a limited examination time.
This information can be used for a better understanding of normal human brain
anatomy and function. Most important are the applications to the understanding, diag
nosis and assessment of pathologies including stroke, ischaemia, epilepsy or neurodegenerative diseases. At present, some of these pathologies (e.g. Alzheimer’s disease) can
only be diagnosed post-mortem via histological analyses. Others (e.g. stroke) can be diag
nosed by anomalous tissue signal intensity in MR images; however, reliable MR markers
associated with the probability of recovery or the effect of a drug or treatment are not yet
available.
Moreover, while the availability of MR scanners is increasing at a fast pace, MRI
examinations are still much more expensive than X-rays or computerised tomography
(CT) exams and their medical use is thus still limited. This is done almost exclusively
for economical considerations since the spatial resolution coupled to the availability of a
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number of contrast parameters makes the quality of MR images unsurpassed by any of
the other imaging methods.
With relation to the above, some of the beneficial effects of developing techniques
providing better SNR per unit time are listed below.
1. The development of techniques providing images with conventional quality andresolution in reduced examination times could result in a higher patient throughput
for MR scanners. This would allow for a broadening of the MR-screened patient
population with obvious benefits where MR allows more accurate diagnoses than
other imaging modalities. Fast MR imaging methods are also extremely useful
when imaging moving structures such as the heart or abdomen to prevent motion
artefacts or allow breath-hold imaging. Other dynamic imaging applications that
could benefit from improved acquisition speed are those involving the injection of
a contrast agent and functional MRI.
2. The ability to obtain high quality images with sub-millimeter spatial resolution
within conventional examination times could allow for tumours, cysts, infarcts,
haemorrages, atrophy and other brain pathologies to be diagnosed earlier than it
is currently done, with potential improvements in treatment. With an in vivo lin
ear resolution approaching few hundreds of micrometers, and the availability of a
number of contrast parameters MRI is set on the path of allowing the acquisition of
images with detail resembling that of histological sections.
3. The development of imaging methods with novel contrast parameters or their adap
tation from experimental models to in vivo applications within safety guidelines can
also contribute to broaden the spectrum of applications of MRI.
The aims of this thesis were to provide some advancement in the following directions:
• The work on fast imaging with conventional hardware presented in chapter 7 and
in section 6.3.4 addresses mostly point 1 above.
• The work on high resolution anatomical imaging with FSE presented in chapter 5
addresses mostly point 2 above.
• The work on the contrast parameter Tip presented in chapter 8 addresses point 3.
• The work on B i mapping presented in chapter 4 is important in relation to the op
timisation of image quality and contrast uniformity via choice of appropriate pulse
sequences and the development of methods for compensation of non-idealities as
sociated with the MR experiment and exacerbated at high fields. Indeed, if unac
counted for, some of these non-idealities can be responsible for less-than-optimal
improvements when moving to higher field strengths.
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of the c h a pter s

This document is constituted by a number of rather heterogeneous chapters. A summary
of their content is presented below.
Chapter 2 is entirely a review of the well known physics underlying MR experiments,
with particular attention to MRI of water protons. Most of the concepts forming the basis
of the work presented in the following chapters are introduced.
Chapter 3 discusses in more detail the practical implementation of the two imaging se
quences most used in this work: Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) and Fast Spin Echo (FSE).
Chapter 4 presents a novel

mapping method that is easy to implement and quick to run.

Since B i inhomogeneity are ever-present in MR imaging and cause variations in signal
intensity and contrast across the imaged volumes that potentially reduce their practical
usefulness, methods to assess its distribution are extremely useful.
Chapter 5 discusses implementation and optimisation of a 2-dimensional FSE imaging
protocol at 4.7T. The results presented there provide the first demonstration that FSE
can be used efficiently and within safety limits at fields higher than 3T to obtain highquality high-resolution images of the human brain within reasonable examination time
with conventional hardware.
Chapter 6 constitutes a brief introduction to the following chapter and summarises some
of the methods currently used to obtain MR images in reduced acquisition times. These
methods circumvent the limitations imposed on image acquisition speed by hardware ca
pabilities or patient safety guidelines by either using additional signal detection hardware
or making a smarter use of the data collected with conventional hardware.
Novel experimental results are presented in the last section from new fast-imaging
techniques that I have had a major role in developing for in-vivo imaging applications at
4.7T. These were named Common SENSE and TRAIL.
Chapter 7 deals extensively with a novel fast imaging technique that I developed referred
to as TWIST. In TWIST, two acquisitions are performed in rapid succession with halved
field of view and later recombined to give a full field of view image. TWIST can be im
plemented with conventional hardware and its advantage lies in either reduced acquisition
time (when used with conventional imaging protocols) or reduced geometrical distortion,
blurring and drop-out (when used with EPI).
Chapter 8 discusses a project undertaken on a small bore 2.35T scanner and aimed at in
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vestigating the relation between the MR relaxation time T\p and AC-current conduction.
The project began as a collaboration with the electrical impedance tomography (EXT)
group based in the Department of Neurophysiology at the Middlesex hospital. The poten
tial of volumetric measurements of Tip under the application of an AC voltage to a sample
via electrodes in revealing the underlying conductivity distribution was explored.
Chapter 9 summarises the conclusions from the work presented in this dissertation.

Ch apter 2

In t r o d u c t i o n

to

M a g n e t ic

Resonance

In this chapter I will review some of the basic physics underlying nuclear magnetic reso
nance (NMR) experiments. As a number of textbooks on the topic exist (e.g. [25,30,31]),
only the concepts and equations forming the basis of the work presented in the following
chapters will be discussed.
Although an exact description of nuclear spin physics requires the formalism of quan
tum mechanics, most of the basic MR physics can be explained in terms of classical me
chanics and the latter approach is often used in what follows. The main equations describ
ing the behaviour of nuclear spins in an external magnetic field are recalled. The processes
responsible for relaxation through which a nuclear spin system returns to its equilibrium
state after a perturbation are discussed as they form the basis of most of the clinical MR
protocols and are especially relevant to chapter 8 . The ideas behind the formation of an
image from the MR signal are examined and some basic imaging pulse sequences are
introduced. Some of the parameters to which MR images can be made sensitive are also
listed. An analysis of the factors that determine the sensitivity of NMR experiments and
its dependence on the static magnetic field strength is provided. The chapter ends with a
discussion of safety considerations associated with magnetic resonance examinations.

2 .1

B a s ic N M R T h e o r y

NMR active nuclei are characterised by a non-zero spin quantum number, conventionally
denoted as I. In contrast to conventional angular momentum, the spin, or spin angular
momentum is not produced by a rotation but is an intrinsic property of a particle. Both
protons and neutrons (as well as electrons) have spin 1=1/2. In the atomic nuclei the spins
of protons and neutrons combine giving rise to a number of possible states with different
total nuclear spin and energy. As the energy separation between the nuclear states is
several orders of magnitude greater than the available thermal energy at room temperature,
the nuclear spin quantum number is defined as the nuclear spin associated with the lowest
energy state of the system, the ‘ground state’. The rules for combination of the angular
27
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Isot.
2R
14n
19p

2^Na
31p

I
1/2
1
1/2
1
1/2
3/2
1/2

NatIA
-1 0 0 %
0.015 %
1.1 %
99.6%
-1 0 0 %
-1 0 0 %
-1 0 0 %
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rEA(body)
1.0
1.0
0.19
1.9-10-2
4.5-10"^
9.1-10-'^
8.5-10-^

lA(body)

7 (MHz/T)

88M
13mM
0.19M
1.6M

42.577
6.536
10.706
3.077
40.063
11.263
17.253

4/jM

80mM
75mM
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cjo/27t [4.7T]

rS(v5. iR )

-200.11
-30.72
-50.32
-14.46
-188.30
-52.93
-81.09

1.0
1.5-10-8
3.4-10-^
1.8-10-^
3.8-10-8
8 .4 .10-5
5.7-10-5

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

Table 2.1 : Some biologically relevant isotopes and their NMR properties. Isot.=Isotope.
NatIA= Natural Isotopic Abundance [32]. rEA(body)=Elemental Abundance in
the body relative to
in GM [33]. IA(body)=Isotopic Abundance in the body.
7 =gyromagnetic ratio and 7 stands for 7 / 2 ^- . rS (vs. ^H)=relative signal (from an
average tissue sample) normalised to ^H. The hydrogen molarity of water is 1lOM. GM
has 80% water content, leading to an IA(body)=88 M.
momenta of protons and neutrons in the nucleus arise from Pauli’s principle stating that
two fermions cannot have identical quantum states. Nuclei in which the number of protons
(atomic number, Z) and neutrons (njv) are both even have 1=0. If these are both odd, the
total spin is an integer larger than zero. Nuclei with odd mass number (A=Z+n;v) have
half-integer spins.
Atomic nuclei with non-zero nuclear spin are also characterised by an intrinsic
magnetic moment /%, that is proportional to the spin angular momentum I through a
constant known as gyromagnetic ratio: p, = j h l , where h is Planck’s constant and
h = h/2'K = 1.0546 • 10^"^J 5 . Although almost every element in the periodic table
has an isotope with non-zero nuclear spin, most of these have a very low natural abun
dance or biological relevance. Only a few are thus routinely used in bio-medical NMR
(^H, ^H,

^"^N,

^^Na, ^^P) and their relevant NMR properties are presented in Table

2 . 1.
As the work presented in this dissertation has focused exclusively on ^H, most of what
follows will only consider the spins 1/2 of protons and mostly protons in freely tumbling
water molecules.
N

u c l e a r s p in s in a s t a t ic m a g n e t ic f ie l d

Because of their intrinsic angular momentum, when hydrogen atoms are placed in an
external magnetic field (Bo), the vectors representing their spin angular momenta

start to

process around the direction of Bq (conventionally referred to as the z axis). This motion
is brought about by the classical equation of motion [34]:

dp/ dt = ^ p A B o

(2 . 1)

The precession frequency ujq is proportional to the intensity (Bq) of the applied field:
ujq =

—7 B 0

(2.2)
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(b ) ® o A

“p a ra lle l”

“a n ti-p a rallel”

Figure 2.1 : (a) Schematic diagram of nuclear spins in absence of an external magnetic
field, (b) shows the possible orientation of spins with an external field B q. Note that the
spins are not static, but precess around B q. (Adapted from [35].)
The Larmor equation 2.2 is the most important equation in NMR. The minus sign appear
ing in it indicates that, for positive 7 {e.g.

cjq

is aligned opposite to B q, i.e. the spins

precess clockwise as seen looking against the direction of B q. The constant 7 is the same
as in table 2.1 and allows the conversion of the intensity of the magnetic field B q (in units
of Tesla or Gauss) into the nuclear spin precession rate expressed either as an angular
frequency in ra d /s {ujq) or in Hz (i^o[Hz]= Wo/27r); 7/27t ~42.58M Hz/T for protons. If
we take a large number of protons in the absence of external fields, the orientational dis
tribution of their magnetic moments (henceforth referred as spins) would be completely
isotropic. The situation would not change if all the spins were to precess around the
same stationary field B q according to eq. 2.1. However, after a long enough time, due
to relaxation processes (see sec. 2 .2 ) a dynamic thermal equilibrium is established in
which orientations pointing toward the field are slightly more probable than orientations
pointing against the field. The sample can thus be characterised by a net magnetisation
given by the vector sum of all the individual spins. To calculate the value of this resulting
magnetisation it is useful to look at the situation from a quantum mechanical perspective.
In an external magnetic field, the energy levels of a nucleus become dependent on the
orientation of its magnetic moment relative to the field. For a field B q oriented along the
z axis: E = - P l - B q = —^zBq. While the amplitude of the nuclear magnetic moment
is constant

-f 1 )), its component along z can only take the discrete values fiz =

j h m i , with m /= - /,- /+ l,...,+/. For protons \fi\ = ^ h \ / 3 / 2 and m / = —1/2,-1-1/2. The
two orientations are usually referred to as a n ti-p a ra lle l (-1/2) or p a r a lle l (+1/2) to B q. The
italic applies here as the directions of the spins actually form rather large angles with B q\
for spins 1/2 as ^H these angles are a rc c o s(m //y j l { l + 1)) = a rc c o s (± l/v ^ ) ~ 54.73°
{p a ra lle l) and ~ 125.26° {a n ti-p a ra llel).

Fig. 2.1 depicts isotropically distributed proton spins in absence of B q (a) and a dia
gram of their two possible quantum mechanical orientations relative to B q (b).
As sketched in figure 2.2 the energy difference (A E ) between the two nuclear spin
levels is proportional to the applied field B q { A E = Tluq) while the ratio between the
levels populations also depends on the system temperature: Nap/Np = exp(—AE/Zc^T)
that equals Nap/Np ~ 1 — A E / k t T for small A E / k p r , where

= 1.3807 • 1 0 “ ^^ J / E
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O)
AE=

= /?yBo/27t

Static Bq

Figure 2.2: B q dependence of nuclear energy levels.
is the Boltzmann constant. At room temperature and for Bq=4.7T, (corresponding to
Wo/ 27T=200MHz) the thermal energy is /c^T ~ 4.14 •

J , about 10^ times bigger

than the energy difference between the nuclear spin levels (A E = 2.11 -10“ ^®J) and the
populations differ only by 5 parts per million (i.e. Nap/Np ~ 0.999994903). Although
this difference is small, it produces a non-zero net magnetisation in the direction of B q,
Mo = Napfiz^ + Npfi^ that, using

= ± ^ h j 2 simplifies to:

M

q

=

CL3)

where the total number of spins is A" = Nap + Np, Eq. 2.3 is ‘Curie’s law’ for nuclear
induction and allows one to appreciate the importance of using greater magnetic field
intensities or lower temperatures to increase the available NMR signal.
R eso n a n c e

c o n d it io n s fo r r f ir r a d ia t io n

The term Nuclear Magnetic Resonance refers to the resonance phenomenon taking place
when nuclear spins inserted in an external magnetic field are irradiated with an additional
time varying magnetic field. When this external field (henceforth referred to as B i) is
applied perpendicularly to Bq it can perturb the equilibrium of the spin system causing
transitions between energy levels that tend to reduce the population differences and the
corresponding net magnetisation. This process is most efficient when the oscillatory fre
quency of B i matches the Larmor frequency (wq) corresponding to the static field B q. In
other words a stimulated transition between the spin energy levels can only happen when
the energy of the applied field matches their energy difference (see fig. 2.2). When this
happens, even a B i 10^-10^ times smaller than B q can quickly destroy the equilibrium
z magnetization. Since the Larmor frequency for MR scanner field strengths of 0.1-4.7
Tesla {(jJq/Itt) is 5-200 MHz, falling in the range of radio frequencies, the oscillating field
§ i is commonly referred to as an ‘rf ’ field. Typical B i amplitudes used in MRI corre
spond to nutation frequencies (z/i = ujij27r = ^ B \/2 'k ) in the range 0.1-5 kHz.
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r o t a t in g r e f e r e n c e f r a m e

Using classical mechanics the macroscopic (bulk) magnetisation (M ) of a sample inserted
in a magnetic field Bq can be calculated as the vector sum of the nuclear magnetic mo
ments of all its spins. Since the individual spins precess very rapidly around Bq only the
z component of M is non zero. Under conditions of thermal equilibrium M is static and
parallel to Éq: M={0,0,Mq). Once the equilibrium is perturbed, M follows the classical
equation of motion d M / d t — 7 M

A

B as if it was just a single nuclear spin (eq. 2.1). M

thus starts to precess around whatever magnetic fields that are present (here generically
indicated as B ) and becomes viable for detection. If only Bq is present and M is tipped
off the z axis, it then starts to precess around it at the Larmor frequency thus generating a
magnetic field whose x-y component oscillates with a frequency uoq and can be picked up
with an appropriate antenna.
To separate signal amplitude from its frequency, it is useful to introduce a complex
notation to describe the transverse magnetisation M^y. Neglecting relaxation we have
Mx = cos{u)Qt 4- (p) and My = — sin(wo^ 4- y). If we define M ± = Mxy = Mx 4- iMy =
Mxye~^"^ we get Mxy =

and (p = {ujQt -\- p>). In fact the high frequency

oscillation (usually uo ~ ljq) is removed by a demodulator, and the resulting analog signal
(usually in the ‘audio’ frequency range) is then sampled and recorded.
To visualise the effect of resonant rf fields it can be useful to rewrite the equation
of motion for M in a cartesian coordinate frame rotating clockwise at a frequency u
matching the oscillations of B i around z. In this, so-called, ro ta tin g frame of reference,
the equation of motion for M in the presence of J5o=BoA; and B i= B \i becomes:
d M j d t = M A [(cjQ —Lu^k 4-

(2.4)

where k and i are the unit vectors respectively indicating the directions of B q and the
rotating x' axis, u i = 7 B 1 and the jc and y components of M (Mx and My) correspond to
the detectable MR signal.
For LÜ = uq (on -reson an ce conditions) B i appears static and aligned with the x' axis
of the rotating frame; any field component along z disappear. M simply nutates in the y'z
plane around B i (appearing static in this frame) with an angular frequency determined by
Wi. A (p-pulse is defined simply as an rf pulse of amplitude B \ and duration r causing
M to nutate by an angle (p = u i t (i.e. a 90°-pulse rotates M by tt/2 and lasts r =
7t/2uji = l/A u i(H z )). In the general case the square bracket in eq. 2.4 describes an
effective field in the rotating frame (B^ff) whose z and x components have amplitudes
^ z h — (<^0 —<^)/t and W1 / 7 respectively and M will precess around the axis of Beff at
a frequency ^ e f f = \J (^ 0 —w)^ -f a;?.
Fig. 2.3 shows the trajectory of the macroscopic magnetisation in the lab-frame and
in the rotating frame for an rf field (B{) that is on-resonance or off-resonance. Please note
that throughout this work, the rotating frame axes x' and y' will be often used without
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0)

y
Lab. Frame

Rot. Frame

Rot. Frame

Rot. Frame

y
y
Lab. Frame w/B,

Rot Frame

Rot. Frame

Rot. Frame

Figure 2.3; P recession o f bulk m agnetisation vector around B e ff. (a) In p resence o f
B q only, m agnetisation tipped o ff its equilibrium position (along z) processes at the
Larmor frequency around B q . The rotating-fram e is show n in (b), rotating at the sam e
frequency as M ; in this frame, the static field d oes not appear. In (c) the M (originally
along z) is seen in the lab-frame spiraling dow n due to an rf field B \ in the transverse
plane (not show n). The sam e process is view ed in the rotating fram e in (d); B \ look s
static along the x' axis and M processes around it. (e-f) dem onstrate the effect on M
o f an on-resonance pulse (e) and rf p ulses o ff resonance by A w = wq — w = j B q
(f). A w = 2 j B q (g) and A w =

8 7 ^ 0

for the sam e pulse duration. A s the p ulse du

ration w as adjusted to obtain a 90° flip-angle for an on-resonance p ulse, the resulting
phase angles spanned by M in its p recession around Beff in the four cases is: (e) 90°;
(f) ~ 1 2 7 ° ; (g) ~ 2 0 1 ° ; (h) ~ 2 8 5 ° . N o te that the sense o f p recession in all these fig
ures is con sistent with a negative 7 (e.g. ^^^Xe or ^^N); how ever in this situation the
equilibrium m agnetisation w ould be oriented antiparallel to B q . (A dapted from [31]).
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their (’) sign. In fact, Mxy is usually employed to indicate the demodulated signal, i.e. the
signal in the rotating frame. In contrast, the x, y and z axes used to indicate the direction
of imaging gradients will always refer to a fixed, laboratory based, coordinate system.

2 .2

R e l a x a t io n T im e s

and

B loch

e q u a t io n s

After an on-resonance 90° pulse has tilted the equilibrium Mq to the x-y plane, equation
2.4 predicts no variation of M in the rotating frame corresponding to a detected signal
of constant amplitude. However, experimentally, a signal Free Induction Decay (FID)
is observed. Moreover, while this detectable x-y component of the signal (the so-called
transverse magnetisation Mxy) decays, its z component (longitudinal magnetisation, Mz)
starts to grow back to its initial value (Mo). These two processes are usually described
with reference to the relaxation times T2 (for Mxy) and Ti (for Mz) and are further dis
cussed below.

2 .2 .1

T he B lo c h E q u a t io n s

The Bloch equations incorporate into eq. 2.4 the effects of relaxation processes due to
energy exchange of the spins among each other (T2) and with the surroundings (Ti). In a
frame rotating about z at wo 4- Aw matching the frequency of B i they read [36]:

dt

T
^

at

±2

(2.5)

The set of differential equations 2.5 can be used to follow the evolution of M due to any
given set of pulses. For arbitrary B \{t) an analytical solution cannot be found and eq. 2.5
is solved numerically for small time increments. Examples of use of the Bloch equations
can be found in later chapters {e.g. sections 4.2.4 or 8.6.2).

2 .2 .2

S p in -L a ttic e r e l a x a t i o n a n d Ti

The relaxation time T\ describes the return to equifibrium of the longitudinal magnetisa
tion Mz (in equilibrium conditions, M z=M q). On resonance and in the absence of rf fields,
the z component of equation 2.5 becomes d M z { t ) / d t = [Mq — M z { t ) ) / T i . Following a
generic flip-angle pulse the recovery of Mz is therefore:
M ,{t) = M o(l -

(2.6)
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A 90° pulse would give only the first term in the right hand side of Eq.

2.6 since

Mz{0) = 0 {satu ration reco very). The second term describes an exponential decay of
the longitudinal magnetisation Mz{0)=sin{(f)) remaining after the (/)-pulse. In the special
case of a 180° pulse {in version reco very), M^(0) =

—M q

and M z { t ) =

M q{1 —

The longitudinal magnetisation recovery described by Ti corresponds to all the pro
cesses that, in the first place, allow a macroscopic net magnetization to form when we
insert an NMR-active sample in a magnetic field and thus allows NMR experiments to be
performed. To understand how this happens from a classical mechanics perspective, it is
useful to note that the nuclear spins are not completely isolated from their surroundings.
For example in a water sample the molecules that carry the spins undergo a complex tum
bling motion, rapidly reorienting and often colliding with each other. The local magnetic
field at the position of each proton spin is effectively the sum of the large, macroscopic
and static external magnetic field { B q), and the very small and rapidly varying micro
scopic fields generated by the magnetic moments of the neighbouring protons. As the
local B q axes wobble due to the x -y components of the microscopic fields the individual
spins vary the angle of their precession cone. Though the angle with respect to the z axis
is of the order of 10“ ^ degrees [32], such small variations have an important effect. Since
orientations more parallel to the field correspond to lower magnetic energy, eventually
the initially isotropic orientational distribution of the spins is broken and a temperature
dependent equilibrium is established characterised by a net magnetisation.
If we now consider the two discrete nuclear energy levels, a situation where Mz=0
(after a 90° pulse or in absence of B q) means that their populations are equal. Ti relaxation
is caused by processes through which spins in the higher energy level descend to the lower
one in order to re-establish the correct Boltzmann population ratio associated with T and
A E . These processes correspond to stimulated emission and, as in the case of resonant

excitation (whereby a § i perpendicular to B q modifies M q), they are brought about most
efficiently by the x -y component of the random fields fluctuating with frequencies close
to the spins Larmor frequency. The energy released during a spin transition is absorbed
by the surrounding molecular structure until re-achievement of the thermal equihbrium
conditions.
This relaxation process is termed sp in -la ttic e as a heritage of the early days of NMR
since, in solid state NMR, the surrounding of a spin system was often constituted by
crystalline lattices.
It is noteworthy that Ti is one of the important factors in determining the SNR per
unit time of an NMR experiment, but is (unfortunately) an intrinsic property of each sub
stance or tissue. Although the ability of manipulating (reducing) Ti would be extremely
beneficial in reducing acquisition times in any MR based technique, no such method has
yet been developed that is truly non-invasive. As Ti lengthens with B q, at high magnetic
field the advantage of having a larger equilibrium magnetisation is thus partially reduced.
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S p in -S p in r e l a x a t i o n , T 2 a n d

The relaxation time T2 describes the return to equilibrium of the transverse magnetisation
Mxy (in thermal equilibrium, the x-y distribution of the spins is isotropic and all spin
orientations are equally hkely: Mxy=0). From eq. 2.5 in the absence of resonance offsets
and rf fields, the detectable signal is then described by: dM xy{t)/dt = —M xy/T 2 that can
be solved as:
M^y{t) =

(2.7)

where Mxy(0)=sin{(l)) for a generic (/>-pulse. The relaxation time T2 is also known as spinspin relaxation time as the processes that determine it can also involve energy exchanges
within the spin system with no interaction with the external lattice. However, it is not nec
essary for the spins to be interacting in order for such relaxation to be observed. A slight
difference in local magnetic fields at different spatial locations in the sample (whatever
the origin of such differences might be) is all that is needed to explain T2 relaxation [32].
The decay of Mxy can be explained considering the following. As already mentioned
above, microscopic and randomly variable magnetic fields in the sample cause individual
spins to experience slightly different local magnetic fields. The time-dependent z and y
components of these random fields that fluctuate at the Larmor frequency contribute to T2
relaxation in a way similar to the oscillating x-y fields contribution to Ti (and this process
is sometime referred to as lifetime broadening effect [37]). The stationary z component
of these random fields also contributes to T2 relaxation; by combining with the local Bq
it causes spins that were originally aligned following an rf pulse, to precess around the
z axis at different Larmor frequencies and soon lose their phase coherence in the x-y
plane causing a decrease in amplitude of their vector sum (Mxy). As a result of these
two contributions, T2 can never exceed T%. Indeed, for low-viscosity liquids where T2=Ti
each of the aforementioned contributions accounts for half of the relaxation rate.
In addition, any additional stationary z field inhomogeneity (affecting bulk magneti
sation and caused by local or macroscopic gradients) contributes to the rate of Mxy decay
with a relaxation constant called T^.
The combination of T2 and 7^ is referred to as 71^ and defined as:
1 /T ; = I / T 2 + 1 /T '
from which it follows that

(2.8)

It is worth mentioning here that T2 and 7^ can be

measured separately with different acquisition schemes. This is because while the micro
scopic dephasing (related to 7^) due to randomly fluctuating fields cannot be undone, the
effect of stationary B q inhomogeneities (microscopic and macroscopic, determining T!f)
are generally reversible when spin diffusion effects are negligible.
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t im e s a n d s p e c t r a l d e n s it ie s of m o l e c u 

MOTION

The relaxation processes are Larmor frequency {i.e. magnetic field strength) dependent.
Analytical expressions for relaxation times can be derived by modelling the local random
fluctuating fields experienced by the spins in a sample.
A simple model can be constructed for a system of tumbling molecules in a low vis
cosity solution. The molecular orientation of each molecule with respect to the plane
perpendicular to the z axis can be described by a completely random fluctuating function
6{t) with values, let’s say, between -ti/2 and ti/2. The autocorrelation function of 9{t)
(or any other function) is defined as:

G {t )

= {6{t)6{t + r) ), where the {) indicates an

average over an ensemble of molecules or a long time. Now, for any continuous and
randomly fluctuating function 9{t), the autocorrelation function G{r) will be large for
small T and will tend to zero for large r . This is because for large r , the values of 9{t)
and 9{t +

t

)

are likely to have opposite signs, while they will often have the same sign

for small r. For r= 0, we get G(0) = {9^{t)), the mean square of the fluctuating angle.
For fast fluctuations G{r) will decay fast with increasing r. For slow fluctuations

G {t )

will decay slowly. Based on this qualitative observation, an exponential form of the type
G{t) oc

is often assumed for the autocorrelation function of a randomly fluctuating

field [32]. The constant Tc is a correlation time constant that defines how fast the system
loses its memory. In the case of rotating molecules Tc is roughly the time for a one ra
dian rotation. In practice, given the dynamics of molecular motion, Tc decreases when the
sample is warmed and increases when it is cooled. For biological solutions the correla
tion time can also be related to the activation energy {Eact) of some rotational mode as
Tc OC exp(—Eact//cgT) [38]. The Fourier transform of G{t) is referred to as spectral den
sity and describes the frequency distribution of the fluctuating function, in our example,
molecular orientation fluctuations. It takes a simple Lorentzian shape:

Typical spectral density functions are shown in fig. 2.4a for substances of different vis
cosities.
If the random magnetic fields responsible for the relaxation processes are ascribed
solely to through-space interactions between nuclear spin magnetic dipoles, the field cre
ated at the position of a spin by a neighbouring one only depends on the mutual orientation
{9) between their intemuclear vector (f) and B q. Its intensity is [37]:

& = 7 ( 3 cog2 e - l)/(2A r3)

J

Bxy = 3 7 (s in 0 c o s 6 )/(ftr -^ )
Using the spectral densities as shown above to model the random time dependence of
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Figure 2.4: (a) Typical spectral densities for a substances of different viscosities, (b)
Relaxation times T\ and T2 for variable 7^. From [38].
these dipolar fields, the relaxation rates associated with Mz and Mxy can be calculated to
be [ 1 1 ]:
1 /T i = K [ J { loq) + 4J(2cJo)]

I/T 2 = (7^/2) [3J(0) + 5J(wo) + 2J(2wo)]

( 2 . 11)

with K = (/xo/47r)^ 3 7 '^/i^/10 r®. T\ is most sensitive to motions with correlation times
Tc ~ 1/wo ~ 10“ ®— 10“ ^s. In contrast T 2 also contains the spectral density at a; = 0
(J(0)=Tc) describing the effect of the static component of the random fields. This is in
agreement with the qualitative discussion of sec. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Substituting J{u) from
eq. 2.9, eq. 2.11 allows the relaxation times to be plotted in terms of Tc as in fig. 2.4b. The
field dependence of Ti and T2 is also reported in the figure. For short correlation times
(non-viscous liquids) T^=Ti while at the opposite end 7^<K7i. It must be recalled that, in
general, Tc can be reduced by increasing the temperature.

2 . 2 .5

R e l a x a t i o n t i m e s i n p r e s e n c e o f a n r f f i e l d , T ip a n d

The relaxation times Ti and T2 relate to the evolution of M when only Bq is present. In the
presence of a continuous B i of frequency cj, the effective magnetic field (Beff) will have
an x-y component determined by the B i amplitude (uJi=jBi) and a z component given by
y A B z = LÜ — Uq (see also eq. 2.4). The parameters Tip and

are the equivalents of

Ti and T2 in the rotating frame and describe the decay of the components of M parallel
and perpendicular to Beff respectively.

is strongly dependent on the resonance offset

of the applied B \ and can be shown to lengthen considerably when Beff is at the socalled magic angle with respect to z i.e. an angle that nullifies Bz in eq. 2.10 (^ ~54.7°)
[34,39]. However, T2p has seen little application in bio-medical MRI. In contrast. Tip
has been studied for a long time [40,41] in relation to contrast enhancement in biological
tissue and will be discussed in more detail. In particular, I will focus on the conditions
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of spin-lock, whereby, immediately after a 90° pulse, a resonant B i {i.e. with a frequency
u = cjo) is applied in the direction of M to lock the nuclear spins in such a direction. An
expression equivalent to eq. 2 .1 1 for dipole-dipole interactions can be derived for Tip as
[40,42]:
=
J-ip

— [3J(2wi) + 5J(wo) + 2J(2wo)]
^

1 + 4WiT^

(2 . 12)

The second row in equation 2.12 makes the relation between Tip and T^ explicitly depen
dent on the strength of the applied B i. Tip approaches T^ for low B i and its upper hmit is
Ti. Tip corresponds to the spin-lattice relaxation time Ti for B q=2B i . Semi-quantitative
equivalence of Tip and Ti has indeed been verified in excised tissue for uq = 2wi [43].
From a quantum mechanical perspective, in resonant conditions B i can be thought
of as a new quantisation axis, therefore defining new energy levels and populations for
spins parallel and anti-parallel to its axis. The corresponding equilibrium magnetisation
M l depends on B i in a way analogous to the Mq dependence on B q (see eq. 2.3) and
since B i ~

it results M i ~ 10“ '^M q , which is, effectively, undetectable. Assum

ing the initial magnetisation after the 90° pulse was

M q,

Tip is the time constant of an

exponential signal decay from Mq to M i ~ 0 much as T^ describes the loss of transverse
magnetisation from Mq to 0 .
In analogy to Ti, processes contributing to Tip relaxation can be only ascribed to local
magnetic fields perpendicular to B \ with frequencies close to uji. The importance of Tip
lies mainly in its sensitivity to the slow molecular motions characterising many macromolecular components of biological systems. To make Ti sensitive to these, Bq fields as
low as a few mT should be employed with a dramatic consequent loss of sensitivity. The
use of B i fields with amplitudes corresponding to Larmor frequencies of lOOHz-lOKHz
allows the study of molecular dynamics with Tc~ 1 0 “ ^ — 1 0 “ ^, with the advantage of
sensitivities set by the high B q strength.

2 .3

S ig n a l

d e t e c t io n a n d b a s ic p u l s e s e q u e n c e s

Here, 1 will discuss simple pulse sequences usable to measure the basic MR relaxation
times (Ti, T^, T^) assuming homogeneous samples and no encoding of spatial informa
tion. The concept of echo formation will be also introduced. Basic sequences for imaging
will be discussed in sec. 2.4.
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M e a s u r in g r e l a x a t i o n tim e s :

s a tu ra tio n a n d in v e r

s i o n RECOVERY
Relaxation times of homogeneous samples can be easily measured on the basis of eq. 2.6
-2.7 remembering that only the x-y component of magnetisation is detected. Following
a short 90° pulse the amplitude of the detected signal decays as S{t) oc Mxy{t) = Mq •
due to the combined effect of T2 and T^: the value of Tg* can be readily obtained
with an exponential fit. In order to measure the z component of M a second 90° pulse is
needed a time r after the first to tilt M z{t~ ) into the transverse plane. The amplitude of
the detected signal is

+ r ) oc Mxy{t

-\-t )

=

Measuring S{t-\-T) in

a series of experiments with variable r allows one to plot Mz ( r ) oc M o(l —

for

any fixed t and fit for Ti.
This method is dubbed saturation recovery. A more precise way to measure T\
is to use the inversion recovery experiment where the first excitation pulse is a 180°
pulse. Denoting the moment right after the pulse occurring at time 0 with t=0'*' we have
Mz(O^) = —M q and Mc^(0+) = 0. At later times M z {t )

oc

M q(1 —

allowing

measurement of the recovery of the longitudinal magnetisation over a greater dynamic
range. Due to its importance in the inversion recovery experiment, the time interval be
tween the 180° pulse and the readout pulse is referred to as inversion time, TI. It is im
portant to note that, for an accurate measurement of Ti with eq. 2.6, the time of repetition
(repetition time, TR) of the experiments with different T I should be T i? » T i.
Fig. 2.5 illustrates the measurement of Ti and T2. Measurement of Tip will be dis
cussed in chap. 8.

2 .3 .2

S p in E c h o e s a n d G r a d i e n t e c h o e s

Ideally, following an rf pulse, the MR signal would be acquired for alH > 0 in order
to sample the higher signal points for the 71^ decay and to have a better SNR for the Ti
measure. In fact, especially for imaging, the minimum dead-time between an rf pulse and
the start of the acquisition can be several ms resulting in loss of the signal from short TJ
tissues. Moreover, if one wants to measure T2 instead of Tg the effects of relaxation due
to stationary field inhomogeneities have to be removed.
The procedure of echo formation via rf or gradient pulses (leading respectively to
‘spin’ or ‘gradient’ echoes) delays the acquisition with respect to the excitation, gives a
better SNR, and allows elimination of some undesired dephasing effects via the reversal
of particular processes.
S p in

echoes

The basic spin echo (SE) sequence can be described as: 90°-r-180°-acquisition. Hahn
[44] was the first scientist to show that, following the free induction decay, a second MR
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Figure 2.5: (a) sh ow s m easurem ent o f T 2 /T 2 decay. A sin g le p u lse ( a ) usually a 90°
pulse is applied and the en su ing FID is recorded. The signal is show n as m agnitude
(sm ooth ly d ecayin g curve) and its real part (a d eca y in g am plitude co sin u so id ). For a
h om ogen eou s lo w -v isco sity substance in a perfectly uniform B q the signal m agnitude
d ecays as e x p ( - r / T 2 ). For t = T 2 , the transverse m agnetisation is M x y { T 2 ) = 37% •
M ry(O ^)- In the presence o f field in h om ogen eities T 2 effects contribute to sign al d ecay
and an effective 7 ^ is m easured. T 2 is thus in practice m easured w ith the sequ en ce
show n in fig. 2.6. (b) sh ow s m easurem ent o f the relaxation tim e T \ . A first p ulse {(3)
tips the equilibrium m agnetisation o ff the z axis. A fter a tim e r , a secon d p ulse (o:),
usually producing a 9 0 ° flip angle is applied. Three traces are show n for /?= 180° (thick
trace at the bottom ), 90° (thin trace in the m idd le) and 4 5 ° (top, dashed trace). The
m axim um signal in the en su ing FID giv es M ^ (r ). For /?= 180°, M z { 0 ^ ) = —M

q,

the

(real) signal fo llo w s the low er (thicker) trace and g o e s through zero for t — T i \ n
S ym b ols on the traces indicate M z ( r = T i ) .
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180

Spin echo

FID

TE

Figure 2.6; The conventional sp in-ech o (SE ) seq u en ce is show n in (a), (b) sh ow s the
resulting spin evolution o f 5 representative spins under the influence o f stationary field
in h om ogen eities in the rotating frame. N o te that the am plitude o f the spin ech o is re
duced with respect to that o f the FID fo llo w in g the excitation p ulse (9 0 °) due to T 2
decay. D etails o f the diagram are given in the text.

signal, the so-called ‘echo’, could be obtained using an additional rf pulse. His original
sequence was a 90°-r-90°-acquisition sequence.
Fig. 2.6 diagrammatically demonstrates the concept of echo formation. Fig. 2.6a
shows the spin echo sequence and the resulting FID and echo signal. In fig. 2.6b, the
evolution of five representative spins evolving under the effect of stationary Bq differ
ences. The excitation pulse (90°, in the diagram along the x' axis) rotates M to the y'
axis (i-ii). The spins start to dephase (ii-iii): spin 3 is on-resonance and, in the rotat
ing frame, does not precess at all; spins 1-2 have Larmor frequencies exceeding ujq and
precess clockwise. Spins 4-5 experience a weaker B q and precess anti-clockwise in the
rotating frame. As a consequence of this dephasing the signal decays (as

) and an

FID is observed. At a time defined as T E H a 180° pulse is applied, (in the diagram along
the y' axis) and changes sign to the x' component of the spin vectors. Spins 4-5 continue
to rotate clockwise and spins 1-2 anticlockwise and start to re-phase. Close to the time
t= TE the spins add-up once more coherently to generate a net magnetisation along y' and
a ‘spin-echo’ is formed. Although each side of the echo carries a TJ decay, the signal
amplitude at the echo maximum is purely T 2 weighted and independent of stationary field
inhomogeneities (2^) i.e. S {T E ) = M q •

A series of experiments with variable

T E allows measurement of 2^. The delay between excitation and echo maximum (TE) is
generally referred to as echo time.
G r a d ie n t ec h o es

T 2 can be measured with the so-called gradient echo (GE) sequence. Here, spins are
artificially dephased and then rephased by means of a gradient pulse instead of an rf
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pulse. In general, following a 90° excitation, spins acquire a phase in the (rotating frame)
transverse plane proportional to the Bz they experience (on top of the B q field):
= 7 / B z{r)d r
Jo

(2.13)

If an external z magnetic field gradient is applied along some spatial direction (e.g. x in
the lab frame) spins in different (x) positions will start to precess at different rates (anal
ogously to fig. 2.6) and Mxy will quickly decay. If the polarity of the applied gradient
is reversed at a time f = r the spins will invert their precession direction in the rotating
frame and realign at f = 2 r with a signal amplitude given by S (2 t ) =

allow

ing measurement of T^. As explained below, almost all imaging sequences make use of
the concept of gradient echo.
E c h o tra in s
Using the Bloch equations 2.5 it is possible to derive the signal at any time point produced
by an arbitrary set of rf pulses in the absence of field inhomogeneities or explicit gradient
pulses. In the more general case, the Bloch equations must be solved dividing the sample
in small voxels where B q and B i are assumed to be constant and then adding up the local
signals. If the fields have a time dependence, the Bloch equations must then be modelled
by using sufficiently small time intervals.
A train of echoes can be produced following a single excitation for both spin-echo and
gradient echo sequences. In the CPMG sequence [45] (named after the authors: H.Y. Carr,
E.M. Purcell, S. Meiboom and D. Gill) refocusing 180° pulses are applied at constant
intervals (and, importantly, with the refocusing pulses phase shifted by

t i/2

with respect to

the 90° pulse, the so-called CPMG condition). The sequence reads : 90° (—r —180° —r)„
and the echo amplitudes at times tn = 2 n r are simply 5(2rzr) = M q •

Similarly,

by changing the polarity of the applied gradient every 2 r multiple gradient echoes can be
generated following a single 90° excitation. It is also possible to show that spin echoes
can occur even for non-ideal rf pulses. For example a sequence such as a° —T —2a° still
yields an echo at f = 2 r of amplitude S (2 t ) = sin^(a)M oe “ ^'^/^2

2 .4

Im a g e

f o r m a t io n in

MRI

The first ever 2D MR images were produced in 1972 by Paul Lauterbur [16] based on
multiple 1-dimensional profiles with a technique dubbed zeugmatography. Since then
incredible progress has been made in terms of reduced acquisition times, improved image
resolution and increased breadth of usable image contrast mechanisms. Nevertheless the
underlying principles that allowed the creation of the first images are still used today.
Below is a short overview of the concepts behind the ability of using the NMR signal to
create images of the internal organisation of a three dimensional (3D) object without the
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need of physically cutting it open.

2 . 4 .1

S ig n a l lo c a lis a tio n : s p a tia l e n c o d in g a n d s e le c tiv e
EXCITATION

We have seen how the detection of the MR signal can only happen if the equilibrium
of the spin system has been perturbed by an appropriate rf pulse. If all the spins in the
object were to experience the same static field ( B q), they would all contribute to the MR
signal observed at the Larmor frequency uq = ^Bq regardless of their spatial position.
The amplitude of the detected signal would be proportional to the total magnetisation in
turn related to the total number of spins in the sample. If p{f) is the spin density of a
sample, after an rf excitation the signal in the laboratory frame, neglecting relaxation, can
be written:
S{t) oc

f

p {f)d f

(2.14)

J s a m p le

with the proportionality constant depending on the type of nuclei observed and the effi
ciency of the detection apparatus. Equation 2.14 shows that the NMR signal correspond
ing to an homogeneous B q would be characterised by a single frequency. The Fourier
spectrum of the signal, before demodulation, would therefore have a single peak at uq.
Frequency

e n c o d in g

One way to discriminate signals arising from different spatial locations is to produce a
spatially dependent Larmor frequency Lo{f). This is done using magnetic field gradients
(G x,G y,G z) ideally creating a spatial variation of exclusively the z component of the
static field ( B q). As an example we can consider the effect of the application of a gradient
Gx in the x direction during signal acquisition. This would result in a Larmor frequency
Lu{x) = Wo 4- jG x ' x). For a ID object of spin density p{x), the total signal would be:
S{t) oc

j

J

p(x)e-''<°-^‘dx

(2.15)

The frequency-encoding gradient Gx thus provides spatial encoding by assigning local
signals to different frequencies. The total spectral amplitude of the signal at a frequency
uj{x) is proportional to its spin density p{x) at the corresponding spatial coordinate x.
The concept of frequency encoding is illustrated in fig. 2.7.
In a real 3D object, all the spins along the two axes perpendicular to the gradient
direction will precess at the same frequency. For each x value we can refer to these as
a spin-isochromats, collections of spins with the same ‘colour’, e.g. same frequency of
precession.
This method of signal localisation is used in almost all MRI applications and the direc
tion of application of the frequency encoding gradient is termed read-out {RO) direction
due to its concomitance with signal acquisition.
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Figure 2,7: M echanism o f spatial frequency en cod in g. The read-out (RO) gradient is
sketched in (c) as a square p ulse, lasting T r o - In (a) the spatially dependent Larmor
frequency in presence o f the gradient is plotted, (b) sh o w s a few p ix els along the R O (jc)
direction. In (d), the real part o f the rotating fram e signal originating from the various
p ixels is show n to be m odulated w ith a frequency proportional to their p osition along the
RO axis ( A u j{ x ) =

u jq -

u j{x )

= ‘^ G x { x ) . In order to be able to distingu ish the various

p ixels along the R O direction on the basis o f their different frequency, the am plitude
o f G r o is set so that adjacent p ixels have a frequency d ifferen ce o f <5z/=1/Tro- Such
is also referred to as ‘bandwidth per p ix e l’ (a lso see section 2 .4 .2 ). N o te that the
im aginary part o f the sign als corresponding to the different p ix els w ill have a sinusoidal
shape, as op posed to the co sin es show n in (d). (d4) and (d 6 ) w ould have sin e m odulated
sign als o f the sam e frequency but op posite sign.
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e n c o d in g

Phase encoding (PE) is simply a frequency encoding performed prior to signal acquisi
tion. If a linear gradient (e,g. Gy) is applied for a time Tpe, during this time interval the
local signals will oscillate at different frequencies depending on their y position. For any
t > Tpe the local signal d S from a position y of a ID object would be:
d S( y , t ) oc

(2 .1 6 )

Although when Gy has been turned off, all the elemental signals oscillate at the same
frequency, during the Tp intervals they have accumulated a phase:

0 ( 2/)

— “ 7 ■GyijTpe

(2 .1 7 )

Since the phase 4>{y) is hnearly related to the spatial position y, Gy is dubbed phaseencoding (PE) gradient. In general, if Gy is variable in time, the phase accumulated
during Tp will be:
rTpe
Hy) = -7 -2 /^

S e l e c t iv e

Gy(t)dt

(2.18)

e x c it a t io n

A third method of spatially localising the MR signal is based on the excitation of a selected
slab of the sample rather than on spatial encoding of the detected signal.
If a gradient (e.g. Gz) is applied simultaneously with the rf pulse, the Larmor fre
quency in the sample will vary with position along the gradient direction (the slice selec
tion axis, S S ), e.g. u (z ) = ujQ-\r yzGz- If the rf pulse is shaped such as to contain only
a narrow band of frequencies around uq, only those spins whose uj(z) is within a narrow
range around cjq will be efficaciously excited.
Fig. 2.8 shows a diagram demonstrating the concept of selective excitation. For the
same pulse shape, a stronger S S gradient (i.e. G^^^ in fig. 2.8) excites a thinner slice, while
for a fixed gradient strength the thickness of the pulse is related to the spectral bandwidth
of the rf pulse.
Examples of common rf pulse shapes and their corresponding frequency spectra
(roughly corresponding to their slice selection profiles) are displayed in fig. 2.9.
Though the FT of a pulse gives a more or less correct idea of the shape of the exci
tation profiles, amore accurate analysis can be performed by making use of the Bloch
equations. The latter approach is due to the non-linear behaviour of the spinsystem under
rf excitation and becomes necessary for large flip-angle pulses (>90°) [35].
Slice selection, frequency encoding and phase encoding methods can be individually
applied in multiple directions. However very often a combination of them is usually
employed. ID, 2D and 3D images or projections of the studied samples can then be
obtained in any desired orientation. Generally standard imaging protocols provide a set
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Figure 2.8: M ech anism o f selectiv e excitation. The rf-pu lse excitation band is indicated
along the horizontal (w ) axis as AtUexc- The corresponding slice thickness (thk) along
the direction o f the slice selection (SS) gradient (here the z axis) is dependent on the
gradient strength. E xam ples are show n for
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Figure 2.9: Frequency selective pulses: hard-pulse (a), ideal sine (c), truncated sine (e)
and gaussian (g). Their frequency profiles, approxim ating their excitation profiles are
show n in (b), (d), (f), (h). A ll the p u lses have been d esig n ed to g iv e a full w idth at h alf
m axim um o f their fourier transform (FT ) A /= 5 0 0 H z . S uch w idth is indicated by the
dashed vertical lines in the FT plots (b, d, f, h). The hard p ulse (a) is 2 .0 4 m s long. The
sine pulse (c) is given by s in ( 7 r A / t)/{Tx A / 1). T he 5 -lo b e sine (e) corresponds to the
central 12m s (5 lob es) o f the ideal sine p ulse show n in (c). The gaussian pulse (g) is
defined as e x p ( —

whe r e to = 2 ■ V l n 2 / ( 7 r A / ) .
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of 2D slices using slice selective pulses, phase encoding and frequency encoding along
three orthogonal directions. 3D sequences use phase encoding along two directions and
frequency encoding along the 3^^ and employ non-selective excitation pulses.

2.4.2

K -s p a c e a n d b a s ic im a g in g s e q u e n c e s

Here, the k-space formalism [46] is introduced. It makes use of the concepts of Fourier
analysis and allows a quick and easy visualisation of MR imaging schemes.
Starting from the ID case of eq. 2.15, where a constant Gx is assumed, if we make
the substitution 2-Kkx — ^ G xt and we consider demodulation at cjq, we get:
S{t) (X

J

p{x)e~^'^^^^^dx =

J

p{x)e~‘^^^^^^dx = p{kx)

(2.19)

where the p{kx) is simply the Fourier transform of p{x). Eq. 2.19 shows that the detected
time-domain signal can be interpreted as the Fourier spectrum of the spin density of the
object: S{t) oc p{kx, t). This mapping of spatial signal to k-space signal is brought about
by the RO gradient Gx- Generalising to the case of a 3D object and gradients variable in
time, the signal can be written:
S {k) = S (t) oc

J

p(rOe-’(’’/oT'C**+!'/o‘T'Gy<it+^/„‘7G.<it)^-^ j

t)
( 2 .20)

where the relations
27Tkj{t) =

G j{r) d r

j = x, y, z.

(2.21)

define the transformation from time-domain signal to k-space signal. It must be stressed
that although knowledge of S{k) would in principle allow through eq. 2.20 the exact
reconstruction of the spin density of the object, in practice, due to the necessity of dig
ital sampling and gradient amplitude hmitations, the function S{k) will only be known
for a limited set of points in k-space. This is a potential cause of artefacts in the final
image, though sampling of k-space appropriate for an accurate reconstruction can still be
achieved given a desired spatial resolution for the final image.
K -spa c e

s a m p l in g a n d im a g e r e c o n s t r u c t io n

Here, the process of image reconstruction is discussed for a discrete image. The problem
of imaging a continuous distribution will be considered in sec. 2.4.4.
The Nyquist theorem [35] states that in order to reconstruct a time-domain signal from
a set of equally-spaced discrete samples, the sampling frequency has to be at least twice
the maximum frequency in the signal. An analogous requirement applies to the case of a
spatial domain signal. If we consider a ID discrete object I{x) with a resolution A x, its
maximum spatial frequency will be 1 /2 Ax. As a result, for a faithful reconstruction, the
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corresponding k-space must be sampled up to a value M ax{kx) = 1 /A x . Given that a
number of samples N is generally used, M ax{kx) = A kx • N and A k x = l/(A^Arz:). The
resolution achievable in the image is thus:

=

Ma x{ k , )

=

NAk,

Equation 2.22 defines the so-called Fourier pixel size describing the inherent resolution
of an acquired MR image. If the object extends F oVx in the x direction, having F oVx =
N A x makes FoVx = 1 /A kx and ensures a reciprocal relation between the N points
sampled in k-space and the N points obtained in the image.
From eq. 2,19, the spin density p{x) of an imaged object can be reconstructed per
forming an inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of the acquired signal:
p{x) oc I

(2 .2 3 )

The discrete version of eq. 2.23, with constant sampling interval and the aforementioned
sampling requirements is:
+N/2

p[nAx]

=

(2.24)

Ak
m = —N / 2
+N/2

p[n]

=

Y .

(2 .2 5 )

m = —N / 2

where eq. 2.25 has been obtained from eq. 2.24 using A x = 1 / N A k (eq. 2.22) and then
setting A k = 1 resulting in A x = l / N . This can be done without loss of generality since
use of eq. 2.22 reduces the step size A k in eq. 2.24 to just a scaling factor. Below, few
different ways of sampling k-space are discussed with the help of sequence diagrams.
2D FT
One of the simplest ways to sample k-space is referred to as Cartesian or rectilinear. It
involves constant sampling intervals along any encoded direction {Akx and Aky, plus
A k z for a 3D acquisition). For a 2D acquisition, assuming frequency encoding along x
and phase encoding along y (a general convention adopted in most MR-related literature
and used from this point onward in this thesis), thefollowing relations between gradients
amplitudes, timings and required FoV of the object must hold true: A k x = ')GxAt/2'K =
l/F o V x and Aky = 7AGyTpe/27r = l/F oV y.
Fig. 2.10 shows the diagram of a sequence achieving this type of sampling and its
corresponding trajectory in the kx^ky space. The slice encoding gradient (indicated as
Gss while PE and RO gradients are indicated with G pe and G ^ ) respectively) provides
selective excitation of a slice whose plane is perpendicular to the z axis. This sequence is
dubbed 2DFT-SE as it is based on the concept of spin echo and the image is obtained by a
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Figure 2.10: 2D F T -SE sequ en ce (a) and its corresponding k -sp a ce trajectory (b). The
k-sp ace trajectory has been drawn for the strongest P E gradient (thick solid line on the
G PE trace. T he stars in (b) show the position in k-sp ace at the tim es f i _ 4 indicated by
arrows in (a). The pulse sequ en ce in (a) is repeated w ith a frequency M TR (w here T R
is called repetition time) a num ber o f tim es (A^g) inversely proportional to the spatial
resolution (A t/) desired in the final im age along the P E direction (and equal to the
num ber o f horizontal lines acquired in k-space, show n as dashed in (b)). T f ^ indicates
the total duration o f the gradients in the RO direction, corresponding to the acquisition
w in dow and to the coverage o f a sin g le horizontal line o f k-space. The lobe o f G f o
concom itant the G p e gradient is called ‘read de-ph ase lo b e ’, as it in du ces a signal dephasing that is re-phased by the first h alf o f the R O gradient. Both read dephase lobe
and phase en cod in g lob es can be alternatively applied b etw een the 180° and the signal
acquisition, though their polarity should then be reversed and the m inim um achievable
T E w ill be probably increased. The 180° pulse has the effect o f inverting the phase
o f the spins and, in (b) is represented as a mirror operation w ith respect to the center
o f k-space. In m ulti-slice im plem entations o f the sequ en ce, different slice s are excited
(and their sign al from a sin gle ky line recorded) w ithin each T R .
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straightforward two dimensional FT of the acquired data. Since following each excitation,
the readout covers only a single line with a fixed ky, for each slice the sequence needs to
be repeated a number of times equal to the number of PE steps (Npe). For this reason
this sequence is rather slow and typical acquisition times for the human brain are of the
order of minutes. The SE sequence provides a 7^-weighting, dependent on the choice of
the echo time TE. Ti-weighting can be obtained by preceding the sequence shown in fig.
2.10 with a 180°-7Y module (as in fig. 2.5).
A similar method based on gradient echoes (2DFT-GE) has similar characteristics. Its
sequence diagram and corresponding k-space trajectory are shown in fig. 2.11. A GE
sequence provides 7^ weighting (see sec. 2.5).
R a d ia l

s a m p l in g

Arbitrary k-space trajectories can be designed using eq. 2.21 with appropriate combina
tion of gradients. Another basic one and one of the first to be used to generate an MR
image [16] is obtained by applying simultaneously

and Gy during the acquisition.

In this way both gradients are used for frequency encoding. A linear k-space trajectory
is thus obtained with the ratio between the amplitudes of Gy and Gx giving the angle
9 = arctan(Gy/Ga;) of the trajectory with respect to the kx axis.
Fig. 2.12 shows a single trajectory for such an imaging sequence (a) and all the
sampled k-space points (b) after 9 has been varied in regular intervals (A0). For constant
gradients and sampling rate the k-space center is sampled more densely than the periphery.
Given an object with maximum radial extension Rx, the required condition for sufficient
sampling reads A/c = ^GÙdj2'K < X jlR x (where G = ^ G 1 + G"^) and the number of
projections (2ti/A0) must be roughly equal to the number of samples per projection [30].
The reconstruction of an image from radially sampled k-space is rather more complex
than for the cartesian sampling described above. One possibility is to interpolate the data
to a rectangular grid [47] and then perform a standard 2DFT but this method is prone
to severe image artefacts. A more common alternative, the ‘filtered back-projection’, is
based on the Radon Transform [48,49] and makes use of the fact that each acquired radial
line corresponds to the projection of the image along a direction perpendicular to it. This
is indeed the method currently employed for image reconstruction in X-ray tomography
(CT) [50].

2 . 4 .3

F a s te r

s a m p lin g

of

k -s p a c e :

s m a ll

flip

a n g le

and

M ULTI-ECHO SEQUENCES
One of the shortcomings of the basic imaging sequences presented in the previous sec
tion is the fact that for each excitation, a single line in k-space is acquired. As already
mentioned in sec. 2.3.1, for maximum signal, and assuming a good 90° pulse, the longi
tudinal magnetisation must be allowed to recover for a time T r )$> Ti if the same signal
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Figure 2.11: 2D FT -G E sequ en ce (a) and its corresponding k -spa ce trajectory (b). This
figure has been drawn sim ilarly to fig. 2.1 0 . Since no 180° p u lse is used in this s e 
q uence, the polarity o f the dephasing lob e o f both R O and P E gradients is reversed with
respect to the SE sequence. The k-space trajectory has been drawn for the strongest
P E gradient (thick solid line on the G

pe

trace. D ue to the a b sen ce o f 180° pulse the

m inim um T E achievable in a GE sequ en ce is usually shorter than that in a SE sequence.
The stars in (b) show the position in k -spa ce at the tim es G _ 3 indicated by arrows in
(a). T f i j indicate the total duration o f the gradients in the R O direction. T he sequ en ce
in (a) is repeated every T R a num ber o f tim es given by Npe. In m u lti-slice im plem enta
tions o f the sequ en ce, different slice s are excited (and their signal from a sin g le ky line
recorded) w ithin each T R .

Figure 2.12: E xam ple o f radial coverage o f k-space. (a) S in g le projection readout for a
2D (spin or gradient) echo sequ en ce w ith 6 = a r c ta n ((? ? //C z ). (b) sh ow s the sam pled
k -spa ce after 9 has been stepped in regular intervals ( A 9 ) to cover the w h ole plane. If
both acquisition bandwidth and gradients’ am plitudes are constant during the readout,
k-sp ace ends up being in h om ogen eou sly sam pled. For clarity on ly six projections were
used in the figure.

:
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T2 values

1.5T

4T

Tissue

1.5T

4T

0.9-1.Os
0.68-0.73 s

1.4-1.7S
-1 .0 s

GM
WM

85-97 ms
69-76ms

56-69 ms
48-52 ms

Table 2.2: T\ and T2 values of grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM) tissue at 1.5T
[51] and 4T [52]. Deep grey matter has typically longer T\ than cortical grey matter.
amplitude is desired following the next excitation. For a 2DFT technique the number of
excitations equals Npe and is strictly related to the desired image resolution in the PE
direction, e.g. with G pe along y\ Aype = FoVy/Npe. The total acquisition time (A T)
is A T ~ Npe ' Tp. If the Tp

Ti condition is not fulfilled, some Ti weighting is

introduced and the detected signal (and SNR) decreases to 1 —

of its value for

Tp :$> Ti. Additionally the first few scans, before an equilibrium condition for the lon
gitudinal magnetisation is reached, will display a slightly higher signal than the ensuing
ones and should be removed. Typical values of Ti (and T2) in brain tissue at clinical
(1.5T [51]) and high (4T [52]) field strength are reported in table 2.2. Typical values of
T R for standard imaging are between 0.5s and few seconds also depending on the num
ber of slices required; the total acquisition time for a volume is of the order of minutes.
This makes these sequences substantially motion sensitive and hinders the possibility of
following physiological changes happening on faster time-scales. The next sections will
introduce acquisition methods sampling k-space faster either through the acquisition of
multiple echoes for each excitation or through a drastic reduction of the TR. Alternative
methods are presented in chapter 6.
L o w FLIP A N G LE SEQ U EN C ES

FLASH (Fast Low Angle SHot [19]) is a gradient echo technique that can reduce the total
time to cover k-space to a few seconds (for a single slice) by employing a T R of the order
of few milliseconds. Using the Bloch equations, the optimal excitation flip angle can be
calculated that gives the maximum signal for a fixed TR. Assuming that the transverse
magnetisation is zero before each rf pulse (e.g. Tp

T^ or M^y is efficiently spoiled ^)

the steady-state signal is:

The flip angle yielding maximum SNR can be obtained taking the derivative of eq. 2.26
with respect to a and is named ‘Ernst angle’: a = arccos(e~^«/^i ). The FLASH sequence
is amenable to a 3D implementation using unselective rf pulses and phase encoding along
two directions. FLASH-type sequences are often employed on clinical scanners to get
' ‘spoiling’ refers to the deliberate destruction o f any coherent magnetisation in the transverse plane.
This is often achieved by the application o f large-area gradient pulses.
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anatomical images of good spatial resolution (Ixlxlm m ^) in about 10 minutes. They
are often implemented preparing the magnetisation with an inversion pulse in order to
improve tissue contrast (MP-RAGE)[53].
A 3D-FLASH sequence has been implemented on the 4.7T scanner for structural
imaging. Representative images are shown in section 7.11.
M

u l t i- e c h o s e q u e n c e s

Nowadays, few clinical imaging protocols employ a single echo readout per complete
excitation with a long recovery time (TR) between excitations. This is because, in most
cases, a substantial amount of magnetisation is still present in the transverse plane, fol
lowing the acquisition of an echo in a 2DFT-type sequence although it appears dephased
due to the application of the read-out gradients. Use of additional refocusing rf pulses
or additional gradient pulses allows for the formation of echoes through rephasing of the
transverse magnetisation (spin or gradient echoes). Signal can be acquired in this fashion
for as long as the relevant relaxation processes (T2 or 7^) allow, so that for each excitation
a number of lines of k-space equal to the number of echoes in the echo-train (the echo
train length, FTL) can be sampled. The whole image can thus be acquired in a single
shot or in a multi-shot (segmented) fashion depending on relaxation rates and hardware
capabilities.
FPl
Fcho planar imaging (FPl) was first introduced theoretically in 1977 [20] and nowadays
allows the acquisition of a 2D-image in a single shot, often in less then 100ms. In an
ideal implementation the {kx.ky} space is still sampled on a rectilinear grid and all the
required data is acquired following a single slice selective excitation along a train of gra
dient echoes.
An ideal gradient echo FPl pulse sequence is shown in fig. 2.13 together with its
associated k-space trajectory. Following each readout, a blip of PE gradient produces an
upward shift in k-space’, the polarity of the readout gradient is then reversed producing
a gradient echo during another acquisition; the process is repeated until the whole of
k-space is covered. Since even echoes cover a line with fixed ky in the opposite direction
to odd echoes, every other k-space line has to be time reversed prior to 2DFT. This is a
potential source of image artefacts and is further discussed in chap. 3.
Factors limiting the ability of obtaining a full image in a single excitation are both
sample and hardware dependent. While the signal decay is governed by the intrinsic
T2 or T2 of the imaged sample, the spacing between the echoes (the echo time spacing,
FTS) is related to maximum gradient amplitudes and switching rates (limited by hardware
capabilities or safety considerations). If the signal disappears into the noise earlier than
the last lines of k-space is sampled severe artefacts or extreme blurring can result in the
images. In some cases, it is then necessary to use two or more shots each covering only a
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Figure 2.13: Ideal EPI sequ en ce (a) and corresponding k-space trajectory (b). Sim ilar
sym b ols as in figures 2.10-2.11 are used here. The read dephase lob e area is h alf the
area o f each ech o readout (w h ose length is T u o ) . The P E gradient { G p e ) has an area
equal to the sum o f h alf the ensuing P E blips. For this ideal sequ en ce, it is assum ed
that the G p e blips are applied instantaneously w hen the

is zero {e.g. betw een t 2

and tg). M axim um signal is observed w hen the center o f k -sp a ce is traversed (tg) and
occurs a tim e T E after the 90° pulse. The total readout tim e is given by T p o ' N p e (full
ech o train not show n). For m u lti-slice a sim ilar seq u en ce b lock to that show n in (a) is
perform ed using a different offset frequency for the excitation p ulse.
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Figure 2.14: Gradient phase/frequency en cod in g sch em es for realistic EPI sequ en ces
and corresponding k-space trajectories, (a-b) Trapezoidal readout (RO) gradients ( G f o )
and constant phase en cod e (PE ) gradients ( G p e ) - (c-d) Trapezoidal RO gradients and
blipped triangular CpE- (e-f) Sinusoidal RO gradients and blipped sin e-lo b e G p e - A D C
(analog to digital converter) indicates the equally spaced sam pled points. (Adapted from
[54]).

fraction of the whole k-space (often in an interleaved fashion). It must also be stressed that
the actual gradients waveforms cannot resemble the step functions used in the diagram of
fig. 2.13a.
Some more realistic EPI sequences with their k-space trajectories are sketched in fig.
2.14. Clearly, in all examples the sampled points do not fall exactly on a rectangular grid.
Hence some data processing (regridding by interpolation) is necessary prior to the 2DFT.
The option of using a variable sampling rate is available on some scanners and would
allow the schemes shown in figures 2.14c and 2.14e to produce sampled points that are
equally spaced in k-space.
While the EPI sequences sketched in figures 2.13-2.14 produce 7^ weighted images
(GE-EPI), images with T 2 weighting can be obtained by replacing the excitation pulse
with a 90°-r-180°-r preparation (SE-EPI). Additional issues related to practical im ple
mentations of EPI will be discussed in section 3.1.
Other examples of EPI-type sequences exist, that cover k-space along different trajec-
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tones (e.g, circular [55], spiral [56], square spiral). Design of these trajectories is aimed at
shortening the TE, at minimising total scanning times, maximising resolution or simply
optimising the available gradient strengths and ramp times. Some of these are best for
particular apphcations (e.g. cardiac imaging) and usually trade resolution and SNR with
acquisition times and sensitivity to sample motion or hardware imperfections.
R A RE AND FSE
In 1986 Hennig demonstrated the Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement
(RARE) technique [18]. In contrast to EPI, RARE achieves sampling of k-space on a
strictly rectilinear grid and multiple echoes are formed with a series of refocusing pulses
(spin echoes) with each echo differently phase encoded. The main contribution to signal
decay in RARE is given by T2 (v5.

in GE-EPl) thus allowing for longer readout times.

However minimum inter-echo time spacings (ETS) in RARE are on the order of several
ms while in EPI the ETS can be less than 1 ms. This makes RARE in practice much
slower than EPI. Due to the high rf duty cycle in RARE, power deposition must be care
fully controlled. However, good SNR can still be obtained with lower power deposition
(or specific absorption rate, SAR) using refocusing pulses of reduced flip angle. This is
possible because of the contribution of stimulated echoes (ste) arising whenever at least
two imperfect (non 180°) refocusing pulse are applied (see sec. 3.2.2).
The multi-shot (segmented) version of RARE, is dubbed Fast Spin Echo (FSE) or
Turbo Spin Echo (TSE). It acquires a limited number of k-space lines (echoes) for each
excitation but produces much sharper images and is less prone to artefacts. It is a sequence
commonly employed in clinical practice and constitutes the focus of chap. 5.

2 .4 .4

P o i n t S p r e a d F u n c t i o n a n d G ib b s r i n g i n g

The image reconstruction process described above (sec. 2.4.2) assumed a discrete object
with specified spatial resolution. Obviously, the spin density of any real sample is repre
sented by a continuous function of position and the FT of such an object could contain
very high spatial frequencies extending to infinity for sharp edges or tissue boundaries.
The main effects of sampling k-space only up to a maximum frequency kmax is a certain
blurring in the final image that can be characterised using the concept of Point Spread
Function (PSF) [35] that describes the effect of the imaging process on a single-point
source of signal. The truncation of k-space can be visualised as the result of the prod
uct of the actual FT of the object I{k) multiplied by a rectangular box-car function h{k)
(extending from -kmax to +kmax)- To see the effect on the image we use the convolu
tion theorem [35] stating that the FT of the product of two functions equals the convo
lution of the FTs of the two separate functions, i.e. if S {k)= I(k)-h(k), then the image
S{x)= F T(S(k))= F T(I)^FT{h(k)). The PSF is defined as the FT of the boxcar function
h(k), i.e. FSF(x)=FT(h(k))=sm(27Tkmax)/'^x, and is a sine function whose first zero
crossing is lUkmax corresponding to the Fourier pixel size (see sec. 2.22). A discrete
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Figure 2.15: PSF, Gibbs ringing and k-space windowing functions, (a-c-e-g) show
simulated k-space raw data. The original signal is shown in (a) and extends to infinity
in k-space. This signal is filtered by a rectangular function (c), a gaussian filter (e) or a
Hanning filter (g). The dotted line shows the filter and the continuous line the resulting
k-space signal after filtering. The three filter functions in (c-e-g) have been chosen to
have the same area. The images corresponding to (a-c-e-g) are shown in (b-d-f-h) as a
solid line. The dashed line indicates the original shape of the imaged object.

image is then obtained by sampling the S{ x) at the desired resolution. The PSF thus acts
as a filtering kernel applied on the real image to yield the reconstructed image. It shows
how much the intensity from a particular point is spread out over the neighboring points
and, conversely, how much the signal at one point in the reconstructed image depends on
the intensity at neighboring points. If a more extended k-space area is covered, the PSF
narrows and blurring is reduced.
If the imaged object contains sharp edges or boundaries, the truncation of k-space pro
duces some ripples in the reconstructed image (Gibbs ringing) [35]. One way to minimise
the ripples is to further smooth the image or, equivalently, multiply the k-space data by
a windowing function that equals one in the center and rolls off to zero at the edges of
the sampled area to smooth the abrupt truncation. The resulting PSF will then be the FT
of the box-car defining the sampled k-space extent, multiplied by the windowing func
tion. Standard windowing functions roll off as a cosine (Hanning and Hamming)^ [57], a
gaussian or an exponential function.
The effect of few k-space windowing functions on the image of a one-dimensional
box-car object is illustrated in figure 2.15.
It has to be remembered that in most imaging sequences the signal is acquired during
signal decay, e.g. 7^ decay in gradient echo acquisitions. In a 2DFT sequence this results
in each k-space line with constant ky being weighted by an exponential function depen
dent on the

T2

of the sample

with

t e [-T rq /^ ,

+ 7 ^ o /2 ]. This weighting acts as

a k-space filter in the kjio direction while no filter is present in the kpE direction as the
^The Hanning filter is defined as: H{ j ) = 0.5 + 0 .5 co s(7 rj/D ) while the Hamming filter is: H { j ) =
0.54 + 0 .4 6 cos(7rj/D ) where D is thejf =
and D is the distance over which the filter is applied.
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different echoes are acquired in exactly the same conditions. In most fast imaging tech
niques however, more lines of k-space are acquired either sequentially (as in RARE and
EPI) or in non steady state conditions {i.e. following an inversion pulse in FLASH-type
sequences) and the acquired k-space is effectively also modulated in the PE direction. In
some cases, it is possible to condition the raw data prior to FT in order to correct for this
effect [58]. For multi-shot sequences, it is also necessary to minimise amplitude disconti
nuities arising from the combination of the data as they introduce extra ripples in the PSF.
In all these cases, the effective PSF departs from a simple sine and becomes dependent
on the local relaxation times which change from tissue to tissue. The phase of the PSF
also becomes important since destructive interference of signal from neighboring pixels
can cause signal attenuation. The effects of k-space weighting will be discussed in more
detail in chap. 3 for EPI and FSE and in sec. 5.3.3.

2 .5

Contrast

in

M R Im a g i n g

A feature of MR that makes it applicable to the most disparate fields (material science,
food industry, bio-medicine, neuroscience, analytical chemistry, oil search) is its flexi
bility. Although the acquired signal arises from a single specified nuclear species, the
resulting spectra or images can be made sensitive to a multitude of additional parameters
either directly related to the NMR experiment or dependent on biological endogenous
parameters. The most common of these are listed below:

Spin density Also referred as proton density {pd) for

imaging. The simplest way to

obtain a pûf-weighted (pd-W) image reflecting just the water content of the various
tissues is to use a standard SE-2DFT sequence with T r :$> Ti (for the longest Ti in
the sample) and T e <K T2 (for the shortest T 2 in the sample).
T i In a conventional purely Ti-weighted image the relative signals of the components
with longer Ti are reduced. This contrast can be obtained using a SE-2DFT se
quence with T e

T 2 and a reduced T R with respect to a pJ-W image similarly

to the saturation recovery experiment (sec. 2.3.1) so that the signal from long Ti
tissues do not have time to recover their equilibrium magnetisation between subse
quent excitations {i.e. they are ‘saturated’). Alternatively the sample magnetisation
can be prepared with an inversion pulse (similarly to the inversion recovery ex
periment): the inversion time {TI) will determine the final image contrast and can
be chosen to null the signal of a component with a particular Ti=T'ia (by setting
T I = Tia! In 2). FLASH images with short T E are also mostly TiW.
T 2 A 7^-weighted image is usually obtained by a SE sequence with a long T E such that
the components with shorter T2 have already decayed at the echo maximum and
appear of low or null intensity. The condition T r :$> Ti must be fulfilled for pure
T2-weighting.
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T * 7^-W images can be obtained with gradient echo sequences (GE-2DFT, GE-EPI)
and tissue contrast depends on relative intensities of local magnetic field inhomo
geneities. If the spins in selected voxels experience different Larmor frequencies
they will destructively interfere. Paramagnetic substances in the tissue of interest
{e.g. iron or deoxyhemoglobin) also contribute as endogenous agents to signal de
phasing. Exogenous agents such as Gadolinium compounds, can be injected in the
blood stream and have a similar (if transient) effect: they can be used to aid the
measurement of cerebral blood volume (CBV) (see ‘Perfusion’ entry below). Local
magnetic field inhomogeneity can also be exacerbated by poor shimming. Similarly
to T2 contrast, it is the TE chosen that determines the amount of

weighting.

Tip Tip-weighted images can be obtained with a procedure outlined in chap. 8. Similarly
to TgW images they display a reduced intensity for the short Tip components in the
sample.

Magnetisation Transfer (MT) Protons

associated

with

membranes

and

macro

molecules in biological tissues are less mobile and characterised by short T 2
compared to bulk water protons and are not directly detectable in conventional
MRI. However, they are coupled with their more mobile counterparts and can
thus influence the magnetisation of the latter via exchange processes. MT contrast
(MTC) was discovered in 1983 [59,60] and can be introduced in an image by
pre-irradiating the sample with an off-resonance rf pulse. Since the macromolecular protons have a much broader line-width (oc I /T 2) than the mobile ones, they
will end up being preferentially saturated.

In the ensuing time, the saturation

will be partly transferred (mostly by chemical exchange) to the mobile protons
with the effect of decreasing their signal. The amount of signal reduction and
consequent contrast between tissues depends on both experimental parameters
such as amplitude, frequency and duration of the preparatory irradiation pulse, and
on tissue properties such as relaxation times and fractional volumes of the bound
m d fr e e proton components. In the human brain MT effects attenuate signal from
myelinated/low-pJ white matter more than signal from grey matter (see also sec.
3.2.5).

Diffusion Proton MR images can also be made sensitive to local water diffusion prop
erties. Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) weighted images can be related to
thermal motion in any direction or a specific direction can be selected. The diffu
sion coefficient {D) is defined as the proportionality constant between the variance
of the displacement (Ax) of a molecule and elapsed time: (Ax^) = 2D t (for ID
motion). Imaging sequences with diffusion-weighting are usually based on SE and
incorporate pairs of gradient pulses of the same area and opposite polarity [61]
applied in the direction(s) of interest. Stronger, longer or more spaced gradients re
sult in progressively enhanced attenuation of the signal from more diffusive sample
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components. (See also section 3.2.4.)

Perfusion Both endogenous and exogenous contrast agents can be used to measure cere
bral blood flow (CBF) and volume (CBV). CBF is defined as the rate of dehvery of
arterial blood to a capillary bed in the tissue and it is measured in ml/(100g- min)
or ml/(100ml-min). CBV is the fraction of tissue volume occupied by blood ves
sels and it is dimensionless. Typical values in the brain are CBF%60ml/(100g-min)
and CBV%4% of which % 5% is arterial and the remaining 95% equally divided
between capillaries and veins. MRI perfusion measurement are usually carried out
using a fast imaging technique to measure the transient signal intensity changes
produced by the passage of blood that has been labelled in some way. In bolus
tracking experiments, the tagging consists of a rapid venous injection of a contrast
agent such as Gd-DTPA. Although generally the gadolinium is used as a signal
enhancing compound thanks to its T\ reduction effects {e.g. enhancing signal inten
sity of tumoural tissue in TiW images) in a healthy brain this agent remains within
the (small) intravascular space (4% of the brain) and its effects are very localised.
However, since gadolinium is paramagnetic, when it passes through the vascula
ture, magnetic susceptibility differences between extravascular and intravascular
compartments and transient local field gradients are created [62]. A signal decrease
up to 20-30% can thus be observed in both SE and GE sequences up to a distance
roughly equal to the vessel radius. While

decreases due to increased field in

homogeneities, T2 effects are mediated by diffusion through these inhomogeneities
and thus less efficient refocusing. The signal change during the first passage of the
bolus can be related to the gadolinium concentration and both CBF and CBV can
then be estimated. In arterial spin labelling (ASL) the blood water is magnetically
tagged by saturation or inversion and decreases the observed signal of tissue into
which it subsequently flows. Since water can be considered a diffusible tracer its
rate of flow or exchange with tissue water gives a measure of CBF. CBF is usually
measured by taking an additional measurement in the absence of a tag.
Often MRI sequences produce an image contrast that depends on a combination of more
than one of the factors listed above. Proper care must thus be exercised when quantitative
MR (qMR) is performed, i.e. when numerical values of specific parameters {e.g. T\, CBF,
metabolites concentration) are to be estimated and possibly compared between different
MR centres or between groups of patients and matching healthy volunteers.

2.6

S i g n a l d e t e c t i o n s e n s i t i v i t y a n d Bq f i e l d d e 
p e n d e n c e OF THE

SNR

Interest in the construction of high magnetic field MR scanners is driven by the increased
available NMR signal, potentially usable to reduce examination times, improve spatial
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resolution or simply to improve contrast-to-noise-ratio (CNR) per unit time or SNR in
protocols with inherently low SNR {e.g. diffusion imaging). In addition, some contrast
mechanisms are enhanced at higher magnetic fields leading to higher sensitivity of speci
ficity for selected techniques. Examples are blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)
contrast, based on susceptibility differences (7^ contrast), and spectroscopy, where in
creased absolute chemical shift differences make spectral peak assignment easier than at
lower fields.
The available magnetisation from a sample immersed in a static magnetic field has a
simple linear dependence on the field strength (as by eq. 2.3): Mq = { N B q)/

.

However, a complete evaluation of the SNR must include an analysis of the sensitivity
of the signal receiving apparatus and an estimation of the possible noise sources, both
physiological and related to the electronics.
Calculations of the sensitivity of the NMR experiments and its field dependence, have
been undertaken since the 1960s [25,63-66] though some of the predictions that were
then cast about high fields have been later disproved by experience.
Abragam [25] had calculated a 3/2 power dependence of the SNR from cjq that was
considered a ‘fundamental dictum of NM R’ [63] for quite a few years. The problem with
Abragam’s formulation was that it contained factors depending on coil geometry, the
quality factor of the coil, filling factor and temperature as well as preamplifier noise and
receiver bandwidth; many of these factors had a strong mutual dependence and frequency
dependence thus complicating its practical usage.
Hoult and Richard [63] proposed a new approach to the calculation removing some
of the interactions between various contributing factors and making explicit reference to
the spatial sensitivity profile of specific rf coil designs. The ‘principle of reciprocity’ [67]
was then stated, remarking that the greater the induction field {B{) produced at a particular
position by a unit current in a coil, the greater the current induced in the same coil by a
dipole moment placed in that position. This concept is the basis for any calculation SNR
and power deposition, be it analytical or numerical [68-72].
Using Faraday’s law, the voltage induced in a coil is proportional to the rate of change
of magnetic flux through the coil itself. If B^^^ is the field that would be produced by a
unit current in the receiving coil at position r then a rotating dipole moment m placed at
position r will produce in the coil an e m f = —^[B'^^^{f) • m (r, ^)]. If m corresponds
to nuclear magnetisation then we can substitute rh with an integral of M (f, t) over the
sample:
em f = - ^ (
u t J s a m p le
where, in general,

■M {r, t)d r

(2.27)

has components along all axes of the laboratory frame. Now, the

magnetisation vector after an arbitrary rf pulse can be separated into cartesian components
in order to perform the dot-product with

Mz and Mxy can be written from eq. 2.6-
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2 .7 including the spatial variable fa s :

M^{r,t)

=

=

(2 .2 8 )
M , ( f , () +

t) =

0)

(2 .2 9 )

where 0o and M ± {f,0 ) are determined by the excitation pulse. Eq. 2 .2 8 -2 .2 9 contain
three types of time dependent terms where t is multiplied by uq, l/T i or 1/7^. Since in
MRI signal is only detectable from sample components with minimum T2 of the order
of a few ms while Wo/27C± lO^Hz it is clear that the time derivatives of the

and

Q-i/T'2 factors can be neglected with respect to the time derivative of e~^^. With such an
approximation, eq. 2 .2 7 can be rewritten:
e m f = -W o [

sin (w of-(^ o(f))-i-Æ ^ '= (f) c o s ( w o f - ÿ o ( f ) ) ]

J s a m p le

(2 .3 0 )

The above equation can be simplified using the relations
B^^^ sin 9b with

cos 6b and

=

a generic phase angle; assuming a homogeneous sample the spatial

integral yields the sample volume

Vs

and we get:

Signd oc uqVsM±B^^^ sin(w of
Given the linear dependence of

M

q

9b —

(2 .3 1 )

on wq, eq. 2.31 shows that MR signal has a power of

2 dependence from Larmor frequency.

The calculation of the noise is slightly more complicated and it requires taking into
account both coil and sample contributions. Generally, the noise voltage derives from
random fluctuations in the receive coil electronics and sample; its standard deviation can
be expressed as:
o’noise — \f^ k ^ T ^ R B W

(2 .3 2 )

where R is an effective resistance that can be thought of being the sum of the coil resis
tance Rc and the resistance induced by conductive losses in the sample (body) Rg. B W
is here the bandwidth of the detection system: it is determined by the cutoff frequency of
the analog low pass filter, i.e. the acquisition bandwidth SW. Since the thermal fluctua
tions in the measured signal have a uniform power spectrum within the chosen bandwidth,
they are referred to as ‘white’ fluctuation. Since very often, the coil temperature cannot
be varied, the two dominating factors are the sequence dependent SW and the strongly
frequency dependent resistance.
With regards to the resistance of the coil itself one of the most important factors to
consider is the skin effect. It is associated with magnetic fields generated by the current
flowing in the conductor at rf frequencies and ensures that the injected current only flows
near the surface of the conductor. For a long cylindrical conductor the skin depth would be
given by

= y^2p(Tc)////io^o where p is the conductor resistivity and the coil resistance

would result [63]: Rc =

ppouJop{Tc)/ 2 (/=length, p=circumference). Proximity
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effects are also present when there are many conductors in close proximity as the magnetic
fields created by one influence the current distribution in the others. These additionally
reduce the surface area for current flow and increases resistance by a factor that is usually
between 3 and 6 [63].
Dielectric and inductive losses associated with the sample have also to be considered.
Effects of the relative dielectric constant in the sample will be discussed in chap. 4.
Inductive losses are associated with the conductivity of the sample. Eddy currents will
indeed be produced by the applied rf field with a dependence from sample dimensions,
resistivity and frequency. For a saline sphere with radius r and resistivity p and assuming
a uniform B i, the sample resistance would be [4]: Rs = 2'KUjlBlr^/\bp. Associated with
sample resistance is power deposition that has to be carefully controlled.
Based on the above considerations the field dependence of the SNR can be represented
by an equation of the form:
SN R a
[a .

-----------+ 0 ■

(2.33)

where the first and second terms in the denominator describe respectively the coil and
sample resistance. At any frequency above 1 MHz, it is observed that it is the noise
associated with human tissue that dominates over coil and electronic noise. The low
field expectation of SNRocwo^/"^ is therefore never realised at conventional operating static
fields and the effective increase in sensitivity is predicted to be only linearly dependent
on field strength.
However, experimentally, the SNR depends also on a number of other factors. For
example there exist technical difficulties in constructing magnets providing higher static
magnetic fields that are uniform over large regions. Use of conventional low-field rf coil
designs is also complicated by the fact that the wavelength associated with the Larmor
frequency approaches that of the sample and the coil dimensions (see chapter 4 for a fur
ther discussion of these issues). As an additional complication, the Ti of tissue lengthens,
requiring longer T R between excitations hence further reducing the available SNR per
unit time. Reduction of 7^ and 71^ also poses additional challenges requiring a faster sig
nal acquisition in order to achieve contrast similar to that obtained at lower fields. Safety
guidelines must also be considered limiting the available gradient switching rates and rf
amplitudes.
Due to the combination of all the above factors, the issue of what is the optimal field
strength is still not clear and certainly dependent on the desired application.

2 .7

S afety

c o n sid e r a t io n s

The three main components of an MRI system are the main magnet creating the static B q,
the rf coil used for spin excitation and signal detection and the gradient coils necessary in
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any imaging experiment. There are safety consideration and guidelines associated with
each of these. They will be briefly summarised in the following sections.

2.7.1

S ta tic fie ld e ffe c ts

Although the magnetisation produced in a body inserted in a field Bo is enough for MRI
experiments to be successfully and efficiently carried out, it must be remembered that the
human body as a whole is weakly diamagnetic and therefore its interaction with magnetic
fields is very limited. In addition, none of our bodily functions is dependent on magnetic
fields for their operation.
Mild sensory effects of static fields have been reported including loss of balance,
nausea, vomitus, taste sensations or headache, especially associated with movement in
the strong varying magnetic field gradient just outside the magnet opening [4]. However
these symptoms do not appear in every person and cease as soon as the higher field area
is exited.
While there are no known effects on biological functioning and therefore no physical
limitations on human exposure, there are other hazards associated with the great amount
of energy stored in static magnetic fields. These are associated with displacement forces
generated by the field gradients on magnetic materials.
Exceptional care must thus be placed on preventing subjects with implanted devices
like pacemakers or aneurism clips from being scanned, as well as patients with metallic
heart valves. The risk of ferromagnetic objects becoming projectiles is also an important
one and proper training and screening procedures must be ensured for anybody working
in the vicinity of the scanner fringe field. A good review on the safety of strong static
field can be found in [73].
While 1.5T scanners have been used routinely in hospitals for about 10 years now,
the US Food and Drug Administration [27] has recently approved the used of 3T MRI
scanners for clinical use. In the UK, exposure to B q of more than 2T still requires approval
from local ethics committees. However, healthy human volunteers have been scanned at
fields up to 8T without no reports of any side effects.
The 4.7T system used throughout this thesis has been approved for scanning of con
senting healthy volunteers by the University College London Hospitals Ethics committee.
A number of applications for scanning patients in relation to specific disorders have been
filed.

2.7.2

R f fie ld e ffe c ts

(SAR)

The main physical effect of rf exposure is deposition of energy, leading to tissue heating.
Excessive heating could have physiological effects including changes in cardiac output or
mental function. Some specific organs are particularly at risk because of their composi
tion. These includes testes and eyes (characterised by lack of an efficient heat dissipation
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mechanism due to reduced vascularity) or the womb of pregnant women (because of its
highly conductive composition). Risk of local heating and bums is also associated with
any metallic object present on or within the body of the subject such as electrodes but
also necklaces, earrings or dental braces, though there has never been a report of a subject
being seriously injured by these effects [74].
R f exposure is generally measured in terms of the specific absorption rate (SAR) de
fined as the average power in Watts delivered to a Kg of exposed tissue over the time of
the experiment. A useful expression for the SAR can be calculated for a uniform spherical
conductor with radius r, conductivity a and density p from the electric field generated by
a time varying magnetic field as [4]:
(2.34)

=

P
Eq. 2.34 clarifies the important square dependence of SAR on Larmor frequency and B i
amplitude as well as a linear dependence from subject area (r^) and rf duty cycle (Dc).
Obviously as higher field scanners are developed, attention must be paid in carefully
monitoring the SAR and develop sequences that can employ limited B i amplitudes. As
further discussed in chap. 4, the possibility of local SAR hot-spots exists and lots of
efforts are being put in measuring and calculating local power deposition in vivo, head
phantoms or numerical models, especially at high fields [69,72,75,76].
The SAR safety limits are currently set up to limit rf-induced core temperature
changes to 0.7°C-1.0°C. For the human head the current safety guidelines indicate a max
imum of 4W/Kg over a maximum of 15 minutes [77]. A review on rf induced heating
during MR procedures can be found in [78]. On the 4.7T scanner, the SAR is carefully
monitored and limited according to the guidelines. The FSE sequence, a typically highSAR sequence due to its train of high fiip-angle pulses, produces an estimated SAR below
the safety guidelines (see chap. 5 for further information).

2 . 7 .3

G r a d ie n t s w itc h in g e f f e c ts

The time varying magnetic fields generated by the imaging gradients are responsible for
induced electric fields in the body. At sufficiently high amplitudes, these can in turn in
duce peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS) or muscular stimulation. PNS happens when the
induced currents in tissue exceed the nerve polarisation threshold. However, while dis
comfort has only been reported at amplitudes 50-100% higher than the sensation thresh
old, the stimulation in itself is not hazardous. It is also in principle possible to induce
ventricular fibrillation or even cardiac stimulation, though the threshold for these was
measured on dogs to be about 80 times higher than the PNS threshold [79].
The induced current density in a circular path of radius r is:
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Assuming a conductivity of 0.4 S/m for muscle and a maximum loop radius of 0.3m, the
current density at that point can be written as J = 0.018 • M a x S le w R a te . The current
density required for stimulation is of the order of 1A/m^ and would be reached for a slew
rate of 55mT/(m-ms).
The safety limits set to minimise PNS are given in terms of dB/dT in T/s and depend
on the duration of the gradient ramp. The following hyperbolic relationship applies:
^
.

j

chronaxie
= rheobase 1 + ------------

/ th r e s h o ld

(2.36)

' ra m p

The rheobase value is the dB/dT value under which no stimulation is possible, while
chronaxie is a tissue dependent electrical constant. A recent study found for whole body
MR systems consistent values of rheobase=(18.8±0.6)T/s and chronaxie={036±0.02)ms
[80]. The current safety limits (IBC 60601-2-33) set rheobase=\?>.2ATIs for normal oper
ating mode and 22.8T/s for P* level controlled operating mode while chronaxie=OAms.
The chronaxie for cardiac stimulation is about 10 times higher [4].
Interestingly, the hyperbolic relation means that fast switching gradients are less likely
to induce PNS than slower ones. As an example, the PNS threshold would be 58.8T/s for
a 180/is ramp and only 32.8T/s for a 500/zs ramp. More details can be found in a review
by Schaefer et al. [81].
On our 4.7T scanner the maximum gradient strength is 35mT/m for each axis. Con
sidering a position that is 10cm off the gradients iso-center along the three directions, the
maximum extra field created by all the gradient together is 10.5mT. With a maximum
specified slew rate of 195mT/m/ms, the minimum ramp time would be 180/zs, at which
the three gradients together would create a dB/dt=58.3T/s, just below the normal operat
ing mode safety limits. However, employment of gradients at the maximum slew rate and
across all axes simultaneously is not realistic. At the much more commonly employed
ramp time of 250/zs the dB/dT on one axis in the same position would be only 14T/s, a
value even lower than the typically reported rheobase.

2 .8

Summary

This chapter has dealt with the main concepts necessary for a basic understanding of mag
netic resonance experiments with particular attention to proton MRI. The elements nec
essary for the observation of MR resonance signal have been discussed using elements
of both classical and quantum mechanics. Relaxation processes have been introduced
and methods for measurement of relaxation times presented. The concepts of selective
excitation and spatial encoding have been discussed, with relation to the useful k-space
formulation and basic imaging sequences. Some of the most useful contrast parame
ters have been summarised and the dependence of the SNR from B q field strength has
been discussed. Finally, the safety issues associated with MRI examination have been
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reviewed.
The next chapters will draw on many of these concepts for discussion of the experi
ments that form the main bulk of the work presented in this thesis.

Ch apter 3

E cho

p l a n a r im a g in g

(EPI)

and

F a s t S p i n E c h o (F SE )

In this chapter, issues related to implementation of Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) [20] and
Fast Spin Echo (FSE) [18] imaging sequences will be discussed. Particular attention will
be paid to parameters determining spatial or temporal resolution, signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and contrast. Their relation to artefacts due to B q and B i non-uniformity, eddycurrents effects, other sources of non-idealities or tissue susceptibility, chemical shifts or
local tissue relaxation times will be also highlighted.

3.1

EPI

In this work, EPI has been used in B i mapping (chap. 4), in implementation of the
TWIST, TRAIL and Common Sense techniques at 4.7T (chapter 7 and section 6.3.4) and
for the AC-Tip experiments (chapter 8) at 2.35T. In this section, the main features of
EPI will be discussed with particular attention to practical implementations and possible
image artefacts.

3.1.1

GE-EPI

W ITH SINUSOIDAL GRADIENTS AT

4.7 T

Our 4.7T scanner is equipped with gradients in x, y and z directions capable of maximum
amplitude 35mT/m and a maximum slew rate of about 195 (mT/m)/ms. Throughout this
work, EPI sequences have been used that employ sinusoidal readout gradient waveforms
[82] and triangular phase blips [83] as shown in fig. 2.14. For a given maximum gradient
amplitude and slew rate, sinusoidal gradients are slightly less efficient than trapezoidal
ones in terms of k-space coverage per unit time. However their smooth shape has sev
eral advantages. Eddy-currents are more likely to introduce simple waveform shifts than
overall shape distortions. In addition, they are much more quiet than trapezoidal ones in
regards to acoustic noise [84,85].
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Figure 3.1: (a) If direct mapping of the acquired data on the k-space axis corresponding
to the readout direction {Uro ) is performed, the sampled points have variable spacing,
(b) If the sampled data points are interpolated to the correct readout {RO) interpolation
raster, their mapping onto the k,Ro axis produces equally spaced points. ADC indicates
the (equally spaced) points sampled by the analog to digital converter. (Adapted from
[54].)

3.1.2

I n te r p o la tio n o f a c q u ire d d a ta

Two options exist in order to obtain equidistant data in k-space when using time-varying
gradients. The first consists of adjusting the sampling rate according to the underlying
gradient shape. The second, much more common, is to use a constant sampling band
width and then obtain data on a rectilinear grid by interpolation. This is needed since
when the data is sampled at constant intervals during a sinusoidally varying readout {RO)
gradient (G_%)), the corresponding k-space data points are non-equidistant. The concept
is illustrated in fig. 3.1a. Equidistant points along the Rro direction can however be ob
tained after determining a RO interpolation raster and calculating the signal values at the
desired points (fig. 3.1b). A sinc-interpolation is generally employed [35].

3.1.3

EPI

ARTEFACTS

Although EPI images can be acquired much quicker than conventional 2DFT images (and
hence are much more robust to subject motion), they are characterised by a lower signalto-noise-ratio (SNR) and an enhanced sensitivity to image artefacts. These effects are
mostly a consequence of the higher acquisition bandwidth (or acquisition spectral width,
SW), longer RO times and the need to reverse every second echo. Some of these issues
are reviewed below with attention to experimental parameters and correction techniques
that help minimise the artefacts.
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(g e o m et r ic a l

DISTORTIONS AND D ROPO U T): CHOICE OF T E AND T r q
Due to the long readout times, EPI is more susceptible than conventional sequences to
magnetic field inhomogeneities. Constant local gradients produced by susceptibility dif
ferences between tissues lead to relevant spin dephasing.
Recalling eq. 2.21, any background gradient A G j will produce a distortion in k-space:
27rAkj = /o 'yA G jdt. The k-space trajectory will thus be stretched and shifted along the
direction of the gradient. For example, a negative

AG

pe

will shift the sampled k-space

toward the negative kpE values. Consequently the k = 0 point will be reached later
than the nominal echo time (TE). In the extreme case, when the area of the background
gradient exceeds half the total area of the phase encode (PE) blips, the £ = 0 point will
not be sampled, resulting in drop-out of the corresponding spatial region. These trajectory
distortions can be reduced by increasing the strength of the PE gradient

(G

pe)

since this

reduces the relative amplitude of the background gradients and their effect.
In addition, off-resonance regions appear in the image in the wrong spatial location
thus resulting in image distortion. This happens because the direct linear relationship
between spatial position and local Larmor frequency breaks down for non-uniform B q and
voxels at different physical locations can end up appearing in the same image location.
Moreover, it must be considered that chemical shifts associated with different hydro
gen environments also act in a similar way to B q differences due to bad-shimming or
different susceptibilities. While a typical B q map of the brain at low field contains values
ranging from about -Ippm to +lppm with respect to the average B q, the chemical shift
associated with fat is 3.5ppm with respect to the Larmor frequency of water. This shift
can appear in both PE and RO direction in the final images, and is directly proportional
to the sampling rate and number of sampled points along that direction, determining the
so-called bandwidth-per-pixel.
The bandwidth per pixel along a spatial direction is defined as the inverse of the max
imum time delay between the acquisition of pairs of points on the opposite edges of
k-space along that same direction (see caption of fig. 2.7 and sec. 2.4.2). The reason
for this definition can be understood in terms of the amphtude of the gradients required
for effective frequency encoding. In order to be able to retrieve spatial information from
frequency encoded data, oscillations of sufficiently different frequencies must be imposed
by the readout gradients on adjacent voxels during signal acquisition. Recalling the sam
pling theorem discussed in sec. 2.4.2, the frequency spectrum of a time-domain signal
has an intrinsic resolution equal to the inverse of the total sampling time. For a readout
length T ro such frequency is ôu = I / T r q . In other words, considering that the voxel
positioned at the gradients iso-center is not affected by the applied readout gradient, the
amplitude of such gradient will have to be such that the voxels adjacent to it in the RO
direction (e.g. separated by A x in the %direction) will acquire a phase (j)(t) = 7 • G x A x • t
with 7 •G xA x I2 tt = 5 u = I / T r q . Figure 2.7 has been drawn to show the signal variation
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of adjacent voxels during the application of the RO gradient.
In conventional 2DFT imaging, geometrical displacements can only happen in the RO
direction since the sampling bandwidth is effectively infinite along the PE direction. This
is due to the fact that each of the Npe lines is acquired in different shots by excitation of
fresh magnetisation. However, the SW in 2DFT imaging, determining the RO bandwidth
per pixel, is kept relatively low to maximise SNR.
The case of EPI is completely opposite. The very high acquisition bandwidth com
pletely removes the problem in the RO direction. However, the total readout time along
the PE direction becomes extremely long.
As an example we can consider a B q variation of 1 ppm that at 4.7T (^H frequency of
200MHz) corresponds to 200Hz. Our commonly used EPI gradients cover sinusoidally
32 cycles (for Npe=64) in 25.6ms. The period of gradient oscillations is 800/xs and
their frequency 1250Hz. With a typical acquisition bandwidth of 250kHz (4/zs/point),
^e'TRO=25.6m s. Therefore, the bandwidth per pixel in the PE direction for the EPI
protocol is l/25.6ms=39Hz. A 200Hz B q shift corresponds to a shift of about 200/39~5
voxels in the PE direction. In the RO direction the time to acquire data from a full line of
k-space is T/^o=(25.6ms/64)=400//s, and the resulting bandwidth per pixel is 2500Hz. A
shift of 200/2500=0.08 pixels, thus negligible, is expected in the RO direction. In 2DFT
instead, a typical 25kHz sampling bandwidth (40/xs/point) for 256 points results in a total
readout of 10.24ms (97.7Hz) so that our voxel with one extra ppm will appear shifted two
voxels sideways in the RO direction in the imaging plane.
For EPI, the signal from the subcutaneous fat (with a frequency difference of about
3.5ppm with respect to water) will be shifted by 18 voxels in the PE direction, more
than a quarter of the FoV. For 2DFT, it will be shifted by about 7 voxels in the RO
direction. Fat saturation techniques are thus often necessary, especially for spin echo
EPI sequences where strong signal from the fat is obtained. They generally employ a
magnetisation preparation period where the signal from fat is exclusively saturated by a
frequency-selective excitation pulse before starting the imaging protocol.
From the above discussion, it should be clear that geometrical distortions can be re
duced by increasing the bandwidth per pixel of the acquisition. This can be done by
reducing the total readout time, given by

However, this means either increasing

SW, and hence losing SNR, or decreasing spatial resolution.
In this regard, it is noteworthy that the 71^ of a voxel is dependent on the field inho
mogeneity across that voxel (A B ) as 1 /7 ^ = 1/T 2 H -1/71^ = I / T 2 -f ^ N B /A n . Indeed,
signal drop-out {i.e. the complete lack of signal in the image from selected locations in
the object where the spin density is not negligible) is associated with intra-voxel dephas
ing, leading to signal attenuation or cancellation and depends on the chosen TE. As a
consequence, drop-out can be minimised by reducing the voxel size or reducing the ef
fective T E of the EPI sequence. However other considerations influence the choice of T E
such as a maximisation of the sensitivity to 7^ differences for BOLD (blood oxygenation
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level dependent contrast). The spatial resolution is similarly constrained by the limited
amplitude and switching rate of gradients or the concomitant desire of keeping geometric
distortions low. As usual, an appropriate compromise has to be found depending on the
specific application.
Both drop-out and geometric distortions are a bigger problem at high magnetic fields
because of the increased susceptibility gradients. In the human brain, susceptibility arte
facts are problematic in three main areas where they cause large geometrical displace
ments and signal drop-out: at the base of the skull, in the orbito-frontal cortex close to the
paranasal sinuses and in the temporal lobes near the auditory channels.
Continued efforts are being put into optimising global shimming procedures to make
them fast and automated [8 6 ]. Localised passive shimming based on highly diamagnetic
mouth and earpieces is also being developed [87].
In addition, since the presence of some residual susceptibility differences is unavoid
able, lots of techniques have been proposed to minimise or compensate their negative
effects on EPI images.
One possibility consists of performing some appropriate post-acquisition data process
ing. In fact, the shift at each position of the EPI image produced by Bq differences can be
calculated with similar procedures as exemplified above, and hence corrected (unwarped)
once a B q field map has been obtained with 2DFT [88-90] or EPI protocols [91,92].
However, these procedures cannot recover signal that has dropped out and are much more
efficient in areas that have been stretched than in areas that have been shrunk, since in
this latter case, a disentangling of signals arising from two different location would be
necessary. A method to avoid the complications associated with the phase unwrapping
step needed to create B q maps has been proposed that requires instead the acquisition of
multi-echo GE images [93]. Other correction methods also exist based on the acquisition
of multiple reference scans [94-96].
An alternative approach to the problem consists in designing special rf pulses to reduce
problems due to intra-voxel dephasing [97-100].
Other methods compensate for the effect of susceptibility differences by collecting
a number of images with different amplitude of compensation gradient lobes. They are
generally applied to reduce artefact in the z direction, thus generally referred to as “zshimming” methods, and they have been implemented in 2D [101,102] or 3D [103].
However one of the drawbacks of this methods is the reduced temporal resolution for
fMRI. Extensions for correction of susceptibility gradients in the PE direction have also
been proposed based on a similar concept [104,105] or on the use of tilted slices [106,
107].

3 . 1 .5

B l u r r in g

in

EPI:

effects of

Tg

decay

Even in absence of B q inhomogeneities, the amplitudes of the echoes in the EPI echo
train decay as

. While for GE-EPI, this is a simple exponential decay, with t' the
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distance from the excitation pulse, for SE-EPI it is a symmetric decay around T E with
t' e [-TRoNpe/2,-\-TRoNpe/2]. The effect of this amplitude modulation in the/cpjr;

direction is a broadening of the PSF resulting in a selective blurring in the PE direction
of the image and consequent reduction of signal intensity dependent on the local T^. Due
to the aforementioned difference, blurring is generally smaller for SE-EPI than for GEEPI by roughly a factor of

[108]. However, while the GE-EPI blurring is reduced for

longer T E (since the k-space filter function caused by the exponential decay is flatter), the
same amount of blurring is observed for SE-EPI.
The blurring effects of the TJ decay will be reduced by any measure that reduces the
total readout time (A^e-Tpo). One way to achieve this is to decrease the spatial resolution,
although this will increase intravoxel dephasing and drop-out. If this is not acceptable the
RO gradient strength has to be increased together with the sampling rate, but this reduces
the available SNR. Another alternative is to use one of the other methods discussed in
chap. 6 such as multi-shot acquisition, partial fourier techniques, partially parallel acqui
sition methods or one of the novel methods proposed by our laboratory (see chapters 6
and 7).

3.1.6

G h o s t i n g in

EPI:

p h a se c o r r e c t i o n m e th o d s

Since for every echo the polarity of the RO gradient is inverted, alternate k-space lines
have to be reversed before interpolation and Fourier transformation. Any imperfection
in the acquired signal thus results in a periodic modulation of the k-space data. The
consequence of this is the appearance of a ghost image shifted by one half of the field of
view {FoV) in the PE direction, referred to as N/2 or Nyquist ghost. One of the biggest
sources of Nyquist ghosts are the eddy currents produced on the conducting surfaces of the
magnet by the rapidly switching gradient coils. Beside causing a reduction in the overall
gradient amplitude, they also cause a time delay between the current in the gradient coils
and the effective gradients generated.
The advantage of sinusoidal gradient waveforms V5. trapezoidal is that beside a timedelay no additional overall change in shape or frequency of the waveform is effected by
eddy currents. However since for each T rq period the echo forms always late by the same
amount, once every other line of acquired k-space data has been reversed, the echoes in
the adjusted data matrix will form a zigzag pattern that produces Nyquist ghosting.
This process is demonstrated in fig. 3.2. A correction is possible and simply consists
of a linear shift of the FT (along the RO direction) of the echoes (since the Fourier shift
theorem [7] relates shifts in one domain with a linear phase shift in the Fourier trans
formed domain), as long as the eddy currents have the same symmetry as the gradient
producing currents. Should the eddy currents introduce magnetic field modulations in
the z direction, a relative phase shift is also introduced between odd and even lines, and
constitutes another source of Nyquist ghost [109]. A third source of N /2 ghosting is the
cut-off characteristic of the low-pass filter applied to the sampled data to remove high
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Figure 3.2: E ffect o f eddy currents on EPI data acquisition, (a) sh ow s the effectiv ely
sam pled k -sp a ce in the p resence o f eddy currents creating a global delay in gradient
w aveform s. O nly nine points per k -sp a ce lin e are here assum ed. A s the gradients are
shifted forward in tim e, the signal acquisition w ill start before the low er left co m er o f
k -sp a ce is reached (sam pled point a l) . In the diagram , the first point acquired in the
correct p osition is that labelled as a2. T he 1®^ ec h o occurs in correspondence o f the

6^^ acquired

point (a6) instead o f the 5^^. D ue to the initial delay, the P E blip occurs

betw een points b l and b2. The secon d ec h o then occurs at b6 and s o o n

(b) sh ow s

the raw data as they com e out o f the scanner, having assum ed 9 sam pled points for each
R O lobe. It can be seen that in this matrix all the ec h o es are align ed and off-center by one
d w ell tim e. H ow ever, b ecau se o f the w ay k -sp a ce has been sam pled, every other line in
the raw data, corresponding to the even ec h o es, has to be reversed in tim e, (c) sh ow s the
reordered data-matrix. Though such matrix should have a o n e-to -o n e correspondence
w ith the real k -sp a ce , it is ob viou s that it d oes not. A lternate ec h o e s are now off-center
by 1 data point in the op posite direction. If uncorrected, this ca u ses substantial N yqu ist
ghosting.

frequency noise that selectively distorts the acquired data in the positive time direction. A
number of methods are available for ghost correction [110-113], most of them requiring
a few calibration scans or special acquisition schemes. Below I review the ones that were
used for ghost correction of the EPI images presented in this thesis.
R eference Sc a n s

A reference scan [110] (also referred to as navigator echo, calibration or correction pres
can) can be acquired by switching off the PE gradient

(i.e .

by setting

G

p e = 0 ).

In ideal

conditions (ideal shims and no eddy currents) all the echoes would be identical except
for their amplitude (decaying with T^). In an actual reference scan, a few differences are
observed: a) due to Bq inhomogeneity, echoes observed far from the TE (that in a phase
encoded scan correspond to higher kpE lines) appear broader than those observed close
to TE (because of increased 7^ effects); b) echoes from odd and even lines appear shifted
from the center of the readout and have different phases. A 1D-Fourier transform is ap
plied on each individual line of the reference scan along the kpo direction. A constant
phase shift is then calculated that corrects the phase difference between odd and even lines
in the phase encoded data. The translational shift of the echoes is then removed with an
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appropriate linear phase shift.
The total acquisition time for a complete reference scan equals the scan time per im
age. When this pre-scan time needs to be reduced, only two or three [112] echoes are
acquired for the reference scan, often using a reduced flip angle excitation pulse to min
imise the interval before the actual data acquisition is started.
Com

b in a t io n o f im a g e s a c q u ir e d w it h a l t e r n a t e p o l a r it y o f

RO

g r a d ie n t

A second method has been used for the images presented in this thesis requiring no prior
reference scan. This method has been developed in my group [114] and is based on the
summation of pairs of EPI images acquired with opposite polarity of the RO gradient
(G bo)>
Since the Nyquist ghost arises from differences in signal amplitude between echoes
acquired under G h ? of different polarities, it can be efficiently removed by simple averag
ing of the two data-sets. This simple procedure (referred to as ‘paired’) provides artefact
free images much more reliably and robustly than the phase correction method based on
non phase-encoded reference scan [110] (see previous section).
One disadvantage of this method is that the effective temporal resolution of the acqui
sition is halved (since the effective repetition time is now 2TR). This can be a problem
for fMRI type dynamic acquisitions. For this reason, additional correction schemes are
being investigated [114].
One of these recovers the original temporal resolution by means of a ‘sliding window’,
or ‘sliding-paired reconstruction’: each data set is used twice, in combination with the
previous scan and in combination with the following scan. This method has been proven
to work reliably and to be able to provide efficient detection of visual cortex activation
elicited by an appropriately timed visual stimulus. Further investigations are required to
assess the effect of the temporal correlation introduced in the time series.
An alternative approach is an extension of a method first proposed by Chen and Wyrwicz [115]. These authors used a pair of scans acquired with different polarities of G#?
(and G pE ^ 0) to generate a 2D-phase map. Such map was then used to remove dif
ferences in odd and even echoes from all data acquired subsequently with a single RO
gradient polarity.
Our proposed method employs the same acquisition scheme discussed above for the
paired reconstruction, i.e. one where subsequent volumes are acquired with alternating
polarity o f G fo . 2D-phase maps can be now obtained with the method of Chen and
Wyrwicz at any point along the data series. The best way to construct such maps is to
use, for each volume {e.g. volume j) that same data set and the mean of the two volumes
acquired immediately before and after {e.g. volumes j-1 and j+1). This (‘sliding-2D-phase
map’) method allows recovery of the initial temporal resolution of the EPI protocol and
has the additional advantage, in serial acquisitions, of being much more robust to motion
that any method based on the acquisition of a reference at the beginning or the end.
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The simpler ‘paired’ reconstruction was used for an initial analysis of the fMRI data
sets presented in chapter 7. However, since the acquisition protocol employed alternat
ing G jd , a time series with full temporal resolution (TR) can be obtained simply by
re-processing the data with the ‘sliding-paired’ or the ‘sliding-2D-phase map’ methods.

3.1.7

B O LD SEN SITIV ITY IN EPI: ECHO TIME DEPENDENCE

One of the most broadly used methods to map functional activation in the brain employs
the BOLD contrast on EPI images. In 1936 Pauling observed that the magnetic properties
of haemoglobin depend on the amount of oxygen it carries [116]. While oxyhaemoglobin
is diamagnetic, deoxyhaemoglobin is paramagnetic and its passage in a blood vessel re
sults in increased susceptibility differences between the vessel and the surrounding tis
sue. As a consequence, the 7^ of neighbouring voxels decreases and a signal decrease in
T2*-W MR images can be related to the fractional volume of deoxyhaemoglobin vs. oxy
haemoglobin. In the presence of localised neural activity, local oxygen consumption is
increased. This indirectly triggers an increase in local cerebral blood flow that reduces
the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin in that area with a consequent increase in the T^W MR signal (see for example [117]). For this reason the BOLD contrast is associated
with functional neural activation, although the fine details of the coupling (exact spatial
and temporal relation) are still being debated. If we label the 7^ of an active brain re
gion 7% and its corresponding baseline value at rest 7%., the gradient echo relative signal
difference between rest and activated condition is:

^
Dr

e

r

”

' -

- 1 . T E . A«;

<3,„

where the last relationship is valid for 777AE2<Kl. A Eg is the (positive) difference be
tween relaxation rates 1/7^ in the rest and active conditions. While the relative signal
difference increases with increasing T E one must consider that the signal (thus the SNR)
decreases exponentially with it.
The BOLD contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) obtained multiplying eq. 3.1 by
shows a maximum for T E ^ T ^ and is shown in fig. 3.3. For optimal BOLD contrast at
4.7T we use 71E%20ms matching the approximate Tg of cortical grey matter.

3.1.8

M u l t i - s h o t , s e g m e n t e d EPI

The advantages of using EPI in a multi-shot fashion were demonstrated by the same group
that had developed EPI [118]. Although the overall acquisition time is increased, a seg
mented acquisition can substantially limit the extent of some artefacts to which EPI im
ages are prone. Beside generally offering an increase in SNR, the main advantage of
segmented EPI lies in the reduction of the total readout time (Npe-TRo) by a factor equal
to the number of shots. Chemical shift displacement, 71^ induced geometrical distortion
and blurring are consequently reduced. Additionally, the reduced total readout allows for
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Figure 3.3: The plot shows the dependence of BOLD contrast on echo time (TE).
a reduction of T E (thus also reducing drop-out), although this is not always desirable, as
in BOLD fMRI (see previous section).
Two alternative examples of k-space coverage are presented in fig. 3.4 for 2-shot
segmented EPI. The scheme on the left is dubbed MOSAIC as each acquisition covers
only half (a tile) of k-space and the two tiles are then concatenated. The scheme on the
right, dubbed MESH [82,119] is generally referred to as interleaved and has the two data
sets covering alternate lines of k-space. It is implemented by doubling the amplitude of the
phase encoding steps in the first segment, and varying the amplitude of the PE dephasing
lobe in the second segment by a single A/Cpg. For both schemes, particular attention must
be paid in having no abrupt intensity or phase variations in the final k-space data matrix
that would produce some additional ghosting, blurring and distortion. The usual approach
consists in converting these amplitude and phase steps into smoother linear functions
[119,120].
For the MESH scheme, this is attained by delaying each readout echo train by a frac
tion of the echo spacing (ETS). For shot

r ij

of a total of Nshots-

etdj — ( j i j — 1) • E T S / N

s h o ts

~ E T S /2

(3.2)

Although this method produces a slight increase in blurring and chemical shift displace
ment, it completely removes the ghosting [108].
The above discussion assumed a delay between the different shots allowing full mag
netisation recovery so that the signal amplitude is the same for the two segments and the
total acquisition time (A T ) is doubled. In order to minimise the overall A T , efforts have
been put into designing schemes allowing T R to be reduced without also re-introducing
ghosting. This can in principle be done using an incremental flip angle series that depends
on the desired T R and the Ti of the tissue. However, in practice, as Ti varies across tissues
an average value has to be used, impairing the effectiveness of the technique [121]. An-
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Figure 3.4: Two possible 2-shot segmented EPI schemes. The k -sp a c e data acquired in
the
shot are represented by the solid dark lines; the data acquired in the 2^^ shot
are shown as dotted lighter lines, (a) MOSAIC: the 1^* shot covers the lower half of
k -sp a c e {ky<0)’, the 2^^ shot the top half (&^>0). Assuming a phase blipped scheme
is used, the area of the Gpe blips is the same as in a corresponding 1-shot sequence.
The
shot has the same PE dephase lobe area; the Gpe dephase lobe is zero for the
2^^ shot, (b) MESH interleaved scheme. The k -sp a c e lines covered by the two shots
are interwoven. In a phase-blipped scheme, the G pe blips are doubled with respect to
1-shot or MOSAIC. The area of the PE dephase lobe for the 2^^ shot is reduced by half
the area of a blip.
other approach involves acquiring the two segments in rapid succession after a long T R
with flip angles of 45° and 90° respectively [118] making the total acquisition time just
slightly longer than the single-shot case. However, the method is quite sensitive to phase
mismatches between the two acquisitions as well as to B i inhomogeneities. Both methods
display a decreased SNR with respect to the 2-shot/full-TR/segmented-EPI method.
In any case, given that the problems of combining the segments are overcome, seg
mented EPI can be very useful. It is especially so when high resolution is desired in fMRI
experiments and the limited gradient amplitudes and slew rate would otherwise require
excessively long readouts and TE. A number of examples of high resolution segmented
EPI images have been published, especially by groups working at high magnetic fields
[122-124].

3 .2

2D

Fa s t

S p in

Echo

for

h ig h

r e so l u t io n

ANATOMICAL IMAGING
2D-Fast Spin Echo (FSE) imaging sequences have extensively been used by our group
at 4.7T for the acquisition of high resolution structural images of the human brain [125].
While chap. 5 will present a selection of the experimental results obtained and computer
simulations undertaken, the following sections provide the theoretical background and
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introduce some of the issues relevant to FSE sequence optimisation.
As briefly mentioned in sec. 2.4.3, FSE imaging sequences are a multi-shot version of
the Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement technique (RARE), first introduced
by Hennig [126,127]. Using a series of refocusing pulses for each excitation, an FSE
sequence produces multiple echoes that are differently phase encoded. The sequence
diagram for 2D-FSE is presented in fig. 3.5.
The effective echo time (TEe/f) is defined as the T E of the echo encoding the k =
0 point. The position within the echo train of this ‘zero phase encoding’ echo will be
henceforth referred to by ZP. In the sequence diagram displayed, ZP=4.
With respect to a single-echo SE sequence the total acquisition time of FSE is reduced
by a factor corresponding to the number of echoes in the echo train (the echo train length,
ETL) for any fixed spatial resolution and TR. A reduction of the examination time is thus
the main advantage of FSE over conventional single-echo SE, especially when accompa
nied by similar SNR and generally similar T 2W contrast.
Important differences however exist between FSE and conventional SE images ac
quired at the same nominal echo time. Although their general appearance is similar, with
grey matter brighter than white matter and very strong CSF signal, a number of mecha
nisms contribute to the contrast, and fatty tissue has been reported to appear exceptionally
bright [129,130]. In addition, the FSE sequence is more prone to artefacts due to flow or
motion, and to sequence imperfections such as non-perfectly refocused gradient lobes, as
well as B l non uniformities.
The 2DFT-SE/FSE differences are a consequence of the FSE acquisition scheme
where different PE steps are collected at different echo times. The details of the im
plementation of the sequence are however very important in determining the SNR and
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Figure 3.5: 2D-FSE sequence diagram. ETL=7, ZP=4. (Adapted from [128].)
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contrast in the final image. These are, broadly separated in four categories:
• amplitude, shape and bandwidth of slice selective rf pulses, slice ordering scheme
total number of slices and average rf duty cycle;
• gradient waveforms, i.e. positioning of slice refocusing and read dephasing lobes as
well as phase rewinding;
• spacing between refocusing pulses (the echo time spacing, ETS), the echo train
length (ETL) and the effective echo time TEeff,
• choice of k-space coverage scheme.
The choice of these sequence parameters will combine with tissue characteristics as well
as B l and B q inhomogeneities, gradient non-linearities and eddy-currents in determining:
• magnetization transfer and direct saturation effects [60,131-133];
• reduction of J-coupling effects resulting in brighter appearance of fat [130];
• relative contribution of stimulated echoes with respect to Hahn echoes [134-137];
• relevance of diffusion weighting [129];
• shape of point spread function (PSP, see also sec. 2.4.4) with corresponding en
hancement or smoothing of edges and potential loss of small object contrast [138];
• relative amounts of Ti and T2 weighting.
Some of these effects will be discussed below in more detail.

3 .2 .1

K -s p a c e COVERAGE: BLURRING IN THE PE" D IRECTIO N AND IM 
PORTANCE OF T E e ff

As in the case of EPI (see sec. 3.1.5), the signal decay along the echo train will act
as an effective k-space filter such that the various spatial frequencies of the image will
be weighted according to the echo time at which they are sampled. Factors influencing
this k-space filter are sequence related (e.g. ETS, ETL and ZP) as well as sample related
(e.g. relaxation times). Coverage of k-space plays a relevant role in determining the ef
fective resolution and the amount of blurring in the final image and has been thoroughly
investigated for both RARE [139] and FSE [129,138,140,141].
A centric-type phase encoding scheme is generally used, ‘rotated’ in such a way that
the desired ZP is obtained. Typical examples for an ETL=16 FSE sequence are shown
in fig. 3.6 (from [138]). The amplitude steps in the k-space filter are determined by the
choice of ETS and the tissue dependent relaxation times and affect width and shape of
the PSF. However, local Ti and T2 cannot be changed and ETS has to be compromised
according to the effect of SW on SNR as well as available gradient characteristics.
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Figure 3.6: FSE k-space coverage for Npe=256, ETL=16, ZP=1 (a), ZP=8 (b), ZP=16
(c). Note that a higher echo number corresponds to a lower signal. These plots are
similar to that of fig. 5.2 with the vertical axes reversed. (Adapted from [138].)
Simulated and experimental examples of the effects of ZP on FSE images are pre
sented in sec. 5.3.3. A qualitative analysis of the effect of ZP follows. It must be noted
that ZP is directly linked to the effective echo time since TE’e//=ZP-ETS (see fig. 3.5).
TEeff uniquely determines the integrated amplitude of the signal and thus the overall SNR
of the reconstructed image as well as its

weighting. Although the choice of ZP only in

fluences the phase of the PSF, not the shape (see sec. 5.3.3), it greatly affects the effective
resolution of the image. For large ZP (fig. 3.6c), the edges of k-space, which correspond
to high spatial frequencies in the object, are collected at early echoes, and therefore ex
hibit a relatively high SNR. Conversely, for small ZP (fig. 3.6a) the k-space edges display
a relatively lower SNR. In the first case edge resolution is enhanced, whereas a blurring
in the PE direction occurs in the second. This blurring can be particularly significant for
objects with short T2 and limited spatial extension in the PE direction as they contribute
very little signal to later echoes with consequent loss in contrast and peak intensity [138].
For small ZP, small objects exhibit enhanced contrast which results in their appearing big
ger than their physical dimensions in the PE direction. These issues must be considered
when clinical applications of FSE are used to reveal small lesions.

3.2.2

S t i m u l a t e d e c h o e s in

FSE

Hahn was the first to observe that echoes of a slightly different type from spin-echoes are
produced as soon as three rf pulses are apphed consecutively; he referred to them as stim
ulated echoes [44]. A STimulated Echo {ste) is generated from transverse magnetization
created by the

pulse that is stored along the z axis by the 2^^ pulse, and subsequently

recalled to the transverse plane by a 3^^ pulse. Therefore in any multi-echo SE sequence
all the echoes of the echo-train other than the first can contain contributions from stimu
lated echoes that increase as refocusing pulses deviate from perfect 180° pulses.
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The main cause of pulse non idealities lies in B i non-uniformities that introduce local
flip angle variations across the imaged object. Moreover, when a standard selective rf
excitation pulse is used (e.g. a sine pulse), even for a perfectly homogeneous B i (and B q)
the slice selection gradient ensures that at the edges of the slice the pulse is effectively
off-resonance. This results in a reduction of the effective flip-angle at the slice edges with
respect to its value in the slice center, i.e. a non perfectly square shaped slice profile is
obtained. As already mentioned in sec. 2.4.3, in RARE and FSE, the flip angle for the
refocusing pulses can also be deliberately chosen to be much smaller than 180° to reduce
the specific power absorption rate (SAR) associated with the rf pulsing. As an example
using 60° pulses instead of 180° pulses, one gets 50% of the signal amplitude and only
1/9 of the SAR. In multi-echo SE imaging, stimulated echoes may cause artefacts or
impair accurate measurements of 7^ [135,142]. They are usually removed with additional
crusher gradients positioned around the refocusing pulses [18].
In contrast, for qualitative T^W FSE images, care is taken to employ gradients that
give the ste s the correct phase so that they can coherently add to the conventional spin
echoes. This can be done ensuring that all the gradients applied after one refocusing
pulse for spatial encoding are completely rewound before the following rf pulse so that
all the inter-pulse segments are completely equivalent.
Since the signal contributing to ste has been stored for a variable amount of time along
the z axis, it is characterised by a different relaxation behaviour than signal contributing
to spin-echoes. While the latter experiences an exponential T2 decay, longitudinal mag
netisation decays according to Ti. This is one of the factors contributing to the complex
contrast behaviour of FSE sequences. The extent of this contribution depends on the
T1/T2 ratio, ETS, TEeff, TR, nominal refocusing pulses flip angle, and B i non-uniformity
[129,134,137].
Constable e t al. [129] investigated the contribution of ste on image contrast in FSE
brain images acquired with TEeff=lOOms on a 1.5T system with ETS=20ms and ETL=16.
Their study involved imaging a single slice with a constant slice selective excitation pulse
and refocusing pulses with a varying slice selection gradient amplitude. It was suggested
that decreasing such gradients would alter the ste contribution from the edges of the ini
tially excited slice. However, no significant signal intensity variations were observed
ruling out a substantial contribution of ste s to the overall contrast. Similar observations
were reported in [134].
However, it is possible that these findings were a consequence of the choice of TEeff
and the associated relaxation times at 1.5T (about 70-76ms for WM and 913:6ms for grey
matter [51], see table 2.2). In fact, it is expected that the effect of ste s increases with
longer Ti and shorter T2, especially when there is heavy 7^-weighting, i.e. TEeff is long
compared to tissue T 2 . Apart from an effect on contrast, an overall increase in SNR is
expected as well due to stimulated echo contributions.
Williams e t al. [137] confirmed these observations by varying the refocusing pulse
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amplitudes in experiments on doped water phantoms. They also pointed at the potential
clinical imphcation of ste contrast contribution in detection and staging of brain haem
orrhage. In a haemorrhage, oxyhaemoglobin is converted into deoxyhaemoglobin, then
methaemoglobin and eventually ferritin and haemosiderin. While the T 2 associated with
these substances is greatly decreased and reduces the signal, Ti decreases in the suba
cute stage but recovers thereafter potentially playing a compensating effect and reducing
lesion conspicuity in FSE images at later haemorragic stages [137]. The effect of ste com
ponents on slice profiles was also similarly highlighted when using long TE^ff, short T2
and large T 1/T 2 .
The importance of ste is well recognised in compensating for the accelerated signal
decay due to imperfect refocusing pulses and is considered in the next section.

3 . 2 .3

T h e r o l e o f s t i m u l a t e d e c h o e s in c o m p e n s a t i n g B

i

in 

h o m o g e n e ity
spatial variations of B i across a sample are due to a number of factors (discussed in chap.
4) including sample/coil and sample/rf-held interactions as well as rf-coil imperfections.
At high fields, B i dispersion is especially large due to the reduced rf wavelength and
can have a highly disrupting effect on the SNR and contrast of MR images. As a direct
effect of the B \ non-uniform distribution, the flip angle experienced by spins at different
positions in the sample is highly variable. In a multi-echo sequence, these variations have
an effect on the amplitude of the detected echoes that increases along the echo train. In
fact, the amplitude of the spin echoes drops by a factor sin^(/?/2) for each refocusing
pulse of flip angle /?. However, if stes are allowed to coherently contribute to the echoes,
they can compensate or even overcompensate for the loss of signal from spin echoes. The
FSE technique is therefore relatively

insensitive. It is that which allows the SAR to be

significantly reduced while only incurring in a small fractional SNR loss when using low
flip angles for the refocusing pulses [143].
At 4.7T this property of FSE allows the acquisition of images with relatively uniform
contrast and SNR despite large B i non uniformities.

3 .2 .4

D iffu sio n

effects

Diffusion effects can also contribute to contrast in FSE images.

Diffusion of water

molecules in presence of a field gradient causes signal loss through intra-voxel dephas
ing [144]. For each individual spin j (in a constant gradient Gx along the x direction)
the phase accumulated with time is given by <pj (t) = Jq ^ G x • Xj (t) dt. As different
spins undergo different diffusive trajectories (Xj{t)), their phase coherence is progres
sively reduced with a net loss in resulting transverse magnetisation. As the diffusion
coefficient (D) in fat is about 20 times smaller than in water (D(oil)=15.5-10“ ^mm^/s,
D(water)=2.9'10~^mm^/s [129]) it was initially suggested that a heavy diffusion weight
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ing in the FSE sequence could explain the appearance of a brighter fat signal than in
conventional SE. However, this does not seem to be the case for FSE because the dif
fusion weighting introduced by multiple gradient pulses is compensated by the multiple
refocusing pulses. In fact a train of rf pulses partially refocuses diffusing spins, especially
if the echo spacing is short compared to the diffusion time since it avoids excessive de
phasing. Diffusion weighting in the FSE sequence is due to the repeated and rewound
gradient pulses along the three orthogonal directions that are necessary in order to main
tain a coherent ste contribution throughout the echo train. This weighting can be assessed
considering the duration and relative distance of the gradient lobes. Indeed, the ratio be
tween weighted and unweighted images in a SE experiments with diffusion gradients can
be written as [144]:
Syj/Su oc exp[ —

• D {A - r/3 )]

(3.3)

with G the gradient amplitude, r its duration and A the time between the centers of the
opposite polarity gradient lobes. For example, only considering the RO direction, if the
dephasing read lobe of FSE is positioned between the 90° and the 180° pulses (as in
fig. 3.5), a similarly designed SE sequence with the same T E would be characterised by
greater diffusion weighting due to increased A. In this case FSE has more gradients but
the separation between them is much smaller. However, moving the dephasing gradient
to immediately before the readout would minimise A for SE. If the same was to be done
for FSE, additional rephasing pulses would also have to be added so that the RO gradient
appears 3-lobed within each inter-pulse interval. For any ZP>1, FSE is more diffusion
weighted than the corresponding SE because of the increased number of gradients. The
effect becomes more pronounced with increasing ZP. As already mentioned, the diffu
sion weighting effect of the gradients is thus largely compensated or overcompensated by
the refocusing effect of the rf pulses and is not usually considered to give a substantial
contribution to FSE contrast [129].

3 . 2 .5

D ire c t S a tu r a tio n a n d M a g n e tiz a tio n T r a n s f e r E f
fe c ts

Both true Magnetisation Transfer (MT) and direct saturation effects can produce signal
attenuation due to the repeated off-resonance irradiation [145]. These effects have also
been observed and investigated for single-echo 2DFT-SE sequences with reasonably long
T R [131]. However, their enhanced importance in multi-slice FSE sequences arise be
cause of the high rf duty cycle and the repetition of numerous rf pulses applied close to
the resonance frequency of the imaged tissue during the excitation of neighboring planes
[129,146].
Direct saturation with on-resonance rf pulses due to overlapping slice-profiles can be
minimised with sufficient inter-slice gaps or interleaved shce acquisition order. In con
trast, direct partial saturation of the tissue water resonance, due to off-resonance irradia-
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tion, cannot be completely avoided. The equation describing the magnetisation remaining
after a long rf pulse of amplitude B i applied with an offset A u can be written as [147]:
^sa t
Mo

^

1 + {AUT2Y
l + { A u T 2 y + u lT iT 2

^

^

where ui= 'yB i. For {AUT2Y > 1, the resulting signal attenuation depends only on the
ratio T J T 2, eq. 3.4 simplifies and the offset resulting in Mgat = M q/2 {i.e. the half width
at half maximum) is given by:

^ ^ m a x l2

jfjn
—^ 1 \/7^
V -^2

Q.5)

Thus, at high fields direct saturation effects influence grey and white matter by ap
proximately equal amounts because of their similar T 1IT2 ratios {i.e. about 20 for both at
4T [52], see table 2.2).
In contrast, since white matter contains more macromolecular components, it is likely
to experience a greater MT attenuation than grey matter, resulting in an enhancement
of GMAVM contrast. Fat and CSF are least affected by both MT and direct saturation
effects, and therefore appear even brighter with respect to GM and WM.
MT and direct saturation effects can be reduced, with an improvement in SNR, by
choosing a slice order that maximises the time delay between contiguous slices or, in
general, by decreasing the number of imaged slices for the same T R thanks to the re
duced duty cycle. MT effects are also potentially affected by changes in pulse bandwidth.
However the increased frequency difference between pulses exciting contiguous slices is
compensated by the effect of the increased B i amplitude that these shorter pulses require.
It has also been demonstrated that MT effects can compensate for 7^-weighting in
multi-slice FSE. Melki et al. [146] acquired FSE images with FTL=4 and TEeff equal
to either 16ms or 80ms at 1.5T. They showed that the difference in GMAVM contrast
between the differently 7^-weighted acquisitions, initially large for a single slice, was
progressively smaller as the number of slices {Nsi) was increased for a constant TR. With
TR=2s they found no difference for Nsi>9 . Contrast and intensity variations in FSE
images due to MT and direct saturation are presented experimentally in sec 5.6.

3 .2 .6

J-C O U PL IN G AND FAT ENHANCEM ENT

Attenuation of J-coupling effects has been indicated as one of the main factors responsible
for the brighter appearance of fat in FSE vs. conventional SE images with equivalent T E
[129,130].
High resolution spectrum of fats or lipids reveal multiple resonances with different
chemical shifts and many multiplets from spin-spin couplings. Homonuclear J-coupling
between neighboring protons in hydrocarbon chains complicate the measurement of T2
values in these substances.
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While 180° pulses invert chemical shifts and field inhomogeneity effects, they do not
affect the homonuclear J-coupling Hamiltonian ÇHspin-spin = J I a *I b ) [25]). During an
echo train of an FSE or CPMG [45] sequence the resulting frequency difference between
homonuclearly coupled spins causes a continual phase dispersal adding a small amplitude
oscillation to the T 2 decay of the echo amplitudes. For a well defined doublet the oscil
lation is described by

c o s ( 7t J r ) ,

while for complex spectra, the summation of a number

of shghtly differing homonuclear interactions is likely to produce an additional mono
tonie decay dependent on number and strength of J-couplings present. But as the rf-pulse
rate is increased, the extent of dephasing produced by the chemical shifts between pulses
is reduced to the point that all the spins become effectively magnetically equivalent and
J-couplings become unobservable [25]. However Henkelman et al. [130] reported that
J-coupling effects cannot completely account for the bright signal of fat, as this seemed
to show a temperature dependence though J-coupling should not be affected by temper
ature variations [25]. An additional contribution to fat signal attenuation in conventional
SE is attributed to diffusion mediated dephasing of spins occurring as they move through
regions of inhomogeneous B q that are present with increased density in fatty tissues. The
multiple 180° of multi-echo sequences effectively reduce the time available for diffusion
recovering some of the lost signal. Given the fat signal dependence on the refocusing
pulses, an FSE with low TEeff and ZP=1 should thus show minimal enhancement of fat
with respect to a similarly T2-weighted SE sequence.

3.3

Sum m ary

In this chapter issues related to the practical implementation of the two imaging sequences
most used in this work, EPI and FSE, have been presented
With regards to EPI, attention has been drawn mostly to its gradient echo implementa
tion. The artefacts commonly associated with EPI images have been discussed, including
blurring, ghosting, geometrical distortions and signal drop-out and related to the choice
of sequence parameters. The methods employed for phase correction of the 4.7T EPI im
ages have been introduced. Segmented EPI acquisition schemes have been reviewed. A
very brief introduction to functional MRI via blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)
contrast was also presented to lay the basis for the visual activation experiments discussed
in chapter 7.
With regards to FSE, a general discussion of the factors influencing this type of imag
ing has been provided via a review of published literature. The choice of the multiple
sequence parameters has been discussed in relation to total examination time, blurring,
signal-to-noise, sensitivity to B i inhomogeneity, importance of tissue relaxation times,
diffusion characteristics and sample geometry. Similarities and difference with slower
conventional single-echo sequences have also been highlighted. Chapter 5 presents ex
perimental findings and numerical simulations associated with FSE imaging at 4.7T.
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Ideal conditions for MRI would be characterised by a perfectly uniform B q, perfectly
linear imaging gradients, and rf coils capable of generating a uniform B \ across the whole
of the imaged object. However, in realistic settings these conditions can only be realised
to a certain approximation within a volume of limited spatial extent.
A superconducting magnet for MRI usually includes a number of superconducting
shim coils whose geometries and current intensities are designed to give a B q field that
is homogeneous within a fraction of ppm (parts per million) across a standard imaging
volume. For our 4.7T system, such homogeneity is specified as less than 0.25ppm over a
spherical volume with 27cm diameter.
When a subject is positioned inside the magnet, susceptibility differences between
tissues alter the local induced magnetic fields. Room temperature shim coils are usually
optimised on a subject-to-subject basis in order to minimise B q variations with manual or
automated procedures. However small differences of the order of iblppm usually remain,
especially close to tissue air interfaces, e.g. in the proximity of frontal sinuses or ear
canals. Chemical shifts also alter local Larmor frequencies corresponding to different
magneto-chemical environments {e.g. about 3.5ppm between water and fat, i.e. 700Hz at
4.7T).
B q inhomogeneity can be especially detrimental in spectroscopy, leading to spectral

shifts and line broadenings. In GE images, inhomogeneity within a voxel can lead to sig
nal reduction or complete drop-out (through 71^ dephasing). In 2DFT-SE images, inho
mogeneity only affects diffusing spins as any stationary B q difference is corrected thanks
to the refocusing pulses employed. These local signal losses can lead to systematic errors
where signal intensity is directly used for quantitation {e.g. in the estimation of proton
density, pd).
B q variations also cause local geometric distortions (in 2DFT-GE images and EPI) that

add to the warping or shifting introduced by imaging gradient nonlinearities and impair
the ability to perform volumetric measurements unless appropriate correction techniques
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are used. This is because the linear relationship necessary for spatial encoding between
local Larmor frequency Lu(f) and spatial position is distorted. An additional effect of B q
non uniformity is the introduction of an error in the local excitation flip angle and a cor
responding degradation of slice selection profiles, though this error is usually negligible
due to the relative size of slice-selection and lo c a l- g r a d ie n ts .
Numerous methods exist to map the Bo field in vivo [86,148,149]. Two of the most
common are based on the acquisition of two GE images with slightly different T E [89]
or a pair of standard and asymmetric SE images [88]. The phase difference between
the images is simply proportional to the B q offset and allows the calculation of the B q
distribution over the sample. Such methods can be integrated into automated shimming
procedures that can be aimed at optimising B q uniformity over the whole object or just a
particular region [86].
A necessary requirement of any MR experiment is the perturbation of the thermal equi
librium of the spin system via an appropriately time dependent magnetic field applied
orthogonal to B q, the so-called B i field.
The importance of a uniform B i lies in the fact that B i determines not only the spin
excitation but also the signal detection efficiency. The principle of reciprocity first recog
nised by Hoult [63] states that if during transmission a coil produces a reduced B i at a
certain location, during detection the sensitivity at that same location will be reduced by
the same fraction (see sec. 2.6). Alternatively the concept can be restated in practical
terms by saying that if a relatively higher power is necessary to achieve a particular flip
angle in a specific sample location (because of its position or increased coil loading), on
detection a relative smaller signal will be received from that location.
Non-uniformity on rf transmission causes undesired flip angle variations across the
sample resulting in variable spin responses to the pulse sequence that are strongly depen
dent on tissue intrinsic parameters. In addition, non-uniformity in the detection causes a
modulation in the intensity (and phase) of the received signal that is dependent on physical
location.
Different geometries of rf coils are available that provide a linearly or circularly po
larised B l field that is relatively homogeneous over a specified volume (e.g. saddle coils,
round [150] or elliptical [151] birdcage coils, transverse electromagnetic (TEM) coils
[152], Litz coils [153], spiral volume coils [154]). As in the case of B q however, B i uni
formity has to be evaluated when the coil is loaded with an appropriate sample. Indeed
the fact that the sample is responsible for substantial attenuation and distortion of the B i
field [65] and its response to rf excitation must be taken into account in detail had been
recognised long ago [64,72].
The main factors contributing to B i variations over a sample in an MR experiments
are summarised below.
1. Rf coil non uniformity. For example birdcage coils are characterised by a homo-
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geneity that is good in the x-y plane but poorer along the z direction. Birdcage coils
perform efficiently and are very common for field strengths up to 3T, but they are
usually replaced by TEM coils at higher fields.
2. Electrodynamic interactions between the sample and the rf field, i.e. dielectric res
onance/standing wave effects and rf penetration effects. R f penetration issues arise
in relation to the conductive properties of the sample as in the MHz range an elec
tric field is strongly coupled to the applied magnetic field. Eddy currents arise in
the sample that attenuate and distort the B \ field. The distribution of these currents
is also strongly related to shape and heterogeneity of the sample. Standing wave
and dielectric resonance effects (also referred to as Bi-eigenfields) arise in sam
ples with significant dielectric constants (e^) in an rf electromagnetic field when
the corresponding sample’s electrical dimensions {i.e. its dimensions relative to the
wavelength of the rf) are large. These effects are strongly dependent on the shape
of the sample and its permittivity and are greatly reduced by increased conductivity
{e.g. due to increased ionic concentration). These factors are particularly enhanced
at high magnetic fields due to the reduced radiation wavelength associated with the
Larmor frequency {e.g. 200MHz at 4.7T). Dielectric properties of selected samples
and their associated wavelengths at 200 MHz are reported in table 4.1.
3. Electrodynamic interactions between rf-coils and sample i.e. a combination of fac
tors 1 and 2 just described. These are also due to the short wavelength associated
with high rf frequencies that become comparable or shorter than the length of in
dividual coil elements. The currents in the sample can thus induce additional nonuniform currents in the coil elements so that the distribution of the field it generates
differs from that generated by an empty coil or a coil filled with a perfectly uniform
and symmetric sample. The effect of the interaction depends on all the variables
discussed above as well as on coil shields and driving modes.
There is still a sustained debate about which of the above factors are mostly responsible
for the observed increased B i field inhomogeneity at magnetic fields higher than 1.5T.
With the increased Larmor frequency a greater attention has to be paid to interactions be
tween sample and the high frequency (short wavelength) rf field it experiences. It is also
generally recognised that the dielectric properties (dielectric constant and conductivity)
and the electrical dimensions of the sample play an important role as well as its hetero
geneity. However there is still a heated discussion about the relative importance of sample
specific dielectric resonance effects and coil-sample interactions [72,156-158].
The analytical solutions of a plane wave impinging on a slab of dielectric can still
be helpful to give a basic understanding of some of the factors contributing to B i non
uniformity for the frequency of interest at least up to 3T [159]. Even more interesting is
the analytical treatment of linearly or circularly polarised fields on cylindrical or elliptical
phantoms [70].
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dielectric const, e^.

conductivity a(S/m)

p (Qcm)

A (z/o=200MHz)

1
80
78
2-3
55
50-80
50-70
50-70

0
0
1.67
0

00

~ 00
60
~ 00

1.79
0.33
0.14

56
300
700

150cm
16.8cm
17.0cm
106-87cm
20.2cm
21-17cm
21-18cm
21-18cm

vacuum
pure H 2O
saline 150mM
oil
head
CSF
WM
GM

Table 4.1: Dielectric properties of selected samples and associated radiation wave
length at 200 MHz (4.7T), is the dielectric constant, also called relative permittivity
(v5. vacuum). The resistivity p is the inverse of the conductivity a. A indicates the
radiation wavelength calculated as A = l/(\/eo//o€rA^r^o) = cl{y/erPr^o) where z/Q
is the Larmor frequency in Hz {uqU tt) set equal to 200 MHz.
is assumed to be ap
proximately equal to one. The wavelength associated with i^o=200 MHz in vacuum is
Aq = c/z/o=150cm. NB: the conductivity values for CSF, WM, GM are from ref. [155].
Sled and Pike [70] have shown that an object lacking radial symmetry in the axial
plane {e.g. an elliptical cylinder or a head) can produce B i distributions that are asym
metric even for a perfectly circularly polarised field. The actual B i patterns generated are
a combination of standing wave and rf penetration effects and depend on the dielectric
properties of the sample. Similar patterns have indeed been observed for the head and
elliptical cylinders.
In any case since the human body has a complex shape and very heterogeneous di
electric properties, analytical solutions cannot be expected to give a perfect match with
the experiments, even assuming perfect excitation fields. Moreover, in presence of tissue
heterogeneity, the ‘penetration depth’ is much higher than that in a homogeneous phan
tom.
It is due to these differences that simulations of B \ and associated SAR based on
the finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD, [160]) solutions of the full Maxwell equations
taking into account the complex properties of a body are becoming extremely popular
[69,159,161-163]. While the inhomogeneity of the effective field generated by the coil
is considered, not all the authors take into account the disruptive effects of the sample on
the currents through the coil elements [69,162]. Whether these effects are dominant or
not is likely to depend on coil geometry and operating frequency. However it is important
to note that these interactions can be accounted for in the FDTD calculations.
For example Ibrahim et al. [72] have simulated the B \ field distribution in a realistic
head model at 8T with and without coil effects and obtained striking differences. If a
definite effect is established, rf coils can still be designed, shielded, tuned or driven in
order to take into account (compensate for) or minimise these interactions, at least for
an average head. The mode in which the coil is driven {e.g. linear, quadrature or 4feed points) has been shown to have a substantial effect on both B \ uniformity and SAR
distribution [72,164].
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Ibrahim et al. [164] have performed simulations of B i and specific absorption rate
(SAR) for a standard 16-elements birdcage coil at 64MHz and 200MHz on a detailed
finite element mesh of the head as well as cylindrical tissue phantoms with circular and
octagonal axial sections. A general result was that quadrature and 4-port excitation im
prove the B l and SAR homogeneity. While at the lowest frequency a 4-port excitation
provides a perfectly homogeneous B \ in all phantoms, this is not the case at 200 MHz.
The B l distribution is inhomogeneous and becomes asymmetric even in the octagonal
phantom because of its lack of radial symmetry and the coil-sample interactions. For the
head, as these interactions are known to be substantial, an additional optimised 4-port
drive mode is used in which the phase shifts between the feed points are adjusted with a
numerical optimisation algorithm once the coil has been loaded with the head. Indeed, for
an asymmetrical, inhomogeneous and irregularly shaped load, the phase-shifts to obtain a
circularly polarised wave differ from the standard 0, ti/2, % 3tj/2. The resulting simulated
B l in the head is highly inhomogeneous, with a high-Bi central region that is slightly
oblique for the quadrature drive, and is only slightly better for 4-port Tx and optimised
4-port excitation modes. The SAR distribution is however much improved in the standard
4-port vs. quadrature Tx, with a hot-spot in the center of the head. The SAR also be
comes asymmetric for the optimised 4-port drive due to interferences of the electric field
components created by the various coil sections. A similar study at 370MHz (8T) [72]
demonstrates that the inherent B i inhomogeneity over the head model is improved by its
interaction with a TEM coil, especially when using a 4-port drive mode.
Rather than providing a definitive assessment of the main sources of B i inhomogeneity,
the main rationale behind the experiments performed at 4.7T (and 2.35T) and presented
here was given by the necessity of characterising the effective B i distribution, whatever
its origins might be. This constitutes a first step towards planning pulse sequence modifi
cations and post-processing corrections which result in optimal use of the current imaging
hardware.
Additional investigations would be necessary and desirable in order to assess the rel
ative importance of the coil design and head properties in determining the observed B i
variations and are listed in the ‘Further work’ section (sec. 4.6). Two broad areas where
the effects of B i inhomogeneity are more relevant are:

Qualitative MR. B i non-uniformity can cause variations of absolute intensity, SNR and
contrast across an MR image. Whilst intensity non uniformity can be empirically
corrected, contrast or SNR differences cannot be compensated for. This constitutes
a problem for all those applications based on single images. Examples are anatom
ical delineation for diagnosis or neurosurgical planning and automated techniques
like structural segmentation.

Quantitative MR. In some cases, when more than one image is acquired in order to
estimate a particular parameter, the effect of some image intensity non-uniformity
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can usually be eliminated. However there are many instances where this is not the
case. One example is in multi-echo SE techniques where refocusing pulses are used
to sample the signal along its T2 decay. Flip angle variations can produce additional
signal decrease that confounds T2 measurements [165]. Standard inversion recovery
or low flip angle pulse sequences are also affected by flip angle variations, leading to
errors on Ti and pd estimates [166-168]. In chemical shift imaging (CSI) flip angle
variations could also lead to biased estimates of relative concentrations vs. position.
The magnetisation transfer ratio is also very sensitive to B i variations (see the
term in eq. 3.4).
These problems have been well characterised and a number of techniques have been pro
posed to improve the accuracy of segmentation and parameter estimation methods. A
detailed knowledge of the B i distribution is essential in techniques relying on accurate
application of a particular flip angle for measurement of relaxation times or other param
eters. This knowledge is also useful when attempting to correct intensity inhomogeneity
to improve the efficacy of segmentation [169] although this can also be done without it
[170].
Pulse sequences can also be developed that are less sensitive to B i variations or com
pensate for them. This allows more accurate measurement of parameters such as Ti
T2 and /7Û? [166,168,171]. Rf pulses can also be designed with reduced B i sensitiv
ity [58,172,173] the best known being adiabatic pulses [174]. Another possibility is to
actively modulate the transmitter power when exciting different slices along a direction
characterised by a particularly inhomogeneous B \ [175].

4.2

M e a s u r i n g By m aps

At high fields, due to the aforementioned effects, some degree of inhomogeneity cannot
be avoided even for optimal rf coil designs. This section discusses some of the available
methods for B \ calibration and B i mapping necessary for development of compensation
or post-processing techniques. Particular emphasis is placed on the novel method used
for characterisation of the B i distribution on the two scanners employed throughout this
work: a whole body 4.7T and a small bore 2.35T scanner.

4 .2 .1

M e th o d s f o r B i c a li b r a t io n

The simplest procedure to determine the rf power necessary for a 90° flip angle uses a
simple pulse-and-acquire sequence. As the ensuing free induction decay (FID) signal has
an initial amplitude simply proportional to the the sine of the flip angle used, the rf power
is interactively (or automatically) calibrated to give maximum signal (90°) or, more often
minimum (180°). In this way however, all the excited spins contribute to the sampled
signal and the method is mostly used in spectroscopy when using homogeneous samples
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or when surface coils limit the FoV of the receiver to the volume of interest. A slice
selective excitation pulse can also be used providing an average rf calibration over the
selected slab.
Another common quick cahbration method (default on our 4.7T scanner) consists of
using three (a) pulses of the same shape and amphtude e.g. a — r — a — 3r — a while a
slab selection gradient is applied [176].
Neglecting relaxation, a spin echo will form at a time r after the 2'^^ pulse and a stim
ulated echo will form a time r after the 3^^ pulse. Their corresponding signal amplitudes
are:
Ise =
7I ste =

s in a -s in ^ ^

(4.1)

•
sino; .
. 2 oc
2
sm a • ^ • sm a = 2 sin a sin —cos —

(4.2)

(A discussion on how to obtain the amplitudes in eq. 4.1-4.2 is presented in sec. 5.3.)
The sought condition a = 90° is thus fulfilled when the ratio of the two echo ampli
tudes, I ste! I se = 2 cos^ | equals 1. The method can be applied for hard pulses as well as
soft/shaped ones.

4.2.2

M a p p in g t h e B i d i s t r i b u t i o n

A number of methods have been published thatallow the parametric mapping of B \ on
a set of imaged slices or on a 3D volume [163,165,168,177-187] and a short review of
some of these is presented in this section.
The simplest method is nothing else but the extension of the calibration procedures
presented in the preceding paragraph. In a conventional (long TR) GE image the signal
depends on the flip angle a simply as sin a where a= yB iT . It must be remembered that
the signal intensity is a product of a transmit function and a receive function (the B i
sensitivity profile, see sec. 2.6). However, since the receiver sensitivity is independent
of the excitation power, the effects of its non-uniformity can be divided out when at least
two images are acquired with different flip angles.
Homak [177] was the first to use this method of B i mapping. He acquired gradient
echo (GE) images for a series of flip angles in order to fit the sin a behaviour of the
signal. He also used a spin echo (SE) sequence in a similar way since using a.a — t — (3
sequence with (3 = 2a gives a spin echo signal proportional to sin^ a {i.e. from eq. 4.1,
sin a • sin^ ^ ) . Homak also performed bench measurements of the coil transmission
efficiency with a pick-up coil and obtained a qualitative match with his MR experimental
data. The advantage of the SE (over the GE) measurements lies in its insensitivity to static
Bq variations across the sample and chemical shift effects.
The above method could be made more time efficient by acquiring only two images
with flip angles a and 2a [182]. The ratio of the signal from the two images is reported
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below for a GE and a SE respectively:
¥

= t^

I
f-

= 2 c o sa

{GE)

(4.3)

=

[SB ]

(4.4)

One problem for the GE sequence is that for small flip angles, cos a ~ 1 — a so that the
ratio of the images (eq. 4.3) is insensitive to a. Moreover, for o;>90°, cos a becomes
multi-valued. Similarly the SE ratio (eq. 4.4) is not very sensitive (in terms of signal to
noise) for a close to 0° and 180°. Problems are hence expected for highly non-uniform
B \ where the local flip angles for a given pulse amplitude span a large range.
Stollberger and Wach [178] proposed a similar approach where only the flip angle of
the excitation pulse of the SE sequence (a) is varied (doubled) between two subsequent
acquisitions, while the refocusing pulse (/?) is held constant. The SE signal in a sequence
such as a —r —/?, is proportional to sin a sin^ | , and for long T R

the ratio between

the two images is:
iorv
l2ot
loL

sin 2a sin^ ^2

sin 2a

sin a sin^ |

sin a

D i l i Z iC i o i i i

= 2 cos a

(4.5)

so that the local flip angles can be extracted pixel-by-pixel from the acquired images as :
/ - A

a {f) = arccos

^ 2 c n ij^

/w

(4.6)

The main drawback of this method is the necessity of a long TR . The same authors [183]
later proposed a variation consisting in the application of an additional slice selective
pulse after the readout of the signal for the P* image, ensuring that the longitudinal
magnetisation returns to the same value before the second image is acquired even for
The authors recommended a flip angle value a=60° for excitation and flip angles
values for compensation after the P* and 2"^ image of 120° and 60° respectively.
Barker et al. [185] have recently re-proposed the original method by Homak based
on the spin echo sequence and the sin^ a dependence of the signal using a standard multi
slice SE sequence. The acquisition of multiple data points (on the order of 20-60) allows
for separate estimation of transmitter and receiver efficiency. Unfortunately, the data
analysis had to be carried out on an roi basis and on a small fraction of the data close
to the first maximum (i.e. where

90°). The reason for this lies mainly in the non-

perfectly sinusoidal dependence of the integrated signal on the pulse amplitude when
using slice-selective rf pulses.
Stollberger’s method [178] has been successfully used for B i mapping with an FSE se
quence with nominal excitation pulses (a) of 45° and 90° by Femandez-Seara et al. [187].
These authors verified with numerical simulations that the slice profile from an initial 45°180° segment is sufficiently similar to that arising from an initial 90°-180° segment.
Venkatesan et al. [168] have proposed a clever method to correct for flip angle errors
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when measuring Ti values using a number of hard-pulse 3D-FLASH acquisitions with a
range of different flip angles. The signal in such sequence, considering that the detection
sensitivity is proportional to a itself, can be written:
1 _ g-TR/TiM
5 (f ) oc a{r) sin « ( f ) ^ _ ^ _ T « /T ,m c o s a (f)
and, for very small flip angles {e.g. 1-2°), we get

~ a { f f while for a=180° the signal

vanishes. Using a set of large flip-angle images, the exact nominal flip angle yielding a
mere signal in a chosen reference position can be extracted and then the spatial variation
of B l is obtained from the low flip angle images.
Deichmann et al. [58] used just the low flip angle acquisition in a 2D-Flash to get the
relative B \ distribution from the

dependence of the signal on a homogeneous phantom,

though on the head this method did not provide a sufficient SNR for a B i map.
A similar approach has been used for multi-slice 2D-GE sequences aimed at measur
ing Ti and pd on the basis of two acquisitions, one pJ-w eighted and the other Ti-weighted
[171]. The flip angle dependence of the actual slice profile was simulated and included
in the theoretical GE signal expression. B \ was mapped on a vegetable oil phantom us
ing the p d - ^ sequence with a set of 16 flip angles between 45° and 180°. Accurate T\
values could then be calculated using the corrected signal expression and accounting for
B l variations. However, it was assumed that the B i distribution determined in the oil was
a good approximation of the one in the head, which is not necessarily true, especially at
higher fields (see sections 4.3.1 and 4.4).
The calibration scheme based on comparison of the amplitudes of stimulated echo
{ste) and spin echo {se) produced by three rf pulses has also been used for mapping B i.
Using three pulses such as a-2a-a, yields signal amplitudes:
I s e

=

s in a • sin^(2a;/2)

I S T B = sin o; •

=

sin^o;

• sin a = sin^ a sin 2 a • (1/2) = sin^ a cos a

(se)
{ste)

(4.8)
(4.9)

The ratio of the images obtained from such echoes is thus I ste/he = cos a . The interval
between 2^^ and 3^^ pulse has to be longer than twice the one between the
2nd

and

a -r-2 a -3 r-a ) so that the 2^^ spin echo does not overlap with the ste, but

also as short as possible to minimise Ti recovery effects. A B i map is then calculated
through pixel-by pixel fitting from se and ste images.
Akoka et al. [180] successfully used this method with sine pulses. They observed de
viations from the expected cosinusoidal dependence on the flip angle for a> 130°, proba
bly because of slice profile effects. Moreover the authors noted that for a <50° the signal
to noise was too low for an appropriate fit. One advantage of the method is however that
TR can be kept short as both ste and se images are obtained with the same TE.
All these methods are based on modulation of the excited magnetisation by pulses of
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variable amplitude. The signal subsequently detected is thus proportional to the sine of the
effective flip angle at every location. A different set of methods utilises the longitudinal
magnetisation that remains after a single pulse is applied followed by transverse magneti
sation gradient spoilers. Therefore the signal takes a cosine dependence (instead of a sine
dependence) on flip angle. When a hard pulse of variable length (Tp) is used in absence
of slice-selection gradients, problems related to scaling of the slice profile with B i are
eliminated. The resulting signal can then be read out using any fast imaging sequence.
Vaughan et al. [163] demonstrated the method with a single slice turbo-FLASH acqui
sition, varying Tp from 0 to 2ms in 100/zs steps. However these authors did not attempt to
fit the signal at each pixel since the plotted signal intensities could not be modelled with
a simple cosine. The first null in the roi signal plots was instead used to estimate the B i
at different positions.
A two flip angles version of the above has been used for a FSE-CPMG type sequence
by Sled and Pike [188]. A non-selective hard pulse with spoilers was used in front of a
standard slice-selective 32-echo SE train with hard-pulse flip angles a=33° (and 2o:=66°).
The ratio between the images, neglecting B q effects is h a / l a = c o s (2 a )/c o s a and
allows retrieval of the spatial variation of the flip angle.
Topp et al. [184] incorporated a hard a-pulse in a STEAM sequence [189], in order to
remove part of the magnetisation stored along the z axis that contributes to the stimulated
echo. Again, the signal varies as:
S { f) = So{r) cos a { f)

(4.10)

with So{f) being the stimulated echo amplitude for Of=0. This equation is valid for a hard
pulse a short enough to be non-selective and such that relaxation effects can be ignored.
B l was fitted to eq. 4.10 after acquiring images for a nominal a=0°, 100°, 200°, 300°.
Another interesting method was proposed by Counsell [181] and employs a 4-pulse
scheme to generate a number of echoes through multiple coherence pathways. If the
echoes are separated and there is sufficient SNR, the B i distribution, T2 and a combina
tion of Ti and the apparent diffusion coefficient can all be derived by combination of the
images obtained from the different echoes.

4.2.3

A

NOVEL

Bl

M APPING SEQUENCE

Reports have been published where a magnetisation preparation period made up of a hard
pulse of variable length or amplitude and gradient spoilers has been used in front of a
fast imaging sequence for B i mapping. Vaughan et al. [163] have used a turbo-FLASH
sequence while Sled et al. [188] used an FSE imaging sequence. The use of an EPI
acquisition scheme for a similar purpose has been suggested [184] but, to our knowledge,
has not yet been implemented.
SE-EPI was chosen as opposed to GE-EPI in order to avoid signal drop-out and to
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reduce blurring. A rapid acquisition method such as EPI allows us to perform multi-slice
acquisitions using the ‘hard-pulse plus spoiling’ B i mapping method.
The pulse sequence diagram is presented in fig. 4.1. A reference image is acquired
a

RF

Mxy sp o ilers
A

Figure 4.1: Sequence diagram for B i mapping. A hard pulse of variable length (Tp) is
followed by spoiler gradients and either a SE-EPI or a GE-EPI sequence. With effective
spoiling only the longitudinal component of magnetisation present at the end of the
hard pulse contributes to the image. The delay between the end of the hard pulse and
the spoiler gradients is maintained constant as well as the delay between the end of each
EPI acquisition and the beginning of the sequence for the next Tp value.
with zero amplitude for the hard pre-pulse. The hard pulse is roughly calibrated over the
slice of interest with the vendor’s calibration scheme (equalising amplitudes of a se and
a ste). Typically, B i is set to 500Hz, corresponding to a 500/is 90° pulse. Subsequently,
a set of images are acquired with incremental values of Tp typically between 0.1ms and
5ms in 0.1ms intervals (ôTp=0.1ms). T E was 18ms.
Please note that from this point onwards, B i values will be often reported in units
of Hz corresponding to the precession frequency (Larmor frequency) that the B i field
induces: [Bi(Hz)]=i/i=^Bi/(27r).

4 .2 . 4

C re a tin g th e p a ra m e tric B i m aps

Maps of the B i distribution are created observing the oscillatory dependence of the signal
amplitude on the length of the pre-pulse (Tp). The frequency of the oscillation can be
fitted using:
5 (f, Tp) = So{f) • cos(27ti/i(f)Tp)

(4.11)

When only magnitude images are available, the right hand side of eq. 4.11 must be sub
stituted with its absolute value. The method was tested on selected rois using GraphPad
Prism [190]; an automated procedure to get B i maps from pixel-by-pixel fitting was also
implemented in IDE [191]. Even for large rots the non-linear regression fits (Prism) of
absolute values of the cosinusoidal oscillations did not converge unless the initial guesses
for 1^1 were almost right. The pixel-by-pixel fits, inherently characterised by lower SNR,
were performed on the complex images (IDE). They were also failing to converge in many
occasions, especially when a large range of B i values were present over the image.
Besides noise there are other potential causes of fitting problems. Their effect on the
signal behaviour can be modelled using the Bloch equations (see sec. 2.2.1) and including
the appropriate relaxation times. Off-resonance effects also alter both rotation axis and
precession frequency. When these are taken into account the longitudinal magnetisation
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becomes:
MziTp) = Mo • {cosiüeffTp • sin^ (5 + cos^ 13)

(4.12)

where j3 is the angle between the z axis and the B i axis (on resonance, P=90°) defining
the direction of the effective field Be// in the rotating frame (tan j3 = wi/Awo) and cjg// =
+ Awg. The zero crossings of M^ will not be equally spaced anymore, and neither
would the first crossing indicate a 90° pulse. In such a situation, (3 must be included as
additional fitting parameter and Ui can be retrieved from cjg//A simulation of Mz(Tp) in presence of various resonance offsets is presented in
fig. 4.2. The dark blue traces in fig. 4.2 correspond to ideal on-resonance conditions
Off-resonance effects: precession of

Off-resonance effects: zero crossings

CJ)
0.6

0. 2

-

DÎ
-

0.2
—

90°
72°
56°
- 45°

-© - 90°
72°
- e - 56°
45°

0.5

-B -

time (ms)

time of zero crossing (ms)

Figure 4.2: B loch sim ulations o f an off-resonan ce

B\

w ith B i= 5 0 0 H z and A B o=O H z,

167H z, 3 3 3 H z and 5 00H z corresponding to (3=903, 113, 5 6 ° and 4 5 °. M p = 0 .1 m s and
m ax(2p )= 20m s.
respectively,

For such /3 values,

equals 5 0 0 H z , 5 2 7 H z, 601 H z and 7 0 7 H z

(a) E volution o f longitudinal m agnetisation, M z(T p ).

(b) P osition s o f

zero-crossin gs o f M z for the different (3 angles. T he blue traces (and open circle sy m 
b ols) indicate the ideal con d itions occurring w here there are no Bq o ffsets and the zerocrossin gs are equidistant in time.

occurring where there are no Bq offsets. In this case, the signal (corresponding to the z
component of the magnetisation) oscillates between +1 and -1 as described by eq. 4.11.
The zero crossings of Mz are equidistant and occur at Tp=(2m-l)/(4tzi) where m is an
integer number. This simple behaviour breaks down for ABqt^O: the Mz oscillations be
come faster and their amplitude decreases; the zero crossings pair up more and more for
increasing A Bo until, for (3 <45°,

Mz

does not cross zero anymore.

Another problem is constituted by relaxation effects that can produce a Tp-dependent
signal decrease, especially in areas with short T2 . Bloch equation calculations show that
extra factors of

and

added respectively to multiply the

oscillatory term of eq. 4.12 (1^^ term in brackets) and the offset term therein {2^^ term
in brackets). Both off-resonance effects and relaxation effects can be minimised by using
stronger B%, though at the expense of increased SAR.
Finally, for multislice acquisitions, T\ effects also have to be taken into account. Since
the preparation period is not slice-selective, after a single hard pulse and spoiler, it is
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possible to acquire more than one slice. However, in the ensuing time, the longitudinal
magnetisation will increase by an amount determined by the interval (td) between the end
of the preparation pulse and the slice excitation pulse. If Ti recovery is considered, eq.
4.11 becomes:
S{r, Tp + td) = So{f) ’ cos(27TZ/i(f)7^)e"^/^^(^ +

(4.13)

where an additional scaling factor for the oscillatory term and an extra offset have been
introduced.
Although each of the described effects can be modelled individually, each additional
parameter incorporated in the fit makes the fitting procedure less robust. Incorporating all
of them makes it impossible to retrieve individual ones, in particular the resonance offset.
It must be noted that similar problems also apply, with more deleterious effects, to many
of the techniques based on the acquisition of only a couple of images with different flip
angle, which have been described in the previous section.
The

fitting

p r o c e d u r e b a s e d o n f o u r ie r t r a n s f o r m

(F T )

I have devised an alternative way of processing the data that uses the Fourier Transform
(FT) to retrieve the oscillation frequency of the signal and provides a quick estimate of
B i amenable to unsupervised B i mapping. The B i estimation process is independent of
baseline offsets and amplitude variations in the signal. If a fast imaging technique like
EPI is used, the maximum number of slices that can be acquired is only limited by the Ti
of the tissue. Considering a TE= lSm s, a readout of 25ms and a maximum Tp of 5ms, a
single slice can be acquired in as little as 50 ms; about 20 slices could then be acquired
within the T i~ ls of white matter (see table 2.2).
The only disadvantage of the method is that off-resonance effects cannot be easily
taken into account. This problem could be circumvented by also performing B q map
ping, for example with the standard method based on a pair of images with slightly
different TE . The B i maps (really maps of Beff) could then a posteriori be adjusted
as B i =

— A B q. In any case, as mentioned before, the error introduced by

resonance offsets can be kept to a minimum. The overestimation error is computed as
B e ff/B i = ^Jl + A B q/ B i . At 4.7T, a Ippm B q variation results in a 200Hz offset. For
Bi=500Hz, the error is 7.7% but reduces to 2% for B i= lkH z. At 1.5T, the error would
be even smaller: for Bi=500Hz, the error is 0.8% for Ippm (64Hz) and 3.2% for 2ppm.
Given the small percentage errors introduced by B q differences across large regions
of the samples, the measured Beff will thus be referred throughout this work as B i.
After acquiring a set of SE-EPI images with Tp incremented by small amounts (STp), the
processing steps to obtain a B i map are summarised below:
1. Complex EPI images are reconstructed with the appropriate ghost correction
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method.
2. A binary mask based on a lenient threshold is obtained from a reference image
with no magnetisation preparation. The images in the data set are multiplied by the
mask to avoid fitting voxels with low SNR. (Though this step is not essential, it will
reduce processing time.)
3. Data sets are zero-filled and Fourier transformed along the Tp direction pixel-bypixel.
4. For each pixel, the frequency corresponding to the spectral maximum is found and
its position recorded.
5. The absolute value of the frequency of the maximum is used and a B i map con
structed.
The B i maps are amenable to smoothing although well known problems arise at sample
edges or when smoothing is performed after a masking procedure (see also sec. 7.5.4).
It must be stressed that in order for the FT method to give accurate B i values, the sig
nal must be sampled for a Tp long enough to allow unambiguous identification of different
oscillation frequencies. Since the power deposition from the rf pulses is proportional to
their length, it is not possible to extend Tp at will. For most of the maps presented in
this thesis a maximum Tp=5ms was used for an average B i of approximately 500Hz,
corresponding to a nominal precession (a) of 900°.
Moreover it is worth noting that the intrinsic resolution in the spectrum of the acquired
signal is only ôiy=l/Max{Tp). For Max(Tp)=5ms we get a resolution 5i/=200Hz, which
is clearly useless for any accurate B i map. However, we are dealing with a time domain
signal that is only likely to contain one main frequency component attributable to B i. In
these conditions, the spectrum can be safely interpolated to a resolution much higher than
l/max(Tp) to yield a more accurate estimate of the actual B i. The easiest way to do this
is to zero-fill the data in the Tp direction before performing the FT to N f t points. The
final resolution is then ôuft = S W /N f t = ^ /{ N f t ^T p). For (5Tp=0.1ms, 5VK=10kHz
and an accuracy of d:6z/j?T=3:10Hz can be obtained with AFT=1024pts.
The step in the time-domain data created by adding the zeroes will create ripples in
the spectrum. However no apodisation is necessary because, in contrast to a conventional
situation, only one main peak is expected in the spectrum. A peak at zero frequency can
also arise due to off-resonance and relaxation effects; if necessary it can be removed by
performing a DC offset correction of the signal prior to FT.
For most of the B i maps presented here, data were acquired for about n=50 differ
ent values of Tp with ôTp=0.lms. Using the properties of the Fourier Transform [7], it
can be observed that, in theory, a much longer ôTp, hence a smaller number of sam
ples could be sufficient. Indeed, if we use a nominal B i of approximately 500Hz, we
could suppose that the actual B i over the sample is between 0 and IkHz. Since this
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is the required spectral width {SWreq)^ we only need to sample the time-domain signal
with a temporal resolution of 5Tp=\ISWreq=^^'^’ As mentioned above however, the B i
resolution is l/Max(Tp)=l/(n-(5Tp) and for 20Hz resolution we would require n=50 and
Max(Tp)=50ms.
Given that, due to SAR considerations, we limit Tp to 5ms, we could then consider
the option of acquiring only data for 5 different Tp values with (^Tp=1ms. It remains to be
investigated if in these conditions, it is still possible to get B i maps of useful resolution
with the zero-filling method discussed above. Certainly the SNR is likely to play a role in
the final B i map resolution. Supposing that 5 acquisitions do not yield a sufficient SNR
and Max(Tp)=5ms, it would still be convenient to reduce the 5Tp below 1ms rather than
performing multiple averages while keeping (^Tp= 1ms.
An analysis of the error introduced by reducing the data points used in the FT method
will be performed in the near future. It will allow an assessment of the minimum number
of samples, hence the total acquisition time, required for efficient B \ mapping.
An additional consideration relates to the bandwidth of the preparation pulse. The FT
of a 5ms hard pulse is a sine with full width at half maximum of about 204Hz (see fig.
2.9). Any voxel in the object that is off-resonance by more than that will effectively
experience a weaker B \ field. Its calculated B i value would thus be totally inaccurate. In
order to avoid this effect, shorter and stronger B i fields should be used, whose bandwidth
is likely to cover the expected B q variations across the sample.

4 .2 .5

H o w TO GET A SNAPSHOT OF THE B i DISTRIBUTION

A snapshot of the B i distribution can be obtained acquiring a single image after calibra
tion of a hard pulse. An explanation of how to achieve this is presented below.
If we consider a position (ri) where B i~500H z, a 360° precession of its magnetisation
is induced by a Tp=2ms pulse. A Tp=10ms pulse of the same power would induce a 1800°
precession. Assuming eq. 4.11 holds, for any precession angle 0=m-18O° (where m is
an integer), the signal should be maximum, i.e. for position ri, S(Tp=10ms,ri)=5o(ri).
However, for (/>=(2m+l)-90°, the signal would be zero. If the magnetisation of a different
voxel (positioned at T2) has only processed by 1710° because it experiences a slightly
weaker B i, no signal would appear at this position. The same would happen for a voxel
(Xs) whose precession angle happened to be 1890°. Another voxel (r4) for which 0=1980°
would yield S(Tp=10ms,r4)=-5o(r4).
The result is that on a magnitude image resulting from Tp= 10ms adjacent dark and
bright bands appear. These bands constitute iso-Bi contours exactly equivalent to iso
altitude contours on a topographical map. The A B i between adjacent lines can be cal
culated from the Tp and the nominal precession frequency. For the example above, the
precession phase difference between T2 and r% was 90° and 0(ri)=18OO°. The relative
difference between the B i at the two position is then 90/1800=5%.
This method has been employed before with a FLASH sequence [58]. Fig. 4.3 illus-
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trates the concept by presenting an iso-Bi image and corresponding roi signal variations
for variable Tp. The roi signal magnitudes were fitted with Prism to eq. 4.11 and gave
Precession around Bi~500Hz
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Figure 4.3: E xam ple o f is o - B i snapshot on a tube o f 10mm inner diam eter filled with a
saline solution (right). Tp w as 20m s. The p lots in the graph sh ow the p recession o f the
m agnetisation corresponding to the ro/s marked on the im age for variable Tp. The solid
lin es represent the best fits corresponding to the absolute value o f eq. 4 .1 1 . The values
o f i> i= ')B \l2'K iov the five rots dem onstrate that the bright (or dark) bands are spaced by
approxim ately 5% o f v\{ro iA ). The im age d isplayed w as acquired on a 2 .3 5 T scanner.

values consistent with the visual interpretation of the iso-Bi image. Since Tp=20ms, the
difference between bright bands is about 5% with respect to the region where 5i~ 500H z.
Knowledge of the approximate or average Bi over the sample allows one to obtain a
rough idea of the B i distribution simply by counting the number of visible stripes. If an
accurate value of B\ is known in at least one voxel the reconstruction of a quantitatively
accurate B \ map is possible. One way to obtain such a value could be to interactively in
crease the amplitude of the B i field for a fixed Tp until the intensity of a chosen voxel (ro)
in the reconstructed image reaches the first minimum, corresponding to a 90° precession
angle. The B\ field in that voxel is then l/4Tp. A pulse whose length Tp was 20 times as
long would induce a precession of 0=1800° and should produce a bright intensity for po
sition ro. Now, if ro corresponds to the pixel in the image with the highest B i, i.e. ro is the
first pixel to go through a minimum, and if we knew that B i decreases monotonically as
the distance from ro is increased, then the snapshot image with long Tp would be enough
to reconstruct the B\ distribution.
Iso-Bi images could be very useful since, when acquired with EPI, they reveal the
position of B\ hot-spots in the brain in a few seconds. This information can be used
for rf compensation schemes where the rf power is varied for different slices. It gives a
rough idea of the B\ variation over the sample and its relation to the underlying struc
ture/anatomy. Snapshot iso-Bi maps are also useful in a situation where the B i distri
bution is affected by coupling between coils or conductors within the bore that are non-
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perfectly decoupled. A quick adjustment of hardware position is then possible so that the
coupling can be quickly minimised; this could prove useful to assess coil performance or
reveal malfunctioning (see also sec. 4.5).

4 .3

C h a r a c t e r isin g th e in h e r e n t B i d is t r ib u t io n
OF AN RF c o i l : OIL PHANTOMS

Oil is characterised by a low dielectric constant and low conductivity (see table 4.1). As a
result, the B \ distribution in an oil phantom is likely to be little affected by either standing
wave, dielectric resonance effects or rf-attenuation/penetration problems [192]. It is then
possible to regard the measured distribution as a good approximation of the expected B \
distribution of the empty rf coil.

4.3.1

R f p r o f i l e o f a c o n v e n t i o n a l b i r d c a g e c o i l a t 4.7T

The default head coil in our 4.7T scanner is a screened 16-rung birdcage resonator (coil
diameter=28 cm, length=20.9cm, rungs width=10mm, screen diameter=35.6cm) driven
in 4-port mode with relative phase shifts of 0, tj/2, Trand 3 ti/2. A 20cm diameter spherical
phantom filled with oil occupying an equivalent volume and position in the coil as a
human head was imaged with the sequence described in the previous section.
Figure 4.4 shows three orthogonal 2DFT-SE snapshot images of the oil phantom. For
a calibrated Bi=500Hz, the pre-pulse duration used, Tp=10ms, corresponds to a B \ am
plitude difference between bright bands of about 10%.
Three sets of SE-EPI images were also acquired with variable Tp as discussed in sec.
4.2.3 and used to construct parametric B i maps. A few rois were selected across the
magnitude images and fitted with eq. 4.11. The B i in the center of the sphere was 454Hz
and the values obtained in neighbouring bright and dark stripes agree with the expected B \
variations (see figure 4.4 caption). The numbers in the figures indicate the fitted relative
B i values at a few different locations inside the phantom.
Parametric B \ maps obtained for the three orthogonal orientations with the FT-based
method are displayed in the right column in fig. 4.4. The results from the FT-based
method agree well with the values obtained using the fitting procedure.
The B i maps shown also reveal EPI ghosting along the vertical {PE) direction. This
is due to the fact that the reconstruction method based on a non-phase encoded reference
scan was used for these images (see sec. 3.1.6). The fact that the B \ values in the ghost
match the B i values at positions shifted by FoVIl demonstrates the robustness of the
method with respect to this kind of artefact.
The B i distribution is generally consistent with the predicted excitation/sensitivity
profile of a birdcage coil, though a slight asymmetry in the transverse plane is observed.
With respect to the center of the coil, the B i decreases along both positive and negative
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Figure 4.4: Left: Three orthogonal 2DFT-SE iso-Bi snapshot images of a 20cm di
ameter spherical phantom filled with oil (axial, coronal, sagittal). Parameters were
FbF=240mm, fM=3mm, Tp=10ms. The values in the figures are relative to the area
in the center of the phantoms as estimated fitting wis via eq. 4.11. Since the B\ for the
center of the sphere was about 450 Hz, corresponding to a 9?r rotation, the neighbouring
bright areas should yield B \ values differing by 1/9, Le. about 11%. Right: B \ maps
of the phantom obtained with the FT-based procedure outlined in the previous sections
on the basis of SE-EPI images. The 50pts data-sets have been zero-filled to NfT=S\2.
With 0Tp=0.\ms the resolution for B\ is 19.53Hz.
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Figure 4.5: Profiles across the coronal and sagittal B \ maps shown in fig. 4.4. The pro
files have been taken respectively at: jc=35 (out of 64 pts) for the z coronal profile; z=34
for the X coronal profile; y=26 for the z sagittal profile; z=34 for the y sagittal profile.
FoV=240mm implies an in-plane pixel resolution of 3.75mm. Solid lines correspond to
best fits of eq. 4.14 to the experimental data. The B \ values corresponding to regions
either masked-out or in the ghost have been manually removed before performing the
fit. The best-fit parameters are reported in table 4.2.
directions of the z axis and increases in the x and y directions toward the coil rungs.
Saddle-like patterns thus appear in the sagittal and coronal views while a bowl-like shape
is apparent in the transverse plane. A tilt of about 50^^ from the jc towards the y direction
of the axis of symmetry of the transverse B \ distribution is also visible.
Profiles taken across the center of the saddle distribution of the coronal and sagittal
B] maps are shown in fig. 4.5. These profiles have been fitted with the equation:
B \ r { r — To) —

(^o) • [1 + O'fi'f' ~ tq)^]

(4.14)

where the position parameter r corresponds to either x, y or z. If profiles along the same
physical directions {e.g. x for axial and coronal, y for axial and sagittal and z for coronal
and sagittal) are now measured on the three orthogonal B \ maps through their middle
point, it is possible to verify the consistency and reproducibility of the B \ estimates with
respect to measurements repeated with different orientations of the spatial encoding gra
dients. Such profiles are shown in fig. 4.6.
The plots demonstrate that the maximum differences between the profiles in these
64x64 EPI images correspond to a single voxel displacement or a single SvpT in esti
mated B\ amplitude. The parameters estimated from the fits of the profiles in fig. 4.5-4.6
performed with eq. 4.14 are reported in table 4.2.
These results show that the parameters associated with the variation of B \ obtained
from the different profiles are in good agreement and the model of eq. 4.14 does a gener
ally good job in describing such variation. Along the z direction the best-fit parabolas have
a quadratic coefficient

~ —5.85 • 10“ ^/mm^ indicating a 14.6% drop of B \ at 50mm

from the center increasing to a 58.5% reduction at 100mm {i.e. B \ drops to 85.4% and
41.5% of the central value at 50mm or 100mm off-center respectively). In the transverse
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Figure 4.6: Profiles across the B \ m aps show n in fig. 4 .5 . T h ese profiles correspond
to x= 33p ts, > ^ 33pts, z= 33p ts (i.e. roughly through the m idline o f the im ages) and show
the agreem ent o f B i values obtained from set o f im ages acquired in different directions.
S olid lin es correspond to best fits o f eq. 4 .1 4 to the experim ental data. B^ values o f
points ou tside the actual object have been m anually rem oved before the fit. B est-fit
parameters are reported in table 4.2.

Profile
Cor-Z-35x
Cor-X-34z
Sag-Z-26y
Sag-Y-34z
Ax-X-33y
Cor-X-33z
Ax-Y-33x
Sag-Y-33z
Cor-Z-33x
Sag-Z-33y

81 (Hz)

ro(mm)

2ir (10 Vmm^)

R2

454±2
472±2
451 ±3
458±2
4753:2
472±3
4543:2
460±2
4563:2
4573:3

2.03:0.5
53:1
1.63:0.6
-25±1.3
03:2
3.8±1.5
-233:2
-253:2
1.9±0.4
0.33:0.6

-5.853:0.09
2.63:0.1
-5.93:0.1
2.03:0.1
1.9±0.1
2.33:0.2
2.1 ±0.1
1.87 ±0.09
-5.89±0.08
-5.8±0.1

0.984
0.930
0.977
0.918
0.818
0.864
0.912
0.931
0.986
0.974

Table 4.2: Fitted parameters from fig. 4.5 (first four row s) and fig. 4 .6 (last six row s)
corresponding to equation 4 .1 4 . In com paring the valu es o f ro it is worth recalling that
the spatial resolution in the im ages is 3.75m m and the resolution o f the B \ m aps is here
19.5H z

100
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plane, B i progressively increases moving out from the center. The average quadratic co
~ -1-2.1 • 10“ ^/mm^ indicating a 5.25% B i increase at 50mm off-center

efficient is

growing to 21 % at 100mm. A significant shift (about 24mm) of the center of mass of the
B\ distribution is seen along the y direction.

4.3.2

R f p r o f i l e o f a TEM c o i l a t 4.7T

A TEM resonator coil (16 struts, diameter=32.5cm length=32cm) is also available on our
4.7T system. The TEM coil is expected to provide a more homogeneous S i than the
birdcage coil [152].
The same oil phantom was used for S i mapping as in fig. 4.4. Coronal and axial
2DFT-SE iso-Si snapshot images are shown in figure 4.7. The values in the figure have

(a)

Axial
.^ Ê

S

S

Ê

ê

^

Coronal

^

Figure 4.7: A x ia l and coronal 2D F T -SE is o - S i snapshot im ages o f an oil phantom .
Tp=10m s. T he values on the im ages are from fits o f rois w ith eq. 4.11 and are relative
to the value S i ~ 5 2 5 H z in the center.

been obtained by fitting (eq. 4.11) and are relative to the central value corresponding to
Si=525Hz. Considering that a fixed 7),=10ms was used, the central region underwent a
rotation of 5.257T. Areas of alternate brightness in the images are consequently spaced by
about 4.7%.
The effects of susceptibility gradients (Bo differences) can also be appreciated from
the coronal image in figure 4.7b. At the bottom of the coronal image the lowest dark
stripe shows a distortion that follows the geometry of the sphere cap (arrow); as discussed
in sec. 4.2.4 the measured B i (Be//) is higher than the actual Bi and the iso-Bi contour is
shifted downwards.
The TEM coil appears to perform better than the bird-cage coil in terms of B% inho
mogeneity. At the edges of the sphere, along z the B% drops only to 70-80% of the central
value V5. about 40% of the birdcage coil. In the transverse plane a small increase in Bi
is seen along the y direction, with B% reaching 110-115% the central value, while a slight
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decrease in performance is seen along

Consequently the coil excitation/detection pro

i

file appears to be largely asymmetric. One of the possible explanations for such behaviour
is the malfunctioning of some coil components {e.g. capacitors).
Although, as expected, the TEM coil provides a slightly better B i homogeneity than
the birdcage coil, its Bi distribution was found to be asymmetric and the coil was found
to be fragile with respect to large rf amplitude pulses. It is for this reason that the TEM
coil has been little used for the work presented in this thesis.

4.3.3

D ie l e c t r ic r e s o n a n c e e f f e c t s : w a t e r p h a n t o m s

A water solution made with distilled water presents very low conductivity. However its
dielectric constant (~80) is not too dissimilar from that of biological soft tissue (see table
4.1). At 200 MHz a phantom filled with such a solution is thus likely to display a strong
rf-focusing effect [68,193].
Fig. 4.8 shows axial and coronal SE-EPI iso-Bi snapshots of a phantom made of three
cylindrical water bottles (inner diameter=7.3cm, height= 13.5cm) with their axes oriented
along z, filled with distilled water and differently doped with Gd-DTPA to shorten their
Ti. Parameters were: nominal Bi=500Hz, Tp=5ms. A set of measurements was also

Figure 4.8: SE-EPI iso-Bi snapshot images of a set of three water bottles: axial view
and coronal view through the top bottle. Tp=5ms. The values on the images correspond
to u\='yBil2'mx\ Hz. The images were acquired using the TEM coil.

performed with 6Tp=0.\ms and Tp between 0.1ms and 5ms. Bi values were obtained
from this data with the FT based method.
The center of the top bottle has jBi~680Hz. B \ values in the figure are reported
in Hz. The B\ difference between adjacent areas of opposite contrast is about 50 Hz,
corresponding to a difference in precession angle of ti/2 over the 5ms Tp. The difference
in overall image intensity across the bottles is due to their T\ differences. However these
differences do not affect the estimation of B i .
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variation (400-680 Hz) is visible in each of the bottles. It is apparent that

the iso-Bi lines are determined by the dimension and shape of the bottles. As expected,
standing wave effects dominate in such a phantom and the rf-coil efficiency inhomogene
ity adds a negligible effect to the B \ distribution.

4.4

B i D ISTRIBU TIO N IN THE HUM AN BR A IN AT 4.7T

With an approximate 6^=55 [163] the human head has comparable dimensions to the ra
diation wavelength at 200 MHz, A=18cm and could experience standing wave effects
similar to the ones observed at 4T [156,157] producing an rf focusing in its center. How
ever, eddy currents are likely to play a role in attenuating the focusing effects. This is
because although the resistivity (p) of CSF matches that of a physiological saline solu
tion (p(CSF)=56f2cm, p(saline)=60f2cm) the brain tissue presents a p that is 5 to 10 times
higher (p(GM)=700Qcm, p(WM)=300Qcm) [155](see table 4.1). In addition, the hetero
geneity of the brain is likely to somewhat prevent the induction of large currents that could
cause substantial rf-penetration problems. Because of the tight fit of the head in the coils
used at 4.7T, the Tx/Rx profile is also likely to play a major role especially for frontal
and occipital regions as well as far from the coil iso-center along the z axis. Moreover,
even in the absence of an rf coil, the head’s elliptical shape is likely to be a cause of B i
asymmetries [70].
As a result, at 200 MHz, the B \ distribution within the human head is expected to be
quite complex, not necessarily symmetric and to arise from a combination of the following
factors: rf coil profile, dielectric resonance and conduction effects as well as head-coil
interactions. A numerical FDTD calculation has indeed been published for a detailed
model of the human head at 200MHz [164] inside a birdcage resonator. In the axial slice,
an oval region of relatively high B i was reported in the center of the brain, slightly tilted
toward one side.
To assess the experimental B \ distribution at 4.7T the B i mapping sequence was run
on a few healthy volunteers after informed consent and approval by the University College
London Hospitals Ethics committee. Axial, coronal and sagittal images displaying the B i
distribution in human heads at 4.7T are presented in fig. 4.9, 4.10 and 4.12.
Fig. 4.9 shows iso-Bi maps with 15% B i variation between bright bands acquired
with the TEM coil. In these images B i has a maximum approximately in the center of
the head (where .Bi~700Hz) and decreases in all directions. This maximum is about 1.4
times larger than the calibration value of 500 Hz.
The local maximum of B i does not correspond directly to a local SAR maximum that
could cause concerns relating to rf power deposition. This happens since the former is
associated with magnetic fields and the latter with the associated electric fields. However,
a strong B i inhomogeneity points to the presence of potential electric field inhomogeneity,
thus potential SAR hot-spots.
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Figure 4.9: Iso-Bi 2DFT-SE images of a human head at 4.7T with a TEM coil: axial,
coronal and sagittal views. The narrow frames on each image indicate the position of
the other images. The values in the figures are relative to the B \ hot-spot (visible in the
sagittal and coronal images) corresponding to i?i~700Hz. The B \ difference between
adjacent areas of opposite contrast is about 50 Hz, corresponding to a difference in
precession angle of ti/4 over the 5ms Tp and a relative variation of about 7.1%. The neck
appears aliased at the top of both coronal and sagittal images.
192mm, thk=3mm.
The B i hot-spot seems to fall at the level of the corpus callosum. B i maps acquired
repositioning the subject by a few cm along the bore of the magnet (z direction) have
shown that the hot-spot remains localised in the same brain position (see also fig. 4.104.12). This complicates potential rf compensation schemes, should different subjects’
heads end up in different positions along z. In such a case, snapshot iso-Bi images ac
quired using EPI with long Tp are very useful in order to reveal the exact position of the
hot-spot and calibrate rf modulation schemes (see FSE application, sec. 5.8).
Fig. 4.10 shows B i maps from a different subject acquired with the birdcage coil. The
range of B i across the brain is 430-685 Hz, revealing a similar maximum to that observed
when using the TEM coil. The B i maps are presented with a resolution of 19.53 Hz,
corresponding to ôTp=]00/is and A^/rr=512. Comparison with anatomical images (not
shown) indicates that the hot-spot again falls at the level of the corpus callosum.
Profiles through the B i hot-spot are shown in fig. 4.11 for coronal and sagittal views.
The B i distribution on the head can be compared with that obtained with the same coil
on the spherical oil phantom (fig. 4.4). Those (fig. 4.4) represent the coil excitation
efficiency and show a B i that grows in the transverse plane toward the coil elements
while it decreases off-center along the z direction. Here (fig. 4.11) the situation appears
slightly different and seems to arise mainly from the combined effect of Tx profile and
rf-focusing effects. Rf-penetration problems are not discernible, though they might have
a role in attenuating the amplitude of the B i hot-spot.
Along the z direction the dropping Tx-efficiency away from the hot-spot com 
bines with dielectric resonance effects to cause a rapid B i reduction. Indeed the av
erage quadratic coefficient of the best parabolic fit for the B i variation (a^) is about 11 • 10“ ^/mm^ almost twice as large as that obtained in the oil phantom.
In the transverse plane, away from the center rf standing waves tend to reduce B i
while the coil transmits more efficiently. In the left-right direction (x) the head is nar-
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Figure 4.10: B\ maps on a human head at 4.7T. Two axial (offsets +20mm and 0mm),
one coronal and one sagittal views are shown. Maps were constructed using a 50-Tp
data series (5Tp=0.1ms) of SE-EPI images. Fo V=229mm, thk=4mm. The data set was
zero-filled to A^i^=512, providing a B i resolution of 19.53Hz. Though the nominal B \
was 500 Hz, the B \ hot-spot has
684Hz. The numbers superimposed on the maps
are relative to such hot-spot. The grey dotted lines indicate the approximate position of
the other images.
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rower and focusing effects seem to dominate the Bi distribution: the coronal view {x-z
plane) appears dome-shaped (fig. 4.10c). In contrast, in the elongated anterior-posterior
direction (y) the head gets much closer to the coil rungs and the coil transmit-efficiency
profile compensates or overcompensates rf-focusing effects. The Bi distribution along
y is almost uniform and the axial maps tend to resemble a saddle (especially the most
superior one).
Interestingly, the axis of symmetry of the axial B \ maps seems to be tilted by about
20° from the anterior-posterior direction. This slanting is however consistent with results
on cylinders with elliptical sections [70] as well as full FDTD simulations [164]. To
establish whether this is due more to head-coil interactions or head-held interactions it
would be useful to acquire a series of B i maps rotating the coil by different angles or
drive the coil in different modes.
Fig. 4.12 shows axial and coronal B i maps on another volunteer acquired using the
same birdcage coil. Prohles through the B i hot-spot normalised with respect to the max
imum Bi are shown in hg. 4.13.
Patterns consistent with those of the other subjects are apparent here and similar ob
servations about the factors contributing to the B i distribution apply. The Bi range is here
450-760 Hz.
The average quadratic coefficient of the best parabolic fit for the B i variation along
X is a^ ~8.5-10~Vmm^ while along z is a^ ~ - l 1.84=0.2-10“ Vmm^. These values are in
reasonable agreement from those of the other subjects. The tilt in the axis of symmetry of
the B i distribution in transverse plane is here less than 10°.
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Figure 4.12: B \ m aps on a human head at 4.7T. A xial and coronal v iew s. M aps w ere
constructed u sing a 50-Tp data series
thk=?>xnrs\.

1ms) o f SE-EPI im ages. F oV = 210m m ,

T he data set w as zero-filled to A ^ fr=512, providing a B \ resolution o f

19.53H z. T hough the nom inal B \ w as 5 0 0 Hz, the B \ h ot-spot has J 5 ]~ 762H z. The
grey dotted lin es indicate the approxim ate position o f the other im age. Contours are
drawn every 25 H z from 4 5 0 H z to 7 5 0 Hz.
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The B \ values corresponding to regions either m asked-out or in the gh ost have been
m anually rem oved before perform ing the fit. T he best-fit parameters o f the quadratic
coefficien ts are as fo llo w s. X -profiles: a f = ( - 8 .9 ± 0 .2 ) 10“ ^/mm^ (coronal) and a*= (8.03 :0 .3 ) 10~^/mm^ (axial).
(coronal): a^ = (-l 1 . 8 ±

0

.2 )

1 0

Y -profile (axial): a ÿ = (-2 .9 ± 0 .1 ) 10~^/m m ^.
~^/mm^ .

Z-profile
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Further measurements on additional subjects should be undertaken to establish the
variability of the B i distribution with respect to head dimension and relative position
inside the rf coil

4.5

B i DISTRIBUTION IN THE 2 . 3 5 T I C H SCANNER

The 2.35T scanner I used at the Institute of Child Health is a horizontal small bore (40cm)
Oxford magnet, interfaced to a SMIS spectrometer. Because of reduced Larmor frequency
(lOOMHz), with respect to the 4.7T scanner, the radiation wavelength is doubled. The
inner diameter of the Tx coil is about 7cm, and the imaged samples have much smaller
linear dimensions than the ones used at 4.7T. As a consequence, for this scanner, both
dielectric resonance and conductivity effects are expected to have a somewhat smaller
contribution. The measured B \ distribution is likely to be sample independent and be
determined mostly by the coil geometry and interferences from any nearby conductor
e.g. receiver coils or other wires within the bore of the magnet.
M

in im is in g c o u p l in g b e t w e e n

Tx

and

Rx

c o il s

On the 2.35T, a volume coil (8cm diameter) is conventionally used for Tx, generating a
linearly polarised B \ field in the x direction. Signal detection is usually performed with a
single loop surface coil whose plane lies in the y-z plane. Upon imaging such Rx coil is
positioned as close as possible to the area of interest of the sample.
The detuning of the surface coil during transmission, operated by a quarter wave and
diodes [194,195], is not perfect, resulting in coupling between Tx and Rx coils, that
distorts the B i experienced by the sample. This coupling can however be minimised by
adjusting the relative orientation of Tx and Rx coils so that the flux of the magnetic field
generated by the volume coil is minimal through the surface coil, i.e. the Rx coil axis is
orthogonal to x. Such coupling is not apparent upon signal detection since the volume
coil is well detuned during reception of the small NMR signal ^.
It was indeed found that a misalignment of a few degrees between the two coils can
have a large effect on the B \ homogeneity.
Fig. 4.14 shows the effect of a relative rotation of the Tx coil with respect to the
Rx coil on iso-Bi images of a 10mm diameter tube filled with saline solution. Since a
Tp=20ms was used, there is a 5%

difference between bright bands.

Obviously, while a minimum B i variation of about 5% cannot be avoided (see fig.
4.14b), an optimal relative position of the two coils exists. A misalignment of only 5°-10°
rotation is enough to double or triple the excitation non uniformity over a small 10mm
region.
'This is apparent from fig. 4.3. If transmission and detection sensitivity were the same, the roh showing
a reduced B \ should have also displayed a lower overall signal. In contrast, all the roi signals plotted in the
figure have similar maximum intensity.
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Figure 4.14: Axial iso-Bi SE-EPI snapshots for different relative position of Tx and Rx
coils on the 2.35T (1cm diameter tube filled with saline solution). Tp=20ms implies a
B i variation of approximately 5% between bright bands. Relative degrees of rotations
are approximately: -10°, 0°, +3°, +6°.
Following the analysis of these results, the acquisition of iso-Bi maps and relative
rotation of Tx and Rx coils to minimise B i inhomogeneity was incorporated into the
preparatory procedure of any scanning session.
B i D ISTR IBU TIO N FOR DIFFERENT T X COILS
As seen in the previous paragraph, a certain degree of B i non-uniformity is expected due
to the volume coil notwithstanding the coupling with the Rx coil. In order to characterise
this unavoidable non-uniformity, and assess the best conditions for the experimental set
up, iso-Bi images (and

-mapping data) were thus acquired for a few different volume

coils (two birdcages as well as the commonly used coil generating a linearly polarised
B i) and different Tx/Rx set-ups.
A region of interest was defined having the position and dimensions of the average
rat brain, in the conventional axial orientation (coronal brain view) used for most of the
imaging studies performed on the 2.35T scanner, i.e. an ellipse with axes of length 16mm
and 11 mm.
The results are presented in fig. 4.15 with Tp=20ms, thus an approximately 5% B i
variation between bright bands. The iso-B i image of the rat brain (fig. 4.15b), acquired
with the conventional set-up that uses the surface coil for signal detection and the volume
coil for transmission, displays a total of about 10% B i variation from left to right. Such
condition was obtained after positional adjustments and is just slightly worse than the
best experimental conditions of a 7-8% variation set by the profile of the volume coil
itself (fig. 4.15c). While one of the birdcages (BC-1) displays a similar B i distribution
ver the roi (fig. 4.15d), the other (BC-2) presents a B i inhomogeneity over the same roi
almost five times higher (fig. 4.15e), probably due to faulty connections.
Since detection with the surface coil entails a much higher SNR than if any of the
volume coils tested is operated in Tx/Rx mode, the standard experimental set-up was
maintained notwithstanding the slight increase in B i non-uniformity.
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Birdcage BC-1

Birdcage BC-2

(e)

(b)

Figure 4.15: Iso-Bi SE-EPI snapshots on the 2.35T scanner for a number of samples
and Tx/Rx coils. Tp=20ms implies a B i variation of approximately 5% between bright
bands, (a) Anatomical image of a rat brain with superimposed roi covering the whole
brain, (b) Iso-Bi map over a rat brain with conventional set-up: volume coil Tx and
surface coil Rx. (c) Iso-Bi map over a water tube with the volume coil used in a Tx/Rx
mode (the surface coil had been removed), (d-e) Iso-Bi map acquired with two different
birdcage coils in Tx/Rx mode on a large water bottle filling their whole inner diameter.

4.6

Future

work

Some of the work envisaged for the near future in the area of B i mapping includes:
• Measuring the B i distribution in phantoms and in vivo with previously established
-mapping methods and perform a stricter comparison of geometrical and quan
titative accuracy, ease of implementation, computational requirements and robust
ness to noise and motion.
• Measuring the B \ distribution of the empty 4.7T transmitter coils with a pick upcoil and spectrum analyser to compare with the data obtained on the oil phantoms.
• Measuring B i maps on saline solutions of different concentrations (high dielectric
constant, variable conductivity) to assess the effects of conductivity on dielectricresonance effects at 200 MFlz.
• Collecting B i maps on the human brain at 4.7T as the head is tilted and shifted
within the volume coil. Together with measurements performed by driving the 4port birdcage in different modes (e.g. quadrature or 4-port with optimised phase
shifts between them) this could provide information about the relative importance
of head/rf-field and head/rf-coil interactions. This is particularly interesting because
very few other 4.7T whole body scanners exist in the world.
• Repeating the B i measurements on more subjects to establish the normal inter
subject and inter-session variability of the B i distribution.
• Assessing the minimum number of samples, required for efficient B i mapping with
the proposed method.
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S u m m a r y a n d C o n c l u sio n s

Ideal conditions for MRI are characterised by a perfectly uniform Bq, and rf coils capable
of generating a uniform B i across the whole of the imaged object, as well as uniform
imaging gradients. However, these conditions can only be realised in practice to a cer
tain approximation and across limited volumes. B q and

non uniformity can lead to

undesirable localisation errors, geometrical distortion and drop-out, variation of absolute
intensity or contrast across the MR images or to systematic errors in quantitative MR.
This produces diffuse or localised variations in structural detail, segmentation, and prob
lems in the estimation of useful MR parameters such as diffusion coefficients, relaxation
times, CBF and CBV, MTR etcetera. As a result of this, coregistration and comparison of
data acquired in different subjects, sessions or MR sites is difficult.
Since B q and B i depend not only on the static magnet and rf coil characteristics but
also on the imaged sample, a one-off optimisation of the system is not sufficient. It is
indeed extremely important to have tools which allow the characterisation of the B q and
B i distribution in vivo on every subject. This information can then be used in two ways:
a priori to modify the imaging protocols and make it less sensitive to hardware non
idealities; a posteriori for appropriate post-processing. Examples of the first type are the
use of rf pulses with reduced B \ and B q sensitivity or the modulation of rf power for
different slices. Examples of the second type are image intensity corrections or inclusion
of additional parameters in the fitting algorithms used to extract quantitative information
from the MR data.
The main factors contributing to the experimental B i distribution have been discussed.
Some of the available methods for calibration and characterisation of the B i field have
been summarised.
A novel technique used to acquire B i maps on a whole body 4.7T and a small bore
2.35T scanners has been presented. The method employs standard SE-EPI for image ac
quisition with a magnetisation preparation period constituted by a hard pulse of variable
duration and spoiler gradients. Such preparation period imposes a cosinusoidal depen
dence of the imaged longitudinal magnetisation on the pre-pulse duration Tp and the local
B i intensities. A set of measurements with variable Tp allows the local B i strength to
be retrieved when the signal oscillation frequency can be estimated at all positions in the
sample.
A technique providing a snapshot of the B i distribution in a few seconds (iso-Bi
images) was also proposed. Such method could allow for positional adjustments of pa
tient or

-disturbing hardware as well as instantaneous calibration of

-compensation

schemes.
A processing method to produce accurate parametric B i maps has been presented
that is amenable to a quick and reliable automated processing. The method is based
on the Fourier transform and avoids some of the pitfalls of multi-parametric non-linear
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regressions. In common with simple fitting procedures, the FT-based method is sensitive
to B q variations over the sample, though these can be minimised using stronger rf fields
or taken into account with the aid of a B q field map.
With the FT-based method, the B i inhomogeneity of two of the volume coils used on
the 4.7T scanner has been characterised. B i maps of oil and water phantoms have been
collected and presented and the data is generally consistent with theoretical expectations.
The effective B \ distribution over the human head has also been analysed. A B i
hot-spot is seen to occur in the center of the brain, approximately at the level of the
corpus callosum, superior to the anterior commissure with a B i amplitude generally 1.31.4 times higher than the B i calibrated on the same slice with the method provided by
the scanner manufacturer. With respect to that point the B i drops in both directions along
the z axis mainly because of the combined effects of reduced coil performance and rffocusing effects. Profiles along the z axis display approximately a 30-35% drop of B i at
50mm off-center with respect to the B i hot-spot.
In the axial x-y plane, the increased rf performance of the standard birdcage coil ap
pears to compensate or overcompensate for rf-focusing effects. While B i drops toward
the skull in the x direction (a 25-30% drop at 50mm) it drops much more slowly in the
y direction (10-15% at 50mm) or reaches a plateau in the superior frontal and occipital
lobes. The B i distribution in the trans-axial view displays an oval pattern whose long
axis is slightly misaligned with the anterior-posterior direction. The patterns observed are
consistent with previously published simulated results.
The B i distribution has also been characterised on an animal 2.35T scanner for a
few available Tx coils. An interaction between Tx and surface Rx coil has been demon
strated, revealing an imperfect decoupling. An empirical procedure to minimise B i non
uniformity has been proposed based on snapshot iso-Bi images.
We have used the information derived from the B i maps on the 4.7T system in our FSE
protocol to compensate for contrast variations along the z direction for images acquired
in the axial orientation (see chap. 5.8). Quantitative information about the experimen
tal B i variation over the head will also be used to estimate the necessary degree of B i
insensitivity required for homogenous contrast across the brain in relation to other pulse
sequences. Quantitative measurements will also make use of B i distribution information.

C hapter 5

F a s t S p in E c h o I m a g i n g a t 4 .7 T

The main issues related to contrast and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in Fast Spin Echo
(FSE) imaging have been introduced in sec. 3.2. In the following sections, the results
obtained at 4.7T will be presented. I would like to acknowledge the collaboration with
Dr. Steve Roberts and Dr. David Thomas in the implementation of the standard FSE and
some of its variants at 4.7T and Prof. Tarek Yousry for identification of clinically relevant
brain structures.

5.1

In t r o d u c t i o n

When the Rapid Acquisition with Relaxation Enhancement (RARE) was introduced in
1984 [18] it was immediately obvious that the clinical world could benefit immensely
from the new pulse sequence. The main advantage of single-shot RARE and its multi
shot counterpart (FSE) over a conventional 2DFT SE technique is the fact that the total
acquisition time for a fixed resolution and T R is reduced by a factor equal to the length
of the echo train (ETL) while similar contrast and SNR are maintained. Some of the
common variants and applications of RARE and FSE are reviewed here.
S in g l e

sho t

RARE:

a p p l ic a t io n s a n d v a r ia n t s

Taking a single-shot RARE with ETL=128-256, an echo-time spacing (ETS) of about
15ms and the zero phase encoding step (ZP) positioned on the 64*^ echo (yielding an
effective echo time, TEeff, of about Is) leads to heavy Tg-weighting hence a selective
imaging of fluid components. It thus constitutes an ideal screening technique for lesions
surrounded by CSF or fluid filled lesions and has led to the development of applications
such as MR myelography (imaging of the spinal cord) [127,196,197], urography (imag
ing of the urinary system) [198-200] and cholangiography (imaging of the epathobihary
system) [201-203]. The almost complete suppression of soft tissue signal associated with
the long TEeff gives the possibility of performing the RARE acquisition in projection
mode (i.e. without slice selection) and avoiding partial volume effects due to the structure
of interest going in and out of the slice. Coronal or sagittal RARE projections are often
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used as lesion localisers and followed by additional 2D high-resolution Ti-weighted or
FSE acquisitions [204].
Although it is possible to reduce the TEeff in single-shot RARE, and produce images
of the soft tissue, the substantial blurring introduced by the k-space filter due to the 7^
decay along the echo train limits its application. Standard T2-W imaging is commonly
performed with multishot RARE: FSE.
However, other useful applications of RARE exist, where the contrast is manipulated
with a magnetisation preparation period before the echo train. One variation of RARE is
its inversion recovery version used to introduce Ti-weighting. Choosing an appropriate
inversion time T I eliminates the bright CSF signal in a way similar to the fluid attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence [205]. This can be very important for detection of
lesions close to the inner or outer ventricular spaces [206] otherwise confounded by the
CSF signal.
Another variant introducing a susceptibility dependent variation in the signal ampli
tude consists of inserting an additional delay between the excitation and the first refo
cusing pulse [204]. Diffusion weighting can also be produced by substituting the initial
excitation pulse with a spin echo module that includes diffusion gradients. Similarly, it is
possible to introduce flow encoding gradients [204]. Another RARE variant produces an
‘interferographic’ image allowing the visualisation of extremely slow flow and is based
on incomplete rewinding of the phase encoding gradients within the inter-pulse interval
[207]. RARE has also been employed together with half fourier acquisition (HASTE) so
that the echo train can be reduced by half providing a substantial reduction in blurring
[208]. Clinical application have used HASTE with and without fat or fluid suppression
preparation [209-212].
A fast low angle version of RARE (FLARE)[213] also exists and is useful for reducing
the SAR associated with the refocusing pulses. Its implementation with centric phase
encoding and variable T E preparation period was dubbed ultra-fast FLARE (U-FLARE)
and employs either constant or variable flip angles along the echo train [214,215].
FSE:

APPLIC A TIO N S A N D VARIANTS

FSE, also referred to as Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) or multi-shot RARE has several ad
vantages with respect to a single-shot RARE implementation: less T2 decay (blurring),
fewer artefacts, and the possibility of using a lower acquisition bandwidth

(resulting

in higher SNR).
Nowadays FSE or TSE techniques are routinely employed in clinical practice for a
number of applications (brain, spine, abdomen, pelvis, heart) and due to their significantly
shorter acquisition times have largely replaced conventional 2DFT SE methods. While
the basic sequence produces high quality T 2-W images with good spatial resolution in
only a few minutes, many contrast manipulation techniques are also employed which are
analogous to those discussed for RARE. FSE based techniques can produce Ti-W, T2 -W
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and pd-W images with saving factors in acquisition time (A T ) of more than an order of
magnitude compared to SE [128]. By clever choice of phase encoding along the multiple
echo acquisition it is also possible to use FSE to acquire simultaneously two or more
images with different contrast [216-218]. These dual or triple contrast sequences were
developed as a counterpart to the dual echo SE. In its simplest implementation the first few
echoes of the echo train are used for a p d -W image (low ZP and small TEeff) while the
later echoes are used for a T^-W image, each half of the full echo train covering the whole
of k-space. A more time-efficient method is the shared-echo technique where the edges of
k-space are shared between the images while the central area is still acquired separately
[216]. Oshio et a l [217] used a pair of FSE sequences with ETL=8 and ETL=4 in fast
succession (with only 300ms interval, TRi, between

90° and 2 ^ 90°) followed by

a longer recovery time (Ti?2=2s) to obtain pd-W (P* four echoes of the 1st FSE), T 2-W
(last four echoes of the P* FSE) and Ti-W (all four echoes of the 2^^ FSE) images
simultaneously.
As discussed for RARE, use of an inversion pulse and appropriate T / (~ 1.5 —2s) pre
ceding the FSE train allows one to obtain fluid attenuated (FLAIR-like) images [219,220].
This is useful for highlighting long-7^ lesions often obscured by the bright CSF. However,
due to inflow effects during the preparation period, the ventricles can still display bright
signal. A ‘black blood’ spin preparation has been proposed for cardiac apphcations con
sisting of a global inversion immediately followed by a slice selective reversion pulse:
with an appropriately chosen T I the blood signal can be nulled [221]. Fat suppression can
also be obtained using a short inversion time IR (STIR)[206,222]. This method is much
more robust than fat suppression via a frequency selective prepulse since it is insensitive
to magnetic susceptibility differences. The short inversion time (100-200ms) produces an
inverted T\ contrast where tissues with longer T\ such as GM appear brighter than tissues
with shorter T\ such as WM. In fact, STIR enhances the ‘T 2-weighting’ of the basic FSE
sequence. This contrast enhancement can increase lesion conspicuity although it slightly
reduces the SNR. One common application of STIR-FSE is abdominal imaging [223].
Intermediate T I between the fat-suppressed and the fluid-attenuated values increase
the Ti-weighting and could become useful in clinical imaging [128]. A real part recon
struction of the k-space data yields images where long Ti tissues appear negative and can
be readily discriminated from short T\ tissues appearing positive.
While T2-W imaging is certainly the strongest modality for FSE, with the appropriate
modifications FSE can also be employed for quantitative T2 relaxometry [219,224-226].
This is usually done using a sequence that is intermediate between a multi-echo SE and an
FSE sequence. Reasonably long echo trains of 32 to 64 echoes are used to encode k-space
for a number of images ranging from 2 to 16 that will have different TEeff. The problem
of using the signal intensity decay of the various images to calculate T2 via exponential fits
or multi 7^-spectral lies in the fact that in any actual implementation the pulses required
for signal refocusing are bound to depart from perfect 180°. As discussed in sec. 3.2.2
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both slice profile effects and B i non-uniformities across the sample contribute to a decay
of the spin echo signal faster than would ideally be expected. While stimulated echoes
(ste) partly compensate for this decay, such compensation is strongly Ti dependent and
confounds T2 estimation. Notwithstanding these difficulties, it has been demonstrated that
accurate T 2 values can be obtained using optimised Shinnar-LeRoux (SLR) [227-229] rf
pulses to provide accurate 180° refocusing pulses with well defined slice profiles [224,
230]. Use of SLR pulses has been advocated even for applications other than relaxometry,
to improve the overall performance of FSB in terms of SNR and contrast [231-233]. The
efficient use of the available MR signal allows FSE and RARE to be implemented also
for 3-D imaging [140,234-236]. While Ti-W or p d -W contrast can also be obtained, 3 0 FSE can also be used to obtain T2 contrast. This is one of its most interesting applications
since all the other commonly used 3D sequences are based on gradient echo techniques
and can generally provide only 7% contrast {i.e. FLASH [19], MP-RAGE [53], MDEFT
[237]).

5.2

FSE

AT

4.7 T e s l a

While FSE is routinely used in most clinical scanners at 1.5T and below, its application
at higher fields is still in its infancy. For example, a quick survey reveals that out of
the 2604 abstracts presented at ISMRM in 2002, about 190 employed FSE/TSE tech
niques, but only 8 of these were performed on humans at 3T. Explanations for this are
likely to be the high SAR associated with the large number of refocusing pulses used
in FSE and the contrast and SNR variations across the images associated with B i non
uniformity [29]. Indeed both of these factors increase at higher field strength and limit the
researcher/clinician’s choice of MR imaging sequence. One of the aims of this projects
was to assess the applicability and potential of FSE at 4.7T.
The second aim of the project was to try to use the higher sensitivity provided by the
high field to achieve high spatial resolution images despite the increased B q and B i non
uniformity. In particular, it was desirable to investigate the possibility of achieving this
with conventional hardware, whilst maintaining whole brain coverage, to generate images
with minimal artefacts or blurring, and relatively uniform contrast across the volume.
Indeed, despite high held scanners becoming increasingly widespread, there has been
a lack of publications presenting artefact-free high resolution images of the whole brain.
A number of studies have been published using surface coils positioned close to a specihc
area of interest to boost the SNR in the vicinity of the occipital cortex, one at 1.5T [238]
and the others at 3T or 4T [124,239,240]. One employed a segmented EPI acquisition
for high resolution imaging of the ocular dominance columns at 4T [124]. The others
employed a 3D spoiled FLASH type sequence and aimed at revealing the myelinated stria
of Gennari in the primary visual cortex in vivo. Walters et al. also managed to identify
the V5/MT area [238]. The spatial resolution achieved is between 0.135 and 0.66mm^.
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Recent studies have been performed at 8T at high resolution [241-243]. At this field
the sequence of choice was a 2D-GE sequence. Although spatial resolutions as high as
100/xm X 100/xm x2mm were obtained in AT=23min [242] with a TEM coil, a later B q
field comparison study from the same group used 200^mx200/zmx3mm with AT=13min
and only a few slices [243]. Moreover, in this latter study, the coil was optinfised to
selectively cover only a single hemisphere.
A glance at these results reveals that although 7^-W imaging is one of the most used
modalities in clinical practice, most of the sequences employed at high field for high
resolution provide only Ti-weighting. T^-W at high field and high resolution is indeed still
under development. In this respect, a recent ISMRM abstract featured a PSIF sequence
(gradient reversed fast imaging sequence with steady precession, FISP [244]), in order
to obtain T2 contrast at 4T and reported a resolution of 430/zm x 430/im x5mm as a
significant achievement.
The ongoing work presented in this chapter demonstrates that FSE can be used within
safety limits at 4.7T and can provide good 72-like contrast across large brain regions with
good SNR and very useful visualisation of anatomical structures. A spatial resolution of
of 0.25-0.5mm^ was obtained in clinically acceptable examination times (5-12 minutes).
With these features, the FSE technique may prove useful in revealing pathologies and
aiding diagnoses and neurosurgical planning. Moreover it gives us a better understanding
of normal human brain anatomy and allows routine non-invasive in vivo examination
giving information approaching that obtainable by post-mortem histological studies.

5.3

M e th o d s

All the volunteers were healthy subjects, and were scanned with FSE after informed con
sent and approval from the University College London Hospitals Ethics committee.

5.3.1

2D-FSE

SEQUENCE DETAILS

The FSE sequence to produce the images presented in this work is based on the one
provided by the manufacturer (SMIS Ltd., Surrey, UK) with subsequent modifications
and optimisation. The sequence diagram of the basic 2D-FSE sequence is displayed in
fig. 5.1. The sequence parameters for a standard FSE acquisition are reported below.
Later sections discuss in detail the factors relating to their optimisation. The discussion is
supported by representative images.
Our standard protocol collects 512 samples for each echo in 10.24ms corresponding to
a sampling bandwidth 5W=50 kHz. The number of PE steps (Npe) is set at 768 covering
a double FoV (2x oversampling) and 8 echoes are acquired for each excitation (ETL=8).
Additionally, an acquisition without phase encoding gradients (G pe ) is performed at the
beginning for phase correction of the echo train (navigator echoes). The FoV was chosen
depending on the application and the area of interest. While the basic sequence fixes a
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Figure 5.1: Basic FSE sequence used on the 4.7T scanner. ETL=8, ETS=22ms. Here
ZP=2, hence TB^=44ms.
square FoV for PE and RO directions, an option was added to vary the FoV independently
in the two directions. By combination with the anisotropic acquisition matrix images, a
truly isotropic in-plane resolution can thus be obtained. Generally, the spacing between
refocusing pulses and echoes was set at ETS=22ms. Although this can be considered
rather long, it allowed the gradients amplifiers to be driven far below their capabilities
(with improved stability) and the SW to be kept to a reasonably low value (hence improv
ing SNR).
The nominal echo time (TEeff), corresponding to the echo covering the center of
k-space (ZP) was varied depending on the desired contrast and T2 weighting. A novel
phase encoding ordering scheme was employed in order to smooth the step-like transi
tions between k-space data acquired at different positions along the echo train. This en
sured that the corresponding PSF did not contain significant sidebands and accurate image
resolution was preserved (see section 5.3.3). Although a longer T R provides higher SNR,
in order to minimise examination times, the repetition time {TR) was usually chosen as
the minimum allowed by the number of slices chosen, e.g. TR=3.5s for 17 slices, and
TR = ls for 34 slices. Options were added to invert or shift the slice acquisition order.
This was useful for assessment of magnetisation transfer (MT) effects and for selection
of the imaging slices most in need of proximity to the cardiac gated trigger (also newly
implemented). When imaging spatially contiguous slices, the slice interleave parameter
(Sint) was set to 2 or 3 {e.g. for Sint=2 the slice acquisition order is: 1,3,5,7...2,4,6...
while for Sint=3 it is: 1,4,7,10...2,5,8...). The slice excitation order for each experiment
was chosen with attention to reduce slice interference effects or in order to modulate MT
effects. Conventional slice selective sinc-shaped pulses where used for both excitation
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and refocusing with relative amplitude 1:1.8. A transmitter phase shift of ti/2 was applied
between the excitation pulse (a) and the refocusing pulses {j3) {e.g. ax — j3y — /3y...). The
SAR was carefully monitored and, for all the imaging parameters used, was calculated to
be below the current safety limits of 4W/kg over the head for exposure times of less than
15 minutes [77].

5.3.2

Im a g e r e c o n s t r u c t i o n

For image reconstruction, the collected raw data matrix for each slice (512x768) is Han
ning filtered [57] (see also sec. 2.4.4) along both directions so that the first and last 8^^
portion of the data get smoothed. Zero-filling is then performed along the PE direction
to the nearest power of 2 {e.g. 512x1024) and then phase corrected with the navigator
echoes. Following a 2D Fourier transform only the central portion of the image in the PE
direction {e.g. a 512x512 square) is selected (due to the 2x oversampling). The images are
then filtered with SharpView^^ [245], an image enhancement package currently installed
on many commercial clinical scanners. This package attempts to reduce the noise in the
images, while retaining or enhancing the visibility of structural features.

5.3.3

K -sp a c e c o v e r a g e :

PSF

s im u la tio n s

As discussed in sec. 3.2.1, the coverage of k-space plays a relevant role in determining
the effective resolution and the amount of blurring in the final image. Both sequence
related {e.g. ZP, ETS, ETL) and sample related {e.g. relaxation times) factors influence the
PSF. The observation that amplitude discontinuities could cause resolution problems and
should be avoided as much as possible, especially in multi-shot sequences, had already
been made in the original RARE paper by Hennig [126] and other authors later discussed
possible approaches to the problem [140,246].
Hennig had proposed using an echo time shifting procedure analogous to that em
ployed in EPI (see sec. 3.1.8) by prolonging, at each shot, the time between the excitation
pulse and the first refocusing pulse. However such a straightforward variation would lead
to echoes refocusing at different position along the readout for even and odd echoes. As
an alternative, the excitation pulse for shot n could be substituted by a 90°-ETS(l-f-l/«)180° module while these two pulses would be at each shot shifted backward by ETS/«
so as to have the first echo always occur in the same place. The disadvantage of this ap
proach is that, in both cases, it would not be possible to make the ste appear in the same
position as the spin echoes, and so they would have to be eliminated by phase cycling
or by appropriate gradient spoilers to ensure the absence of artefacts in the final images.
However, while the use of stes is not desirable when trying to measure T 2 in CPMG se
quences, it is advisable for FSE since it provides a substantial degree of B i insensitivity,
that is especially useful at high fields where the B i distribution is inherently non-uniform.
In fact, it has been experimentally observed that, by keeping the ETS short, the am-
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Figure 5.2: C onventional k -sp a ce acquisition sch em es for FSE. (a) E T L = 4, Z P = 1, (b)
E T L =4, ZP =2; (c) Here, E T L =8, ZP=1 and A ^g=768. (c) is equivalent to fig. 3.6a with
the y axis reversed, ((a) and (b) are from [2 2 4 ].)

plitude discontinuities did not constitute a huge problem. The rotated centric-type phase
encoding k-space coverage presented in fig. 3.6 [138] is thus generally used. A similar
scheme is presented in a slightly different format in figure 5.2 for ETL=4 with ZP=1,2
(a-b) and for ETL=8 with ZP=1 (c). In Figure 5.2c the signal acquired during echo n has
been here assigned a value of ETL-i-l-n so that the first echo appears to have a higher
amplitude. In cases where the ETS is not negligible compared to the components with
smallest 7^ in the object being imaged, these steps in signal amplitude between k-space
regions acquired at different positions along the echo train will significantly degrade the
PSF and lead to image artefacts. This was the case for our standard FSE with ETS=22ms
at 4.7T.
T he

feathering

METHOD

In order to reduce this problem, a modification to the phase encoding scheme was intro
duced, as shown in figure 5.3. In this method, which we CdWfeathering, initially proposed
by the research scientists at SMIS Ltd., the sudden step between the signal amplitude at
one echo and the next is modified so that the signal oscillates between the two levels over
a distance in k-space. The period of the oscillation is twice the distance between k-space
sample points (see fig. 5.3b). By doing this, the odd sidebands of the point spread function
are greatly reduced and the strongest image artefacts are relegated to the edges of the FoV
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Figure 5.3: Feathering sch em e for k -sp a ce coverage in FSE. ETE = 8, Z P = 1, A pe= 768.
(b) sh ow s a zoom ed transition region from (a).
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in the PE direction. Since oversampling is performed in this direction, these artefacts can
not interfere with the main image. Computer simulations were performed to investigate
the effect of different phase encoding schemes on the PSF of the image. For simplicity the
actual k-space weighting was calculated for the PE direction assuming a simple exponen
tial signal decay along the echo train {i.e. assuming perfect 180° refocusing pulses thus no
ste contribution), with a transverse relaxation time roughly corresponding to white matter
(T2=50ms) and ETS=22ms. The effect of imperfect refocusing angle and the consequent
contribution of stimulated echoes with their Ti weighting was neglected, as well as MT,
direct saturation or any other factors determining image contrast. Figure 5.4a shows the
actual k-space PE profile with and without feathering, and fig. 5.4b/c their corresponding
PSFs. The central peak has the same value in the two schemes. When using the feathering
method the odd side-lobes are moved to the edges of image space. Since a double FoV is
used in the PE direction these side-lobes do not affect the final image whose appearance
will be correspondingly improved.
S im

u l a t io n s o f e d g e r e s p o n s e f o r d if f e r e n t e f f e c t iv e e c h o t im e s

As discussed in sec. 3.2.1, the choice of the echo time is particularly important as it does
not only affect the T2 weighting and the achievable contrast. Importantly, it also deter
mines how the edges of k-space, which correspond to the highest spatial frequencies in the
image are sampled. To exemplify this effect, in fig. 5.5a the k-space weighting functions
are drawn for ZP=1,2,3,4, corresponding to TE=22, 44, 66, 88ms using the feathering
scheme. For a realistic analysis of the effects of k-space filtering, both magnitude and
phase of the PSF have to be taken into account. As shown in fig. 5.5b, while there is
no difference in the PSF magnitude corresponding to different choices of ZP (and corre
sponding TEeff) their phases vary significantly (fig. 5.5b). This is a property of the FT, the
fact that a shift in one domain corresponds to a linear phase shift in the corresponding FT
domain. However, recalling that increasing ZP reduces the signal at the center of k-space,
which determines the overall contrast (due to increased T 2-weighting), we would expect
an overall SNR loss. Indeed, this also means that the outer regions of k-space corre
sponding to high spatial frequencies are sampled with a higher SNR and edges should be
enhanced. In any real object, the image will be the superposition of the PSF correspond
ing to different pixels and phase mismatch will lead to destructive interference causing
a signal decrease. This qualitative description is in good agreement with the computed
image that can be obtained performing the convolution between the PSF and the imaged
object: Im a g e = object <S>P S F .
In Figure 5.6 images corresponding to objects of widths 1,2,41 pixels are displayed
for ZP=1 and ZP=4. It is apparent from the figure that for ZP=4 the decreased signal
amplitude is accompanied by a strong edge enhancement with respect to the ZP=1 case.
To show the effect of the choice of ZP on the effective spatial resolution in the images,
details of FSE brain images acquired with ZP= 1,2,3 are presented in fig. 5.7. As all the
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images have been acquired with the same receiver gain and have been reconstructed with
the same global scahng, a large difference in SNR is apparent, decreasing with increasing
ZR At the same time, in the higher ZP images (fig. 5.7b-c), there appears some more
detail in the structures around the skull and the blood vessels seem sharper. Whole brain
images acquired with various ZP are presented in figure 5.18.

5.3.4

B i SENSITIVITY, SIMULATIONS AND PHANTOM EXPERIM ENTS

As discussed in sec. 3.2.2 the need to use slice selective rf pulses introduces unavoidable
flip angle variability at the edges of the slice profile. The attenuating effect of this variable
flip angle on the spin echo signal amplifies along the echo train, though it is partially
compensated by ste contributions. Moreover, as discussed in chapter 4 at high field,
dielectric resonance effects, rf penetration issues and increased rf coil imperfections make
it impossible to obtain an homogeneous B i distribution across a large volume. In the
absence of extensive FSE literature at 3T or higher it was decided to explore the B i
dependence of FSE at 4.7T and assess the relative contribution to the FSE signal from
stimulated echoes and spin echoes. This was done with the aid of both simulations and
experiments.
To simplify the data analysis, FSE experiments were done on a small gel phantom in
which the B \ inhomogeneity was small. A numerical simulation was also implemented,
to calculate the amplitudes of the FSE echoes in conditions of variable B \ using the for
malism proposed by Hennig [127,247]. The results are reported below.
S im

u l a t io n s

The formalism necessary to simulate echo amplitudes along a train of refocusing pulses,
has been elegantly described by Hennig [213,248] based on a paper by Woessner [247].
The implementation of the numerical simulation is discussed adopting such formalism.
The total magnetisation M can be described as a vector with components Mx, My and
Mz whose thermal equilibrium value is written M = M o(0,0,1). In order to calculate M
at the times of echo formation (ETS, 2ETS, 3ETS...) it is necessary to determine how it
is affected by the RF pulses and how it evolves between these.
It is important to note that even before the application of the first refocusing pulse,
the presence of imaging gradients results in the magnetisation vectors corresponding to
different spatial locations in the sample to be spread (almost homogeneously) across the
transverse plane with B \ inhomogeneities and chemical shifts contributing only to a much
lesser extent. This means that to calculate the total magnetisation at any time point with
the Bloch equations, one should calculate the evolution of the phase and amplitude of
each isochromat and then take the sum over the whole sample.
To simplify the treatment and avoid the need to sum over a large number of positions,
substates, or ‘spin configurations’ are then introduced [213]. Each configuration effec
tively contains the net magnetisation of spins at all positions, but is characterised by a
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different behaviour under rf pulses and free evolution. In other words, the spin ensemble
is divided not into isochromats (grouping spins with the same phase ata given point in
time) but into configurations characterised by an equal dephasing or rephasing behaviour.
For simplicity, only the RO direction will be considered. Moreover the G /c will be
assumed to be constant throughout the echo train, a reasonable model for the pulsed
shown in the diagram of fig. 5.1.
The transformation into the space of configurations can be explained by considering
the effect of a pulse of flip angle a applied along x on the magnetisation vector. Neglect
ing, for the moment, relaxation effects, and labelling the magnetisation after the pulse
with a ‘+ ’ we have:

The complex configurations
M x — iM y .

=

Mx

My

=

My

M^

=

My sin a + Mz cos a

F

and

F*

COS

a — Mz sin a

(5.1)

can be introduced as F =

M x

+

iM y

and

F*

=

With such substitutions, from eq. 5.1, with the aid of trigonometric relations

we get:

M ^

=

Fcos^ a /2 -f-F * sin^ a / 2 —

=

M z

cos a

— i/2 {F

— F*)

s in a

sin a

(5.2)

The particular configuration of magnetisation vectors before the first refocusing pulse is
labeled F i. The corresponding transverse magnetisation (vector sum over all components
of this configuration) is zero due to spin dephasing under the gradient field. However all
transverse magnetisation is in this configuration at the time of this first refocusing pulse so
that its population following an initial excitation pulse of flip angle a can be considered
to be sin a . The complex conjugate of Fi is labeled

F*

and, by definition, is obtained

by an inversion of all the y components of its magnetisation vectors. Since all transverse
magnetisation at the time of the first refocusing pulse is contained in F i, the population
of F ^ before such pulse is zero. Equation 5.2 shows that an arbitrary pulse will produce

180°, i.e. for any imperfect refocusing pulse. The

magnetisation from F as long as a

configuration describing longitudinal magnetisation is dubbed
conjugate

Z*.

z

Z

=

M z

and its complex

These are the substates that following an additional refocusing pulse lead

to the generation of stimulated echoes.
The phase evolution of the F and

Z

configurations can be pictorially represented with

the aid of an ‘extended phase graph’ [213], as sketched in Figure 5.8. While the
Z*

states contain the same phase information as Fi and

F^

Z i

and

as soon as they are generated

by a pulse, their phase does not evolve between pulses and thus they are represented by
horizontal lines in the phase graph. The relation between configurations before and after
a refocusing pulse of flip angle a can be cast in a matrix form directly from eq. 5.2 as
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follows:
+
F, \

cos^q;/2

siii^ a /2

—2 sin a

0

f;

sin^ a / 2

cos^ a / 2

0

z,

—2 / 2 sin a

2/2

sin a

cos a

0

U ; J

—2 / 2 sin a

2/2

sin a

0

cos a

2 sin

^

1

a

f;

Zj
U

(5.3)

; /

The rules governing the time evolution of the configurations between pulses can instead
be summarised with relation to the phase diagram in fig. 5.8 as follows:
• whatever magnetisation remains in Fj after a pulse will dephase further into the
configuration F^+i;
• FI will evolve into Fi and F* onto F*_-^ for any F* ^ F^;
• Due to relaxation, all the transverse components will decay as
• The longitudinal substates Zj and Z* will decay as
netisation will be created as M o(l —

while fresh Mz mag

However although such Mz will be

converted to M^y by a subsequent pulse, the imaging gradients are arranged so that
refocusing of this magnetisation does not occur.
A transition matrix corresponding to the above rules can thus be written for the evolution
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between refocusing pulses (for F* ^ F*):

F j+ i

’

]

F i

=
Z i

V

)

Ç -2 E T S IT 2

0

0

0

0

0

Ç -2 E T S IT 2

0

0

0

0

Ç -2 E T S IT 2

0

0
0
q~2ETS!Ti

0
0

0

0

^ - 2E T S lT i

0

0

0

0

(

F ,

\

F I
f

;> i
Z j

(5/

Observable signal is generated by rephasing of the magnetisation vectors contained in F^.
The echo amplitude after pulse j is thus E j =

Using these transition rules

all the echo amphtudes along an echo train can be generated in a straightforward way.
In the instance of perfect refocusing pulses (/? = 180°) only spin echoes are generated
and the phase graph simplifies to a saw-tooth pattern around the central line. It is the
same magnetisation forming the first spin echo that dephases for ETS/2, is inverted by a
180° pulse and then rephases (during another for ETS/2 interval) to form the next echo.
However the more the refocusing pulses vary from 180°, the more the outer wings of the
phase diagram become important in determining the echo amplitudes of later echoes. The
very first echo remains always purely a spin-echo. Stimulated echoes are here described
by dephased transverse magnetisation that is stored along the z axis by a refocusing pulse,
subsequently recalled by a later rf pulse and then rephaseb by the readout gradients to
contribute to the signal. In addition, any other pathway that can reach the M^y line at
the time of echo formation tn = n - E T S will contribute to the signal (indirect echoes).
This is true as long as all the inter-pulse intervals are characterised by identical spatial
encoding gradients in all directions. Indeed, it is possible to eliminate all signals except
for pure spin echoes by sandwiching each of the refocusing pulses with spoiler gradients
of an amplitude that increases at each successive pulse [213].
For our FSE sequence with ETL = 8 it can be seen from the phase graph in fig. 5.8
that only configurations of order up to F 4 , F 4 , Z 3 , ZJ can have a non zero population
and contribute to one of the 8 sampled echoes. It was thus sufficient to perform the
FSE simulation on a magnetisation vector of dimension 15. Extension to longer ETL is
however straightforward.
It was also deemed useful to quantify the effects of indirect and stimulated echoes in
compensating the loss of signal in spin-echoes due to imperfect refocusing pulses. The
full simulated FSE signal was thus compared with the signal obtainable considering spinechoes only, whereby after an initial excitation pulse (a), each refocusing pulse {/3) results
in a signal loss equal to the transition term from Fi to F* (sin^ /?/2):
S

s e

[0]

'S'seN

oc Mo sin a
=

SsE[n -

(5.5)
1] ' sin^(/?/2)

(n > 1)

where the values in square brackets indicate the echo number, and the

echo occurs for
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a TE=ri'ETS. Results of the numerical simulations are presented below together with the
experimental data.
E x p e r im

ental

A 5cm tall glass vial of internal diameter 1.6mm was filled with a gel obtained from
a 1.5% agar solution doped with CUSO4 (37.5mg/100ml) and NaCl (870mg/100ml).
The relaxation times of the phantom were measured to be T2=( 2 0 0 ± 1 0 )ms and
Ti=(1800±50)ms with conventional variable T E and variable T I inversion recovery
2DFT-SE sequences.
Coronal B i maps of the cylindrical phantom were acquired with the method outlined
in chap. 4 (sections 4.2.3-4.2.4). The B i maps obtained were fairly homogeneous and,
over an roi covering 95% of the central slice B i values were between 98% and 102% of
the average B i. The rf power required for a perfect 90° pulse over this slice was thus
noted and experimentally verified.
Single slice FSE images of the phantom were then acquired varying the amplitude of
the excitation pulse between 75% and 125% of its ideal value {i.e. 90°) while maintaining
constant the ratio between excitation and refocusing pulses (1:1.8 in our standard FSE
protocol). This range matches the measured variation of B i over the head as measured
with the B i mapping sequence and presented in section 4.4.
FSE imaging was performed exclusively on the central slice to avoid MT, direct satu
ration and slice overlap effects.
R esu lts

Figure 5.9 displays the theoretical signal along an FSE echo train (ETL= 8 ) with (a) and
without (b) contributions from stimulated and indirect echoes for variable refocusing
pulse flip angle and considering an ideal 90° excitation. The effects of relaxation have
been neglected. We note that the asymptotic value for the complete FSE signal is sin/?/2
[213], considerably higher than the value sin^(/?/ 2 ) of the first (pure spin-echo) echo.
Figure 5.10a shows the FSE echo amplitudes measured on the agar phantom as a
function of echo number for various rf powers around the exact value for 90° and 180° flip
angles. Numerically simulated echo amplitudes using matching Ti and T2 are presented
in Figure 5.10b.
In figure 5.11 simulated and experimental FSE echo amplitudes are rearranged to
show the amplitude variation of only the first three echoes as a function of the rf pulse
amplitude. Figure 5.1 la shows the simulated amplitudes of spin echoes only. Figure 5.1 lb
shows the simulated amplitudes of the full FSE simulation (same data as fig. 5.10b), and
fig. 5.11c the experimental data (from fig. 5.10a). Comparison of fig. 5.11 (a) and (b)
exemplifies the beneficial effect of stes on reducing the echo amplitude dependence on
B i variations. The agreement between the simulated and the experimental echo signal
decay with varying rf pulse amplitude shown in fig. 5.11b vs. fig. 5.11c demonstrates
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the reliability of the numerical simulation of FSE based on equations 5.3-5.4. at least in
conditions of negligible MT, direct saturation effects and slice profile overlap.

5.4

4.7T

HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES OF THE HUMAN

BRAIN WITH

FSE

In this section some high resolution images of the human brain are presented with ref
erence to a number of brain structures or nuclei whose visualisation and identification
appears to be easier than at a lower magnetic field strengths.
Some of these structures are particularly relevant for neurological diagnostic or neuro
surgical applications, others are interesting because they have not been clearly identified
before in-vivo due to lower spatial resolution, lower CNR or blurring.
Some of the images will be displayed with an inverted contrast where higher signals
are represented with darker shades of grey. This is done to highlight some of the features
of the images. Figure 5.12 shows the same FSE axial image with conventional (a) and
inverted grey scale (b).
B lood

v e s s e l s a n d h a ir f o l l ic l e s

Fig. 5.13 shows two trans-axial FSE images acquired on a 34 year old female volunteer.
Parameters were: FoV=200x200mm^, thk=2mm, TEef/=44ms (ZP=2), center-to-center
slice separation (Ssep) 4mm, S'i„f=l and in-plane spatial resolution=391/imx520//m. In
fig. 5.13a, the white arrow points at blood vessels within the CSF space (leptomeningeal
vessels) that appear bright and are clearly visible against surrounding dark background.
CSF appears dark (strong signal) because of its long 7^. In contrast, the intravascular
blood appears bright (low signal) because of diffusion mediated dephasing or complete
drop-out when its spins move between slices during the echo train [249].
The dark arrows pointing at the outside of the skull indicate what seem to look like hair
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follicles, present preferentially toward the back of the head and invisible in the forehead
region.
V

ir c h o w

R o b in

spaces

(V R S )

Fig. 5.13b shows a slightly lower trans-axial section. The white arrows point at some
thin structures referred to as Virchow-Robin Spaces (VRS). These are the peri-vascular
spaces, spaces surrounding arterioles and veins penetrating to the capillary level.
VRS are observed also at conventional clinical field strengths on 7^-W images, al
though their number and extent in young healthy brains is very limited. When the brain
becomes atrophic and loses volume, it retracts away from the vessels and extracellular
fluid fills the space. VRS thus dilate and become more readily visible in conventional
MR scans. This happens in cases of MS brain atrophy, lacunar infarcts or other neurolog
ical disorders [250, 251], but also with ageing in healthy subjects, although to a limited
extent. Retrospective review studies have associated enlarged VRS with age, hyperten
sion, dementia and incidental white matter lesions [252]. The signal of VRS is strong and
visually similar to CSF, although statistically significant differences have been reported
between the two [253]. Perivascular spaces indeed are thought to represent the entrap
ment of interstitial fluid and not the invagination of CSF filled sub-arachnoid sheaths as
initially believed [253].
VRS can be seen in most of the images presented in this section. The number of VRS
identifiable with FSE at 4.7T in the brains of healthy and young volunteers is remarkable.
This might be due to a combination of the higher spatial resolution and the better SNR
and contrast obtained at higher field with respect to conventional clinical FSE at 1.5T.
B asal

g a n g l ia a n d e f f e c t s o f ir o n a c c u m u l a t io n

Two more trans-axial FSE images are shown in fig. 5.14 taken respectively on a 48 year
old man (a) and a 29 year old man (b). Parameters were: Fc>V=240xl80mm^, thk=2mm.

C o n v e n tio n a l G rey S c a le

In v erted G rey S c a le
(b)

\x * )
Figure 5.12: F SE trans-axial im age show n in standard (rad iologist) contrast (a) and in
inverted (pathologist) contrast (b).
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Figure 5.13: Human brain trans-axial F SE im ages o f a 34yrs old fem ale volunteer. In (a)
the w hite arrow indicates som e leptom eningeal v e s se ls and the black arrow structures
resem bling hair fo llic les. In (b) the w hite arrows indicate so m e V irchow R obin spaces.
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=2,in-plane resolution=470/imx470/im. Both head

and tail of the caudate nucleus are visible in fig. 5.14a. The observation of the tail of the
caudate nucleus is not very common in conventional 1.5T FSB images.
The caudate nucleus is one of the components of the striatum, together with putamen
and ventral striatum. The striatum is one of the nuclei of the basal ganglia, together with
the globus pallidus, the substantia nigra and the subthalamic nucleus. The neurons in
the basal ganglia regulate movement and contribute to certain forms of cognition such
as the learning of skills. They receive inputs from all over the the cortex, but send their
outputs only to the brain stem and, via the thalamus, to the prefrontal, premotor and motor
cortices.
Pathological changes in the nuclei of the basal ganglia are thus often associated with
movement disorders and can result in either diminished or excessive involuntary move
ments or tremors (e.g. Parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases). Other complex neuropsy
chiatrie cognitive and behavioural disturbances are also associated with the basal ganglia
[254]. The medial medullary laminae, separating the internal from the external segment of
the globus pallidus are also discernible in fig. 5.14b (white arrow). Visualisation of such a
structure is also not very common on conventional clinical T2-W images. Its localisation
is important for neurosurgical intervention involving the lesioning of the internal segment
of the pallidus (pallidotomy) for treatment of Parkinson’s disease or other movement dis
orders [254]. This treatment is aimed at a reduction of the abnormally high inhibitory
output of the internal pallidus that results in the hypokinesis.
When the medullary lamina is not visible in the MR images, its position must be es
timated via geometrical calculation on the basis of other more visible structures (e.g. the
anterior and posterior commissures, AC and PC) and assumptions of average dimensions
of the structures involved. Its direct visualisation, together with the use of a stereotactic
frame, would allow a more precise localisation of the pallidus and reduce interventional
errors and potential damage to surrounding structures associated with individual variabil
ity.
Another structure particularly relevant to neurodegenerative diseases (e.g. Parkinson’s
or Cerebral Palsy) is the subthalamic nucleus (STN). Its visualisation also appears to be
improved at 4.7T.
Trans-axial FSE images are shown in fig. 5.15 acquired on the same subjects and with
the same parameters as fig. 5.14a (a) and 5.13 (b). A number of structures are indicated
by arrows in fig. 5.15 and include the subthalamic nucleus (a), the red nucleus and the
substantia nigra (b). These, together with the globus pallidus (fig. 5.15b) appear bright
in the FSE images due to the susceptibility induced reduction of T2 associated with iron
accumulation in these structures [255]. The effect of iron concentration on T^-W image
intensity is enhanced at high magnetic fields [256]. This could allow the use of FSE
for the investigation of neurodegenerative, demyelinating, and cerebrovascular disorders
where it is known that localised iron accumulation is abnormally high [257].
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Figure 5.14: Human brain trans-axial FSE im ages o f a 4 8 year old man (a) and a 29
year old man (b). The dark arrows in (a) indicate the tail o f the caudate nucleus. The
w hite arrow in (b) indicates one o f the m edullary lam inae, separating the internal from
the external segm ent o f the globus pallidus.
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Figure 5.15: Hum an brain trans-axial FSE. (a) 29yrs old male: the w hite arrow indicates
the subthalam ic nucleus, the black on es indicate fornix and m am m illary tract, (b) 33yrs
old fem ale: the dark arrows indicate the substantia nigra (m ost anterior arrow) and the
red nucleus.
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The difficulty in visualising the STN lies in its adjacency to the iso-intense substantia
nigra. Partial voluming effects thus hamper the discrimination of these neighbouring
structure (compare fig. 5.15 a and b). The higher resolution and contrast offered by
the FSE technique at 4.7T could allow a more reliable visualisation of the STN. This
could be useful for neurosurgery (subthalamotomy) and the assessment of its changes in
pathological brains.
Further studies in this direction are being planned in patients with Parkinson’s Disease
or Cerebral Palsy together with comparative analysis of pathological brain specimens.
While red nuclei and substantia nigra are also routinely identified at lower field
strength, the ready visualisation of the fomices and mammillo-thalamic tracts on the 4.7T
FSE images (black arrows on fig. 5.15a) is also remarkable.
C oro nal FSE:

v is u a l is a t io n o f h ip p o c a m p a l l a y e r s

Two pseudo-coronal FSE images are shown in fig. 5.16 acquired respectively on a 30 yrs
male (a) and the female volunteer of fig. 5.13 (b). Parameters were: Fby=200x200mm^,
5'sep=4mm, 5 '^ = ! , spatial resolution=391/xmx521/imx2mm. The echo time was cho
sen as 66ms (ZP=3) for (a) and 44ms (ZP=2) for (b). These images, as well as dis
playing excellent overall detail, allow easy discrimination of blood vessels and Virchow
Robin spaces. Fig. 5.16a demonstrates good visualisation of the internal capsule while in
fig. 5.16b and its detail (c) different layers of the hippocampus can be identified (alveus,
cornu ammonis and gyrus dentatus). Despite the difference in TEeff both images display
similar overall contrast.
B

r a in

Atlas

Some histological sections of human brains from ‘The Brain Atlas’ [1] are reproduced
in fig. 5.17. The brain slices were stained with a modified copper sulphate technique
[258] that stains the grey matter red-brown and then photographed through a green filter
providing excellent grey to white matter contrast.
An accurate match to the experimental MR images is hampered by the fact that the
latter were not acquired in the conventional orientation (parallel or perpendicular to the
AC-PC line). However, a visual comparison reveals that the experimental FSE images
display an excellent detail and contrast in some cases closely resembling that of the his
tological sections.

5 .5

E ffe c ts o f

TEeff

o n SNR a n d c o n t r a s t

Fig. 5.18 shows trans-axial FSE images acquired on a 29yrs male volunteer with a vari
able TEeff. Parameters were: FbV=240xl80mm^, thk=2mm, 5sep=2mm, Sint=2, in-plane
resolution=469/xm x469/im, TEeff=22ms (a), 44ms (b) or 66ms (c), TR=3.5s, % = 1 7 . As
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Figure 5.16: H um an brain coronal F SE im ages. Grey arrows in (a) and (b) indicate
som e V R S. (c) presents an enlarged v iew o f the left hippocam pus from (b); so m e o f its
internal layers are indicated by arrows: alveus, cornu am m onis, gyrus dentatus.
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Figure 5.17: H istological section o f the human brain from ‘T he Brain A tla s’ [1].

X
L'
TE=22ms

TE=44ms

TE=66ms

Figure 5.18: W h ole brain FSE im ages for ZP=1 (T E = 2 2 m s), Z P = 2 (T E = 4 4 m s), Z P=3
(T E = 6 6 m s).
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expected, the overall image intensity in the images is strongly dependent on TEeff. How
ever, the contrast does not appear to behave in the same way. The average SNR over a
few GM and WM rois is approximately 1:1.6:2 for the 66:44:22 ms TEeff. The estimated
GM-WM contrast becomes only about 1.2 times higher in the TE'e//=22ms with respect
to TEeff=66ms for TR=3.5s. This reduced dependence of the image contrast from TEeff
has been observed before in multi-slice FSE and ascribed to MT effects [146]. However,
on equivalent images acquired with TR=ls, the GM-WM contrast for TEeff=22ms was
about a factor of 1.8 greater than in a TE'e//=66ms image confirming that the contrast is
likely to increase with SNR.

5.6

E f f e c t s o f s l ic e a c q u is it io n o r d e r

The intense rf duty cycle has a strong effect on FSE image intensity via MT and direct
saturation effects.
Trans-axial FSE images (N si= ll) have been acquired on a 30yrs old male volunteer
varying the slice acquisition order from top to bottom and bottom to top. Parameters were:
thk=2mm, TEeff=66ms (ZP=3) 5sep=4mm, Sint=2, FoF=240xl80mm^, in-plane resolu
tion of 469//mx469//m. Using a sequential ordering, MT or direct saturation effect should
be almost completely absent on the

slice and progressively increase for subsequent

slices.
As the ratio between images acquired with and without saturation pulses is conven
tionally used in magnetisation transfer assessment (see eq. 3.4), fig. 5.19 shows the ratios
of corresponding slices for opposite acquisition order.
Fig. 5.20a shows plots of the average percentage signal difference due to acquisition
order as a function of slice position. The selected rots are shown in fig. 5.20b. In the
most superior and inferior slices the intensity ratio between images acquired in opposite
orders approaches two. The effects of MT and direct saturation seem to reach a plateau
after about 4-5 slices. Moreover, while the first 3-4 slices of every acquisition appear
brighter, the GM/WM contrast in these is strongly reduced. This observation points to
a strong contribution of rf-induced effects on contrast and has to be taken into account
for conventional FSE acquisitions at high field. It must be ensured that when imaging a
limited section of the brain, the structures of interest are not positioned at the edge of the
imaged region. Alternatively some off-resonance pre-saturation pulses could be employed
to obtain MT saturation on the initial slices.

5 .7

C a r d ia c g a t in g f o r r e d u c t io n o f f l o w a r t e 
facts

Flow artefacts can be detrimental to image analysis and are of special disturbance in
coronal slices as well as trans-axial slices positioned at the height of the basal ganglia
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Figure 5.19: M T effec ts in FSE. The m aps display the ratio (top-to-bottom /bottom -totop) o f corresponding slic e s for op p o site acq u isition order. On the top slice the W M
has an average ratio o f 1.45 and the G M o f 1.23. O nly 16 o f the 17 slie e s acquired are
show n.
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Figure 5.20: M T effects in FSE. On the left the m ean percentage signal d ifferen ce
b etw een op p osite acquisition orders as a function o f slice number. T he rois u sed are
sh ow n on the right, superim posed on the topm ost and the low erm ost im ages.
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Figure 5.21 : Im plem entation o f cardiac gating in FSE: axial and coronal im ages, (a)-(c):
31 yrs m ale volunteer, (b)-(d): 26yrs fem a le volunteer, (a) and (b) show conventional
FSE im ages. T he area w here flow artefacts are v isib le is indicated by curly brackets.
(c)-(d ) show cardiac-gated im ages w ithout d iscernible flow artefacts.

or below. While in-flow effects reduce the signal of blood vessels due to replacement
of protons during the FSE echo train, spurious ghost signal from bigger arteries or veins
often appears along the PE direction as a result of velocity induced phase effects. An
example is presented in the top two images of fig. 5.21. In order to minimise the effects
of pulsatile flow, cardiac gating of the FSE sequence has been implemented on the 4.7T
scanner. Peripheral pulse gating (PPG) was performed using a pulse oxymeter (Nonin
Medical Inc., Minnesota, USA, model 8600FO) positioned on a finger of the subject.
Each of the 97 multi-slice shots of the standard 8-echo FSE sequence was started fol
lowing the signal from the pulse oximeter after the nominal TR had elapsed. Use of the
cardiac triggering only typically lengthened the acquisition by about 50s, corresponding
to a 7% and 15% acquisition time increase respectively for TR= ls and TR=3.5s. The
efficacy of the cardiac gating is exemplified in the bottom images in fig. 5.21 for both
coronal and trans-axial orientations. Although flow artefacts are not completely elimi
nated their intensity is greatly reduced and structure visualisation within the brain ap
pears unimpaired. Parameters were: thk=2mm, TEeff=66ms (ZP=3), S'sep=4mm, Sint=2.
FoV=240xl 80mm^(left) or 200x200mm^(right), yielding an in-plane resolution of 469^im
x469/zm or 391 /im x521/rm.
Since motion and flow artefacts occur exclusively along the PE direction, such direc
tion is selected to minimise the effect of residual flow artefacts and eye-motion. Typically
the PE direction is set left-right for coronal and trans-axial slices and anterior-posterior
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for sagittal images.

5 .8

C o m p e n s a t io n o f B i v a r ia t io n s b y m o d u l a 
t io n

OF R F AMPLITUDE FOR DIFFERENT SLICES

ALONG z
The idea of compensating for rf coil efficiency along a particularly non-uniform axis by
actively modulating the power of the transmitter has been used before [175]. This idea
has been applied to our FSE sequence since a substantial

reduction was observed in

the human head along the z axis (see sec. 4.4).
B i mapping was performed using single-shot echo planar imaging preceded by a hard
rf pulse of variable duration as discussed in chap. 4. Experimental B i profiles from coro
nal and sagittal slices similar to those of figure 4.11 were obtained on a few volunteers
and used to assess the average B i distribution in the human head at 4.7T. It was found
that the z profile of B i was more correlated to the structure of the head than to the head
position within the Tx coil. This observation points to a relatively more important effect
of rf focusing in the center of the head than of head-coil interactions, and makes more
complex any B i compensation scheme, which will have to be adjusted on a subject-to
subject basis. The practical difficulty in achieving a consistent head positioning is inher
ent to the design of the gradients coils, rf coil and subject bed that are constrained by the
limited bore size of the scanner. Though there are SNR advantages in having the rf coil as
close as possible to the volume of interest (i.e. the brain), the close fit of an average head
in the coil results in larger B i variations. Since only the subject’s head can fit in the coil
while the shoulders rest on the edges of the headrest, the head position relative to the coil
will be dependent on the length of the neck and head size.
As shown in sec. 4.4 the B i(z) profiles were fitted with parabolas according to the
equation: B iz(z) = B iz {zq) - [1 +

— zqŸ] where zq is the position of maximum

B i in the brain (B iz ( zq)) along the z axis. Though it would be possible to acquire a B i
map on each subject prior to running the FSE protocol, this would require additional scan
time and it was not deemed necessary since the results thus far obtained gave similar B i
profiles along the z axis. The average coefficient of
the B i compensation protocol. This

= —11 • 10“ ^mm“ ^ was used for

value was used to generate a look-up table (LUT)

associating a given slice offset (with respect to zq) to a scaling factor for the transmitter
amplitude, compensating the drop in coil efficiency along the z axis. For the initial trials,
the position of the B i hot-spot (the zq value) was accurately measured with the aid of an
iso-Bi image acquired in a sagittal orientation at the beginning of the imaging session (and
appearing similar to the sagittal image in fig. 4.9). Given the consistent positioning of the
hot-spot at a level just below the body of the corpus callosum, this extra calibration scan
could be avoided in the future and the zq value calculated from the standard anatomical
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pilot scan. The zq value is manually input as a sequence parameter. The rf amplitude
necessary for an average 90° is then calibrated over the axial slice corresponding to the zq
position. This allows an accurate LUT to be generated consistently for different subject
positions.
Fig. 5.22 shows three orthogonal views of FSE data acquired without (a) and with
(b) jBi-compensation protocol. Experimental parameters were: thk=8mni, TEe/f=22ms
(ZP=1), 5sep=8mm, Sint=2, Foy=240xl80mm^(in-plane resolution: 469/xm x469/im).
The measured zq was +lm m . The most superior shce had a z offset of -82mm, the most
inferior one a z offset of +46mm. The coronal and sagittal views reveal a substantial
signal loss at the top of the head as well as at the bottom of the cerebellum for the standard
sequence that is partly recovered when using active power modulation. It must be noted
though that due to the drop in the rf coil sensitivity that goes along the reduced coil Tx
efficiency, a partial drop in signal intensity (and corresponding SNR) is still to be expected
for the most extreme slices. Though the intensity can be corrected by rescaling the images
intensity as a function of z position (as in [175]), this procedure does not recover the lost
SNR and was not performed here.
Fig. 5.23 shows the ratio between the images obtained with and without active power
modulation. The clear advantage of varying the Tx amplitude is apparent, especially for
slices positioned further away from the B i hot-spot. When using this B i compensation
protocol, attention must be paid to the effective rf amplitude that is obtained by multiply
ing the calibration value by the LUT. When the desired rf amplitude exceeds the maximum
peak amplitude allowed by the system, its maximum value is used. When this happens
the ratio between the refocusing pulses and the excitation pulse is reduced and the B i
compensation becomes sub-optimal. This was the case for the 4 most superior slices of
the data shown in figures 5.22-5.23. SAR must also be carefully monitored.

5 .9

Q u a l it a t iv e

c o m p a r iso n

betw een

4 .7 T

and

1 .5 T F S E
We set off trying to compare the quality of FSE images acquired on our 4.7T scanner
with FSE images from a lower (clinical) field strength. Our colleagues running the 1.5T
Siemens installed in the MR2 lab of the Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, kindly
agreed on such a comparison. I would like to acknowledge Dr. Fernando Calamante for
the acquisition of the FSE images on the 1.5T system.
A 47yrs male volunteer was thus recruited and was scanned with FSE on both systems.
Here is a list of factors which make a rigorous quantitative comparison difficult:
1. The relaxation times in brain tissue are strongly dependent on Larmor frequency.
This makes it unsuitable to exactly match T E and T R at different field strengths.
One option would be to lengthen the TR and shorten the T E at the higher field
so as to have equivalent saturation and 7^ weighting. However, this approach can
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(a)

(b)

S ta n d a r d A xial F S E

A x ial F S E w ith a c tiv e
p o w e r m o d u la tio n

Figure 5.22: The 17 axial 2D FSE images acquired on a 30yrs old male volunteer with
out (a) and with (b) active Tx power modulation are shown here in three orthogonal
orientations. The coronal and sagittal views reveal a substantial signal loss at the top of
the head as well as at the bottom of the cerebellum for the standard (a) sequence that
is partly recovered in (b). This signal loss is very apparent in the axial view (3^^ slice
from the top).

)

I

Figure 5.23: Ratios between axial 2D FSE images acquired with and without active
power modulations are shown. The signal gain associated with the active power modu
lation sequence increases as slices are further apart from slice 11, corresponding to the
B\ hot-spot (and omitted). The asymmetry seen in these maps is consistent with that of
the B\ distribution in the head {e.g. see fig. 4.10). The mean signal gain measured on
roh drawn on slice 2 and covering each hemisphere is 1.8±0.3 for both.
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NsZzces

NEX

TEeff

ETS

ETL

ZP

DataMatrix

34
34
17

1
1
2

22ms
45ms
96ms

22ms
15ms
24ms

8
7
7

1
3
4

512x384
512x392
512x392

TR
7.00s
6.15s
3.15s

AcqTime
11’40”
11’30”
11’42”

Table 5.1: Parameters used for comparison of FSE at 1.5T (TSE and TSE2) and 4.7T
(FSEH).

only be approximate due to the range of relaxation times in different tissue. Another
possibility would be to try and optimise the sequence on each scanner with attention
to the same features {e.g. GMAVM contrast), although this was not practical.
2. With regard to the other parameters (ETS, ETL, phase encoding scheme) of the
pulse sequence, it was not possible to re-program the TSE sequences on the Siemens
1.5T scanner nor to have access to its exact phase encoding scheme. Parameters that
were similar, though not exactly matching were thus selected.
3. Even for the same subject, slight positional misalignments are likely to occur, that
cannot be accurately corrected due to the anisotropy of the voxels imaged with the
2D-FSE sequence.
4. For quantitative analysis of the SNR on the images, it it is desirable to estimate the
noise on a homogeneous w i inside the sample rather than on the background signal.
This is because the images from the Siemens scanner were only available as mag
nitude and it has not been possible to ascertain if any automatic image enhancing
filter was applied to the images after 2DFT. Potential effects of different dynamic
range of the receivers and intensity scaling of the final images are thus also min
imised. However the 4.7T FSE image display so much structure that the stdv cannot
be considered to reflect only random gaussian noise around a mean value.
For the above reasons, the simpler task of obtaining a qualitative comparison of FSE im
ages at different field strengths was undertaken with two factors kept constant throughout
the study: spatial resolution and total acquisition time.

5.9.1

FSE

PA R A M ETE R S AT

1.5T

A ND

4.7T

Two sequences were run on the 1.5T scanner: the first one had similar parameters to the
4.7T FSE, same volume coverage and a similar repetition time; it is labelled TSE. The
second was the sequence optimised for pediatric imaging. As it had a lower TR, only half
the volume was covered and 2 averages were performed to achieve the same acquisition
time; this is labelled TSE2. The 4.7T image is labelled FSEH {i.e. FSE at High field). The
FoV was 240x180mm and a factor of 2 oversampling was used in the PE direction.
Table 5.1 summarizes the other parameters. The rf pulses for TSE/TSE2 were standard
Siemens sine pulses of duration 2.56ms differently filtered for excitation and refocusing.
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FSEH employed the same unfiltered sine pulse for both excitation and refocusing as de
scribed in sec. 5.3.1. All the raw data was Hanning filtered before FT. TSE-TSE2 images
were Fourier transformed to a 512x392 matrix while FSEH ones were zero filled and then
Fourier transformed to 512x512.

5.9.2

R e s u lts a n d d is c u s s io n

Figure 5.24 displays some trans-axial FSE slices from the same volunteer acquired at the
two field strengths with the protocols discussed above. They correspond to approximately
the same position for the center of the slice, though a small backward tilt of the head
is apparent in FSEH vs. TSE-TSE2. It is worth noting that no extra inhomogeneity in
contrast nor SNR is apparent in FSEH.
The difference in quality can be better appreciated from the expanded regions in Fig
ure 5.25. The comparison of FSEH vs. TSE and TSE2 clearly shows the advantage of the
higher field strength on the overall SNR and visible detail. Even with 2 averages, and half
the brain coverage TSE2 does not afford the same structure delineation as FSEH and is
characterised by a higher noise in the image.
Figure 5.26 displays some profiles from the slices displayed above. A horizontal
profile is shown across some GM-WM boundaries (left column) and a vertical profile
through a VRS (right column) that is only visible in the FSEH. The profiles demonstrate
the reduced noise and slightly improved GM-WM boundaries at 4.7T. Virchow Robin
spaces are hardly visible in the TSE2 image and none is identifiable in the TSE image. In
contrast many VRS can be visualised on the FSEH image. The high contrast of a VRS in
the 4.7T is demonstrated in fig. 5.26top-right.
A more quantitative comparison, though impaired by the factors listed at the onset of
this section, can be performed with the aid of rois. The rots were drawn on the FSEH
image on visually homogeneous regions of the brain covering mostly white matter and
then copied onto the TSE-TSE2 images. Figure 5.27 displays the positioning of the rots
on the slices of fig. 5.24. A rough coregistration was performed in order for the rots
to correspond to similar anatomical locations consisted in a simple upward shift of the
4.7T image. The efficacy of this process can be appreciated by observing the similar
posotioning of the rots in the various images of fig. 5.27.
The mean and stdv of the signals in the rots drawn are reported in table 5.2 together
with the rot areas.
A rough quantitative estimate of the relative SNR in the three images can be calculated
from this table. The relative SNR is calculated as rSNR=meanlstdv and reported in the
bottom half of the table.
The rSNR of the two 1.5T sequences is very similar across all the rots despite the fact
that TSE2 covers only half the volume than TSE. This is probably due to the fact that
the double average on TSE2 is compensated by the longer T R in TSE. An approximate
comparison between 1.5T and 4.7T rSNR can thus be obtained by taking the ratio between
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4 .7 T

1.5 T , T S E 2
(17 slices, 2 av g s )

1.5 T , TS E
(3 4 slices, 1 av g )

4 .7 T , FSEH
(3 4 slices, la v g )

Figure 5.24: F SE com parison, 4.7 T V5. 1.5T: w h ole slice. The w hite rectangle indicates
the region enlarged in fig. 5.25.

1 .5 T , TS E

(b)

1 .5 T , TS E 2

(c)

4 .7 T , FSEH

Figure 5.25: F SE com parison, 4.7 T v.s. 1.5T. Z oom ed region from im ages in fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.26: F S E com parison, 4.7 T vj. 1.5T. Left: a horizontal profile across the anterior
region o f the im ages show n in 5.24; arrows indicate G M -W M boundaries. Right: a
vertical profile across the left region o f the im ages show n in 5.24; arrows indicate the
p osition o f a V R S in the FSEH that is not v isib le in the 1.5T im ages.

(a) FSEH

(b) TS E 2

(c) TSE

(d)FSEH

(e)TS E 2

(f) TSE

Figure 5.27: F SE com parison, 4 .7 T vjr. 1.5T. The rois show n here w ere drawn on the
F SE H im age and subsequently cop ied onto T SE and T S E 2. V alues in table 5 .2 refer to
these rots.
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wl

w2

w3

w4

w5

w6

dg7

dg8

w9

wlO

area
FSEH
TSE
TSE2

212
88±4
72± 6
44± 4

199
91± 6
71±8
43± 4

215
102±4
78± 6
50± 4

275
112±4
78± 8
51± 4

158
91±5
74± 8
40 ± 4

164
84±5
743=7
393:4

363
123=t6
87=b8
493=4

212
118=b5
903=7
49 ± 4

239
98± 4
713:7
423=4

190
933:4
72±7
39±3

FSEH
TSE
TSE2
gain

21.45
11.08
11.91
1.87

16.50
9.25
11.23
1.61

27.11
12.00
12.01
2.26

29.62
10.34
11.83
2.67

19.24
9.46
9.85
1.99

17.72
10.74
10.07
1.70

20.73
11.41
12.00
1.77

22.99
13.11
13.83
1.71

27.87
10.41
9.68
2.78

25.96
10.66
11.54
2.34

Table 5.2: Mean and stdv of rois drawn on FSE images acquired at 1.5T and 4.7T. Eight
of the rots are in WM and labelled ‘w’, rots 1 and 8 are labelled ‘dg’ as they are drawn
on a deep grey matter structure, the putamen. The first row gives the area of the rots in
pixels. The bottom section displays r S N R = m ean/stdv. The last row, labelled ‘gain’
gives the ratio between the rSNR of FSEH and the averaged rSNR of TSE and TSE2.

rSNR of FSEH and the average of the rSNR of TSE and TSE2: this ratio is reported in
the bottom row of table 5.2 (labelled ‘gain’). The mean of such ratio across all the rots is
about 2.1. Although this figure is not as large as the ratio of the field strengths employed,
it nevertheless indicates the advantage of higher magnetic field strengths.
In summary, the higher field images provide much improved delineation of structures and
visualisation of smaller details (e.g. Virchow Robin spaces). The measured signal to noise
improvement at 4.7T vs. 1.5T over rots covering mostly WM is about 2 for a 1.5T FSE
sequence with matched parameters and same brain coverage as the 4.7T FSE sequence.
The same improvement applies with respect to an optimised 1.5T FSE image acquired
with 2 averages in the same total acquisition time, though with halved volume coverage.

5.10

IR-FSE

As discussed in sec. 5.1, FLAIR and STIR implementations of RARE and FSE have an
important clinical relevance. For this reason, an inversion recovery FSE sequence was
implemented at 4.7T. Preliminary results are reported below.

5.10.1

IR-FSE

PULSE SEQUENCE DETAILS

Two options are available for arranging the inversion pulses and the corresponding readout
echo trains in IR-FSE [4]:
• a ‘sequential scheme’ where a single slice is inverted and read out before moving to
the following one. This is not efficient for long TI as the number of slices acquirable
within the TR is limited by Nsi=TR/(TI+ETS-ETL) [140].
• an ‘interleaved’ scheme, where all the slices are inverted within the TI and then
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sequentially readout. This is impractical for short T I as the number of slices is
limited by A^,/=T//(ETS-ETL) [259].
The inversion recovery FSE sequence was implemented as a combination of the 2 schemes
presented above. To efficiently use all the available T R for the selected number of slices
the values of T I was not chosen arbitrarily but, instead, determined by the number of
echo trains between the selective inversion of a slice and the FSE readout of its signal.
A diagram of the sequence is presented in fig. 5.28 with two other readouts/inversions
interposed between inversion and readout of each slice. To minimise the disrupting effects

180%,,

180%, 2

180%, 3

180%, 5

si. last

sl. last-1
TIs. . 1
Figure 5.28:

1M%,4

TIs l.2

Tlsi.

Seq uence diagram for IR -FSE , w ith b lock s o f tw o other read

ou ts/inversions betw een inversion and readout o f a slice.

of B i inhomogeneity on inversion efficiency, an 8ms slice selective hyperbolic secant
180° pulse with a bandwidth of 1875Hz was used.

5.10.2

IR-FSE

BRAIN IMAGES

Conventional resolution IR-FSE images (data-matrix: 256x256) were acquired on a 27yrs
female volunteer to measure the experimental dependence of the signal from the various
tissues from the inversion delay TI. While the number of inversions in a block was varied,
the total TR was maintained constant in order to have the same acquisition time. However,
this implies that the TRe/f for longitudinal relaxation is only TReff

TR — TI. Trans-

axial IR-FSE images were acquired with TR=5s and 77= 0.1 Is, 0.7Is, 1.01 s, 1.31s, 1.91 s
corresponding to 0, 2, 3, 4 and 6 interposed readouts/inversions and 7R=4.89s, 4.29s,
3.99s, 3.69s, 3.09s. An extra acquisition was performed with zero amplitude for the
inversion pulse corresponding to the standard FSE. Other parameters were: thk=2mm,
TEeff=22ms (ZP=1), 5'sep=3mm, Sint=^, Ag(=17 and FoF=200x200mm^, yielding an in
plane resolution of 781//m x781/xm.
IR-FSE images acquired with variable T I are presented in fig. 5.29 for a single slice.
As expected, for the shortest inversion time (77=0.1 Is), the inverted Ti contrast creates
the appearance of a heavier 7^ weighting and GMAVM contrast is enhanced with respect
to the standard FSE (a, inversion off). This happens since WM (with shorter TO is de
caying quicker than GM. For 77=0.7Is (c), the WM signal is already positive, while GM
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4.7T

Inv o n ( T I = 0 .1 1 s ,T R = 4 .8 9 s )

In v 3 (7 1 = 1 .0 1 s . 7 R = 3 . 9 9 s )

|n v 2 ( 7 1 = 0 .7 1 3 , T R = 4 .2 9 s )

In v 6 (7 1 = 1 .9 1 s ,7 R = 3 .0 9 s )

Figure 5.29: Human brain IR -FSE im ages with variable T I. T he nom inal T R w as 5s
yield in g a total acquisition tim e o f 2m in 4 5 s. The values o f T I and T R are reported
ab ove the corresponding im ages. For the top left im age the am plitude o f the inversion
p ulse w as set to zero.

is almost nulled and CSF is still negative. As TI is further increased, the GMAVM con
trast degrades as GM signal becomes positive and more similar to WM. For T7=1.3Is (e),
all the tissues give the same absolute signal, though CSF is still negative. The CSF sig
nal is finally nulled for T/=1.91s (f) and such inversion time could be used for a FLAIR
implementation to enhance the appearance of long-7^ lesions normally obscured by the
bright CSF. Images with T/=1.01s-1.31s (d-e) display a dark border all around the brain
parenchyma. This is an effect of the magnitude FT reconstruction. Since for those TI
values the CSF still has a negative signal while GM and WM signals are positive, par
tial voluming reduces the signal of the pixels at their interface. In the magnitude images
these pixels appear to have a lower intensity than either of the tissues that constitute their
underlying voxels.
High resolution images acquired on a 47yrs male volunteer are presented in
fig. 5.30.

Parameters were: thk=2mm, TEeff=22ms (ZP=1), 5sep=4mm, 5in^=l and

Fb y =240x 180mm^, yielding an in-plane resolution of 469/im x469//m.

The high-

resolution images display the same features as the low-resolution ones, lack of intensity
non-uniformities across the slice and excellent anatomical discrimination. The dark edge
between CSF and the layer surrounding the brain, is here very apparent and could provide
useful means to perform automated brain segmentation.
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4.7T

In v o n (T I= 0 .7 1 s,T R = 4 .2 9 s )

m

m

In v o n (T i= 1 .0 1 s ,T R = 3 .9 9 s )

m

.

m

in v o n (T I= 1 .3 1 s,T R = 3 .6 9 s )

Figure 5.30: Hum an brain IR -FSE im ages w ith variable T I. The nom inal T R w as 5s
yield in g a total acquisition tim e o f 8m in5s.
acquisitions are reported above the im ages.

The T I and T R tim es for the different
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In this chapter the details relating to the implementation of a 2D-FSE sequence at 4.7T
have been presented.
Numerical simulations have been also carried out that allow the prediction of the vari
ation of image quality in relation to different phase encoding schemes or flip angle non
uniformity produced by B i inhomogeneity. The results of such numerical simulations
agree well with experimental results on simple phantoms and provide a good basis for
optimisation of the imaging sequence.
A novel phase encoding scheme has been proposed that ameliorates the PSF of FSE
by shifting its odd sidebands to the edges of the FoV,
The optimised sequence has been used to obtain high-quality high-resolution images
of the human brain in examination times ranging from 5 to 12 minutes. A number of
parameters have been varied including TEeff, TR, thk, slice interleaving order and slice
separation and their effect on image quality has been discussed.
Overall, the 4.7T FSE images display good structural and GMAVM contrast that is
relatively homogeneous across the imaged volume. Such contrast cannot be explained
solely on the basis of T2-W brought about by the chosen TEeff, but bears contribution
from a number of other factors including Ti, MT and direct saturation, ste effects and
choice of k-space coverage schemes.
At 4.7T, the contribution of stimulated echoes to the acquired signal is deemed nec
essary to compensate for signal reduction along the echo train brought about by the sub
stantial B \ non-uniformity and produce images with relatively uniform signal intensity
and contrast. For this reason, it is foreseen that, even with the elimination of ste contribu
tions, measurement of T2 with multi-echo CPMG-type sequences would be impaired at
this field strength unless B \ non-uniformities are accounted for.
The GM/WM contrast appears to be good across all the slices. In addition a great
deal of detail is visible in sub-cortical regions making the identification of anatomical
structures {e.g. internal capsule, caudate nucleus, globus pallidus, medullary laminae, hip
pocampal layers) simpler than on equivalent images acquired at lower field strengths.
Structures with high iron content such as the substantia nigra and red nuclei are also
easily identifiable due to their low signal in the FSE images. An easy identification of
leptomeningeal vessels is also notable together with that of an unusually large number of
Virchow Robin spaces.
Magnetisation transfer and direct saturation play an important role in determining the
contrast. Although increased off-resonance saturation entails a global SNR reduction, the
GMAVM contrast is improved since myelinated WM is attenuated more than GM. The
GMAVM contrast is also enhanced when the volume coverage of the FSE is increased and
as a consequence the T R is lengthened. This is because the number of slices determines
the minimum T R for a given resolution. For short T R there is a partial Ti-W that tends to
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reduce the T2 contrast. A longer T R allows more time for longitudinal relaxation hence
reduces such T\ weighting and increases the GMAVM contrast as well as the SNR.
Experiments performed with TR=3.5s and TR = ls, result in an average SNR increase
of 1.2-1.4 times for the longer acquisition, while the GMAVM contrast increases by a fac
tor of 1.5-2.0, where the latter figure applies to the shortest TEeff. In such situation, even
if limited coverage was desired, an extended T R would be preferable to the acquisition
of two averages with reduced TR. Cardiac gating has been successfully implemented for
reduction of artefacts along the phase encode direction produced by flowing blood. A
preliminary qualitative comparison of FSE brain images acquired at 4.7T and 1.5T has
been attempted and revealed a substantial increase in image quality at the higher field. An
example of manipulation of image contrast has been presented by preparing the magneti
sation with an inversion pulse prior to the FSE echo train. The IR-FSE sequence has been
implemented in a manner that allows an efficient use of the examination time. The con
trast in the IR-FSE images behaves as predicted as the inversion time is varied, providing
means to attenuate signal from fat or CSF or obtain pJ-W type images.
This work demonstrates that MRI at 4.7T can deliver increased spatial resolution with
useful and relatively uniform tissue contrast across the whole brain despite increased B i
inhomogeneity.
With appropriate optimisation of sequence parameters, the FSE technique can be used
efficaciously at field strengths higher than 3T to produce high quality T2 weighted im
ages within current safety limits. It is proposed that the resolution achievable at high
field within conventional examination times allows better visualization of anatomical and
pathological details. This may be useful for more effective diagnoses and neurosurgical
planning as well as giving a deeper understanding of normal human brain anatomy.

5.12

F u tu re W ork

Future work related to the FSE imaging technique at 4.7T will include:
• Modification of the basic FSE sequence with the addition of crushers gradients
around the refocusing pulses of the FSE sequence to remove the signal from stimu
lated echoes. Images thus obtained could allow the assessment of the contribution
of stimulated echo on FSE contrast at 4.7T. An alternative method for such an as
sessment involves varying the slice selection gradient applied during the refocusing
pulses.
• Investigation of the effect on image SNR and contrast of varying the amplitude ratio
of excitation and refocusing pulses, currently set at 1:1.8. Also the possibility of
using different rf pulses {e.g. filtered sines or SLR pulses) must be explored.
• Assessment of edge effects of FSE and their dependence on the echo train length
via numerical simulations and experiments on suitable phantoms.
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• Acquisition of single and multi-echo SE images with T E corresponding to the TEeff
of FSE in order to perform a direct comparison between their associated image
contrast.
• Implementation of dual contrast FSE.
• Implementation of a 3D version of FSE in order to obtain T2 contrast on images
with isotropic voxels.
• The B i compensation protocol for axial slices could be refined to take into account
the slight asymmetry in the B i distribution for z values above and below the B i hot
spot when the latter is not centered within the rf-coil.
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The present chapter summarises some popular methods currently used to reduce image
acquisition time with respect to conventional ones. These methods partially circumvent
the limitations imposed on image acquisition speed by hardware capabilities or patient
safety guidelines.
Such methods are divided in two broad categories: those using special or additional
detection hardware, and those using conventional hardware but making a smarter use of
the collected data. The first category includes parallel imaging methods, that simultane
ously acquire data from multiple coils. The second comprises partial fourier, key-hole
and multi-shot techniques. All these techniques are well known in the MRI community
though for some of them there is still room for improvement.
Novel experimental results are presented in section 6.3.4 from a couple of new fastimaging techniques that I have had a major role in developing for in vivo imaging appli
cations at 4.7 T. These are named Common SENSE and TRAIL. Together with TWIST,
discussed in detail in chapter 7, they can provide similar advantages as parallel imaging
techniques though they are based on the consecutive rather than simultaneous acquisition
of multiple images and only require conventional hardware. I would hke to acknowledge
the collaboration with David Carmichael and Dr. Andrew Priest in the implementation of
Common SENSE and TRAIL on the 4.7T system.

6.1

O v e r v ie w

The first 2D images on the living human obtained in the mid 1970s had a spatial resolution
of a few centimeters and required a total acquisition time of a few hours [16,260]. Since
then, spatial and temporal resolution have remarkably improved. Today, cardiac cine-MR
studies can be performed at a rate of more than 10 images per second. This amazing
improvement has come about as an effect of the parallel development of technology and
novel ideas, often overtaking each other. The availability of imaging gradients with ever
increasing strength and slew rates has played a major role in these improvements. As
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an example, Mansfield’s ideas about the EPI imaging approach (1976) [261] could find
widespread application only many years after their conception, and only thanks to new
cheaper and reliable gradients hardware. But for human studies, gradient strengths and
slew-rates cannot be increased arbitrarily. Potential physiological effects due to heating
or peripheral nerve stimulation cannot be circumvented and already constitute a limiting
factor for the sequence designer (see section 2.7). It is for this reason that paths to further
improvement in spatial/temporal resolution and image quality have been and will have
to be found where either the signal detection is optimised or special pulse sequences are
employed to circumvent hardware limitations.

6.1.1

S i g n a l a n d N o is e in f a s t e r im a g in g s e q u e n c e s

One factor to keep in mind when considering potential/effective improvements in tempo
ral/spatial resolution is that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is inherently proportional to
the square root of the effective time spent collecting the data. This is mainly due to the
fact that random noise at different time points is uncorrelated and the addition of N noise
samples acquired at different times scales as \ / N . The SNR in an imaging experiment
can indeed be written as [31]:
S N R (x M ‘ A V V A T

(6.1)

where M is the intrinsic signal (magnetisation), A T the total acquisition time (oc Npe •
T ro '

and A V the volume of sample contributing to a pixel in the final image. Thus,

a factor of 2 reduction in acquisition time {e.g. when the acquisition bandwidth is doubled
by halving the readout length) carries with it an SNR reduction of \/2 . Conversely, to
gain a factor of 2 in SNR, 4 identical acquisitions must be collected {avg=A).

6.1.2

M a in a r e a s o f a p p li c a tio n o f P a r a l l e l a n d F a s t Im a g 
in g T e c h n iq u e s

It is important to stress here that although the associated SNR losses cannot be com
pletely avoided, a reduction in acquisition times often produces other benefits making it
desirable nonetheless. Applications where a reduced acquisition time would be beneficial
(notwithstanding the SNR loss) include:
• imaging of structures/subjects prone to motion. Beside an obvious time saving, the
reduced A T reduces/prevents motion artefacts and can be essential for breath-hold
imaging.
• cardiac gated applications. A shorter imaging time allows for more frames per cycle
or higher spatial resolution.
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• imaging of dynamic changes (e.g. fMRI or contrast-bolus injection). The reduced
A T allows a higher sampling rate.
• applications where susceptibility artefacts irreparably degrade image quality. As
susceptibility differences cause distortion and blurring proportionally to the total
read-out time, reducing the latter helps enormously.

6.1.3

D e h n itio n o f S ta n d a rd H a rd w a re

In the following I will assume that a birdcage coil with a relatively uniform excita
tion/detection spatial profile within the standard imaging volume and quadrature detec
tion constitutes conventional or standard hardware. Such an arrangement is available on
any clinical and research scanner and to the images obtained with it I will compare fast
and parallel imaging techniques.

6 .2

P a r a l l e l I m a g i n g W it h E x t r a H a r d w a r e

While application-specific surface coils (i.e. for knee or breast) are available in most clin
ical MR centers, the availability of sets of array coils is not as yet as widespread due to
their higher cost and requirement of a multiple-receiver apparatus.
Multiple coils can be employed for spin excitation as well as detection, although with
slightly greater difficulty due to problems associated with B \ non-uniformity. In the fol
lowing I intend to refer mostly to techniques employing the conventional head/body vol
ume coil for excitation and surface coils for detection.

6.2.1

S u rfa c e o r l o c a l c o ils

Using surface coils for MR signal detection is probably the most traditional, common
and simple way of achieving a higher SNR over a limited volume often called region
of sensitivity (ROS). This is an effect of the principle of reciprocity [63] (see section
2.6). The term ‘surface coil’ was introduced in 1980 for spectroscopy [262] to indicate
simple loop coils positioned on the surface of the body and the first MR imaging related
publication with this arrangement dates back to 1984 [263].
The simplest surface coil is constituted by a circular loop of wire (in an appropriately
tuned resonant circuit) acting as an antenna at the Larmor frequency of interest and is
characterised by a sensitivity dropping along the coil axis as B ? /(z^ +

where z

is the distance from the coil center and R its radius. Although with a single coil quadra
ture detection cannot be performed (causing an SNR loss of \/2 ) parts of the sample
close enough to the surface coil yield SNR improvements of up to an order of magnitude
vs. corresponding images acquired with volume coils. However variations in sensitivity
(both magnitude and phase) must be considered when analysing images obtained with
surface coils. Additionally, it is of paramount importance to make sure that no currents
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can flow in the surface Rx coil during rf excitation by a standard Tx volume coil: these
would cause distortions of the B i fleld in its vicinity (see sec. 4.5) and could possibly
damage the reception circuitry .
As surface coils display very localised ROS, their geometry is optimised for each
particular application and great care has to be exercised in their positioning over the region
of interest. While extensively used in imaging breast, heart, limbs and joints, surface coils
find themselves being increasingly used in brain imaging as well. For example in fMRI,
positioning a coil next to the occipital cortex allows the acquisition of very high resolution
images of the visual cortex with reasonable SNR [124].
Surface coils can also be used for spin excitation. Although large B i variations are
produced, the use of rf pulses with reduced B i sensitivity pulses {e.g. adiabatic pulses
[174]) has allowed the use of surface coils in a number of applications where a large
localised B \ is necessary or when multiple images are acquired with variable parameters
and image intensity and absolute flip angle values do not influence the estimation of the
parameter of interest {e.g. T2 or diffusion coefficient). Small dedicated surface coils are
also employed in perfusion imaging [264]. In arterial spin labelling (ASL) techniques
they are used on the neck to ‘tag’ the blood flowing in the carotid artery to the brain. This
allows for multislice imaging to be performed as weU as reducing power deposition and
eliminating the magnetisation transfer (MT) effects associated with the tagging of a whole
slab: data interpretation is hence simplified.

6 .2 .2

C o il a r r a y s a n d Pa r a l l e l I m a g in g

Arrays of surface coils have been a straightforward extension, leading to improvements of
SNR over regions much larger that the individual homogeneity of the single coils [265].
This is achieved by combining the images obtained by the individual coils that are usually
arranged so that they display shghtly overlapping regions of sensitivity. The simplest and
quickest way to combine the coil images consists in taking for each pixel the square
root of the sum-of-squares of the pixel intensities associated with the individual coils
[266,267]. Rarely though, does this procedure yields the best results, since the noise is
amplified wherever a coil sensitivity is low; more efficient combinations have eventually
been proposed [268] including a position dependent weighting proportional to the local
sensitivities of each particular coil.
Simultaneous acquisition was envisaged for arrays of non-interacting coils in 1986
[265]. However, at that time, only a single Rx channel was available on MR scanners.
Therefore, initially, signal detection from multiple coils was performed by selecting, dur
ing acquisition, the coil that was closest to the imaged slice [269]; this strategy was later
referred to as ‘switched arrays’. It was in 1990 that, together with multi-channel MR
receivers, phased array coils were developed [266,267] and MR signal started to be si
multaneously acquired from all the available Rx coils.
The coil array provides simultaneous and partially independent views of the object
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being imaged. Array coils with optimised performance are increasingly common and
techniques known as partially parallel acquisition (PPA) or imaging (PPI) are becoming
increasingly widespread. These are so called because the acquisition of some portion
of image data is acquired in parallel (through the multiple coils) rather than sequentially
through different phase encoding steps.
However, there is no unique best way to combine the information from the various
coils. The most appropriate combination method depends on the actual application, and
the coil arrangement in turns depend on the technique chosen. As an example, phased ar
ray coils aimed at increasing local SNR require more overlapping between coil sensitivity
profiles than when a speed-up of the acquisition or higher resolution is preferred.
Generally speaking, the gathered data can be combined in either k-space or in real
image space. Two of the most successful data processing methods exemplifying these
different approaches are briefly described in the following sections (6.2.3-6.2.4).
Research is also being pushed forward with the aim of obtaining efficient transmis
sion on array coils as well as detection [270,271] and design local coils for quadrature
detection [272].

6.2.3

S im u lta n e o u s

A c q u is itio n

of

S p a tia l

H a rm o n ic s

(SM A SH)
One of the first parallel imaging methods to be implemented successfully in a clinical set
ting, the SMASH technique combines the raw information from the coil array in k-space
before attempting the image reconstruction [273-275]. When using SMASH, only part
of the standard k-space is usually covered during acquisition in much the same way as a
segmented multi-shot sequence, or k-space is sampled with a lower density than in a con
ventional acquisition. The signal that would have corresponded to the skipped k-space
lines is then reconstructed using the information acquired by the array coils. An ‘accel
eration factor’ (also referred to as ‘speed-up’ factor or ‘reduction factor’), R is defined as
the ratio between the number of k-space points sampled in a conventional acquisition and
the number of k-space points acquired in a PPI acquisition yielding a final image with
similar spatial resolution and field of view (FoV).
To describe how SMASH works we recall that in a standard (2DFT) imaging tech
nique, the acquisition is repeated Npe times. The spin evolution in phase-encoding gradi
ents of varying strength (depending on the PE step) displays a sinusoidal spatial modula
tion that can be described as:

.•2nmy

e FoVy — cos{27rmy/ FoVy)

.

j • sm(2'Kmy/ F oVy) = Q^FimAkyy

(6.2)

with A k y = 1 / F o V y and m indicates the PE step. If optimised for SMASH the array coils
are positioned in order to have different spatial sensitivities ( Cj ( y ) ) corresponding to spa
tial harmonics of the imaged FoV. An appropriate combination of their signals can be
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used to synthesise the missing k-space lines. Careful calibration procedures are required
in order to avoid the introduction of artefacts in the reconstructed image. Nevertheless,
automated cahbration procedures have been proposed [276,277] allowing a greater flex
ibility and resulting in good image quality with substantial reductions in acquisition time
or increased spatial resolution.
Recent improvements in coil construction and image reconstruction techniques [278,
279] allow SMASH to be used for arbitrary directions of the imaging plane and for arrays
with non linear design. SMASH has been performed in multiple encoding direction,
with non-integer acceleration factors and non uniform k-space sampling [280]. Good
quality images with up to an acceleration factor R=5 have been produced with SMASH
[275,281].

6.2.4

s e n s i t i v i t y E n c o d i n g (SENSE)

The SENSE technique [282,283] is slightly more recent than SMASH. In SENSE, the
information gathered simultaneously by the array coils is combined in the image space
rather than in k-space {i.e. after FT) leading to images potentially less prone to recon
struction artefacts. The detailed steps and issues about the image reconstruction proce
dure will be discussed more fully in Chapter 7 as the TWIST technique there described
borrows similar methods. In its simplest implementation, SENSE requires the steps sum
marised below.
• The coil sensitivity profiles are measured with some pre-scans, usually by dividing
the individual coil images by a reference image obtained from a more homogeneous
coil (usually the volume coil used for excitation).
• Standard imaging sequences are then used with a reduction (R) in the number of
acquired phase encoding steps {Npe) equal or less than the number of coils in the
array and a correspondingly reduced full-FoV. In this case, R is simply the ratio
between the Npe in the full-FoV image and the Npe for a reduced FoV image. As
a consequence of the reduced FoV used, individual coil images obtained appear
aliased, since on each image voxel, information from R voxels is superimposed.
• Using the gathered sensitivity information the individual coil images are unaliased
(combined) to form a single full-FoV image.
Because of the reduced Npe the SNR of the resulting image is at best a factor of y /R worse
than a corresponding full-FoV image. In addition there is an additional SNR loss related
to the coil array geometry. The so called g-factor is always larger than one though it can be
minimised when using an appropriate set-up. In practice, to achieve a good compromise
between SNR loss and speed, the speed-up factor R is usually kept significantly lower
than the number of array coils used.
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Demonstrated initially for simple 2DFT with cartesian k-space coverage, the SENSE
method has now been extended to arbitrary k-space trajectories [284], though this requires
additional computational power [285]. In addition, in most cases it is not absolutely
necessary to pre-acquire coil sensitivity data as automated calibrating procedures have
been developed.
But applications other than shortening acquisition times exist that can benefit from
the additional information gathered by the use of SENSE coils. For example in multi
slice imaging it is feasible to excite multiple slices simultaneously with a single rf pulse
[286]. While the acquired images contain in each pixel overlapping signals originating
from these different slices, the SENSE processing allows their separation.
Another area of aplication of SENSE is in the correction of EPI Nyquist ghosting and
flow artefacts [287,288] or motion artefacts [289]. These techniques utilise the redundant
information obtained from the coil array to detect inconsistencies in k-space and regener
ate the corrupted data. Fold-over artefacts due to nonhnearities in the gradient system can
also be removed in a similar fashion [290].
SENSE techniques have been applied with success to cardiac imaging, MR angiogra
phy, fMRI, diffusion imaging and recently to spectroscopic techniques [283].
Coils and reconstruction software for implementation of SENSE techniques are now
commercially available and some manufacturers provide them as a standard feature for
their clinical scanners.
Before concluding this section, it is recalled once more that while PPI techniques are
in principle applicable to any imaging sequence, their application produces an inherent
SNR reduction, especially if R equals the number of coils ric. In many cases however, R
is kept smaller than ric and additional re-gains of SNR and image quality can be obtained
thanks to reduced motion, less

decay, or higher injection rates when using contrast

agents. A generalised formalism combining elements of both SENSE and SMASH tech
niques has also been proposed [278]. Other hybrid or derived technique also exist based
on combination or slight variations of these concepts referred with acronyms such as
GRAPPA [291], SPACE-RIP [292], PIES [293] ASP [294].

6 .3

W it h S t a n d a r d H a r d w a r e

A number of techniques have been proposed that reduce the total image acquisition time
or increase spatial resolution per unit time by a smart manipulation of the spin-physics
while using conventional hardware. All these techniques can generally be combined with
array-coil techniques to produce even greater benefits.

6.3.1

P a r t i a l F o u r ie r T e c h n iq u e s

One of the properties of real functions (i.e. a sample spin density distribution) is that their
FT displays complex conjugate symmetry. Ideally, the sampled k-space should thus ful
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fill the condition: S{kRo, kpE) = S*{—kRo, —kpE)- In principle, sampling only 50% of
k-space (in either PE or RO direction) should then suffice to reconstruct the full data ma
trix by complex conjugate synthesis of the other half. However, because of ever-present
imperfections in timings and applied magnetic fields, a bit more of half of k-space needs
to be sampled (55-60%). This method was first introduced in 1985 [295] and is gen
erally employed to reduce Npe and thus the total acquisition time. However it is also
possible to use this ‘half-fourier’ method in the RO direction; these resulting ‘partial’ or ‘fractional-echo’ techniques are useful in situations where a short T E is desirable.
Sequences employing partial fourier simultaneously in multi-dimensions have also been
proposed allowing for a full factor of 2 saving in 3D imaging and slightly less in 2D
imaging [296].
The reduced A T associated with half fourier techniques also entails a corresponding
drop in SNR for constant final image resolution. In this case the SNR reduction is a
consequence of the fact that the noise in the half of k-space that was synthesised is not
independent from the noise in the half that was sampled.

6.3.2

K e y h o le te c h n iq u e s

An MRI technique dubbed ‘keyhole’ was proposed in 1993 where the full k-space data
matrix is only acquired for the first few images [297]. Subsequent acquisitions only cover
the central, low-resolution region o f kpp thus allowing a shorter T R to be used. The dy
namic images are then obtained filling the outer kpp lines at each time point with the data
acquired at the beginning. Although limitations of this technique have been demonstrated
related to contrast and geometric distortions [298] keyhole imaging has been extensively
used in all areas of dynamic imaging to enhance spatial resolution without sacrificing
speed: dynamic contrast agent uptake studies [299], interventional MRI [300], perfusion
studies [301], cardiac cine MRI [302] as well as functional imaging [303].

6.3.3

M u lti-s h o t te c h n iq u e s

Though multi-shot techniques rarely offer an advantage in reducing the total acquisition
times vs. their single-shot counterparts (FSE vs. RARE or segmented vs. single-shot EPI),
they are mentioned here because they provide means to reduce the readout time for each
excitation. As discussed in sec. 3.1.8 for segmented EPI, this entails advantages in terms
of reduced blurring and susceptibility artefacts as well as allowing the reduction of T E
for a fixed spatial resolution (hence increased SNR and reduction of drop-out in GE-EPI).
When high spatial resolution is desired, they often become a necessity [124] to avoid
increasing T E or acquisition bandwidth, measures that would further reduce the available
SN R .
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s a t u r a t io n t e c h n iq u e s

Related to segmented methods is the half-FoV saturation technique proposed by Wang
et al. for high resolution EPI [304]. A 2-shot interleaved EPI (the MESH type shown in
fig. 3.4b) can be modified such that a preparation pulse selectively saturates one half the
FoV before the P* shot and the other half before the 2^'^ . Individual images obtained
by magnitude FT from each of the two shots (and whose effective FoV covers only half
the object) thus only display a half of the object and are free from aliasing artefacts. For
sufficiently good saturation profiles they can simply be combined in image space having
avoided the complications and artefacts due to phase variations in standard interleaved
EPI.
An analogous method employs spatially selective 2D rf pulses in EPI sequences to
reduce the imaged FoV in the phase encode {PE) direction [305]. Though the rf excitation
pulse can last as long as 25ms, the T E and the ensuing EPI readout can be correspondingly
shortened and partial images of the volume of interest can be obtained with considerably
less susceptibility artefacts.

6.3.4

C o m m o n S e n s e a n d TRAIL

Three techniques have been recently proposed by our laboratory, based on the combina
tion of two images acquired in rapid succession, to obtain a single image with improved
resolution or within reduced acquisition times. These techniques provide similar advan
tages as PPI methods, though they only require conventional hardware. One of these
is named TWIST, standing for Tilted Wedge with Inclined Slices Technique, and it is
discussed at length in the following chapter (chapter 7) [306]. TRAIL stands for Two Re
duced Acquisitions InterLeaved [307-309]. Common SENSE has been so named since it
performs similarly to 2-coil SENSE with Common (conventional) hardware [310]. I had
a major role in the implementation and optimisation of TRAIL and Common SENSE on
the 4.7T scanner.
TRAIL and Common SENSE use the same pulse sequence. A diagram of the gradient
echo EPI (GE-EPI) version of the TRAIL/Common SENSE sequence is shown in fig. 6.1.
The principle underlying both TRAIL and Common SENSE is based on the splitting of
the transverse magnetisation into two different components after the first 90° pulse. This
is done via a gradient pulse applied before the 2^^ 90° pulse that introduces a phase
shift that depends linearly on position. Assuming we started with a 90° pulse, after the
gradient pulse, Mx and My in the rotating frame will be modulated by a cosine and sine
respectively along the direction of application of the gradient (see fig. 6.2 for a visual
aid). A third 90° pulse {e.g. along y) rotates one of these components {e.g. Mx) into
the z axis leaving the other one {e.g. M y ) to be detected through a first gradient echo
readout (see fig. 6.1). After the acquisition, any remaining transverse magnetisation is
spoiled with crusher gradients. Immediately after, another 90° pulse is used to flip the
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Figure 6.1 : GE-EPI sequence for Common Sense and TRAIL, The Wrap-Up gradient is
indicated by an arrow on the PE gradient trace. Note that for TRAIL, it can be useful to
apply the wrap-up gradient along the RO direction instead (see TRAIL section below).
magnetisation that had been stored along z {e.g, what we had called Mx) now changed
by only a small amount of Ti relaxation. This component can now be used for a second
image readout. The two images formed in this fashion have complementary sensitivity
profiles based on the underlying cosine and sine magnetisation distributions. The basic
sequence is that of a SE-STE sequence where three 90° pulses are consecutively applied.
The refocusing 180° pulse is introduced to ensure that any B q inhomogeneity is refocused
at the time of application of the second 90°. As sketched in the diagram of fig. 6.1, the
sequence yields 7^ weighted images; however it can also be adapted for a Spin Echo
implementation by substituting the 2^^ and 3^^ 90° pulses with 90°-180° modules.
The main difference between TRAIL and Common SENSE pulse sequences is in the
strength of the applied gradient pulse that determines the spatial frequency of the modu
lation of the two magnetisation components giving rise to the separate images. The fol
lowing relation applies between the total phase variation across the FoV and the gradient
strength:
(pFoVs =

^

lGs(t) • F(Vs dt

=

jGsF(VsTp

(6.3)

where the rightmost equal sign applies for a square gradient shape and s is the direction
of application of the gradient pulse, corresponding either to the PE or the RO direction.
In Common SENSE, a total phase of Tris typically imposed across the FoV. In TRAIL
a much stronger gradient inducing the same phase variation over only two pixels is in
stead used. Thus for a gradient of lOG or Im T applied for 1ms (or equivalently as a
trapezoid with major base 1.2ms and minor base 0.8ms), FoV=2A0mm and 256 pixels, we
get 7Gs/27r=2.G8Hz/mm=49/iT/m for Common Sense and 128 times larger for TRAIL.
Further differences in the application of these two techniques are discussed below.
Comm

on

Sense

Common SENSE can be used in a very similar way to SENSE, since the smooth and
slowly varying sensitivity profiles of the two acquired images resemble single images
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from two SENSE coils. A typical modulation across the FoV of the Common SENSE
magnetisation is displayed in fig. 6.2 at different time points along the pulse sequence.
Common SENSE can be used to reduce the total A T by a factor of 2 by acquiring pairs of
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Figure 6.2: Modulation of transverse magnetisation during a GE-Common SENSE
pulse sequence.
images with halved Npe in combination with half-FoV. Although such half-FoV images
appear aliased, use of the SENSE unfolding algorithm allows a full-FoV full resolution
image to be reconstructed. As in SENSE or TWIST, sensitivity information must be
acquired using full-FoV acquisition and sensitivity maps need to be calculated. This is
needed because of ever-present non linearities in the imaging gradients. Moreover, a
reference image is also required. The acquired full-FoV sensitivity data can be written as
Il oc sin(wgg + 0) and I 2 oc cos(wgg -F (ps) where s is the coordinate along the gradient
pulse direction. Therefore, a perfectly uniform image that could serve as reference can
be constructed taking the sum of their squares and the acquisition of a conventional fullFoV reference image can be avoided. A tt phase modulation across the FoV gives the
best results for Common SENSE. In this case the corresponding geometry factor (g) for
Common SENSE is uniformly equal to unity across the FoV. The SNR loss of Common
SENSE over a conventional technique is thus only the \/2 dictated by the reduced A T .
In 2DFT techniques Common SENSE can provide up to a factor of 2 improvement of
image resolution for the same imaging time or a factor of 2 speed-up at the same nominal
resolution.
Representative images of a tomato are shown in fig. 6.3. If used with EPI, Common
SENSE provides a halving of the readout time hence could be used to substantially reduce
distortion and blurring due to susceptibihty artefacts. With respect to SNR and timing re
quirements Common SENSE-EPl is similar to a single shot 45°-90° implementation of
segmented EPI [118]. However, the latter is not very popular because of its extreme
sensitivity to artefacts originating in phase differences between the two subsequent ac
quisitions. Indeed for segmented EPI, the 2-shot version, requiring twice the T R is often
employed. In contrast. Common SENSE data does not suffer from this problem since the
data is combined in image space rather than in k-space and the total A T is maintained as
in a single-shot image.
Fig. 6.4 shows GE-EPI images acquired on the brain of a healthy volunteer us-
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Figure 6.3: 2D F T C om m on S E N SE im ages, (a-b) F ull-F oV se n sitiv ity data, (c-d) S en 
sitivity m aps (e-f) H alf-F oV im ages, (g) R econstructed C om m on S E N S E im age, h;
standard reference im age.

iIvT-

■ 'm

Figure 6.4: EPI C om m on S E N SE im ages, (a) C om m on S E N S E reconstruction, (b)
C om m on S E N S E reference (Sum o f Squares) (c) Standard o n e-sh ot EPI. (d) T w o-shot
segm ented EPI.

ing Common SENSE on the 4.7T scanner. Parameters for the 1-shot EPI were: datamatrix= 100x64 (sinusoidal RO gradients) interpolated to 64x64, FbV=200mm, thk=?>mm,
FF=16ms, TR=3s, SW=250kHz; the 90°-90° distance was 12ms. Full FoV Common
SENSE images and the 2-shot segmented image were acquired in two subsequent exci
tations using Npe=32. The images reveal that despite the \/2 SNR loss, the Common
SENSE reconstruction displays similar quality to the 2-shot image while maintaining the
same temporal resolution. A reduction of distortion and blurring is visible V5. the standard
single-shot EPI.
Common SENSE can be used with conventional hardware and for an arbitrary slice
orientation. Its envisaged applications include dynamic imaging and fMRI. Combination
of Common SENSE with other PPI techniques could be easily implemented and would
provide additional gains in speed or artefact reduction.
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TR A IL
The modulation of the signal for the two images acquired in TRAIL is such that, in the
fuU-FoV magnitude reconstruction, pixels will appear alternately dark and bright.
Fig. 6.5c shows how the signal is spatially modulated by the wrap-up gradients and fig.
6.5d the resulting pixel intensities in TRAIL full-resolution images. Since only about half
the pixels contribute a significant signal, the images may be acquired with half the initial
resolution while the amplitude of the wrap-up gradient is maintained. Fig. 6.5a shows the
ensuing signal variation across the (now double in width) half resolution pixels. Fig. 6.5b
shows that an image with uniform sensitivity can then be obtained by interleaving the half
resolution images, recovering the initial spatial resolution. For obvious reasons in order
to do this effectively care is needed to ensure that the pixels are properly aligned with
the spatial modulations of the magnetisation. This is done by adjusting the phase of the
2nd 9 Q0 pulse or, alternatively by applying a linear phase shift to the data before Fourier
transformation.
As in Common SENSE a halving of the readouts can be achieved without loss of
resolution for the same imaging time or alternatively, the resolution can be doubled while
preventing the A T from increasing. In contrast to Common SENSE, here the FoV is left
untouched and the doubling of resolution can be performed arbitrarily in the PE or in the
RO direction by changing the axis of application of the dephasing gradient pulse.
Fig. 6.6a/b, shows 2DFT images acquired at full resolution revealing the characteristic
TRAIL banding pattern. Fig. 6.6a/b shows half resolution TRAIL images obtained with
halved readouts. The TRAIL-interleaved image is also presented in fig. 6.6e along with
a conventional image (fig. 6.6f) serving as reference, though acquired in twice the total
AT.
Obviously, the application to EPI would be desirable. While TRAIL does not directly
improve distortions since the bandwidth per pixel in the PE direction is unchanged in the
half-FoV modality, blurring and dropout can be reduced. A TRAIL EPI image can be
produced in a similar way to that described above from two half length EPI readouts. Al
ternatively it is possible to acquire two full length readouts and combine (by interleaving)
either their first halves or their second ones. The two interleaved images thus obtained
will have different 71^ contrast and could be used for the evaluation of T^. Using their
sum would additionally recover the y/2 SNR loss factor inherent to the technique.
Another feature of TRAIL-EPI is its capability of providing in a single shot field maps
usable to unwarp EPI images distorted by B q variations. Indeed, in presence of Bo non
uniformities, full resolution TRAIL images will display distorted stripes. B q field maps
can be obtained by measuring the change in phase between the differently T^-W images
obtained from respectively first or second halves of the readouts.
Fig. 6.7 shows the distortion correction procedure on human brain data acquired on
a healthy subject on the 4.7T scanner. Parameters used were: data-matrix= 100x64 (sinu
soidal RO gradients) interpolated to 64x64. TR=5s, thk=3mm, T E i/T E 2=13.6126.4ms.
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Figure 6.5: TRAIL: signal m odulation across the direction o f application o f the dephas
ing gradient. S ee text for details.
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Figure 6.6: 2D F T G E TR A IL im ages o f a tom ato acquired at 2 .4 T w ith wrap-up gra
dient in the P E direction, (a-b) Full resolution T R A IL im a g es dem onstrating the s i
nusoidal oscillations: every secon d pixel is approxim ately zero; (c-d ) H a lf resolution
T R A IL im ages, (e) R econstructed TR A IL im age (1 2 8 x 1 2 8 ) obtained by spatially inter
leaving (c) and (d). For com parison, a conventional gradient ech o im age is show n in

(e).
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64x32
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correct
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TE^
Figure 6.7: EPI Trail Im ages sh ow ing B q m apping and distortion correction.

H alf

resolution T R A IL im ages (b) corresponding to F* and 2^^ h a lf o f the E* full length
readout (a) are show n. Their phase d ifference (c) is unwrapped to yield a B q field map
(d). T he full resolution im age obtained from the first readout (e), sh ow s effect o f field
in h om ogen eities. With the aid o f the B q field map (d) the distortions are rem oved to
give (f). (g) and (h) show the distortion corrected im ages corresponding respectively to
the first (g) and second (h) halves o f both readouts.

Additional remarks must be made about B\ inhomogeneities. Indeed, when the flip
angle varies se and ste images (corresponding to data acquired in the

and 2”^ readout

respectively) will have different intensities since they have a different flip angle depen
dence and therefore do not match and when interleaved give rise to unwanted stripes. In
order to solve the problem another acquisition is required with a V2 phase change of the
27id 9 QO.

shifts the sine-wave profiles by a quarter of a cycle thus interchanging pix

els contributing signal to the first and second readouts. The artefactual stripes can thus
be removed by averaging the data from the two acquisitions. Since a single scan is often
preferred for dynamic imaging, an se/ste map can be calculated pixel by pixel and used
to correct subsequently collected data. An additional signal can also appear in the middle
of the acquisition windows due to non uniform B i and influence the ste and SE images
differently: again unwanted stripes appear in the final interleaved image and image res
olution is also degraded. This artefact can be eliminated with another acquisition where
a 7Tphase shift is applied to the 2"^ 90° pulse. Similarly to the case of phase cycling to
remove ADC offsets, the signal will reverse while the artefact will not. Subtraction of the
images will thus remove the problem. Also in this case, a single pre-scan can be used to
calculate a correction for subsequent dynamic data series.
TRAIL could be used to increase the resolution of EPI images without increasing the
effective readout time or the effective TE. Indeed, to double the resolution in the PE di
rection, no extra gradient power is required. This compares with a 2x increase in strength
and a 4x increase in switching rate that would be necessary when using conventional
means.
Another variation of TRAIL-EPI has been recently demonstrated on phantoms [309].
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TRA IL-E P I image, 128x128
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Figure 6.8: High Resolution EPI Trail Images, (a) conventional 128x64 EPI image.
(b) 128x128 TRAIL-EPI image obtained interleaving images obtained from the two
acquisition windows with two echoes per RO gradient lobe.
It involves using the wrap-up gradient along the RO direction. As a consequence of this,
two echoes will be formed for each RO gradient lobe, corresponding to two different
coherences. Additionally, extra PE blips are inserted between these echoes. Two full
readouts are then acquired corresponding to SE and ste as described above. From a con
ventional 128x64 EPI readout, separately reconstructed SE and ste images are 64x128.
These are then interleaved to form 128x128 images after corrections for Bi and B q vari
ations. Fig. 6.8 shows TRAIL-EPI phantom images thus acquired, obtained at 7T.
TRAIL could also be effectively combined with pre-existing PPI techniques or partial
Fourier methods for even greater improvements in A T or image quality.

6 .4

Summary

In this chapter, a brief overview of the most common techniques used to improve temporal
resolution or spatial resolution per unit time has been presented. These techniques allow
us to go beyond the limits imposed by the need to maintain imaging gradients strengths
and slew rates to values that are safe for human subjects. While all hospital sites own a
number of body-part specific surface coils, coil arrays have still not caught up. Although
some of the parallel imaging techniques described above have produced fantastic image
improvements, in some cases the optimisation procedures are still lengthy and site spe
cific. In this landscape the combination and automation of some of the above techniques
remains a very sensible research area, together with the proposal of novel, possibly sim
pler methods. The next chapter deals entirely with one of these.

Ch apter 7

T h e t w i s t Im a g in g M e t h o d

7 .1

I n t r o d u c t i o n t o T W IS T : T i l t e d W e d g e b a s e d
ON I n c l i n e d S l i c e T e c h n i q u e

The TWIST technique allows the production of full resolution images from pairs of im
ages acquired with half the number of phase encoding {PE) steps and conventional hard
ware.
When employed with conventional 2DFT acquisitions, TWIST allows a reduction of
the total acquisition time {AT). However the most advantageous applications of TWIST
would be dynamic imaging with EPI. When employed with EPI TWIST allows the read
out time to be halved, producing images with reduced susceptibility artefacts, reduced
blurring and reduced drop-out. The echo time {TE) can also be shortened accordingly.
TWIST uses the excitation of overlapping slices to gain consecutively two images
of the same slice with complementary and spatially varying sensitivity profiles. This is
in contrast to Common SENSE and TRAIL, which produce a spatial modulation of the
signal employing a wrap-up gradient (see section 6.3.4). The pairs of TWIST images
are analogous to images acquired simultaneously by using two SENSE coils, though no
special receiver hardware is employed. In a practical implementation of TWIST, aliased
image pairs are acquired with a reduced field of view {FoV) and reduced number of phase
encoding steps {Npe). The SENSE reconstruction algorithm is then used to reconstruct
unaliased images with full FoV.
A thorough description of this novel technique is presented in this chapter. The pulse
sequence is described and implementation issues discussed, focusing on application of the
technique at high magnetic fields. Experimental data on phantoms and on healthy human
brains are presented and the relative advantages/disadvantages of TWIST with respect to
similar techniques are described.
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TWIST: A c o m p a r i s o n w i t h 2 - c o i l SENSE

It was mentioned that the image pairs obtained with TWIST are similar to data obtained
from a pair of SENSE coils. However there are a number of advantages in not using two
physical coils :
• the benefits of using TWIST are maintained for an arbitrary slice orientation. In
contrast, a simple 2-coil SENSE arrangement has a geometry factor (determining
the final signal to noise ratio, SNR) strongly dependent on the coil geometry and
strongly related to the axis chosen for phase encoding and thus FoV reduction.
• For signal detection TWIST uses the standard volume coil normally employed for
excitation. Volumetric and multi-slice capabilities are thus retained as well as the
advantages of quadrature detection. In contrast, due to the nature of surface coils,
SENSE volume coverage is limited and quadrature detection is unattainable.
• Implementation of TWIST does not require any non-standard hardware. Implemen
tation of the simplest form of the sequence is straightforward. In contrast, SENSE
coils are rather expensive and require good decoupling and special detection hard
ware.
• In SENSE, images are acquired with various coils simultaneously. Their noise is
therefore partially correlated. The TWIST images do not suffer from this problem
because they are acquired sequentially (see sec. 7.6).
In contrast, it must be stressed that, nowadays, SENSE is usually implemented with more
than two coils. In addition, though the equivalent g-factor associated with the use of
TWIST does not depend on the slice orientation, it does indeed vary across the FoV
(see sec. 7.6), similarly to the case of 2-coil SENSE, though only along the PE direc
tion.
A direct comparison between SENSE and TWIST is not straightforward since volume
coverage, effects of local sensitivities and presence/absence of quadrature detection are
unlikely to give a perfectly matched SNR for the two methods. Nevertheless if the above
conditions were met and TWIST were to produce a pair of half-FoV images exactly cor
responding to individual SENSE coils images, we would notice that SENSE takes half as
much time as TWIST to acquire the same data since the acquisition of the two images
is simultaneous. However, in contrast to TWIST, SENSE cannot directly reduce dropout
problems unless thinner slices are acquired (see section 7.10.2).
In summary, we are not proposing TWIST as an alternative to SENSE. Rather, given
SENSE coils are available, the combination of SENSE and TWIST would be the most
sensible option when an image improvement in terms of spatial/temporal resolution or
quality is sought.
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A dvantages of

TWIST

TWIST allows the number of phase encoding steps (Npe) to be halved while acquiring
twice the number of slices compared to a conventional technique.
The two main implications of this are a potential reduction in total acquisition time
and the halving of the readout in EPI. The latter can provide two important advantages:
improved spatial resolution or reduced distortion, blurring and drop-out. These are dis
cussed in the following sections.

7.3.1

R e d u c e d a c q u i s i t i o n t i m e s i n 2DFT i m a g i n g

When a conventional 2DFT method is employed, given a fixed sampling bandwidth (SW)
and echo time (TE), the total acquisition time (A T ) increases with the chosen repetition
time T R and desired resolution in the PE direction (given by FoVpjNpe).
If the number of imaged slices (Nsi) can be doubled without changing the TR, then
TWIST delivers a factor of two reduction in total acquisition time as the number of rep
etitions (equal to Npe) is halved. This advantage is progressively reduced if the doubling
of excitation/acquisitions required by TWIST necessitates an increase in TR. However,
the T R is sometimes chosen to be rather smaller than the 4-5 Ti that would ensure full
magnetization recovery for all the tissue components. This is often done not so much to
obtain specific contrasts, but as a compromise between signal and available acquisition
time. In these cases the increase in T R required to accommodate the extra excitations
necessary for TWIST is partly compensated by the increase in overall signal to noise ratio
(SNR), but might affect the overall contrast.
Similar considerations with regards to T R also apply to the Common SENSE and
TRAIL techniques since they also require additional rf pulses (see sec. 6.3.4).

7.3.2

R e d u c t i o n o f EPI r e a d o u t t i m e s : r e d u c e d d i s t o r t i o n
AND BLURRING OR IMPROVED SPATIAL RESOLUTION

One of the most useful applications of TWIST is for EPI and its use in fMRl and diffu
sion or dynamic imaging. Similar overall timing considerations, related to the TR, apply
here as for 2DFT sequences. However, one feature of EPI is that the acquisitions of the
various lines of k-space corresponding to different kpE steps (each lasting a time T rq )
are performed in rapid succession. Therefore, for EPI, halving Npe results in halving the
total readout time, making it Npe-Tpo^l V5. Npe'Tpo in a corresponding conventional ac
quisition. If in a TWIST EPI sequence, T E is maintained the same as in the conventional
acquisition, the shortened readout will leave an additional time of Npe'Tpo^4 before and
after the signal acquisition. This extra time could then be used for reducing the T E or for
inserting additional gradients, an important advantage for diffusion imaging.
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Alternatively the spatial resolution in the PE direction could be doubled while preserv
ing the original acquisition SW and avoiding the SNR losses associated with its increase.
Probably the main advantage of using TWIST for EPI is in the reduction of susceptibility
artefacts. As discussed in sec. 3.1 distortion and blurring in EPI are proportional to the
read-out time. Images of brain regions commonly characterised by large susceptibility
artefacts, such as frontal sinuses or temporal lobes [311] can be substantially improved
when read-out times are halved. In addition, drop-out due to through slice susceptibility
variations is also substantially reduced due to the effective thinning of the imaged slice
(see discussion below, sec. 7.4.2). TWIST can complement the apphcation of other meth
ods to minimise susceptibility artefacts such as Z-shimming [103], shce tilting [107,312],
localised active shimming or local passive shims based on highly diamagnetic materials
[313] or combinations of these techniques [314].

7 .4

Im a g in g

w it h

T W IS T

This section describes how to use TWIST to obtain images with the same resolution as
conventional images with either a reduction in image distortion and drop-out (in EPI) or a
reduction in total A T (in 2DFT). A very similar sequence can also be used to double the
spatial resolution for a fixed A T .

7.4.1

O v e rv ie w

The basic principle of TWIST is to impose a sensitivity profile that varies linearly with
position, along the PE direction within each slice. This is achieved with conventional
hardware using an appropriate combination of gradients and rf pulses.
Twice the number of slices are imaged compared to a conventional acquisition. Slices
are acquired as illustrated in fig, 7.1.
In TWIST the mid-points of consecutive slices are separated by half the shce thickness
(thk) and the slice orientation is alternated between the conventional slice selection (SS)
direction (e.g. for slices 0, 2, 4 ,... ) and an obhque orientation where the slice is tilted by
a very small angle 6 with d = arctan(f/i/c/FoVpe) (^ g. for slices 1,3,5,... ).
Due to the overlapping of successive excitation profiles, partial saturation of the signal
from each excited slice occurs, resulting in an effective excitation of only a wedge-shaped
shce profile whose signal is immediately acquired. The signal intensity takes a linear
modulation across the FoVpe that is different for odd and even numbered slices. With ideal
saturation, the simple addition of the signals obtained at full-FoV from two subsequent
slices (e.g. P* +2^^ or 3^^ +4^^ in fig. 7.1) produces a sum of wedges (SoW) image
equivalent to a ‘conventional’ acquisition in which parallel adjacent slices are acquired
(characterised by rectangular shce profiles) with a shce separation equal to thk. Figure
7.2 should clarify these concepts.
The steps needed for an actual TWIST implementation are listed below:
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(d)

PE M

(e)

PE M

Figure 7.1; G eom etry and order o f slice acquisition for the first five T W IST slices
^Qth_^thy

slice profile excited by the rf pulse is d isplayed w ith a bold border.

T he region contributing to the acquired signal is filled w ith horizontal (slices 0, 2, 4)
or ob liq ue stripes (slices 1, 3, 5). The regions ex cited but saturated by the previous
excitation contributes alm ost no signal (pale dots). Thus the signal detected at each
readout originates from a profile that is approxim ately w ed ge-sh ap ed . The very first
slice, show n in (a), has the sam e rectangular profile as in a conventional acquisition
sch em e w here all the slice s are parallel. Such slice has been lab elled as 0^^ sin ce it
is discarded w hen perform ing half-F oV T W IST acquisitions sin ce there is not enough
inform ation to rem ove the aliasing.

W h ile the slice thickness (thk) also determ ines

the separation b etw een the m id-points o f subsequently acquired slice s in a standard
acquisition sch em e, in TW IST this separation is thk/2. The an gle determ ining the tilting
o f the odd slic e s (1, 3, 5 . . . ) is marked as 9 in the figure (b). N o te that the diagram is
not to scale and the angle 9 is given by i m \ ( t h k / F oVpe) that is usually o f the order o f
1/10 o f a degree.

Img 1
odd

SoW =img1+img2

Img 1
odd slices
p o s i t i o n ( P E d ir e c t io n , y)

....-••rm g 1

Img 2 "
even slices
P E (y)

P E (y)

Figure 7.2; R epresentative T W IST ideal w ed ge-sh aped signal profiles for slice s that
w ere resp ectively odd-num bered and even-num bered in fig. 7.1 are show n in (a) and (b)
at the top o f the figure. C orresponding sim ulated im ages w ith such se n sitivity profiles
along the horizontal (P E direction) are also show n.

A t the bottom o f the figure the

equivalent S E N S E se n sitivity profiles are show n and g o from 0 to 1 (Im g 1) and from 1
to 0 (Im g 2) for ‘tilted ’ and ‘straight’ acquisitions respectively. The tw o w ed g e shaped
profiles in (a) and (b) com b ine to yield a conventional rectangular slice profile. This is
show n in (c) together w ith the im ages resulting from addition o f the tw o com plem entary
im ages Img 1 and Im g 2. Such com bined im age is dubbed Sum o f W edges (5oVF).
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straight

tilted

straight

tilted

straight

readO

read 1

read 2

read 3

read4
SBf4

(b )
resdO

safO

Figure 7.3: In (a) the im aging sequ en ce for a sim p le im plem entation o f G E -2D F T
T W IST is sh ow n for the first five slice s. The sp oiler gradients applied after the satura
tion p ulses are not show n. In (b) the corresponding s lic e profiles are show n, sim ilarly to
fig. 7.1. T he excitation profiles are indicated by bold fram es. T he solid coloured filling
indicates the effectiv e section s contributing to the read-out sign al. Saturated regions are
indicated by sparse dots.

1. A reference image is acquired with a conventional scheme with a fixed Npe and
FoV. (This step is not essential if step 2 is performed, see section 7.5.5).
2. Pairs of TWIST fuIl-FoV images are acquired to estimate sensitivity profiles. For
best results, usually the ‘sensitivity’ profiles are obtained by dividing the full-FoV
TWIST images by the SoW. (This step is not strictly necessary, this issue will be
further discussed in section 7.5.6).
3. Pairs of half-FoV TWIST images are collected. They are characterised by half the
number of PE steps as the conventional image and half-FoV so that the same in
plane resolution is obtained. This implies that the same area of k-space is sampled
though with half the density as in the conventional image.
4. The SENSE algorithm is used on the half-FoV image pairs and yields an un-aliased
full-FoV standard-résolution TWIST image. The algorithm consists mainly in the
inversion of the matrix representing sensitivity profiles and is discussed in section
7.4.4.
The next section discusses the acquisition of both full-FoV and half-FoV TWIST images.

7.4.2

T h e TWIST I m a g i n g s e q u e n c e

The sequence diagram for a 2DFT-GE acquisition using the slice progression scheme
presented in fig. 7.1 is sketched in figure 7.3.
For each imaged slice the sequence consists of a standard GE sequence with an addi
tional 90° pulse applied in combination with spoiler gradients just before excitation of the
following slice. The purpose of the extra pulse is to improve saturation of the slice just
imaged. The saturation pulse used for all the results presented, was simply a sine pulse
with the same shape and amplitude as the one used for excitation. An assessment of the
resilience of the technique with respect to saturation imperfections has been performed
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(b)

S t a n d a r d T W IST
1

^ tilte j
Y ^ ss

U tkcoi

Y ^ss

S i m p l e T W IST

P
;0

— tilted
GpE

^ Ite d
G pE

ms

- >

thk

8

y (conventional PE direction)

y (conventional PE direction)

Figure 7.4: Diagram of imaging gradients and voxel shapes for TWIST (a) and Simple
TWIST (b). The first horizontal slice is shaded in green. The first tilted one in purple.
The next horizontal one in yellow. The cyan rings indicate the centers of the three
images slices and the center-to-center separation (Ssep) is indicated; it correspond to
thkH. For the tilted slices Gss is tilted by 9=FoV/thk. However in standard TWIST
(a) G PE remains horizontal (along y) while it is tilted by 6 in Simple TWIST. The
slice thickness is changed to thk- cos 6 in standard TWIST while it remains the same
throughout the experiment in Simple TWIST. Note that this figure is not to scale. In
typical imaging condition 6 is of the order of 1/10 of a degree.
and is presented in sec. 7.7.2. More efficient saturation methods can be employed and are
being investigated.
In this implementation of TWIST, the number of acquired slices (Nsi) is doubled and
saturation pulses used. This implies that the number of 90° pulses required is 4 times that
of a conventional GE sequence. For any in vivo application of TWIST, care must thus be
exercised to verify that the safety guidelines associated with power deposition (SAR) are
not exceeded. Common SENSE and TRAIL similarly suffer from increased SAR due to
the two 90° and one 180° pulses added for each slice.

7.4.3

S i m p l e TWIST vs. S t a n d a r d TWIST

For an implementation of TWIST providing excitation profiles matching those shown
in fig. 7.1 the PE gradient (y direction in the figure) is constant for all slices.

In

contrast, the SS gradient (originally oriented along z) is tilted for alternate slices by
0 = a,Tctdin{thk/FoVpe) with respect to the z axis. The additional y component for the
SS gradient (Gss) can be calculated by dividing the pulse excitation bandwidth (BW)
corresponding to a slice of thickness thk by the FoV in that direction (FoVpe):
mT
Im m j

(?;,/27r)[77z/mT]

This additional component makes the

/ F oVpe[mm\

(7.1)

larger and corresponds to a reduction in slice

thickness by a factor of cos 9.
Slice orientations and voxels shapes for the standard TWIST implementation are illus
trated in figure 7.4a. The figure also demonstrates that all the tilted slices take the shape
of a parallelogram (as well as the voxel profiles).
However, this implementation of TWIST requires a modification of the pulse sequence
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that might not be straightforward on all MR scanners. Therefore we propose an alternative
and much simpler implementation of TWIST that, though theoretically incorrect, can
be shown to provide a good approximation of the original sequence. This method was
named Simple TWIST. It does not require any modification of the sequence code. Simply,
alternate slices have to be tilted by the angle 9 and this could be potentially done directly
at a user stage. The resulting slice excitation profile is illustrated in figure 7.4b and has
the effect of maintaining a rectangular slice profile and rectangular pixel shapes. The
difference vs. the standard TWIST is that, as well as changing G ss according to eq. 7.1,
the PE gradient (O pe ) is also tilted by 9. As can be appreciated in the figure (where only
eight pixels have been drawn to span the FoVpe for clarity) for the tilted slices the imaged
voxels do not overlap anymore with those of the underlying conventional voxels. Adding
up the images obtained from consecutively acquired slices (e.g. purple and yellow in the
figure) does not allow the conventional voxel signals to be obtained.
However, the situation is not as bad as sketched in fig. 7.4b. Indeed, in typical imaging
conditions, the angle 9 is very small. For Fby=200mm and thk=2mm, cos ^ ~ 1 — 5 •
10“ ^ and the actual error introduced can be considered to be negligible. An additional
simplification of the sequence consists of omitting the insertion of the extra saturation
pulse.
An experimental comparison of the results obtained with the standard TWIST and its
two simplified versions is presented in sec. 7.7.2.
In order to to obtain a more precise tilting of the inclined slices, we generally em
ployed the Standard TWIST approach and most of the images presented here have been
obtained with the complete sequence of fig. 7.3 corresponding to the diagram in fig. 7.4a.

7.4.4

T he re c o n s tru c tio n a lg o rith m

TWIST employs a similar reconstruction algorithm to that used in SENSE. While a more
general treatment is presented in [282], here we briefly present the procedure applicable
when two data sets acquired with same resolution and half-FoV are used for reconstruct
ing a single full-FoV image. This corresponds to setting the SENSE reduction factor (R)
to 2 and it is all that is needed for TWIST. Consider an object with spin density p and two
complementary half-FoV TWIST slices H I and H 2. These are shown in figure 7.5c and
figure 7.5a respectively We can then write an equation describing the signal intensities at
every voxel position I h i , I h 2 as a function of p and the sensitivity profiles:

oA

^2

cB

*^2

The superscripts (^) and (^) refer to voxels separated along the PE direction by F oV pJl
whose signals overlap in the aliased images H I and H 2 (two such voxels are labelled in
fig. 7.5).
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TWIST Ima 1

SENSE-type reconstruction algorythm
■hi

= Si(x,y)*p(x,y)+S,*p(x,y+FoVpe/2)

■h2 = S;(x ,y)" p(x ,y)+S/p (x,y+FoVppG)
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Figure 7.5: D iagram o f reconstruction process for T W IST or 2 -c o il S E N S E (R =2).
The tw o T W IST h alf-F oV im ages are show n at the top (a) w h ile the object producing
the M R signal is show n at the bottom (c). The p lots in the m idd le (b) illustrate the
ideal se n sitiv ity profiles (also show n in fig. 7 .2 ). A s an exam p le, tw o p ix els that are
F o V p ell apart are indicated in (c) and labelled as A and B. T heir respective p ositions
on the S i { y ) and S 2 { y) effective se n sitiv ity fun ction s are show n in (b). In the half-F oV
T W IST im ages, due to the reduced FoV, A and B appear superim posed.
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The sensitivity matrix S contains the sensitivity information that maps p onto I. In
general S has a number of rows corresponding to the number of images available and a
number of columns equal to the number of voxels ahased on top of each other (i.e. R).
When w w s(S)< colum ns(S) S can be inverted and p recovered. In matrix form:
p = S-^-T

(7.3)

In TWIST, S is simply a 2x2 matrix for each voxel position and in the ideal case, assuming
the PE direction is along y so that FoVy=FoVpe: Si(y)=ylFoVy and S 2 (y)=l-ylFoVy as
shown in fig. 7.5b. Solving eq. 7.3 for each original voxel position, the final TWIST
image can be obtained. Fig. 7.5 demonstrates how the two pixels labelled (^) and (®)
appear overlapping in both H I and H2 though with different intensities, determined by
the different values that Si and S 2 (fig. 7.5b) take at their position.

7.4.5

D i f f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n T W IST a n d SE N SE sensitivity m a 
tric e s

In the presence of strong inhomogeneities in the spin-density across the slice, i.e. for very
thick slices or when tissue boundaries fall within the thickness of a slice, eq. 7.2 becomes
inaccurate. Indeed, the sensitivity matrix has to be corrected to take into account the fact
that the two complementary acquisitions producing the images H I and H 2 do not actually
sample the same volume with different sensitivity; instead they sample different volumes
of spins with an ideally uniform sensitivity. This should be clear from the slice geometry
shown in fig. 7.1.
In such conditions, eq. 7.2 should be replaced by:
Im

= p f • n -" + P f •

I h 2 = PÛ ■

(7 4 )

+ pf •

where extra subscripts (i) and (g) have been added to the spin density variables. The
terms are still the equivalent of the sensitivity terms {5'/} of eq. 7.2 and determine
what fraction of each voxel ('^) contributes to the half-FoV image H i. Ideally they vary
linearly from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0 respectively for odd- and even-numbered slices across the
PF direction (y) as shown in fig. 7.5b.
In the general case where p f d i f f e r from

eq. 7.4 cannot be cast into matrix form

nor inverted to extract the original voxel spin densities. However, it is possible to define an
average spin density at each voxel (^) as
position (®)). Introducing a variable

= (p f 4- p ^ )/2 (and the same for the aliased
describing through-slice spin density variations

between spin densities p f and pg we can write p f = p^ •

and p^ = p"^ • (2 —

with
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G [0,2]. Using these definitions, eq. 7.4 becomes:

(7.5)

and can again be expressed in matrix form:
.y A

^A . y B
(7.6)
P^

Now eq. 7.6 closely resembles eq. 7.2 with a slightly modified sensitivity matrix. The
f variables describing the non-uniform spin density for each slice can be measured if
the experimental sensitivity profiles are known with accuracy. In a sample with minimal
through-slice spin density variations ^ equals unity everywhere and eq. 7.6 simplifies
back to eq. 7.2 with { 5 /} = {U /}.
Although regions with intense partial-volume effects may cause problems, when rel
atively thin imaging slices are used eq. 7.2 appears to allow the reconstruction of good
quality images. All the TWIST images presented in this chapter have thus used eq. 7.2.

7.5

C r e a t io n of

TWIST

S e n sit iv it y M a ps

There are instances when it might be useful to skip the acquisition of data for generat
ing the sensitivity maps needed for the reconstruction. An example would be when the
window for MRI measurements is very narrow and pre-scans need to be avoided. This
is possible using the ideal wedge-shaped sensitivity profiles (fig. 7.5b) and although the
resulting image quality is slightly degraded, one advantage is an increased robustness to
subject motion (see sec. 7.5.6 for experimental results).
In general however, only a short amount of time is needed to acquire a few pre
examination scans.
The various steps needed to generate the sensitivity maps required by the reconstruc
tion algorithm are described below. They closely resemble the steps described for SENSE
reconstruction in [282].

7.5.1

T h e r e f e r e n c e ( o r t a r g e t ) im a g e

A full-FoV image is usually acquired as a reference and is also used as a target for the
reconstruction process (it will be thereafter referred to interchangeably with these two
terms). A discussion on the best choice of target image is presented in section 7.5.5
below. An estimate of the goodness or efficacy of the TWIST sequence will be partly
based on a visual comparison of the TWIST reconstruction and the target image or on a
quantitative measure of their difference.
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R a w sensitivity MAPS

A phase shift of Trper pixel is applied to the full-FoV TWIST images to ensure that the
image phase has a smooth variation across the image. Raw sensitivity maps {raw as in
‘not smoothed’ and ‘not fitted’) for each slice are obtained by dividing the complex fullFoV TWIST images by the modulus of the reference image. Section 7.5.6 describes an
alternative approach not requiring calibration scans.

7.5.3

M a s k in g t h e m aps

A binary mask is generated from the magnitude of the intensity values in the reference
image. For each imaged slice an appropriate threshold is chosen to create the mask.
The threshold is optimised in order to exclude noise and noisy {i.e. low-SNR) pixels
from further calculations for the estimation of the final sensitivity matrices. The chosen
threshold will be referred to as thr and is expressed in units of mean intensity of the whole
image.
The masks can be refined with an (optional) density filter aimed at removing isolated
bright pixels with unusually high intensity. This filter is implemented by performing an
analysis of the density of supra-threshold pixels surroundings each of the high-intensity
pixels.
Similarly, a mask (not necessarily the same as that used above) can also be used to
exclude pixels corresponding to regions outside the object from reconstruction. This step
results in a reduction of the number of ghost-voxels in the final image that arise from noise
outside the object (from a FoVpe/2 distance) [282]. More details about masking issues
are presented in regards to TWIST-EPI in section 7.9.2.

7.5.4

S m o o th in g a n d F it tin g t h e m ap s

As the raw sensitivity maps obtained are impaired by noise, it would be desirable to
perform some smoothing. However, since most objects present sharp boundaries, the ap
plication of a smoothing filter alone would result in edge blurring. Therefore, a selection
or combination of the following steps was carried out to reduce noise propagation from
sensitivity maps into the images.
E x t r a p o l a t io n

It is possible to extrapolate sensitivity values close to the edges of the mask to an area
just outside the mask. One way to do it is by fitting polynomials of variable order to the
masked sensitivity maps as proposed in [315] and commonly done in SENSE.
For TWIST a different and simpler method was used, requiring no fitting. Voxels
outside the mask are assigned the same values as their nearest un-masked voxel. The
direction for the search of the nearest voxel was dependent on the smoothing kernel sub
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sequently used: for 2D smoothing the closest pixel in the imaging plane was selected; for
ID smoothing the search for the nearest voxel proceeded only along the smoothing direc
tion. This extrapolation step ensured that the edge voxels were not blurred by subsequent
smoothing.
S m o o t h in g

Smoothing of the sensitivity images can be performed either in one or in both dimensions
and it is usually done on the magnitudes of the maps only. The phases are not generally
processed due to potential problems of a rapid phase variations across the image.
An additional problem is that sensitivity values for edge voxels could be corrupted by
partial-voluming effects. For brain imaging this problem is likely to be greater around the
skull where the signal from the skin and bone-marrow appears as a thin strip spanning
only one or two voxels (especially in 64x64 EPI images). When this is the case it would
be advisable to use a higher thr value {i.e. a hard mask) resulting in a larger exclusive
mask on the raw maps before extrapolation and smoothing or fitting.
A lower thr mask {i.e. a soft mask) could then be applied on the final sensitivity map
to re-include edge voxels before the final image reconstruction.
Though use of the double mask could provide some improvement, its application re
quires further investigation. For the data presented below a single mask has been used.
F it t in g

If fitting is chosen rather than smoothing, the best choice of fitting function given the
shape of the ideal sensitivity profiles (fig. 7.5b) is a linear fit along the PE direction. When
slice selection and slice saturation profiles are not perfect a better choice is a polynomial
fit performed only on the high SNR voxels.
Examples of images obtained with and without fitting are presented in section 7.7.
However, for most of the data presented below I have found that using raw sensitivity
maps yields the best TWIST images.

7.5.5

C h o o s i n g a reference o r target i m a g e

As a reference image, a full-FoV image acquired with a conventional method is generally
employed. In principle, a low-resolution image combined with full-FoV TWIST sensi
tivity data would be enough to produce the sensitivity maps needed in the reconstruction
algorithm, since the sensitivity variation should be slow across the FoVpe and minimal
across FoVro- This approach is often used for SENSE to reduce examination times and is
still reasonable for 2DFT applications of TWIST.
It must be noted though, that in order to achieve the best image improvement from
the use of TWIST in EPI applications and obtain an optimal reconstruction, a target im
age should be acquired with the same ghosting/distortion/blurring characteristics as the
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half-FoV TWIST images. This is because the purpose of the algorithm used in the recon
struction is to re-produce that target image using the available data and the final TWIST
image can only be as good as such a target.
For example, if a GE-EPI image is used as the target image, the masking process will
exclude regions where there has been signal drop-out so that the final TWIST image will
not contain them. Moreover, any additional signal originating in the corresponding areas
of the TWIST half-FoV images would be incorrectly assigned to wrong locations shifted
by FoVpel^.
This means that the best acquisition scheme for an EPI reference image is a 2-shot in
terleaved acquisition with the same Np^ per shot as the half-FoV TWIST images {i.e. half
the Npe used for the standard single-shot EPI). In this way half-FoV-TWIST images and
reference images have at least the same amount of susceptibility artefacts, though drop
out will still be different.
The Sum

of

W

edges

R eference

Another method for generating target images is by simple addition of matching pairs of
full-FoV TWIST images (as exemplified by fig. 7.2c). As such images have complemen
tary intensity variations with wedge-shaped profiles, their sum will be thereafter referred
to as Sum o f Wedges (SoW). This is somewhat similar to taking the sum of squares of the
individual images from coil arrays [266,267].
If in the EPI implementation, the full-FoV TWIST images are collected in a 2-shot
interleaved fashion, a reference generated with the SoW method will have all the parame
ters matched with the half-FoV: Ngi and local slice thickness (hence drop-out) as well as
Npe. The only difference will be in the potential ghosting associated with interleaving the
two shots necessary for the full-FoV.
The TWIST 2DFT images presented in sec. 7.7 were reconstructed using a separate
reference image acquired with a conventional sequence. The TWIST EPI images pre
sented in section 7.9 were mostly obtained using the SoW.

7 .5.6

A v o id in g t h e a c q u i s i t i o n o f f u l l - F o V d a t a f o r S e n s i
tiv ity M aps

If preliminary scans are not performed, perfect wedges can be assumed for the sensitivity
profiles. The steps required for the reconstruction of the final image are described below
when it is further assumed that no reference data are available:
1. collect the half-FoV images (no pre-scanning whatsoever is performed);
2. use the ideal wedges to construct ideal sensitivity profiles;
3. generate the TWIST image with the standard algorithm in eq. 7.3;
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4. generate a mask from the TWIST image (possibly removing isolated noise);
5. use the mask from step 4 to create new sensitivity maps from the ideal maps of step

2;
6. use these new sensitivity maps to reconstruct a final TWIST image with no back
ground noise.
A comparison of figures 7.12 and 7.13 shows that there is only a small reduction in quality
when the TWIST images are reconstructed using ideal sensitivity maps with respect to
measured ones.
Image quality may be deteriorated more for a bigger object when measured sensitivity
images are not available. This is due to excitation/saturation profiles that depart more
from the ideal ones.
However, the advantage of not using sensitivity data is that the position dependence
of the sensitivity maps is eliminated, and thus the sensitivity to subject motion is grossly
reduced.

7.6

S im u l a t io n s o f

TWIST SNR

In the original SENSE paper [282] Preussmann described an analytical method to calcu
late the geometry factor (g) describing the additional loss of SNR due to separating the
aliased signal acquired from different coils. How well this separation of the signal may be
achieved depends on both coil geometry and positioning, the direction chosen for phase
encoding, and correlation of the noise in the various images.
In TWIST, unlike SENSE, the noise in the two images is completely uncorrelated be
cause their acquisition is not simultaneous. Therefore, it becomes feasible to do a much
simpler numerical calculation for the assessment of SNR loss compared to a correspond
ing conventional technique.
The steps involved in the calculation of the SNR for the TWIST experiments are listed
below:
1. Construct an ideal image at full-FoVpg for a ID uniform object.
2. Calculate what the two TWIST half-FoV images of the object would look like (with
ideal wedges as sensitivity profiles).
3. Add gaussian noise with normal distribution (stdv=y/2) to the images from step

(2) \
4. Reconstruct the full-FoV TWIST image using the ideal wedge-shaped sensitivity
profiles.
NB: for full-FoV std v = \ must be used.
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5. Repeat steps (3)-(4) above 100 or more times.
6. For each sensitivity position, calculate mean signal and stdv along the set of com
puted final TWIST images.
7. As the mean signal is constant the stdv gives an estimate of the SNR as a function
of position along FoVpe.
A similar method has been used before and its results validated against the analytical
^-factor analysis on a set of four SENSE coils [316]. Fig. 7.6 shows the results of the
numerical simulation for the half-FoV TWIST (a-b) as well as for the full-FoV case (c-h).
The full-FoV profiles have been obtained from either the SoW of the full-FoV TWIST
images (g-h), the sum of their squares, (SOS) (e-f) or a specially weighted linear combi
nation of them (c-d). Figures 7.6i/j show conventional image profile.
The weighted sum combination was obtained simply by applying the SENSE recon
struction algorithm to the pair of full-FoV wedge images. Doing this ensures an optimal
SNR at each location, and it is the method of choice when using an array of surface coils
[268] though such optimal SNR is not uniform across the image. Such optimal combina
tion can be superior to the more conventional method of using the sum of the squares of
the individual coil images. However in order for such weighted sum to be performed, in
formation about the sensitivity profile of each coil is required and thus requires additional
pre-scans.
In the case of TWIST, it is apparent from fig. 7.6e-f that the sum of squares method
does not yield a uniform signal (f), though it ensures a uniform noise (e). Indeed, the
two full-FoV TWIST images are in effect complementary and it is their straightforward
sum (not the sum of their squares) that can recover a uniform image with uniform noise
(though increased by a factor \/2). In comparison, the weighted sum through the SENSE
algorithm (fig. 7.6c-d), gives an optimal SNR whose lower limit corresponds to a y/2 loss
of SNR with respect to a conventional image. At the edges of the FoV the SNR is again
maximum, and equals that of a standard image because, at such position, the optimal
combination consists of using only one of the two images.
Contrary to the case of signal detection through array coils, there would be no in
stances where one would prefer to use a full-FoV TWIST instead of a conventional ac
quisition, since for the same resolution it would require twice the time.
Nevertheless the calculation is interesting because it allows a straightforward com
parison with the case of 2-coil SENSE with the reduction factor R=2. In addition, the
analytical calculation of the SENSE p-factor (developed for array coils), is constructed
to incorporate, as a reference, the SNR of the case when full-FoV images are acquired,
i.e. when R =l.
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Figure 7.6: N um erical sim ulation o f the S N R for TW IST. T he left colum n sh ow s the
standard deviation o f the signal over the 10000 runs, corresponding to the noise. The
right colum n sh ow s the resulting signal (dotted) and the S N R (continuous line) o b 
tained by dividing the signal (nom in ally equal to 1000) by the n o ise from the left c o l
umn. The plots correspond to: half-F oV TW IST (a-b); optim al com bination o f fu ll-F oV
T W IST (c-d); Sum o f Squares com bination o f the fu ll-F o V T W IST im ages (e-f); Sum
o f W edges com bination (g-h); standard full-F oV signal (i-j).
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G -facto r

c a l c u l a t io n

In [282], the partial image noise is defined as:

X .

(7.7,

riK

where S is the sensitivity matrix, ^ is the noise correlation matrix, u k is the number
of sampled points in k-space and the superscript (^ ) indicates the hermitian conjugate
operation.
In the case of TWIST the noise in the two data sets that are combined is uncorrelated
as they are acquired atdifferent times so that ^ = Î. The reduction factor R is defined as
R =

I

. For TWIST

are respectively Npe, and N p j l , hence R=2.

and

Since eq. 7.7 represents the noise, the SNR can be taken to be proportional to 1/ y / X.
Taking the ratio of the SNR for a full-FoV and a half-FoV acquisition gives [282]:

from which the ^-factor is defined and j indicates one of the (two) aliased voxels {i.e. A
or B in eq. 7.2). Since for TWIST, as discussed above, SNR^^^^ is not uniform (see also
fig. 7.6d) it could be more useful to only consider a quantity

oc g^/SNR^^^^ so that

we could write directly:
S N R '-‘'>- ot

(7.9)

From the previous equations we can also write:
9j

=

(7.10)

9?"

=

(7.11)

The second term in the right hand side of eq. 7.10 has been obtained noting that, for
full-FoV the sensitivity matrix for a pixel at position j reduces to a single column of the
standard half-FoV Sred for the

voxel. Since for any j , the matrix Sfuii is a ID array,

the matrix product {Sf^n • Sfuii)~^ reduces to1/(5'^^/

•Sfuu)jj where the denominator

is just a number that can also be obtained as(5 ^^ • Sred)jj

from which eq. 7.10 follows.

It could be helpful to write out the Sred and Sfuii for a particular position j , for example
one that is 1/6^^ of the way across the FoVpe and that would end up being aliased with a
position at 4/6*^ across. These two positions are indicated with arrows in fig. 7.7. The
corresponding ideal sensitivity matrices to use in equation 7.3 {p =

= I 5 /6

%

- J) would be:

I

In fig. 7.8 the results of the analytical computation are presented for TWIST (R=2).
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Figure 7.8 demonstrates a perfect agreement between this analysis and the numerical
calculations presented in fig. 7.6. From fig. 7.8 it can be seen that

is proportional

to unity at the edges of the FoV because, as discussed above, at such location the optimal
combination consists in taking only the image with sensitivity equal to one.
decreases to the value of l/\/2 in the center where the worst conditions apply. For the
point indicated in fig. 7.7 we can calculate

ocO.85); such a value is indicated

with an arrow in fig. 7.8.
takes a christmas-tree shape with a maximum value of 2 in the center and a mini
mum of y/2 at the edges of FoVpe- This behaviour tells us again that the least favourable
conditions for unaliasing the half-FoV images occur in the center of the FoV where the
sensitivity profiles of the two TWIST images have the same value.
The product of

and \ f R is proportional to lISNRJ"^^, gives the SNR loss associ

ated with TWIST and can be compared with the plot in fig. 7.6a.
Though this analysis predicts an SNR associated with TWIST that varies between 2
and 2y/2 across the FoVpe h must be stressed that in realistic application of TWIST the
situation is not as bad. First of all, because the imaged object does not cover the FoV
completely so that in the central region (that does not experience aliasing) the SNR loss is
simply given by \ f R / SNRfuii = 2. Additionally, the fact that in practice the sensitivity
profiles are not perfectly linear, might improve the p-factor so that the loss in SNR is
reduced.

7.7

Phantom results,

TWIST SE-2DFT

A selection of the results of the TWIST validation experiments undertaken so far is pre
sented in this section.

7.7.1

SE-TWIST ON l a r g e o i l s p h e r e : S e n s i t i v i t y PROFILES
AND B i RELATED IM PERFECTIONS

A 20cm diameter spherical phantom filled with oil was imaged with the following pa
rameters: FoV=240mm, thk=10mm, matrix-size=256x64, Nsi=5, TEITR=24/2000ms,
5W=25kHz.
E x p e r im

ental

S e n s it iv it y P r o f il e s

Fig. 7.9 displays the experimental TWIST projections obtained along both SS and PE
directions. The data were collected with a specially modified spin-echo sequence. TWIST
gradients were added in the slice direction and the phase encoding gradients eliminated in
order to produce ID projections of the sample. Frequency encoding was performed along
the direction corresponding to SS or PE respectively The projections were then obtained
by Fourier transformation of the data.
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Figure 7.7: The ideal full-F oV T W IST se n sitivity profiles associated w ith the tw o a c
q uisitions coverin g a sin gle conventional slice are here show n. A rrows indicate so m e
representative p osition s, A and B , that are F b F p g/l apart. The values o f the ideal se n s i
tiv ity profiles at such p ositions m ake up the SreA and are reported in eq. 7 .1 2 .
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Figure 7.8: A nalytical calculation o f the g-factor for T W IST (R = 2 ). T he plot show s: the
fu ll-F oV se n sitiv ity profiles (labelled ‘O N E ’ and ‘T W O ’); the

for the optim al

reconstruction relative to a reference SN R o f 1 (la b elled ‘sn rfull’); the con ven tionally
defined g-factor (labelled ‘g ’); the g^^^ defined in eq. 7.11 and eq. 7 .9 (labelled ‘gred’);
the \ / R S N R loss associated to the half-F oV acq u isition s (lab elled ‘R ’). The arrow
indicates the fractional value o f

corresponding to the point selected in fig. 7 .7

with se n sitiv ity m atrices given by eq. 7.12.
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P r o j e c t io n s a lo n g S S d ir e c tio n

P r o j e c t lo n s a lo n g P E d ir e c tio n
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Figure 7.9: TWIST projections in SS (a) and PE (b) directions for a spherical oil phan
tom (first five slices). For this experiment the repetition time was TR=l.5s for SS pro
jections and 7.5s for PE projections respectively. The sampled points were zero-filled to
2048 points before the Fourier transformation (FT) that yields the projections. Note that
the higher signal intensity seen for slice 0 in (a) is due to T\ effects, a consequence of
the short TR used for this experiment, the absence of dummy scans and the sequential
slice ordering.
The data in fig. 7.9a show TWIST slice profiles (slices 0 to 4) with a shape very close
to that expected for sine-shaped rf pulses. Adding up the complementary slices (1-1-2 or
3-1-4) yields profiles very similar to that of the 0^^ slice, except for a slightly reduced
central peak and the overall amplitude due to Ti effects (see figure caption).
Similar considerations apply to the data in fig. 7.9b. The TWIST projections along
the PE direction are consistent with the theoretical wedge-shaped sensitivity profiles in
tegrated over a spherical phantom. The sum of complementary slices ( 14-2 or 3-1-4) yields
profiles very similar to that of the 0^^ slice.
Fig. 7.9 thus shows that the simple saturation scheme employed is rather effective and
demonstrates that the TWIST sequence was working as desired.
Tw

is t

2DFT

Im a g e s

Fig. 7.10 shows TWIST images acquired on the oil phantom. All the images were
smoothed with a Hanning filter prior to FT to remove Gibbs ringing.
The TWIST half-FoV images are shown in fig. 7.10a while fig. 7.10b shows the
TWIST sensitivity maps. These were obtained by: a) taking the ratio between the sensi
tivity images and the reference image (fig. 7.10d); b) masking these raw maps with a mask
obtained on the reference image with thr=0.1; c) finding sensitivity values for the pixels
at the edges of the sphere by 2D extrapolation; d) smoothing the maps with a uniform 3x3
kernel.
Departure from the ideally linear sensitivity profiles are visible in both vertical RO and
horizontal PE directions (arrows). This is likely to be due to imperfect slice excitation and
saturation profiles, possibly consequence of B \ inhomogeneity.
However, the final TWIST image shown in fig. 7.10c displays a remarkable resem-
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(b)
Half-FoV
Image 1

(c) T W IS T I m a g e

(a)

(d)

R e fe re n c e

reconstruction

Half-FoV
Image 2

R gu re 7.10: 2D F T -SE T W IST on a large o il phantom , (a) sh o w s the h alf-F bV T W IST
im ages,

(b) sh ow s the se n sitiv ity m aps (S i and S 2 ) obtained by taking the ratio o f

the full-F oV T W IST im ages (not sh ow n ) and the reference im age show n in (d). T he
m aps w ere then m asked (f/%r=0.1 on the reference im age), extrapolated in 2 D and then
sm oothed w ith a uniform 3x3 kernel. T he data in (a) are com b in ed w ith those in (b)
to yield the final T W IST im age, sh ow n in (c). S m all w hite arrows in (b) indicate a
m inim um in the se n sitiv ity m aps dem onstrating departure from the ideal w ed ge-sh ap ed
se n sitiv ity profiles. R ecall that it takes h a lf the acq u isition tim e for the h alf-F bV im ages.
O nly 1 average per exp erim en t w as acquired. T hus it took > lT = 1 2 8 s for reference (d)
and full-F oV T W IST im ages (b); on ly A T = 6 4 s for the h alf-F oV T W IST (a). O nly
tw o o f the 5 acquired T W IST slice s (corresponding to a sin g le conventional slice ) are
shown.
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blance to the target image with only perhaps a tiny hint of Nyquist ghosting.
The quality of the result demonstrates the resilience of the technique to large B \ in
homogeneities when accurate sensitivity maps are constructed on the basis of full-FoV
TWIST images.

7.7.2

S i m p l e TWIST. A s s e s s i n g t h e e f f e c t o f i m p e r f e c t s a t 
u ra tio n

SE-2DFT TWIST experiments were performed with the following sequences (as dis
cussed in sec. 7.4.2):

(A) Simple TWIST. Standard SMIS SE-2DFT with orientation of alternate slices manu
ally tilted hy 6 = a rc ta n (^ ^ /F c ^ ).

(B) Simple TWIST with saturation pulse. As in (A) with an extra saturation pulse on
each slice inserted just before the excitation of the following slice.

(C) Standard TWIST. TWIST sequence as described in fig. 7.3.
A 10cm diameter sphere filled with oil was imaged with the following parameters:
F(9F= 123.59mm, thk=AAmm, 6=\.9° (though the actual 9 was rounded to 1.7°),
matrix-size= 128x64, TE/TR=20/1000ms, 5W=25kHz. Two averages were performed for
the full-FoV images and four for the half-FoV TWIST images so that the total acquisition
time was AT=128s for all experiments. The number of slices was Ngi=22 for the TWIST
images, equivalent to 10 conventional slices.
Images obtained with the three acquisition schemes are presented in fig. 7.11. A sinebell function was used on the raw acquired data before FT to avoid Gibbs ringing effects
from the object edges. The sensitivity maps were obtained by simply dividing the fullFoV TWIST images (Wi and W 2 in fig. 7.11) by the reference image. These raw maps
were then masked with a mask obtained on the reference image with thr=0.\3. Neither
extrapolation nor smoothing were performed on these maps.
A banding pattern is apparent on all the full-FoV TWIST images (Wi W 2 and SoW)
and is slightly worse for the sequence without saturation pulses (a). This is likely to be due
to a small overlap between regions excited by subsequent rf pulses. In these conditions, it
is apparent that the SoW does not deliver a realistic reference image for the sample. The
image acquired with a conventional sequence has therefore been used as reference and
target image.
All three TWIST reconstruction shown on the rightmost column show a remarkable
resemblance to the reference images with no visible artefacts.
The mean % change per pixel was then used as a measure of the goodness of the
imaging process. In order to quantify the differences between the three variations of the
TWIST method the following steps were undertaken:
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Figure 7.11: Im ages from ‘S im p le’ T W IST (a), ‘S im p le’ T W IST w ith saturation p u lses
(b) and conventional T W IST (c) are show n. For each experim ent the raw se n sitivity
data (W 1 and W 2 ) are sh ow n on the far left. T he h alf-F bV T W IST data are lab elled H i
and H 2 . In the 3 ’’^ colum n o f each data set the reference im age is d isp layed in the top
row w h ile the bottom row sh o w s the SoW (W 1 + W 2 ). T he reconstructed T W IST im ages
are show n on the far right together w ith the im ages d isp la y in g their % signal d ifferen ce
w ith respect to the taigeL
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Sequence

Name

G pp?

Sat.?

Scaling

abs(% Diff.)

A
B
C

Simple
Simple w/Sat
TWIST

yes
yes
no

no
yes
yes

2.004
2.008
2.011

(0.863:0.76)%
(0.84±0.73)%
(0.573:0.60)%

Table 7.1 : R esu lts o f a quantitative com p arison b etw e en the T W IS T im a g es obtain w ith
the d ifferen t p ro to co ls are sh ow n here. T h e ‘Sat.’ (saturation) co lu m n in d icates the
p resen ce or ab sen ce o f an extra saturation p u lse. T h e ‘S c a lin g ’ co lu m n in d ica tes the
ratio b etw e en referen ce im a g e and T W IS T im a g e.

T h e ‘% D iff.’ co lu m n in d ica tes

m ean and standard d eviation o f the ab so lu te v a lu e o f the % d iffer en ce m aps (sh o w n
in the righ tm ost co lu m n o f fig. 7.11 w ith a green back grou nd ). T h e n um ber o f p ix e ls
rem ain in g after the m ask in g p rocess and in clu d ed in the a n a ly sis w a s 2 9 1 9 , about a third
o f the 1 2 8 x 6 4 im a g e m atrix. T h e ‘G p ^ ? ’ co lu m n in d ica tes the p resen ce o f a z gradient
co m p o n en t during p h ase en co d in g (se e a lso fig. 7 .4 ).

1.

a single mask was obtained from the reference image (Ref) with th r= l\

2. this mask was applied to the three final images from (A), (B) and (C);
3. the mean of the unmasked pixels in the three TWIST images and the reference was
calculated;
4. the three TWIST images were rescaled to the same mean of the reference image
(Ref).
5. For each image, a parametric map was obtained as: % d ijf t w

i s t

= 100 •

The resulting % difference maps are shown below each TWIST reconstruction in fig.
7.11. The mean absolute % difference per pixel was also calculated from these images
and the results are summarised in table 7.1. While the standard TWIST sequence shows a
slightly lower overall signal difference with respect to the target, all the sequences yield a
mean % difference per pixel lower than 1%. It is thus apparent that, given the acquisition
of a good reference image and sensitivity data, TWIST can deliver good image quality
with any of the three pulse sequence schemes analysed.

7.7.3

SE-TWIST ON INHOM OGENEOUS p h a n t o m s :

a

to m a to

STUDY
A beef-tomato was imaged with the following parameters with a SE-2DFT TWIST se
quence: Fc>y=100mm, thk=3m m , matrix-size=256x96 zero-filled to 256x128, Ngi=9
(TWIST), avg= 30, TF/Ti?=40/1500ms, 5W=25kHz.
Fig. 7.12c shows the TWIST image reconstructed without any pre-scan information
(procedure outlined in sec. 7.5.6).
A second TWIST image was also produced after calculating more accurate sensitivity
maps using the full-FoV TWIST sensitivity data that were also collected in the same
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Figure 7,12: E xam ple o f T W IST reconstruction w ith no pre-scanning. H a lf FoV im ages
are show n in (a). O nly the ideal w ed ges shaped se n sitiv ity profiles (b) w ere used to
gain the T W IST reconstruction (c). T hese se n sitiv ity profiles vary only along the P E
direction (y). A conventional im age is shown in (d) for reference purposes.

session. Sensitivity maps were obtained using the linear fitting procedure along the PE
direction discussed in sec. 7.5.4.
The final TWIST image obtained with these maps is presented in fig. 7.13.
Comparing figures 7.12c-7.13c it is apparent that there is a slight improvement when
information from pre-acquired reference images and sensitivity data is used. However,
considering all the assumptions made the image shown in 7.12c appears remarkably good.
This is probably due to good performance of TWIST on such a small phantom.
The experimental

factor for the tomato was calculated using the sensitivity profiles

shown in 7.13b and equation 7.11. The results agree well with the theoretical predictions
of fig. 7.8 and fig. 7.6a.

7.8

TWIST SE-2DFT in-vivo

h u m an b ra in d a ta

In this section brain images acquired on human volunteers are presented. We realised that
the exact threshold values for the masks, and the best method to obtain TWIST sensitiv
ity maps depends strongly on the object being imaged and from the acquisition scheme
(2DFT or EPI).
It is well known that sharp signal variations in a sample {e.g. tissue/air) cause extra
ringing artefacts due to the limited k-space sampling (see sec. 2.4.4). In the human head
chemical shift effects associated with fatty tissue should also be considered. In addition.
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Figure 7.13; T he T W IST im age presented here has been reconstructed from the sam e
half-F oV im ages (H i and H 2 ) show n in fig. 7 .1 2 using the experim ental se n sitivity m aps
d isplayed in (b). T h ese w ere obtained by dividing the fu ll-F oV T W IST im ages by the
reference im age and then, for each x (RO ) p osition, fitting the profile to a straight line.

physical dimensions and electrical conductivity considerations make a small tomato very
different from a human adult brain especially at high fields. Increased B i inhomogeneity
degrades the sharpness of slice profiles for both excitation and saturation.
Samples larger than a tomato were investigated including various types of squashes,
melons, watermelons and pineapples. Unfortunately no fruit or vegetable was found to
closely match the properties of the human head. Healthy subjects were thus scanned
with TWIST after informed consent and approval from the University College London
Hospitals Ethics committee. In the human brain we have found that, in general, the use of
sensitivity data produces a bigger improvement in TWIST image quality than in phantoms.

7.8.1

TWIST SE-2DFT IMAGES

A consenting,

healthy volunteer was scanned with the following parameters:

FbU=240mm, thk=3mm, matrix-size= 128x96 (zero-filled to 128x128), Ngi=5 (TWIST),
o%p=8 (for half-FoV and 2 for full-FoV images), TE/TR=40/1000ms, SW=25kRz.
The reconstruction process involved a sine-bell filtering of the raw data, and use of
the raw sensitivity maps (obtained by dividing full-FoV TWIST images by the reference
scan) without any smoothing. For the mask thr=Çi. 16 (of the mean value over the reference
image) was chosen.
The results are presented in fig. 7.14 for two contiguous slices. The TWIST brain im
ages appear of good quality and show no signs of reconstruction artefacts or ghosts. The
mean percent difference per pixel between TWIST reconstruction and reference image is
only about 2% for both slices.
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Figure 7.14: T w o representative SE -T W IST axial brain im ages from a m u lti-slice e x 
perim ent. The half-F oV (H -F oV ) im ages are show n in (a). The T W IST reconstructions
show n in (c) used raw se n sitivity m aps obtained by d ivid ing fu ll-F oV T W IST im ages by
the reference scan. . The m ean per pixel o f the absolute % d ifferen ce betw een T W IST
reconstruction and reference is 1.9 ± 1 .6 % for slice s 1 and 2 (top) and 2.2ib2.0% for
slices 3 and 4 (bottom ).

An upward shift o f the fatty tissue around the brain in the

vertical RO direction can be observed (ch em ical shift artefact)

Fig. 7.15 shows the raw sensitivity maps for the top slices (1 and 2) of fig. 7.14. The
sum of the raw maps Si and S 2 produces a rather flat image. The roi drawn within the
brain has a mean of 0.63 and a standard deviation of 0.05 (min., max. and median are
respectively 0.47, 0.78, 0.63)
These data demonstrate that the SoW, simple addition of the two complementary fullFoV TWIST slices can reproduce with high fidelity the reference image even in in vivo
applications of TWIST.

7.9

TWIST-EPI in-vivo

H U M A N BRA IN DATA,

After successful validation of the technique with 2DFT methods, we turned our attention
to EPI applications of TWIST. One additional complication specific to EPI is the need
to apply a phase correction to the images prior to Fourier transformation to minimise the
amplitude of Nyquist ghosts.
^The absolute value o f the maps and their sum is not relevant since it only depends on the relative scaling
o f the sen sitivity data and the reference image
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Figure 7.15: The two TWIST raw sensitivity maps used for the reconstruction shown
in fig, 7.14 are presented in (a) and (b). Their sum is displayed in (c). An roi has been
manually drawn on the S 1 +S 2 image encompassing the brain. It covers 3533 of the
5348 pixels above threshold.

7 .9 .1

Is s u e s

a b o u t phase correction

Susceptibility artefacts worsen at high field. The choice of phase correction thus becomes
a very relevant issue (see sec. 3.1.6). If the standard method of using a reference scan
for phase correction is employed, the possibility exists that a different phase correction is
applied to referencdsensitivity data than to the half-FoV data. As a result, the complex
sensitivity maps would end up having the wrong phase and the reconstruction would pro
duce images with intense Nyquist ghosts. Nevertheless, reasonably Nyquist ghost free
images could be obtained simply by combining (summing) EPI data sets acquired with
opposite sign of RO gradients (see sec. 3.1.6). No additional phase correction was at
tempted. This ghost-reduction method gave the best results for the TWIST EPI images
and was used throughout.

7.9.2

M a s k in g o r n o t m a s k in g ?

The issue of masking presented itself soon after having addressed the issue of phase cor
rection. It was mentioned that a mask is often used to remove the noise background and
some de-speckling can be applied as well to eliminate odd high-intensity pixels outside
the sample. Given that the phase correction is never perfect, there always remains some
residual ghost characterised by low intensity outside (as well as inside) the object image.
The effect of ghost can be deleterious for the creation of sensitivity maps. Signal from
one side of the object corresponding, for instance, to a relatively high sensitivity area, can
produce another apparently high sensitivity strip on the opposite side of the image which
is characterised by a relatively lower sensitivity. For the same reason care must be taken
to avoid any wrap-around, especially when using fitting to produce sensitivity maps. Two
alternative approaches can thus be taken:
Masking. When masking is performed, not only the noise is removed; any residual low
intensity ghost present outside the image will also be masked out. The (full-FoV)
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sensitivity maps are set to zero in those regions, meaning that no signal (from H 1
and H 2) is going to be assigned to those points. Therefore, if some ghost is present
in the half-FoV images as well (although hardly discernible), it will then be assigned
to areas inside the object. As a result, while the TWIST image will be in general free
of noisy speckles, distinct regions corresponding to the ghost will display increased
difference V5. the target image.
No m asking. If no masking is performed, the sensitivity maps will include values for
all the voxels within the FoV, with the noise taking random values and the ghost
regions having sensitivity values corresponding to those regions where the signal
originates {FoVpe/2 away). Through the reconstruction process, ghost from the
half-FoV images will be correctly assigned (shared) to regions outside the object
where it belongs, leaving the actual image free of ghosting artefacts. On the other
hand, the noise in the background will now be partly assigned to the inside of the
object. The result is a reconstructed image without ghost but more noisy than if the
mask was used.
Clearly, a compromise between these extreme situations must be found. An illustrative
example is presented in the next section.

7 .1 0

T W I S T G E -E P I IMAGES OF THE HUMAN BRAIN

A consenting human volunteer was imaged with the following EPI parameters:
FoV=220mm, thk=4mm, Ngi=5, avg=\ or 4, TF/Ti?=20/3500ms, 5W=250kHz. A value
of Ape=64 was employed for all the full-FoV images (standard single-shot and 2-shot EPI
as well as 2-shot TWIST-EPI for sensitivity maps) whilst Npe=32 was used for TWIST
half-FoV images.

7.10.1

E f f e c ts o f m a s k in g

The effect of the alternative masking choices can be illustrated by artificially generating a
pair of TWIST half-FoV images from the full-FoV TWIST data acquired with the 2-shot
scheme by selecting only half of their k-space lines {e.g. only those from the
A

shot).

reference image is also generated from the full-FoV images. After calculating the

sensitivity maps with and without mask, a TWIST image was reconstructed with the usual
algorithm.
The results of applying the procedure outlined above on some GE-EPI brain images
are presented in fig. 7.16.
Clearly, doing the reconstruction without masking (fig. 7.16c/d) appears here to be
better than using the mask (fig. 7.16a/b), giving a nearly perfect match to the reference, as
can be seen in the % difference maps. This is not unexpected and is due to the circularity
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Figure 7.16: E ffect o f m asking on EPI T W IST im ages.

In (a) and (c) the TW IST

reconstruction is perform ed using a m ask obtained w ith r/zr=0.8.

In (b) and (d) no

m ask w as applied, (a) and (b) correspond to the slice s 1 and 2, w h ile (c) and (d) to
slice s 3 and 4. T he data for the half-F oV im ages w as here obtained from the 1

shot

o f a segm ented 2-sh ot full-F oV T W IST EPI acquisition. For each figure the T W IST
reconstruction is show n on the left alon gsid e the S o W reference and the % difference
b etw een the tw o. M ean o f the absolute % differences are: (a) 3.34% ; (b) 3 -1 0 “ ^'^%; (c)
3.44% ; (d) 3-10-^"^%.
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of the process. Indeed the only difference appearing as very low intensity noise inside the
object originates from the additional noise present in the even k-space lines.
In contrast, the TWIST images obtained with masking to remove background noise
(fig. 7.16a/b) show the largest difference from the target image in the region that does
not fold into the object. This happens because signal that was to be assigned outside the
object has come into it as the masking process ruled out the possibility of assigning it
anywhere else {i.e. outside the object, where some of it belongs). Often we resorted to
choosing a lenient {soft) inclusive mask to remove most of the background noise while
assuring that a ghost of substantial intensity would not be removed from the sensitivity
maps.

7.10.2

R e d u c tio n o f d ro p -o u t

Figure 7.17 shows the result of the TWIST reconstruction, along with the SoW reference,
the standard single-shot EPI and the 2-shots interleaved EPI for a single slice.
The sensitivity maps used for the TWIST reconstruction were obtained as SoW adding
up two full-FoV TWIST images acquired with avg=4. No smoothing was applied and
thr=0.^ was chosen for the mask. The resemblance the TWIST image (a) to the SoW (b)
is excellent. No signs of Nyquist ghosting are visible in the TWIST reconstruction. The
mean % absolute difference per pixel is 6.5%.
Most importantly, with respect to the standard single shot (c) and two shots EPI (d),
the TWIST reconstruction displays substantially reduced image drop-out especially in
the inferior frontal lobes, in the vicinity of the frontal sinuses. This is an effect of the fact
that TWIST combines data from wedge shaped slice profiles and intravoxel dephasing is
reduced with respect to conventional rectangular-shaped slice (recall fig. 7.2).

7.11

F u n c t io n a l Im a g in g w it h

TWIST:

a

v isu a l

ACTIVATION STUDY
Functional MRl with BOLD is one of the envisaged applications of the TWIST technique.
TWIST requires no additional hardware, very limited modifications to the pulse se
quence and is potentially applicable without variations in TR. TWIST could be most
beneficial in brain areas where GE-EPI images are characterised by stronger susceptibil
ity geometrical distortion and drop out such as inferior frontal and temporal lobes. The
detection of functional activation in areas associated with taste, olfaction, face recogni
tion or language is thus impaired when using fMRl with EPI [311,314,317,318] so that
in some studies PET can still prove advantageous [319,320].
As a preliminary study, we decided to assess the effectiveness of TWIST fMRl on a
simple and robust visual activation protocol. Although the visual cortex does not suffer
particularly from EPI distortions, we deemed it a good initial test for the fMRl application
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Figure 7.17: GE-EPI TWIST of the human brain, (a) TWIST Image (avg=\, AT=6s).
(b) SoW reference image obtained as sum of two full-FoV TWIST images acquired with
a segmented 2-shot scheme, (avg=4, AT=4Ss). (c) Standard single-shot EPI (avg=\,
AT=6s). (d) 2-shot segmented EPI {avg=\, AT=\2s). The arrows indicate the inferior
frontal lobes were conventional EPI images, (c) and (d), experience substantial drop
out.
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of TWIST. Since the visual cortex is situated at the back of the brain, it will appear ahased
in the half-FoV images: for this reason it should be characterised by a local SNR decrease;
moreover, should the TWIST reconstruction algorithm fail, occipital activation could be
confounded by Nyquist ghost from the frontal/sinus regions. Conversely in these regions,
spurious (ghost) activation originating in the visual cortex could appear.
In comparison, if a motor task {e.g. finger tapping) was to be used, the activation
would fall in a region (parietal cortex) positioned exactly at the center of the axial images
and would not undergo the folding/unfolding process nor substantial SNR penalty. More
fMRl experiments are planned for the future to assess the efficacy of the recovery of
activation in areas where standard EPI performs poorly.
M

a in

Is su e s

f o r a v is u a l a c t iv a t io n s t u d y

The main issues to be addressed in a TWIST fMRl experiment aimed at eliciting activa
tion in brain areas characterised by low susceptibility artefacts are:
1. Prove that the expected activation is indeed observed in the occipital cortex when
using the TWIST protocol.
2. Prove that the reconstruction process is robust by verifying absence of aliased acti
vation in the TWIST data set.
3. Assess any difference in activation between TWIST and conventional EPI acquisi
tion (Std-EPI).
With regards to the last point, an assessment of the penalty in statistical power in detection
of neural activation in TWIST, could entail the following:
• Assessment of any statistical difference in activation patterns for the two protocols.
• Simple count and comparison of the number of voxels whose activation exceeds a
chosen p-value for the two protocols.
• Comparison of the calculated mean T-scores and mean BOLD signal changes over
a region of interest in an activated area.
• Comparison of estimated error variance after fitting the model for the two data sets.
Details and results of a standard flashing checkerboard visual activation study are pre
sented below for TWIST-EPI and compared with single-shot EPI results.

7.11.1

f MRI s t u d y : e x p e r i m e n t a l p a r a m e t e r s

A visual activation fMRI BOLD experiment was performed on a consenting 25 years old
female volunteer.
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E x p e r im e n t a l

d e s ig n a n d v is u a l s t im u l u s

The subject was equipped with prismatic goggles enabling her to look at a screen posi
tioned approximately 30 cm away in the scanner bore on which the stimuli were projected.
The fMRI protocol had simple box-car design with 5 epochs lasting 60s each and
consisting of 30s visual stimulus followed by 30s of rest (baseline condition).
The stimulus was a circular black and white checkerboard covering a visual angle
of ± 7.8° (with the exception of the central ±1.4°) on a uniform grey background (fig.
7.18a). The contrast of the checkerboard was reversed at a rate of 7.5 Hz. During the rest
period, only a flat grey background was presented. Throughout the whole experiment the
subject was asked to fixate a small red cross displayed in the center of the screen.
A diagram of the experimental design for the fMRI visual activation study is shown
in figure 7.18b.

(a)I

(b)

Std-EP I

t w is t

Vis. Act.

Rest.

Figure 7.18; (a) Visual stim ulus (active condition). In the rest condition the uniform
grey background w as projected on the screen, (b) Experim ental d esig n for fM R I visual
activation fM RI study.

The data were analysed with SPM2b [321].
S ta n d a r d

EPI p a r a m e t e r s

The following parameters where used for the standard GE-EPI sequence: FbV=200mm,
thk=3mm, Nsi=32, avg=], TE/TR=20/3150ms, 5Vk=250kHz, data-matrix= 100x64 (with
sinusoidal gradients, interpolated to 64x64); the in-plane resolution was 3.125mm^.
fMRI data sets consisted of 81 volumes for each of the protocols (total AT=5m in 4s)
with alternate volumes read out using opposite signs of RO gradients. With such timings,
the epoch length (30s) was a multiple of the T R thus not allowing accurate measurement
of the haemodynamic response function.
In each epoch 8 volumes were acquired under stimulation and 8 volumes during the
rest condition. Three dummy scans were used with increased gradient amplitudes to
obtain a

steady state before the start of the protocol and to let the subject adjust to

the loudness of the EPI acquisition.
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PARAM ETERS

For TWIST similar parameters were used as in the conventional EPI sequence. In order
to cover the same volume we set Nsi=65 and a nominal gap between the centers of con
secutive slices of half the slice thickness. Npe=64 was used for full-FoV and Npe=32 for
half-FoV while T R was held constant (TR=3.15s).
The timing of the visual stimulus and the experimental design were thus identical for
Std-EPI and TWIST-EPI.
Sensitivity and reference full-FoV data for TWIST were acquired (with the 2-shot
interleaved scheme) before and after the fMRI study.
The slice acquisition order was the only other difference between TWIST and Std-EPI
data sets. TWIST slices have to be acquired in a sequential fashion, {e.g. 1-2-3-...). In
contrast, for Std-EPI, because of the null slice gap an interleaved order was chosen to
minimise slice interaction effects {e.g. 2-4-6...32-1-3-5-...31).
To reduce Nyquist ghost artefacts, a single volume was obtained by adding up in
k-space pairs of consecutively acquired EPI volumes. This reconstruction procedure is
referred to as paired {e.g. 1+2, 3+4, 5+6,...). As a result the number of volumes was
reduced to 40 and the effective repetition time was TR=1.5s.
Structural

seq u en c e

(3D -FLA SH )

param eters

I also implemented on the 4.7T scanner a 3D-FLASH sequence with rf and gradient spoil
ing. Such a sequence was used in the fMRI study to provide a 7i-weighted anatomical
reference for accurate visualisation of functional activation and assessment of drop-out
and geometrical distortion artefacts.
Imaging parameters were: 256 readout points (with 2x oversampling) with a lOOkHz
acquisition bandwidth, 224 steps along the

phase encode direction and 90 steps along

the 2^^ PE direction. The field of view was 256mm(z) x 224mm(y) x 180mm(jc) yielding
a spatial resolution of 1mm (z) x 1mm (y) x 2mm (%). TEITR=3.1/I6ms, and a 400ps
hard pulse providing an average flip angle of a ~ 20° was used.

7.11.2

P r e - p r o c e s s i n g o f TWIST f M R I d a t a s e t s

Listed here are the steps undertaken to obtain a full-FoV volumetric data time series from
the half-FoV TWIST images:
1. At each time point (40 for a paired reconstruction) the acquired TWIST data was
reconstructed to form a set of aliased half-FoV image volumes comprising real and
imaginary components. As the very

slice was discarded 32 pairs of slices per

volume remained to be processed.
2. Ten full-FoV TWIST acquisitions (5 pre- and 5 post-fMRI) were reconstructed and
averaged to give raw sensitivity maps for each of the slices.
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3. A choice was made as to whether the standard 2-shot interleaved images or the
TWIST SoW were to be used as reference images. Since the SoW showed reduced
distortion and dropout, these were chosen.
4. One of the central slices was selected from the

acquired volume.

5. The TWIST reconstruction algorithm was executed on the selected shce and values
of parameters such as the masking threshold (thr), the direction for extrapolation
and the dimensions of the smoothing kernel, were optimised for such slice.
6. The optimised TWIST parameters selected in the previous step were noted and used
for an automated reconstruction of all slices for each time-point data volume.
7. The magnitudes of the TWIST image slices were reordered into volumes and con
verted to Analyse format.
The fMRI data acquired with standard EPI were simply reconstructed using the pairing
method at each time point as magnitude images and converted to Analyse format.
Fig. 7.19 shows the first full volume of the reconstructed TWIST and the first full
volume of the Std-EPI data set. The TWIST images display a general improvement in
drop-out and distortion with respect to the corresponding Std-EPI images. A few regions
where this is more apparent are highlighted in fig. 7.19.

7.11.3

SPM P r o c e s s i n g

The data sets analysed were: (A) Standard EPI (Std-EPI), (B) TWIST-EPI. A summary
of the steps undertaken for the SPM analysis is as follows:

Resetting the Origin The first volumes of both data sets were displayed in SPM and
their origin was set to correspond roughly to the anterior commissure (AC).

Realignment The two data sets were realigned together (40A + 40B images) in the same
order as they were acquired, i.e. data-set A (Std-EPI) first. Realignment parameters
for the two subsequent sections are shown in fig. 7.20. Reslicing was also selected
with sinc-interpolation. A mean image was created and sampling errors adjusted.
Judging by the realignment parameters the subject appeared to remain acceptably
still although a small movement was apparent in the few minutes between the two
fMRI protocols.

Smoothing A 4mm gaussian smoothing kernel was applied to the data. Smoothing was
done to increase the SNR and enable the calculation of valid p-value corrected
according to Gaussian random field theory [322].

fMRI Model Set-Up The data-sets were treated as two replicate sessions for the same
experiment. The visual activation study was modelled with a box-car function. This
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Figure 7.19: Full 32 slices of reconstructed Std-EPI data set (left) and analogous slices
from the TWIST-EPI data set (right). The circled areas indicate some of the regions
where the TWIST protocol is more effective in reducing distortions and drop-out.
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was convolved with a canonical haemodynamic response function (h r f) without
temporal derivatives. No interaction between trials was assumed. The canonical
h r f is shown in fig. 7.21a.

fMRI Model Estimation Global intensity effects were not adjusted for. A high pass
filter (HPF) was set with a cut-off period=120s corresponding to twice the epoch
duration (60s). This ensures that the low frequency effects of cardiac or physiolog
ical motion are removed. A correction was also made for temporal autocorrelation
in the data. The relevant column of the design matrix is displayed in fig. 7.21b and
its Fourier spectrum is shown in fig. 7.21c.

Coregistration. A coregistration of the structural image to the realigned EPI volumes
was performed using SPM2b’s default mutual information coregistration method.
Translation
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Figure 7.20: Realignment parameters for the two fMRI data sets. The 40 Std-EPI vol
umes and 40 TWIST-EPI volumes are realigned to the very first one. The six parameters
plotted are associated with the 3 rotations and 3 translations that provide the best rigid
body transformation that maps one volume into the target one. The rotations are per
formed sequentially: yaw (rotation around the z axis), roll (around y axis) and pitch
(around x). The translations are then applied in the x, y and z direction.
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Figure 7.21: T he figure sh ow s the m odel used to fit the fM R I data. In (a) the can on i
cal haem odynam ic response function ( h r f ) is displayed; the green circles indicate the
peri-stim ulus sam pling points.

S ince the the ep och length w as an exact m ultiple o f

the T R used, the sam pled points from the 5 ep och s are superim posed on top o f each
other. In (b) the full regressor used for the General Linear M od el is show n. It w as ob
tained by co n volvin g the stim ulus box-car function (not show n) w ith the h r f . In (c) the
spectrum o f the regressor is displayed. The highest peak in the spectrum occurs at the
frequency o f the stim ulus (i.e. sin ce the stim ulus has a period o f 6 0 s, its m ain frequency
is l/6 0 s = 0 .0 1 6 H z .
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A number of T-contrasts were generated in order to compare the statistical parametric
maps (SPMs) obtained with the two acquisition strategies.
The variance in the residuals was expected to be different for the Std-EPI and TWIST
due to the SNR loss in the latter. SPM2b automatically takes this into account when the
data-sets are treated as separate sessions and enables a statistical comparison between
their resulting activation patterns.
All the activation maps presented below are displayed for p-value< 0.05 corrected
for multiple comparisons using the standard SPM2b family-wise-error (FWE) correction
method.
As we expect activation to appear in the occipital cortex, we do not necessarily need
to look at corrected p-value in these regions. However we are also interested in any poten
tially spurious activation appearing elsewhere in the brain as a consequence of potential
failures in the TWIST reconstruction process. Using corrected p-value ensures that acti
vated pixels should not appear by chance.
The cluster size threshold was set to 3 in most cases and the search for activation was
extended to single voxels where no supra-threshold clusters would appear in the activation
maps. This was also done to remove isolated spuriously-activated voxels.
The
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o ntrasts:
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The first contrasts analysed were (10) and (01) describing respectively the main effect of
Std-EPI and TWIST-EPI visual activation.
Fig. 7.22 shows maximum intensity projections (MIP) and plots of fitted and adjusted
responses for both Std-EPI (left) and TWIST-EPI (right).
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Figure 7.22; M IPs (top) and fitted and adjusted resp onses for the m ost activated vo x els (bottom ) are show n for Std-EPI (left) and TW IST-EPI (right)
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The pattern of activation elicited by the visual stimulus resulting from both experi
mental protocols is consistent with the expected one.
For Std-EPI, the main cluster contains 404 voxel and 2 more supra-threshold clusters
(of extent k=5, 6 voxels) are visible. The maximum T-score is 12.38.
For TWIST-EPI, the main cluster contains 268 voxels and there are four more small
clusters above threshold (k=3, 3, 3, 5 voxels). The maximum T-score is 12.20. No ghost
(Nyquist) activation (potentially arising from the unaliasing process) is visible.
The T-scores over the occipital cortex were also compared in the following way.
Firstly, an F-contrast was generated describing the activation obtained by combining the
covariates used for the two different sequences. Activation was displayed with p < 0.05
and zero cluster size threshold. This p-value corresponds to an F threshold of 16.44. A
mask was obtained on the F-maps with such threshold and used to mask the T-maps from
the (1 0 ) and (0 1) contrasts. The mask included 552 voxels. The mean (±stdv) T-values
over the two contrasts were 6.6±2.2 for the Std-EPI sequence (1 0 ) and 5.3dbl.8 for the
TWIST sequence (0 1).
The relative BOLD signal change associated with the visual stimulus can also be esti
mated by looking at the parameter estimates for the four regressors (the 4 columns of the
design matrix), i.e. the main effect of visual activation and the global mean for the two
sessions. Over the same regions used to estimate T-values we measured (me.m±stdv):
5.8±3.4 for the main effect in Std-EPI and 169±22 for its mean signal; 4.8±2.8 for the
model regressor in TWIST and 1293:17 for its mean signal. The relative BOLD signal
was calculated on a voxel-by-voxel basis from the ratio of the parameter estimate for the
main effect to the mean signal at each voxel. The histograms of these ratios were very
similar for the two data sets. The average relative BOLD signal change was 3.6%±2.2%
for Std-EPI and 3.8% ±2.4% for TWIST, confirming the prediction that TWIST does not
impair the detection of signal changes due to neural activity.
Fig. 7.23 shows the activated voxels superimposed on a cortical surface rendering of
the subject obtained from the structural 3D-FLASH data. Std-EPI data are presented on
the left and the TWIST-EPI data on the right. Though less activated voxels appear for
TWIST, the distribution of the activated voxels is similar for both sequences.
D
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In Fig. 7.24a the MIPs associated with the (1 -1) contrast are displayed.
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Figure 7.23: Surface rendering for fMRI visual activation experiment. Activation result
ing from the (1 0) contrast corresponding to the Std-EPI sequence is shown on the left.
Activation resulting from the (0 1) contrast corresponding to the TWIST-EPI sequence
is shown on the right.
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Figure 7.24; D ifferen ce StdE PI-T W IST A ctivation and viceversa. M IPs for contrast (1 -1 ), left, and (-1 1), right.
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They describe areas significantly more activated with Std-EPI vs. TWIST. Only three
isolated voxels appear supra-threshold, only two of which in the occipital cortex.
In fig. 7.24b the MIPs associated with a (-1 1) contrast. They show areas significantly
more activated in TWIST vs. Std-EPI. Only three supra-threshold voxels are visible, only
one of which in the occipital cortex.
D

e a c t iv a t io n

:

(-1 0)

and

(0 -1 )

No supra-threshold cluster were found for Std-EPI deactivation, and a single one (k=3)
for TWIST deactivation.
V a r ia n c e

d if f e r e n c e s

Estimated residual variance images for Std-EPI and TWIST-EPI were obtained by re
running SPM separately on the two data-sets. To compare the variance over the visual
cortex, the same mask used to compare average T-scores was used, based on F-scores
above the threshold determined by a corrected p < 0.05. In order to normalise for image
intensity differences, the square root of the estimated variance was divided by the mean
measured signal in each of the analysed voxels. Such normalised standard deviations
showed a very similar distribution for the two data sets. The m can^stdv of these was
11%±5% for Std-EPI (1 0) and 12%±6% for TWIST (0 1).

7.11.5

C o n c l u s i o n s f r o m t h e SPM s A n a l y s i s

The analyses presented demonstrate that there are no extended areas in the occipital cortex
where Std-EPI activation is significantly different from TWIST activation. Moreover,
despite the fact that a lower SNR is expected for the TWIST sequence, the TWIST data
display a very similar residual variance over the visual cortex after fitting the data to the
model based on the experimental design. As expected, the relative BOLD signal change
associated with the stimulus is also of comparable size for the two sequences.
The spatial extent of activation was found to be slightly greater for Std-EPI than for
TWIST (409 vs. 267 voxels) for the selected threshold. However the results from the (1
-1) contrast show that there are no areas in the occipital cortex where Std-EPI activation
is significantly different from TWIST activation. This means that, at least for a single
subject, there is no significant difference in the activation maps obtained with the two
different protocols.
These results can be explained in a number ways. Given the predicted loss in SNR
associated with TWIST, one could expect a reduced sensitivity to elicited activation. Sup
posing this was true, the lack of significant difference in the (1 -1) contrast, the similar
mean T-scores and variance over the visual cortex could then be ascribed to a lack of sta
tistical power for such a comparison on a single subject. In contrast one could suppose
that the two protocols have the same sensitivity in terms of revealing elicited activation.
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In such case, the difference in activation extent and slightly higher T-scores could then be
ascribed to normal inter-session variability.
From these observations it is obvious that further experiments must be performed for
a more complete comparison as it is expected that the lower SNR of the TWIST images
might reduce accordingly the statistical power. Experiments will have to be repeated in a
number of subjects and randomising the order of the two acquisition strategies to rule out
habituation or tiredness effects associated with repeated visual activation studies.

7.11.6

A n o th e r lo o k

a t d is to rtio n s

and

d r o p - o u t in t h e

fM R I d a t a s e ts
Images of a few slices from the fMRI data sets acquired with Std-EPI and TWIST are
shown in fig. 7.25 along with coregistered structural data from the 3D-FLASH acquisi
tion. Arrows indicate the inferior frontal lobes (sagittal and axial views) and the anterior
temporal lobes (axial views). These regions are characterised by large susceptibility gra
dients. As a consequence pronounced geometrical distortions and drop-out are visible
in the images acquired with the Std-EPI sequence. TWIST-EPI effectively reduces the
degree of distortion and drop-out, and the TWIST images tend to better resemble the
anatomical 3D-FLASH images.

7.12

Future W ork

Although the usefulness and efficacy of the TWIST technique has been demonstrated in
the present chapter, some work still needs to be done in order to improve the final images
and toward an unsupervised reconstruction process.
Some of the areas of development to be undertaken in the near future are listed below:

TWIST on clinical scanners It would be interesting to assess the actual ease of imple
mentation of TWIST on a conventional clinical scanner {e.g. Siemens or GE). Per
haps the Simple TWIST implementation will have to be used.

Improvements in Saturation and Slice Profiles It is possible to employ more complex
saturation schemes and assess their relative efficacy. One possibility is using noise
pulses for saturation of sharper profiles [323] and such an option could be investi
gated.

Comparison with single-shot segmented EPI with 45°-90° excitation Single-shot
segmented EPI has an extremely similar pulse sequence, timing and SNR loss
compared with TWIST. This would therefore be a highly relevant comparison for
any EPI application of TWIST.

High resolution TWIST Higher spatial resolution in EPI involves increased readout
length as well as gradient performance. The advantage of TWIST over standard
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(a) Std-E PI

3D-FLASH

TWIST-EPI

(b) Std-E PI

3D-FLASH

TWIST-EPI

Figure 7.25: V isual com parison o f distortion and drop-out b etw een Std-EPI (left), 3D F L A S H (center) and T W IST (right), (a) sh ow s three orthogonal section s through the
crossbar, (b) sh ow s a slightly m ore inferior trans-axial slice for the three sequ en ces.
T he arrows indicate the inferior frontal lob es (sagittal and axial v ie w s) and the anterior
tem poral lob es (axial view s) w here large geom etrical distortions and drop-out due to
su sceptib ility gradients are visib le in the im ages acquired w ith the Std-EPI sequence.
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imaging in reducing susceptibility artefacts should become even more striking with
high resolution. For fMRI, TWIST would allow the T E to be kept to the BOLD
optimal of 20ms at 4.7T.

fMRI: TWIST vs. Std-EPI. Additional visual or motor cortex studies Additional
fMRI studies will have to be performed with the visual activation task.

This

could allow a definite assessment of the potential activation loss brought about by
the decreased SNR particularly in areas where standard imaging performs well.
Comparing results from multiple sessions and multiple subject will allow the
assessment of both the inherent variations in Std-EPI and TWIST taken separately
and the assessment of any statistically significant differences between the two
acquisition strategies.

fMRI: TWIST vs. Std-EPI with breath-hold, hypercapnia or olfactory stimuli.
fMRI studies should be performed with TWIST that involve activation in areas
with substantial susceptibility artefacts. Examples could be breath-hold, hyper
capnia or olfactory stimuli. Such studies will have to be performed to assess the
effective gain in BOLD activation when using TWIST in areas experiencing severe
distortion in Std-EPI. Comparison of the results of such studies vs. Std-EPI will
provide the ultimate assessment of the usefulness of TWIST.

SNR assessment A further analysis of the experimental SNR in TWIST has to be per
formed.

7.13

S u m m a r y AND C o n c l u s i o n s

In this chapter the TWIST sequence has been described in depth. Similarities and dif
ferences have been underlined in relation to similar techniques. Use of TWIST is not
proposed in alternative to SENSE-type methods based on multiple receiver coils. In any
setting where SENSE coils are available a combination of TWIST with SENSE would be
the preferred option.
The issues related to implementation of the TWIST pulse sequence have been dis
cussed and a few variations have been proposed. The TW IST technique has been used
on phantoms and human brains at 4.7T and gave results matching the theoretical predic
tions. We have verified that TWIST can reduce total acquisition times for standard 2DFT
imaging. No other reduction in image quality is observed beside the expected SNR loss.
We have also successfully used TWIST in GE-EPI for reduction of susceptibility artefacts
and drop-out.
A visual stimulation fMRI experiment was performed in a single subject with TWIST
and the results compared with a standard EPI acquisition. No statistically significant
difference in visual activation were observed between these techniques.
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Simple improvements of the technique have been proposed and will be investigated
in the near future. For EPI/fMRI the TWIST method should be most interesting at high
magnetic fields where susceptibility artefacts are worse and the larger variation of effec
tive flip angles makes the use of the single-shot 45°-90° version of segmented EPI even
more challenging. As higher spatial resolution would be desirable for EPI, the TWIST
technique is likely to be even more effective as it allows a reduction of T E and reduced
gradients switching rates.

C h apter 8

T i p

I m a g in g w it h A C c u r r e n t s

Tip has been introduced in chapter 2 as the low field analog of T\, In this chapter, a
novel technique using Tip contrast is presented, aimed to explore and exploit some of the
mechanisms affecting tissue relaxation properties. Potential applications are related to the
monitoring of tissue impedance changes induced by pathology or normal brain activity.

8.1

R e v ie w o f c u r r e n t a p p lic a tio n s o f

Tip

im a g 

in g
A number of MR techniques employ Tip as a contrast parameter yielding information
either novel or complementary to standard Ti and 7^. A summary of these follows:

material science Solid state NMR applications to study of polymers and rubbers [324326].

spectroscopy A spin-lock induced slice excitation method for imaging and spectroscopy
has been demonstrated [42,327];

MR histology Tip has been proposed as useful contrast parameter in high field MR his
tology [328,329].

susceptibility artefacts reduction Magnetisation preparation with spin-lock has been
shown to be effective for reduction of susceptibility artefacts in FLASH and asym
metric spin-echo sequences [328,330].

cardiovascular imaging A composite spin-lock preparatory pulse has been used to re
duce the relative muscle signal in myocardial and vascular imaging [331,332].

head, neck and breast tumours Tip seems better suited than Ti and 7^ to characterise
tumoural tissue in the breast [43]. Contrast enhancement has also been demon
strated for diagnosing neck and head tumours [333,334].
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myositis and articular cartilage Tip imaging has been used to manipulate contrast in
diseased muscle [335] as well as to provide a non invasive assessment of the in
tegrity of articular cartilage [336,337].

cerebral ischaemia Tip has been shown to be a good predictor of neuronal death in ex
perimental models of ischaemia [338,339].

gene therapy Tip relaxation appears to be a good indicator of tumour regression and
apoptotic cell death in gene therapy [340].
It has been mentioned that in a homogeneous material Tip allows one to tap directly into
molecular dynamics characterised by ‘long’ correlation times, characteristic of proteins
and macromolecules. However, the ‘less mobile’ protons are also characterised by a very
short T2. While this is not necessarily a problem for Solid State NMR (given appropriate
line-narrowing techniques are employed) it has important implications for conventional
MR imaging. As briefly discussed for magnetisation transfer (MT) in section 2.5, short T 2
components cannot be detected directly. Nevertheless, their concentration and dynamics
can be studied as through chemical exchange and magnetic interactions they are coupled
with the rapidly tumbling bulk water protons. The exact biophysical mechanisms under
lying Tip relaxation processes have not yet been ascertained. However signiflcant efforts
have been put into its characterisation, especially since in recent years Tip is becoming
increasingly popular as additional MR contrast parameter. The Tip dispersion in peptide
solutions has been shown to be sensitive to macromolecular content [341] and to the con
centration of amide bonds [342]. Enhancement of Tip dispersion with pH was observed
and attributed to a corresponding increase of the chemical exchange rate between NH and
H 2O protons. Other studies, in cross-linked protein solution, have reached similar con
clusions [343] as well as remarking the effects of cross-relaxation (also influencing MT).
Simultaneous measurements of Tip and MT have been performed on experimental models
of ischaemic injury [344]. The Tip dependence on field strength has also been analysed
[345,346].
One of the reasons for the still limited application of Tip imaging at clinical field
strengths of 1 5T or higher lies in the large SAR associated with the spin-lock rf pulses
it requires. For this reason the possibility of using off-resonance spin-locking techniques
providing similar contrast characteristics and lower SAR have been investigated although
with mixed results [347-349]. It has also been shown that 7^ measured with CPMG at
very short inter-pulse delay displays similar characteristics as Tip and could therefore pro
vide a low SAR alternative for clinical implementations [350]. Carefully SAR controlled
pilot studies of the Tip dispersion in healthy volunteers have recently been undertaken
[351] although only limited B i amplitude can be employed.
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TECHNIQUE

The experiments presented in this chapter were aimed to further explore the mechanisms
affecting Tip relaxation. We have developed a new technique that combines Tip-MR
imaging with electrical stimulation. The relation between applied voltage difference, lo
cal fields generated in the sample and microscopic mechanisms determining Tip relax
ation was explored. A parametric resonance phenomenon is expected to arise when the
frequency of the injected current matches the strength of the spin-locking field whereby
the local Tip is decreased. It is proposed that the Tip decrease is associated with local
electrical conductivity via local currents and ensuing magnetic fields. The potential of
the proposed AC-Tip technique has been explored in relation to the production of high
spatial resolution images with contrast dependent upon the impedance characteristic of
the sample to currents of frequencies on the order of 100s of Hz. Potential applications of
the technique include mapping of current pathways under electrical stimulation and mon
itoring of impedance changes produced by migraine, stroke, epilepsy or simply functional
activation.
I would like to acknowledge the collaboration with Dr. Tom Tidswell in setting up the
experimental apparatus used for the AC-Tip experiments.

8.2.1

T h e i m p o r t a n c e o f I m p e d a n c e m a p p in g

A number of techniques are available that exploit optical, electrical and magnetic proper
ties of biological tissue and living organisms or the electromagnetic fields by them gen
erated for diagnostic or neuroscientific purposes. Some of these monitor, in a completely
non-invasive fashion, changes occurring naturally, often in correlation to specific tasks or
sensory stimuli. Some others perform similar measurements by observing the response
of the system under investigation to a well defined perturbation. EEC (ECO) and MEG
are examples of the first category respectively measuring surface voltages or induced
magnetic fields. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT), Near InfraRed Spectroscopy
(NIRS), X-ray radiography and MRI itself belong to the second. Many therapeutic meth
ods also exist that rely on the application of electrical currents to the body or on magnetic
stimulation. These include: cardiac defibrillation and pace makers; transcranial mag
netic or electric stimulators (TMS or TCES) for pain control or studies of brain function;
ECT and electrocautery; numerous electrostimulation methods, especially in physiother
apy e.g. TENS or NMES \
All these techniques rely on an at least approximate knowledge of how various tissues
respond to radiation, electrical or magnetic stimuli. X-rays of the energy used in clinical
practice travel in approximately straight trajectories through human tissues. As a conse
quence, images with very high spatial resolution can be generated with CT. Indeed, X-ray
^TENS stands for transcutaneous electrical neuro stimulation and NM ES for neuromuscular electrical
stimulation.
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absorption and diffraction properties of biological tissues are well known. The local mag
netic field distribution in a sample inserted in a static magnetic field such as that used
for MR can also be measured with reasonably straightforward field mapping techniques.
Although the response of a body to an rf field can also be measured, it is much more
complex and the design of coils providing uniform B i distribution is still a challenge at
high frequencies (see chap. 4). The advantage of MR is that 3D information can be easily
obtained thanks to spatial encoding methods.
Unfortunately there is no direct way to map the response of a sample to injected light
or current for a system as complex and heterogeneous as the human body. For example,
MEG, EEC, MONSTIR, EIT all rely on 2D data acquired on the surface of the skull to
infer 3D information within it. This ‘inverse’ problem is mathematically ill-posed and
has no unique solution. Common approaches are based on a number of assumptions
(e.g. a limited number of discrete dipole sources in EEC) or very simplified geometrical
models. It is possible to calculate the distribution of currents [352] and electromagnetic
fields in models of brain and bodies by using tissue characteristics derived from actual
human samples [353]. This requires subdividing the sample of interest in many small
voxels (finite element model) and performing a finite difference time-domain (FDTD)
calculation [69]. However, there are significant differences between individuals and no
exact and non-invasive technique has been found allowing this information to be obtained
with high spatial resolution on living systems.
Such a method would be extremely useful. Since chronic exposure to electric and
magnetic fields may have biological effects, accurate knowledge of current pathways be
tween the electrodes would be very useful to researchers and designers of stimulating
devices in order to improve effectiveness and reduce side effects (e.g. electrode bums).
The other main area of application would be to complement EEG or EIT. Measured
tissue conductivities could replace the simplified models commonly used to localise mag
netic field sources and localised impedance changes.
E l e c t r ic a l Im

pedance

Tom

o graphy

In Electrical Impedance Tomography, voltage differences between pairs of electrodes are
measured while a known current is being passed between different electrode pairs. Images
of the internal impedance (Z) distribution of an object can be obtained from surface mea
surements and its changes can be monitored with a high temporal resolution of the order
of a ms. In the human brain EIT could be used to reveal pathologies or even normal brain
functioning (stimulus correlated neural activation) associated with variations in cerebral
blood flow, volume or local temperature (i.e. Z decrease) or to cell swelling (i.e. Z in
crease). In fact, functional impedance changes related to visual, somatosensory or motor
activity has been successfully detected with EIT [354]. However the spatial resolution of
the method is somewhat poor. For example in [354] it is reported that for an impedance
change to be considered significant, it must have a full width at half maximum (fwhm)
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of at least a quarter of the total FoV. The main cause of this resides in the lack of appro
priate sample conductivity information. A sphere of uniform conductivity is still often
used to calculate the sensitivity profiles of the EIT system although finite element models
of the head [352], or skull/head-shaped tanks [355] have been employed to calibrate the
reconstruction algorithm and assess the potential errors. The specificity and geometrical
accuracy of EIT would thus greatly benefit from having conductivity information from
the actual imaged volume.
CDI:

C U R R EN T D E N SIT Y IM AGING

MRI is one of the best candidates to map the actual current pathways within a 3D sample
in a non invasive fashion. It was in 1989 that a method known under the name of current
density imaging (CDI) was first demonstrated in vivo by Joy et al. [356] as alternative
and more efficient than SQUID (superconducting quantum interference devices) mea
surements. One of the problems with SQUIDs was that the measures had to be taken on
an object surface and their sensitivity at different locations within the object was strongly
dependent on current patterns and distance from the detection devices. The advantage
of CDI lies in it being able to measure magnetic fields at the points where the currents
causing it are flowing. The idea is quite simple and uses Ampere’s law to extract current
density i.e. J = W A B /jj, and had first been theoretically proposed by Manessen et al.
[357]. The six derivatives of the magnetic flux density B are calculated from the phase
difference of images acquired with and without a current being injected to the sample.
In the simplest and original implementation of CDI a standard 2DFT imaging se
quence is used. A short pulse of DC current is applied during the 90°-180° interval, and a
pulse of opposite polarity after the 180° pulse. The extra magnetic field in the z direction
produced by the current can be calculated from the total phase accumulated in the signal
and not rephased because of the sign inversion of the current after the refocusing pulse.
The A B q at different voxel positions are then combined to get the spatial derivatives,
but since only one component of B (the one along z) can be measured at any one time,
a computation of the current density in 3D requires the measurement to be repeated for
three orthogonal orientations of the sample/subject. Commonly, only the current density
component parallel to B q is calculated, requiring two sample orientations and current in
jected perpendicularly to z. The main sources of artifacts in low-frequency CDI (LF-CDI)
are due to shape variations during sample rotation or misregistration, and to motion syn
chronous to the application of current (e.g. muscle twitching). The LF-CDI technique has
recently been used to measure current densities and current pathways in the rabbit head
in vivo [358].
In the rf CDI (RF-CDI) experiments [359,360], currents are applied in the z direction
at the Larmor frequency determined by the static field B q. A main advantage of RF-CDI
over LF-CDI is that given d B ^ /d z

tiJz, Jz can be calculated with only one sample

orientation. For in vivo application, the rf currents also importantly virtually efiminate
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the muscle twitching and discomfort associated with pulsed DC currents. The latest im
plementation of RF-CDI employs rotary echoes produced by a uniform B i field applied
simultaneously with the rf current. One disadvantage of CDI is that multi-slice acquisi
tions are very time-consuming because the MR sequence is limited to a single slice.
Recent work has bridged the frequency gap between LF- and RF-CDI using periodic
180° pulses together with bursts of DC current approximating an alternating electric cur
rent (AC-CDI)[361].
The sensitivity of CDI experiments is proportional to the inverse of the impedance of
the sample, the applied voltage, the total duration of the current pulses and the SNR of the
MR images [359]. However, applied voltages are limited by muscle stimulation. Since
in biological systems impedance decreases with frequency, RF-CDI has better sensitivity
than LF-CDI. The usefulness of AC-CDI is that sample impedances in the kHz frequency
range can be mapped and the method enjoys an increased sensitivity vs. LF-CDI methods.
However, it still requires sample rotation and the 180° pulses increase the associated SAR.
Co

n d u c t iv it y

T enso r

m a p p in g u s in g

DT

M RI

Another method has been recently proposed that derives conductivity tensor information
from DT-MRI [362-364]. The model is based on the premise that both processes are
functions of the underlying microscopic tissue structure although mediated by different
carriers (ions vs. water molecules). In particular assuming both processes are mediated
principally through the extracellular space and in the limit of small apparent intracellular
diffusion, conductivity and diffusion tensors are assumed to share eigenvectors based on
the common geometry. An approximately linear relationship between conductivity and
diffusivity eigenvalues can thus be obtained. The ratio between effective extracellular
conductivity and diffusivity in the brain was empirically found to be about 0.736S-s/mm^
by Tuch et al. [362]. The authors verified the relationship by comparing conductivities
inferred from DTI data with published conductivity values obtained invasively [364]. Fi
nite element model calculations with inclusion of conductivity anisotropy information
obtained with DTI have been used to evaluate the influence of brain tissue anisotropy on
human MEG and EEG [155].
M REIT
Attempts to combine MR and EIT have already been published [365,366]. Such com
bination can help overcome two big problems of EIT: the modelling error in capturing
the boundary shape of the object and the inherent low sensitivity of boundary measure
ments to changes in internal tissue resistivity. Realistic (FEM) models of the subject or
sample are built using structural information from MRI and current density information
from CDI. A resistivity map is then obtained iteratively by comparing calculated and mea
sured boundary voltages and adjusting local resistivity values until convergence of the two
[366]. The technique has so far been applied at 0.3T on phantoms and requires only two
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orthogonal current injections but three subject orientations [365]. However, extensions
of the reconstruction algorithms are being developed based only on the measurement of
Bz hence not requiring subject rotation [367]. The spatial resolution of the technique is
at the moment limited by the SNR of the CDI technique. A 3T MREIT system is cur
rently under development at the Kyung Hee University, South Korea, to overcome this
limitation.

8.3

Tip, AC CURRENTS AND LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELDS

Let us just recall here the mechanisms influencing Tip relaxation. To perturb the equihbrium of a spin system in a static magnetic field, we need magnetic fields with a specific
direction, perpendicular to B q, and a specific frequency Urf ^ lüq = j B q. Macroscopic
fields, such as those applied for spin excitation, can however only infiuence the macro
scopic magnetisation of the system; (unfortunately) they cannot change relaxation be
haviours. In contrast, it is the local fields (varying between a nuclear site and the next) to
determine the relaxation properties of a system. In an isolated system relaxation is caused
by microscopic magnetic fields, that fluctuate randomly with time as a consequence of
molecular tumbling, bond rotations and reorientations. As a result, the only available
options to change the longitudinal relaxation time in a sample consists in changing the
tissue properties by heating or cooling or injecting contrast agents. Alternatively, Ti can
be changed by changing B q {i.e. scanner) although this is often impractical
The advantage of Tip is that it depends on u>i in the same way as Ti on uq. However
LÜI can be easily manipulated varying the rf amplifier gain, and hence Tip contrast can be
easily varied over a broad range. The lower effective limit for u i (B i amplitude) is con
stituted by the local intrinsic magnetic fields, such that when B i ~
is not effective and Tip

the spin-locking

7^. The upper limit is generally determined by heating or SAR

considerations. While the expression for the relaxation times reported in sec. 2.2.4 and
sec. 2.2.5 (and eq. 2.12 for Tip) are valid for each single contribution to the relaxation
rate, in an actual sample the Tip dispersion with B i amplitude is more complex. For sim
ple solutions the expression: Rip{ui) = A { t / 1 - ^ u ‘^t ‘^) -f B has been used [342] where r
is an effective correlation time. For rat tissue, an empirical log dependence has been used:
Bip(wi) = A ' In wi + B in [368] where 1/B is an effective 1/7^ transverse relaxation rate
in the absence of u i. Recent in vivo studies have used 1/Tip(wi) =

4- B [339].

8.3.1

m a g n e tic

M a n ip u la tin g

T ip

re la x a tio n

v ia

lo c a l

FIELDS
The idea was to try to artificially promote Tip relaxation, providing means for the gen
eration of locally varying oscillating magnetic fields. Considering that the energy differ
ence between the nuclear spin levels under rf irradiations is A B = h u i, an additional
field whose frequency Uac matches u i would have the correct influence. As illustrated
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Wac=Wi
AE=hcüi/27T

Figure 8.1: Effect of an additional oscillating magnetic field on T\p relaxation. The
magnetic field along B q induced by the AC current provides energy for spins to jump
to the higher energy nuclear spin level.
schematically in figure 8.1, at the onset of the spin-lock pulse a much greater population
difference exists between the spin levels than dictated by thermal equilibrium conditions
(under irradiation). In fact, right before the spin-lock M^y^M Q, while the equilibrium
condition is M x y ^ M i. Using Nap/Np ~ 1 —A E / k t T , wo/27F=200MHz and Wi/27i=2kHz
we have Nap/Np

5-10“ ®for uq and a factor of 10^ less under irradiation. The additional

field thus promotes/speeds up the achievement of the thermal equilibrium (relaxation) as
the spins absorb energy to jump to the next level. The relaxation rate l/Tip should thus
increase. It is important to stress that in the general situation where the B i intensity is
position dependent the increased relaxation rate should only be observable when the AC
field frequency exactly matches the local B i amplitude. A ‘parametric resonance condi
tion’ can thus be expressed as:
(8.1)

It is for this reason that B i inhomogeneity can have disruptive effects on mapping Tip
variations.
With regards to direction of the applied AC field, in order to influence relaxation, we
have to make sure that local fields are generated perpendicularly to the quantisation axis.
B i is static in a frame rotating at luq around z: either another rotating field is generated
perpendicular to B i or a static field is applied along the z axis. In order to produce the
AC magnetic fields in a sample, an AC voltage difference is applied to its ends via elec
trodes along the z direction. As a result, AC current is generated in the sample, (carried
mostly by its ionic components) and magnetic fields are created perpendicular to it. The
local magnetic field ( Bac{r) distribution will be dictated by the local ionic concentrations
and their microscopic trajectories, hence by local impedances. We then predict that the
Tip decrease is directly linked to

intensity and propose that maps of AC-induced

variations in Tip can give information about local impedances.
B

io l o g ic a l s a m p l e r e s p o n s e t o a p p l ie d v o l t a g e

A simple model of the electrical response of a biological sample to an applied voltage dif
ference has been verified to hold in AC-CDl experiments [361]. In brief, in a biological
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Figure 8.2: Models for electrical response of: (a) extracellular ions; (b) intracellular
ions (electric dipole moments associated with cell membranes) (c) a biological system
comprising both intra- and extra-cellular components.
system, a DC or low frequency current is transported mostly by freely moving extracel
lular ions. However, there are also intracellular ions that are restricted in their motion by
the cell walls and their contribution to impedance is frequency dependent. The extracel
lular ions can be considered similarly to free ions in electrolytes, i.e. characterised by a
purely resistive impedance. The intracellular ions cannot contribute to DC electric cur
rent. However, upon application of an external electric field they will induce an electric
dipole in cell membranes. The cell can thus be modelled as a small capacitor in series
with a resistor

regulating the cell charge and discharge. In a complex biological sys

tem we can then suppose a combination of the two mechanisms as if they were acting
in parallel. The models are illustrated in fig. 8.2. This model allows one to explain the
observation that most biological samples display a high impedance to DC current. The
impedance then decreases with increasing frequency up to a minimum value dependent on
sample geometry, dielectric properties and DC resistance. In fact, this dependence is what
makes AC-CDl and RF-CDI more appropriate on biological systems than DC-CDl. When
considering pathological changes in tissue due to tumour or ischaemia, it is well known
that the ratio between free and bound water pools changes and this affects relaxation and
diffusion properties of that tissue. At the same time the concentration of intra- and ex
tracellular ions changes, with a resulting change in impedance. In our AC-Ti^ method a
certain flexibility exists in choosing the operational frequency ujac although higher current
frequencies must be accompanied by an increase in B i amplitude. Therefore, while the
safety guidelines allow for application of higher currents at higher frequencies, the SAR
associated with the spin-locking must also be taken into account.

8 .4

T he MR p u lse se q u e n c e

to

m easu re

Tip

For an arbitrary imaging protocol, (FSE, EPI, 2DFT) Tip weighting can be introduced
with a magnetisation preparation period consisting of a composite 90°-lock-90°rf pulse.
The preparation period is detailed in fig. 8.3 along with a diagram sketching the effect of
the pulses on the bulk magnetisation vector. For the 90° pulses, adiabatic pulses are desir
able to minimise B i imperfection effects, although they are associated with a higher SAR
than hard pulses. For effective spin-locking, care must be taken to ensure that the phase of
the locking pulse is the same as the phase of the transverse magnetisation. Consequently,
the phases of the three consecutive pulses are (y, y, -y) for adiabatic pulses and (x, y, -x) for
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Figure 8.3: Sequence for Tip imaging (a) and sketch of corresponding magnetisation
evolution (b). The sequence is constituted by a Tip preparation and an imaging sequence
(in our case EPI), The equilibrium magnetisation is shown in (ii) and the effect of the
adiabatic 90° pulse is shown in (Hi). Should the sequence be stopped at this stage,
the system would relax toward equilibrium with the conventional relaxation times Ti
and T2 (ivb). If an rf pulse is applied along the direction of the magnetisation (iv) the
magnetisation is locked along such axis and decays according to eq. 8.2 (v-vi). (While
an adiabatic 90° pulse was used for the Tip preparation as seen in (a), the diagram in
(b) assumes a hard 90° pulse.)
hard pulses. Any residual magnetisation component present after the application of the
90° pulse and perpendicular to the direction of application of the spin-lock pulse would
experience an off-axis rotation and cause striping artefacts in the resulting images. One
way to overcome these artefacts is to change the phase of the spin-lock half way through
its application [369]. But the simplest way of doing it when using multiple averages is to
employ a phase cycle where the phase of the second 90° pulse is changed by tt together
with the receiver every other acquisition. This second method was employed for all the
Tip experiments presented here.
After the preparation pulse and before the imaging sequence spoiler gradients are
applied to eliminate any residual in plane magnetisation. For best contrast in Tip-W ex
periments the locking time is set to the mean value of Tip across the sample, while for
producing parametric Tip maps, Tiock is varied between different acquisitions and the sig
nal is fitted pixel by pixel to the equation:
( 8 .2 )

8 .5

E x p e r im e n t a l

set-up a n d ph a n t o m s

This section describes the apparatus and the parameters used in the AC-7i^experiments.
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M R PARAMETERS

MR Imaging experiments were performed on a horizontal bore 2.35T/30 cm (Ox
ford Instruments) magnet interfaced to an SMIS spectrometer.

A 7cm volume coil

was used as transmitter (Tx) while a single loop surface coil (3cm diameter) was used
for detection (Rx). A SE-EPI imaging protocol was used with a data-matrix=128x64,
Foy=80mmx40mm, 5iy=200kHz, TE=35.5 ms.

For on-resonance Tip experiments,

the EPI sequence was preceded by a Tip preparation period as described above. The
90° pulses consisted of half adiabatic hyperbolic secants. Spin-Lock was applied for
durations between 1ms and 400ms and intensities of 70-2 lOmG (corresponding to
i/i=75i/27i=300-900 Hz).

measurements were obtained from a series of standard

Inversion Recovery experiments with an adiabatic hyperbolic secant non-slice-selective
inversion pulse, long T R times and varying T I. 7^ measurements were obtained vary
ing the T E of the SE-EPI sequence.

similarly varying the T E in a GE-EPI sequence.

Measurements of the trace of the diffusion tensor (ADC) were obtained from a single scan
trace-weighted EPI protocol.
The B i distribution across the sample was monitored with the same procedure de
tailed in chap. 4. In our set-up the B i field inbomogeneity was caused by coil specific
inbomogeneity plus a position dependent interaction between Tx and Rx coils due to
non-ideal decoupling. A careful positioning of the pbantom/Rx coil was required in order
to minimize the interaction and corresponding B i variations (see sec. 4.5). As on-fine
B i mapping was impractical, B i strength calibration for the spin-lock was performed by
minimising the signal corresponding to the projection of the slice of interest in the SS
direction with a SE sequence composed of the bard pulse followed by a slice selective
180° refocusing pulse.

8.5.2

M aterials

and

Phantoms

A perspex cylinder of length 10 cm with inner diameter 10mm was equipped with two
caps embedding round silver electrodes at their inner surfaces. After filling with the
sample and/or saline solution the caps were put in place and sealed with plastifine. Care
was taken to ensure that no water bubbles remained in the tube to cause susceptibility
artefacts in the EPI images. The length of the tube was chosen to ensure a minimal
interaction between the electrodes and the surface coil used in the detection of the MR
signal.
A sketch of the phantom bolder is shown in fig. 8.4. A number of phantoms were
used, they are fisted below in order of increasing complexity:
• saline solutions (of variable NaCl % in weight) doped with MnCl2 ( ~ 1 10 mol/1) to
reduce Ti and 7^ values;
• texture was introduced using cylindrical pieces of polyurethane sponges (diam.
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Figure 8.4: Sketch o f set-up used for A C -T ip experim ents.

12mm, height 2.9cm) (Vitafoam, UK) of various densities, soaked in saline so
lution;
• cylindrical samples of courgettes extracted with a size 6 cork corer (inner diameter
10mm);
• cylindrical samples of pork meat similarly extracted.
Courgettes were chosen because of their good conductivity.

At low frequency, their

impedance was found to be mostly resistive, about 1.5-2.5kU for 2.5cm equivalent to
a resistivity of 60-100kUm. Additionally it was deemed interesting to look at the effect
of large molecular components such proteins and fibers on the AC-Tip experiment. The
approximate composition of a courgette is as follows [370]: water, 94.5%; glucids, 3.0%;
proteins, 0.6%; fibers, 1.1%; lipids, 0.1%.
The courgette samples were extracted longitudinally with respect to the courgette’s
axis and usually comprised two different regions. The outer region, close to the skin,
contains fibers running concentrically. The central region is less homogeneous, contains
seeds and occasional air spaces and fibers that seem to run more longitudinally. Meat was
used as it more closely resembles human soft tissue although the cell membranes will have
been disrupted by the time the meat is purchased and used in the experiment. The meat
samples where taken from fillets of pork possibly containing a visible strip of fat. A saline
solution, (without MnCU) was also used to fill the space between phantoms, positioned
in the center of the tube, and the electrodes. This was done in order to ensure that the
contact points would not be dependent by the specific morphology of the electrodes or
irregular surfaces of the samples. The samples were cut to be about 25mm long in order to
minimise the total impedance and the voltage required to get a few mA of current through
the sample. Care was also taken to minimise air bubbles by performing the insertion of the
sample in the holder in a bath of solution. The axis of the cylindrical sample holder was
aligned with the main field direction. In some experiments for temperature monitoring a
standard (thermocouple) probe was inserted in the phantom through a hole in the perspex
holder.
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AC sinusoidal waveforms were generated as a low voltage signal by a program m able
D igital W aveform generator (TTi T G I QIC) then fed to an Audio band pow er amplifier
(Dynamix, Professional Studio S C I200). A coaxial cable connected the amplifier output
to low pass filters at the m agnet door. W ithin the m agnet the current carrying wires were
tw isted together until they separated to reach their respective electrodes. The current ap
plied to the sample was m onitored initially w ith an A m p-m eter connected in series either
outside or inside the m agnet bore (to control for losses through the filter). Alternatively a
small resistance (10i7) was placed in series with the phantom inside the m agnet and the
current through the load was calculated from the voltage across it. An additional lOQ
resistor was placed in parallel to the amplifier output to stabilise the circuit.

Pulsed

a n d cw

-A C

AC current was injected in the phantom either continually throughout the experiments
(cw-AC mode), or in bursts o f fixed duration triggered by a TTL pulse from the spec
trom eter (pulsed AC mode). For the pulsed-AC m ode in the Tip experiments, the timing
was adjusted ensuring that the current pulse would cover the Tip evolution and end before
the beginning o f the EPI m odule to avoid any interference of the current with the image
acquisition. As the AC pulse could only be output for bursts of fixed length, its onset
was shifted backwards in tim e according to the Tiock value. Alternatively a longer inter
val between Tip evolution and the EPI sequence could have been used at the expenses of
magnetization recovery during this time interval. For T i, T 2 , ADC measurements with
AC, the current was switched on shortly prior to the beginning o f the EPI sequence and
kept on until the end o f the acquisition. AC frequencies em ployed {i>ac = Woc/27r) were
between 200Hz and 2kHz with intensities betw een 2mA and 20mA.

8 .6

E x p e r im e n t a l r e su l t s

In this section a selection of the validation experiments for the novel AC-Ti^ technique is
presented.

8.6.1

H e a tin g e f f e c ts : th e im p o rta n c e o f tr i g g e r in g

We verified that w hen the param etric resonance condition is not fulfilled, the applied
current only produces heating. TipW im ages were collected on a courgette sample as a
block-design was used involving /oc=10mA, i/ac=400Hz, H i=500H z and TR=2.5s. The
voltage was applied for 30 scans (AC-ON) then turned off for the next 30 (AC-OFF)
etcetera (cw-AC mode).
Fig. 8.5 shows plot o f the TipW image intensities for two distinct rois encom passing
outer (concentric) or inner (axial) fibers. The figure dem onstrates the effect o f the current
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Figure 8.5: E ffects o f A C -induced h ea tin g /co o lin g on T ipW im ages, (a) and (c) show
roi intensities from T ipW im ages w ith A C -O F F /A C -O N alternation every 3 0 m easure
m ents. A courgette sam ple w as used. The tw o rois are show n in (b) superim posed on
on e o f the im ages.

on Tip-W signal intensity. However, this effect is to be attributed to heating rather than to
AC induced Tip changes.
Heating effects can indeed constitute an important confounding factor. In particular,
when measuring relaxation times, a number of images have to be acquired for different
Tiock (for Tip) or TE (for T 2 ). If, for example, Tiock and TE are progressively lengthened
temperature effects might produce a variation in the estimated values of both Tip and T 2
between the AC-ON and AC-OFF conditions. This is due to the inherent dependence of
the relaxation times on temperature and is exemplified in fig. 8.6a.
For the data plotted in fig. 8.6, the CW-AC mode was again used in blocks of 2 ’55”
and the current was then turned off for the same duration with i/ac=5(X)Hz and /ac= 10mA.
Measurements o f Tip and T 2 were interleaved with six values of Tiock or T E each. B i was
about 560 Hz. The data were fitted as roi with a simple exponential.
The AC-induced ATi^ and A T 2 observed in fig. 8.6a are artefactual. As Ti^W and
T 2 W image intensity decreases with temperature, and the exponential decay curves are
sampled sequentially, these will bend downward during heating and upward during cool
ing.
Complete relaxation data demonstrating this behaviour are shown in fig. 8.6b for
two Tip measurements performed with and without applied current.

The exponen

tial fits model the data well and yield different decay constants, respectively: Tip(ACOFF)=(481±2)m s and Ti^(AC-ON)=(465±3)ms.
Fig. 8.6c shows the result on simulations run to demonstrate that the above difference
in Tip values is of artefactual origin. A perfectly exponentially decaying curve was gener
ated with a relaxation time Tip=473ms and same

point (corresponding to Tfocfc=10ms)

of the data sets shown in fig. 8.6b. For each of these a mere 0.3% intensity increase (sim
ulating cooling) or decrease (simulating heating) per point was added to all the points
with Tiock>^Oms. Data-sets constructed in such way were re-fitted with an exponen
tial. The effected variation on Tip values was about ±1.6% . The values obtained were:
Tip(heating)=(464.7±0.9)ms and Tip(cooling)=(481.2±0.9)ms. These values match well
the best-fit parameters of the experimental data in fig. 8.6b.
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Figure 8.6: (a) Measured (artefactual) AC-induced changes in T%p and Tg estimated by
a simple exponential fit. (b) Experimental decay for two Tip measurement performed
respectively with AC on (red square symbols) and AC off (blue round symbols) and
their best exponential fits, (c) Synthesised Tip relaxation curves mimicking the effect
of heating (red) and cooling (blue) are shown here with their corresponding exponential
best fits (see text for details). The Tip estimates from the fits match the values obtained
from the data in (b). The ovals in (b) and (c) indicate the most Tip weighted points, that
are also the ones that display the greatest departure from a perfect exponential decay.
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In the experim ent ju st presented the tem perature was m onitored in an location adjacent
to the im aged slice with a thermocouple. It was thus possible to extract the experimental
tem perature dependence of the image intensity in TipW and
Figures 8.7a-b present TipW and

images.

data for a chosen Tiock and T E as a function of

acquisition time along w ith the m easured temperature.
Figures 8.7c-d display the signal intensity/tem perature correlation. Linear regres
sions show slightly higher slopes for the Tip data (-3 4 ± 2 )C °“ ^ , r^=0.97 (AC-OFF)
and (-2 9 ± 2 )C °“ ^ , r^=0.94 (AC-ON) (just significantly different) than for the T 2 data
(-2 3 ± 2 )C °-i , r2=0.94 (AC-OFF) and (-1 9 ± 2 )C ° -i , r^=0.94 (AC-ON) (not signifi
cantly different). Pooling the data with and w ithout current together, we get a slope of
(-3 3 ± 1 )C °“ ^ , r^=0.94 for Tip and (-2 2 .7 ± 0 .8 )C °~ ^, r^=0.95 for T^. In terms of absolute
signal intensity the tem perature effect corresponds to changes o f to -5% TC for both TipW
and T 2W with respect to 28°C.

M

o d e l l in g t h e

A C -in d u c e d

The heating effect o f the

h e a t in g

applied current, and the cooling occurring in its absence can be

m odelled w ith the aid of simple heat transfer laws. The sample can be represented by a
system heated by a local source (the current)in contact with a high heat-capacity bath (its
surroundings). The equation for the tem perature T of the sample can be written as:
T { t) = TtQ

a - 1 — (5{T{t) — To) • t.

(8.3)

In eq. 8.3 a=A C -heating rate [C°/s] is the heating pow er divided by the total specific heat
of sample; P {T {t) — Tq) is the cooling rate due to the surroundings; Tq is the am bient
temperature, T iq the initial temperature. By rearranging eq. 8.3 we get:

r(0 =

(8.4)

A courgette sample was heated with an AC current of intensity 10mA and frequency
i^ac=500Hz for variable durations between 3.5min and 5min. The current was then turned
off for similar durations. The temperature was measured throughout the experiments
at 100ms intervals with a therm ocouple inserted in the sample. The tem perature data
collected during the heating (AC-ON) and coohng periods (AC-OFF) are displayed in
fig. 8.8a-b with the corresponding fits.
A ll the data are modelled well by equation 8.4 (r^ > 0.999).

Values o f both a

and (3 were found to be reasonably constant over the various m easurements. The mean
heating rate was a= (2 .8 ± 0 .3 )1 0 “ ^C°/s and the m ean cooling coefficient resulted (3=
(2.4ih0.6)10“ ^s“ ^ from the cooling data and /?=(2.3±0.4)10~^s“ ^ from the heating data.
To minimise heating effects it was then decided to use the pulsed-AC mode, keep the
AC voltage ON for the shortest possible time and possibly rapidly alternate AC-ON and
AC-OFF periods.
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po t e n t ia l c o n f o u n d in g fa c to r s

U ndesired variations in im age intensities can also arise from a num ber o f factors other
than A C-induced heating. Some rf amplifier instabilities were also experienced. The
tem perature in the scanner room and thus in the sample varies during the day and this
affects the sample im pedance as well as its relaxation times.

Im

p e d a n c e c h a n g e s in c o u r g e t t e s a m p l e s

For the courgette samples in particular, during experiments of several hours, im pedance
drifts were also observed. Possible candidates for this effect were: a) changes in safine
concentration due to osmotic movement of w ater/ions between courgette sample and so
lution; b) changes in surface properties of the courgette due to the same process as in a); c)
im pedance changes at the electrode saline interface. In order to m inim ise the effect o f a)
and b) on the sample im pedance, an experim ent was done to determ ine the saline concen
tration that would minim ise the osmotic difference between the surface o f the courgette
and the saline. Solutions with different saline concentrations w ere prepared and a num ber
o f courgette samples were obtained with sim ilar characteristics. The samples were dried
and w eighed before positioning them in beakers and subm erging them with the solutions.
A dditional w eighing took place at 70 minutes after im mersion, after an additional 15 m in
utes (in air) and after a total o f 18 hours of soaking. The plots in fig. 8.9a show the %
weight changes vs. initial weight for the various concentrations.
The largest source of errors in the measures shown in fig. 8.9a is likely to be due
to the actual com position o f the sample. Saline concentrations between 0.9% and 1.0%
appeared to be associated with the smallest w eight variations.
Purchased physiological saline solution (0.9% N aCl in weight) was then used in a
second experim ent (fig. 8.9b). Courgette samples (n=4) were soaked in the saline solution
as in the first experiment. Two more were inserted in perspex cylinders before being put
in the beaker, hence with only their bases exposed to the solution. Two m ore were put
in the same beaker. An average % weight variation o f (0.2± 0.2)% was m easured across
the samples. For any subsequent AC-Tip courgette experiment, the physiological saline
solution was then used and im pedance drifts were efficiently reduced.

E ffects

of coherent

f ie l d s

It has been explained why the only m agnetic field com ponents that can influence Tip
are the ones with frequencies close to u i along the static field direction z. It has been
also noted that if these field com ponents are m acroscopic (coherent), they w ill end up
displacing the m acroscopic magnetisation with no effect on relaxation properties. The
effect o f a macroscopic field along z can be modelled using the Bloch equations, eq. 2.4.
Using a fram e (RF) rotating at a frequency matching the oscillations o f B i, the B i field
will appear static (e.g. along the y ’ axis of the RF). If, under spin-lock conditions, we
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Figure 8.9: (a) sh ow s m easures o f % courgette w eigh t ch an ge in saline solu tions o f
different concentrations. T he m easurem ents w ere taken after a 7 0 m inutes im m ersion
in saline, after additional 15 m inutes in air and after a total o f 18 hours o f soaking. In
(b) % w eigh t change is show n for another set o f sam ples (labelled 1 to 8) soaked in the
sam e p h ysiological (0.9% N aC l) saline solution. S am p les 1-2 w ere inserted in tubes
sim ilar to those used in the A C -T ip experim ent, though w ith open ends. S am p les 7-8
w ere soaked in the sam e beaker.
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(ii) in w hich an on -reson ance B \ field appears static (e.g. along the y ’ axis). In (Hi)
a fram e (the D R F) is introduced rotating around the y ’ axis at a frequency uJac m atch
ing the o scillation frequency o f a m agnetic field oriented along z (Bac)- For ujac—^ i
(iva) the B i field has effectiv ely disappeared and the m agnetisation (not sh ow n ) rotates
around the z” axis at a rate dictated by Bac- For o ^ a c /^ i ( i n ) a com p onent o f B i
contributes to the effectiv e field in the D R F and the m agnetisation rotates around the
resulting i? 2 e // (see eq. 8.5). (b) Experim ental effect o f a coh eren t/m acroscopic Bac
field applied along z on observed m agnetisation (see text for d etails). A s exp ected the
frequency o f oscillation o f the data is proportional to the strength o f Bac-

apply an additional field Bac oscillating at ujac oriented along z, the lock conditions will
be lost, as the bulk magnetisation vector will be displaced from the y ’ axis. The situation
can be easily illustrated constructing a doubly rotating frame (DRF) that rotates around
B i at the frequency of Bac (f g. ^ac)- The magnetisation will precess around an effective
field in the DRF:

= (B i(n -

(8.5)

The diagram in fig. 8.10a sketches the evolution of the magnetisation vector for the 2
conditions ujac—i^i (a-fv^) and uJac¥'^i (a-fv^). In resonance conditions such that Uac=^i,
the A4y component along the spin-locking field B i oscillates at a frequency determined by
yBac/2. This behaviour was tested on a doped saline solution phantom. The Bac along
z was obtained by means of a Helmotz coil pair wrapped around the phantom holder.
Fig. 8.10b shows the data obtained for different current amplitudes, with i/ac=510Hz and
5 i~ 5 0 0 H z. As expected, the signal oscillations have a frequency proportional to the
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applied current.
In contrast, by applying voltage differences in the z direction, the current density along
z will generate m agnetic fields mostly in the x and y directions. The only m agnetic field
com ponents along z are due to microscopic deviations in local ion trajectories, hence
inherently inhomogeneous.

8.6.3

P a r a m e t r i c r e s o n a n c e : t h e i m p o r t a n c e o f B i m a p p in g

A CM RH 60 sponge phantom was im aged surrounded by saline solution. U nder applica
tion o f the AC voltage, if we consider the sponge/saline sample fike a uniform conductor,
we can assume a macroscopically hom ogeneous current density across the cylinder crosssection. As a result we m ight expect Bac to be linearly dependent on the distance from
the axis. If Tip was to be dependent on Bac then, in conditions o f param etric resonance,
we would predict a preferential darkening of T ip W im ages around the edges of the image.
However, we were aware o f the presence of B i inhom ogeneities and firstly m easured the
B i distribution.
Fig. 8.11a shows an axial B i map obtained for a calibrated B i~ 5 0 0 H z across the
centre of the phantom demonstrating a strong B i inhomogeneity. Fig. 8.11b shows an
iso-B i image with bright bands separated by about 5% (since acquired with B i~ 5 0 0 H z
and Tp=20ms).
In these conditions of inhom ogeneous B i, we would expect the current to only affect
Tip relaxation in a narrow strip o f the sample fulfilling the param etric resonance condition:
Uac ^ u o { r ) = 7 ^ 1 ( 0 -

Single images obtained for a fixed Tiock varying the frequency Uac of the apphed
voltage are presented in fig. 8.11c. The protocol used pulsed-AC with f^(7=0.5s and
/ac=20mA. The qualitative agreement with the expectations is good. As Uac is increased,
the darkened area shifts across the sample from low er B i values (bottom left) to higher
B i values (top right). The very center o f the im age displays no interaction with the AC
field.

8.6.4

Q u a n t i f y i n g A C - i n d u c e d c h a n g e s i n T ip w e i g h t e d i m 
ages

In order to better quantify the AC-induced effect on TipW im ages devoid o f tem pera
ture effects or other slow drifts, a series o f experim ents were perform ed in the pulsed-AC
mode rapidly alternating AC-ON and AC-OFF conditions. This paradigm ensures that any
high-frequency oscillation in the TipW im age signal can be assigned to local AC-fields
effects whereas other slower signal variations over time can be disregarded. Pulsed-AC
experiments were perform ed to verify that A C-induced effects were independent from
the tA c duration {i.e. the duty cycle o f the applied current: I a c ITR). Following cali
bration of the Uac to an roi in the sample, sets o f TipW im ages were acquired with the
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alternating-AC protocol for AC-current duty cycles o f 20% to 80%. No variation of the
A C-induced % changes was found. Subsequently, for the pulsed-AC experiments, the AC
duty-cycle (i.e. I a c ) was chosen as small as possible to m inim ise im pedance drifts and
heating effects.
Fig.

8.12 shows the mean signal intensity over an rot covering the w hole of a

sponge/saline sample.

For the data in the figure, ^^c=0-5s, /ac=20mA, B i^ 3 0 0 H z ,

TR=2s and riock=^ 10ms; Uac was varied between 250H z and 370Hz. The high frequency
A C-induced oscillation in TipW intensity is here obvious only for a narrow range ujac—oJi.
W hile the largest oscillations are visible for cuoc=310Hz, there is still a clear AC effect at
300Hz while unaffected signal is seen at 250Hz.
A sim ilar experimental protocol was also used in TiW , T 2W and A DC-W imaging:
no A C-induced effect was apparent at any Uac (data not shown).
Using data sets o f the type presented in fig. 8.12, % AC-induced signal intensity
change maps were obtained by calculating pixel-by-pixel the m ean signal change between
consecutive images (AC-ON vs. AC-OFF) as:
(% A 5> = 100 X

- (SacW

a c

-

o f f

off)

(g,6)

)

Exam ples of such % change maps are shown in fig. 8.13 for .B i~500H z.
The lack o f signal change in the center of the sam ple is, once again, due to the linear
dependence of Bac on the radial position.
Since the param etric resonance must occur at any B i amplitude, a sim ilar experim ent
was repeated at a num ber of cjac for B i strengths corresponding to o;i~300H z, 500Hz,
700Hz and 900Hz. In fig. 8.14 the corresponding data is displayed, with % changes
in two different rois o f a saline/sponge sample. W hile roil shows param etric resonance
peaks for each and every B i the signal from ro il shows no AC-induced effect.

8 .6 .5

A C - i n d u c e d c h a n g e s i n Tip r e l a x a t i o n t i m e s

M easurem ents of Tip and T 2 were also undertaken w ith the pulsed-AC scheme. Each
Tip or T 2 map was obtained from six images acquired w ith variable evolution tim e (nock
or TE). The order of acquisition of the six im ages was set so as to have a progressive
increase of the evolution time for the odd experiments and progressive decrease for the
even ones. This scheme allows one to control for potential heating/cooling artefacts on
the exponential fits. M ultiple 6-image data-sets were acquired w ith and w ithout apphed
voltage: with voltage (AC-ON) for two sets and w ithout (AC-OFF) for the next two.
Relaxation time fits were perform ed on a pixel-by-pixel basis.
Results of this experim ent are presented in fig. 8.15. Param eters used were: ^^c=0.5s,

Iac=20mA, Woc=520Hz, TR=2.5s, Bac^500¥lz, avg=2 and total AT=32s for a 6-image
data set. Spin-lock times (for Tip measurements) were riock=^0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300
ms and echo-times (for T2 measurements) TE=42, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140 ms.
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sa lin e/sp on ge sam ple. M easurem ents w ere taken for a num ber U œ b etw een 2 5 0 H z and
3 7 0 Hz. For clarity, o n ly the plots for o;ac=250H z, 3 0 0 H z and 31 GHz are sh ow n here
(the plot for 3 7 0 H z resem b les the on e for 2 5 0 H z).
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Figure 8.13: A C -in du ced T ipW intensity % ch an ge m aps obtain ed according to eq. 8 .6
for a salin e/sp on ge sam ple. T he nom inal B \ w a s approxim ately 5 0 0 H z and the m aps
reveal that its value over the sam ple spans b etw een 5 0 0 H z and 5 4 0 H z.
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Figure 8.15: M easurem ents o f T ip and T 2 on a sp o n g e sam ple w ith and w ithout injected
current. In (b) a T ip map o f the sam ple is show n, w ith a dark band corresponding to
the region w here the parametric resonance con d ition is fulfilled and an A C -induced T ip
d ecrease is observed, (a) and (c) sh ow plots o f T ip and T 2 resp ectively for the three re
g ion s drawn in (b). For both data series, odd experim ents w ere perform ed p rogressively
increasing the riock or T E . Even experim ents w ere perform ed w h ile p rogressively d e
creasing the r/ocfc or T E and are marked w ith a ‘d ’ in the plots. V oltage w as applied for
tw o experim ents and then turned o ff for the next tw o. A s a result, experim ents num bered
1-2, 5 -6 , 9 - 1 0 ... had A C -O F F and experim ents 3 -4 , 7 -8 , 1 1 - 1 2 ... had A C -O N .
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Figure 8.16; A C -in du ced T ipW % signal change in a pork sam ple, (a) is a standard
axial EPI im age o f the pork cylindrical sam ple sh ow ing its initial p osition, (b) show an
A C -induced T i p W % change map. This m ap w as obtained from a set o f T ipW im ages,
sim ilarly to th ose o f fig. 8.13. N ote that the background has been assigned an arbitrary
value o f 5% (grey) to highlight the p osition o f the sam ple. The scale o f the map has
been arbitrarily set to 0-10% and any change above 10% appears as w hite, (c) sh ow s
the A C -induced Tip % change map after a rotation o f about 180° o f the sam ple holder.
T he data w as obtained w ith the sam e parameters as those used in (b). (d) sh ow s the new
position.

In fig. 8.15b one of the T%p maps obtained with AC-ON is shown. Three manually
drawn rois are also shown superimposed on it. The mean T%p and 7^ values on the rois
are also plotted as a function of experiment number in fig. S.15a-c.
One of the rois (1) corresponds to a region of the sample where the parametric res
onance condition was fulfilled (resonant roi). The other two rois (2 and 3) are control
regions on the right of the first. The T%p plot in (a) demonstrates that only the resonant roi
(1) displays AC-induced effects. Moreover the negligible difference between values of Tip
acquired with opposite evolution time orderings demonstrates absence of heating/cooling
effects.
T2 values appear to have a small dependence on the order of acquisition of the mul
tiple T E images (increasing V5. decreasing). However, there is no significant difference
between Tg values associated with AC-ON and AC-OFF. Interestingly, under AC-voltage
Tip reached values smaller than T2 that usually represents its smallest limit in conditions
of B i -> 0 .

8 .6 .6

A C - T ip EX PER IM EN T ON PORK

Pork samples were also used in order to test the AC-Tip technique on a phantom resem
bling human soft tissue. Since fat is known to have a substantially higher impedance than
lean meat [371], samples were selected that contained a visible strip of fat. Both TipW
imaging with rapid AC-ON/AC-OFF alternation to yield % change maps and measure
ments of AC-induced ATip were undertaken.
Fig. 8.16b shows a TipW % change maps obtained from sets of 22 images acquired
alternating AC-OFF and AC-ON. Parameters were 7ac=40mA, f^c=250m s, Uac=572Hz,
T i ~ 570Hz. The reference images (fig. 8.16a) is an unweighted EPI image that has been
interpolated and smoothed to show details of the fat strip. A large area of the sample
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displays an AC-induced effect where the param etric resonance condition is fulfilled. The
strip of fat displays a highly reduced effect attributable to its higher im pedance. The phan
tom holder was then rotated by 180° with m inim al repositioning inside the m agnet and
the m easurements repeated. The new position is shown in fig. 8.16d. The B i distribution
was rem easured and found to be slightly different. The % change map in the new position
is presented in fig. 8.16c. A similar pattern appears as in (b) with the fat displaying a
reduced AC-effect. Note that although the fat displays a greatly reduced M R signal, the
maps have been com puted pixel-by-pixel hence they are not affected by the local absolute
signal intensities.
Tip relaxation time was also m easured on the sam e sample for 15mA, 30mA and 45
mA. The spin-lock tim e was varied from 2ms to 90ms in 2ms intervals. For each Tiock
an im age with AC-ON was interleaved w ith an im age with AC-OFF. The relaxation data
are presented in fig. 8.17 for an roi fulfilling the Uac=^i condition. Other param eters
were, Wac=536 Hz, ^yic=250ms, TR=2s, 5 i~ 5 3 0 H z . The signal displays an exponential
decay w ith superim posed oscillation. The oscillation has a constant am plitude (although
amplified in the log plot for longer spin-lock times) and its frequency does not appear to
depend on lac- This suggests that the oscillation cannot be caused by the macroscopic z
com ponent o f Bac- The data can be fitted reasonably w ell (r^=0.998-0.999) to an em pirical
expression:
S = Mq'

-I- (1 _ A) • cos(27ti^os)

(8.7)

where A=0.97-0.99 and Vqs ~ 39-40H z for all the traces. Tip values obtained from a
fit with eq. 8.7 are equivalent to those obtained from fitting the decays with a simple
exponential (see eq. 8.2).
Results of the simple exponential fits are presented in fig. 8.18.
The three values of Tip with AC-OFF are in good agreement. The relative ATip with
AC-ON appears to increase more than linearly on current intensity.

8.6.7

AC-Tip

E X P E R IM E N T S ON SO L U T IO N

AC-Tip experiments have also been carried out on a hom ogeneous physiological concen
tration saline solution. Given the above discussion it would be expected that on injec
tion o f an AC current along the z direction, the ions would move along such direction.
M agnetic fields along the z direction would then be m inim al and only due to trajectory
variations due to m olecular tumbling, thus uncorrelated to the applied field.
No consistent and significant variations were indeed observed in TipW and TgW im 
ages, nor in Tip and

values under application o f pulsed-AC over a range o f frequencies

spanning the B \ distribution over the center of the sample. These observations support
the proposed m echanism for AC-induced variations in the relaxation time Tip.
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Figure 8.17: A C -enhanced T ip relaxation in a pork sam ple. The plots show the T ip
relaxation m easured over the roi show n in fig. 8 .1 8 for 3 values o f AC current intensity.
S in gle m easurem ent o f the signal w ith AC on (filled sy m b o ls) w ere interleaved with
m easurem ent w ith AC o ff (open sym b ols).
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Figure 8.18: B est fit T ip parameter estim ates w ith and w ithout AC voltage obtained
from the data show n in fig. 8 .17 for a pork sam ple. T he values show n w ere obtained by
a sim p le exponential fit.
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C o n c l u sio n s

In this chapter, an imaging technique com bining M R and electrical stim ulation via applied
electrodes {e.g. similarly to w hat is done in EIT) has been introduced.
The technique exploits the characteristic sensitivity of the relaxation time in the ro
tating fram e Tip to local magnetic fields w hose frequency matches the am plitude of the
apphed spin-locking field. This match provides the so-called ‘param etric resonance con
dition’, that can be written as: ujac — wo(f) = ^ B i { f ) .
M oreover, in order for Tip to be affected, the AC voltage m ust be applied along the
direction o f

B

q so

that the spin-locking condition for the bulk m agnetisation remains

unaffected and m agnetic fields along z are created exclusively on a m icroscopic scale.
The A C-induced ATip is dependent on the intensity of these local fields and thus linked
to local electrical impedance.
Experim ents to validate such theory have been perform ed on various samples rang
ing from hom ogeneous solutions, to m eat and gave results generally consistent with the
expectations. The requirem ents to carry out m eaningful AC-Tip experiments and to m in
imise other confounding effects have been discussed. In particular, the use of short and
M R sequence synchronised AC-voltage bursts was advocated to m inim ise therm al heating
and electrode im pedance drifts. The im portance of using a protocol that rapidly alternates
AC-ON and AC-OFF conditions was dem onstrated for both TipW im aging and m easure
ments o f Tip or other M R relaxation times
The existence of large AC-induced effects on Tip and TipW images when param etric
resonance conditions are fulfilled was dem onstrated. However the bandw idth of such res
onance appeared to be very narrow. For this reason attention w as drawn to the necessity o f
ensuring that the applied B i field is sufficiently hom ogeneous across the im aged sample.
The contrast on TipW images could be effectively m anipulated by the injection of
current. M aps o f the AC-induced effects on TipW signal intensity were displayed though,
in presence of large B i non-uniformities, such maps were highly dependent on the chosen
current frequency. The relaxation time Tip was also m easured under current injection
and displayed a strong dependence on its intensity in regions fulfilling the param etric
resonance condition. An inverse relation between local im pedances and ATip is supported
by our data.
It is suggested that, in a m icroscopically inhom ogeneous phantom , given a uniform
B i distribution and for an applied AC-voltage m atching the Wac=wi condition, m aps o f the
AC-induced variation in the N M R param eter Tip can be qualitatively related to im pedance
maps with higher ATip corresponding to low er impedances.
W ith relation to the proposed aims of this work, the following conclusions can be
drawn.
The proposed AC-Tip technique does not appear to be com petitive with C D l-M R as
a technique for volumetric conductivity mapping. C D l allows a direct and quantitative
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measurem ents o f the m agnetic field com ponents in a sample via m easurem ent of induced
phase shifts. The local current density can then be calculated once enough inform ation
about local m agnetic fields has been collected. In contrast, the AC-Tip technique is more
qualitative by nature. A lthough our data provide good evidence of a correlation between
variations in Tip and local conductivities, this relation is far from straightforward. The
creation o f reliable and quantitative im pedance maps is com plicated mainly by two fac
tors: a) the requirem ent for m icroscopic currents and b) the local sensitivity to exact
param etric resonance condition (hence B i values).
W hile the structural inhom ogeneity at a m icroscopic scale required for the AC -Tip
m ethod is not likely to be o f concern in biological samples, it would clearly ham per the
application o f the technique to samples containing liquid com partm ents. M oreover the
requirem ent for the current injection to be perform ed in the z direction im plies that the
sample would have to be im aged three times in orthogonal orientations to obtain the three
perpendicular com ponents o f the local m agnetic fields, m aking it im practical for hum an
studies.
Though it is true that B i inhom ogeneities can be reduced w ith appropriate coil design,
they are not likely to be elim inated completely, especially at high m agnetic fields where
dielectric resonance and rf penetration problem s becom e relevant (see chapter 4). In pres
ence of even slight B i variations over the sample, assigning the observed AC-induced
ATip exclusively to im pedance differences would be potentially incorrect. The same ef
fect could be produced by the non uniform spatial sensitivity o f the technique. Since
higher injected current are associated with greater Tip effects, higher uJac would be desir
able as the recom m ended current intensity limits also increase w ith frequency (0.1mA at
DC, 5mA at 10 kH z [371]). However, to m aintain the param etric resonance conditions,
the spin-lock am plitude B i would have to be increased accordingly. A n increase o f Uac
would be then lim ited by the sequence SAR that increases as the square of rf amplitude.
Recently an M RI-based m ethod has been introduced that could potentially detect tran
sient m agnetic field changes corresponding to synchronous neuronal firing [372,373].
Potentially, one could im agine that these localised neural activity could induce transient
changes in Tip or TipW images obtained with the right spin-lock amplitude. Indeed M EG
can detect m acroscopic fields on the scalp related to cognitive tasks or clinical disorders.
However, EEG and M EG spectra extend to a m axim um o f about 20 Hz. Unfortunately, it
does not make sense to decrease the am plitude o f the B i field (cji) to such frequencies as
it would be much weaker than the local spontaneous random fields and no spin-locking
of the m agnetisation would occur.

8 .8

Future work

Although the novel m ethod explored does not seem to constitutes a better alternative than
other currently existing ones, it nevertheless provides a novel insight into the mechanisms
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determining Tip contrast in tissue.
Some further w ork is planned to further our knowledge o f the influence o f applied
currents on Tip and other M R relaxation times. Future experiments could include:
• further exploration of the relation betw een A C-induced Tip changes and sample
im pedance. A num ber o f phantom s with different conductivities could be devised
for this purpose.
# Im plem entation o f similar experiments with alternative hardw are or on a different
scanner characterised by a relatively uniform B i distribution. This could allow
assessm ent o f the width o f the param etric resonance peak. M oreover it could allow
the production o f com plete AC-induced Tip changes m ap that could be correlated
w ith sample im pedance distribution.

Chapter 9

C o n c l u sio n s

and future work

It has been shown that the exploitation of the higher sensitivity provided by the stronger
static field can be ham pered by a num ber o f factors. These include: a) an increased
B i non-uniformity; b) lengthening and convergence o f longitudinal relaxation times; c)
shortening and convergence of transverse relaxation times; d) lim itations im posed by the
increased pow er deposition associated with rf pulses; e) increased susceptibility artefacts.
The work presented in this thesis has focused on the developm ent and optim isation of
novel and estabhshed M R methods at high magnetic fields to overcom e such difficulties.
In this chapter, the most im portant findings from the w ork that has been presented in
this thesis are summarised and further experiments are suggested.

9 .1

Bi

FIELD MAPPING

Causes and effects o f B i non-uniformity in relation to M R experiments are well under
stood and have been discussed extensively in chapter 4. Some degree o f B i inhom ogene
ity is always present when perform ing an M R experiment. The main factors contributing
to it are: a) inherent RF coil non-uniformities; b) electrodynam ic interaction between
the rf excitation field and the sample; c) interaction between the sample and the rf-coil
(that generates the B i field). These effects are exacerbated at high m agnetic fields mainly
because the reduced radiation wavelength associated with the higher Larm or frequency
becom es com parable to the dimensions o f the sample and the rf-coil.
The increased B i inhom ogeneity affects M R experim ents through two mechanisms:
a) non-uniform spin excitation (due to flip-angle variability) and b) non-uniform signal
detection. Detection non-uniformity results in absolute signal intensity modulations, and
therefore SNR and contrast-to-noise-ratio (CNR) variations across the images. Though
these im age intensity variations can be corrected for by post-processing the lost SNR
(and CNR) cannot be recovered. Identification o f neurologically relevant structures or
pathologies and automated segmentation m ethods are am ong the applications affected.
Flip-angle non-uniform ity can also result in contrast variations and is also likely to affect
the quantitation o f clinically relevant param eters such as T i, T 2 , pd, diffusion param e
ters and magnetisation transfer ratio. The planning o f pulse sequence modifications and
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post-processing correction m ethods that com pensate or account for the effects of B \ inho
m ogeneity benefit enormously by the assessm ent of its extent. This is also very im portant
for rf coil designers so that new m ethods can be developed to flatten out B \ non unifor
mities.
Though num erical calculations are still very useful, the actual interaction of the sam
ple w ith the imaging apparatus makes in vivo B i mapping methods extremely useful.
W hile many o f these have been proposed, dating back to the late 1980s, many o f them
require long acquisition times and non-straightforward data processing.

Here, an EPI-based B i mapping method has been im plem ented for the first time using a
hard pulse o f variable length plus gradient spoilers. This provides a great im provem ent in
m apping-tim e efficiency.
A novel m ethod to analyse the collected data was also introduced that is quick, robust
to signal relaxation and extensive B i variations and requires no operator intervention for
the production of B i maps of the sample. The method is based on Fourier transform ation
of the time data series and estimates local B i amplitudes by spectral analysis. Its main
disadvantage is the sensitivity to magnetic susceptibility differences. The overestimation
in B i thus introduced can be lim ited by em ploying pulses o f increased amplitude, though
SAR limitations could constitute a problem. Alternatively, the acquisition of B q field
maps allows a more accurate estimation of the true B \ distribution. B q field maps could
be obtained in a few seconds by acquiring a pair of asym m etric SE-BPI im ages with
different TEeff.
A m ethod providing snapshot iso-B i im ages was also proposed. Such im ages pro
vide an im mediate assessm ent of the B \ distribution over the sample and could allow
for positional adjustments o f patient or B i-disturbing hardw are as well as instantaneous
calibration of B i-com pensation schemes.
The novel B% m apping sequence was used together with the Fourier-based processing
m ethod to characterise the B \ distribution on a small bore 2.35T and the whole body 4.7T
scanner. This was done on a num ber o f phantoms em ploying different transm ission and
reception coils.
A t 2.35T the interaction between the volume transm itter coil and the (imperfectly
decoupled) single-loop surface receiver coil could be interactively m inim ised using isoB i snapshots. Following such adjustment, the main factor responsible for the B \ non
uniform ity was the transmission/sensitivity profile of the volum e coil employed. Such
non-uniformity was assessed for a num ber of transm itter coils.
A t 4.7 T, measurements on large oil phantoms provided B \ maps that agree well
with the theoretical B i distribution o f the Tx/Rx coils employed. Dielectric-resonance/rffocusing effects were shown to be substantial for distilled w ater phantom s at 4.7T.
B i maps acquired on the head of a few healthy volunteers agree reasonably well with
theoretical predictions and num erical simulations at a Larm or frequency of 200 M Hz and
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show a reproducible pattern. A B i hot-spot is apparent in the middle o f the head, at a
level roughly corresponding to the body of the corpus callosum. The value o f B i in such
a position is about 135% the nominal B i value calibrated over a slice through such a
spot. The range o f B i values for a nominal ^Bi/27i=500Hz over the head is on average
450-680HZ.
The B i distribution in the human head appears to shift w ith its position, indicating the
im portance o f dielectric-resonance/rf-focusing. B \ decreases in both positive and nega
tive directions along the bore axis. A more gentle decrease is observed m oving laterally
away from the hot-spot (left-right direction). Along the anterior-posterior direction, B \
decreases even less, with some signs of recovery as the coil rungs/struts are approached.
Such results seem to show that rf-focusing effects are com pensated or over-compensated
by the increased coil efficiency in the trans-axial plane. Along the head-foot direction the
two factors add up giving a steeper B \ variation. The axis of symmetry o f the axial B i
distribution appears tilted by between 10° and 25° (depending on the subject) w ith respect
to the anterior-posterior direction. This is consistent with experim ental results obtained
on elliptical cylinders and simulations o f realistic head phantom s and could be an effect
of both head-held interactions, or effect of the head on the current through the coil legs.
Such observations point to the great im portance o f m apping o f the B \ distribution at
high held for in vivo hum an studies. The non-uniform ity o f B i across the hum an head
at 4.7T cannot be neglected, though knowledge o f its extent can be used to devise post
processing algorithm s or special pulse sequences to minimise its effects. Exam ples have
been discussed and include the active modulation o f rf am plitude when acquiring 2Dslices in the transverse plane or employing B i insensitive rf-pulses or sequences with
self-Bi-contrast-inhom ogeneity-com pensating features.

To further investigate the non-uniform distribution o f B i at 4.7T and ascertain the relative
im portance o f the factors that determine it, it would be desirable to carry out a num ber of
additional experiments. Some o f the work envisaged for the near future is listed below.
• M easurem ent of the B i distribution in phantom s and in vivo with previously estab
lished B i-m apping methods. This could allow the perform ance o f a more quantita
tive com parison o f the advantages (and disadvantages) o f the proposed m ethods in
regards to geom etrical and quantitative accuracy, ease o f im plem entation, com pu
tational requirem ents and robustness to noise and motion.
• M easurem ent o f the B i distribution of the em pty 4.7T transm itter coils with a pick
up-coil and spectrum analyser to com pare w ith the data obtained on the oil phan
toms.
• M easurem ent o f B i maps on saline solutions o f different concentration (high di
electric constant, variable conductivity) to assess the effects o f conductivity on
dielectric-resonance effects at 200 MHz.
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• M easure o f B i maps on the hum an brain at 4.7T as the head is tilted and shifted
within the volume coil. Together with measurements perform ed by driving the 4port birdcage in different modes (e.g. quadrature or at 4 ports w ith optim ised phase
shifts between them) this could provide inform ation about the relative im portance
o f head/rf-field and head/rf-coil interactions. This aspect is particularly interesting
because very few other 4.7T whole body scanners exist in the world.
• A ssessm ent of the m inim um num ber o f samples, hence the m inim um total acquisi
tion time required for an accurate B i m apping with the proposed technique.

9 .2

H ig h

r e so l u t io n a n a t o m ic a l im a g in g of th e

HUMAN BRAIN WITH

FSE AT 4.7 T

FSE constitutes probably the m ost com mon M R protocol for obtaining T 2 weighted im 
ages in a clinical setting.
Section 3.2 has discussed from a theoretical perspective and w ith reference to previous
work how the choice of the multiple FSE sequence param eters relate to total exam ination
time, blurring, signal-to-noise, sensitivity to B \ inhomogeneity, im portance o f tissue re
laxation times, diffusion characteristics and sample geometry. Similarities and differences
with slower conventional single-echo sequences were also highlighted.
Chapter 5 has discussed the im plem entation of the FSE im aging technique on our
whole body 4.7T scanner. This work is particularly im portant since with the exception of
one proof-of-concept im age acquired at 8T, to our knowledge FSE im ages have not yet
been published at fields higher than 3 T, possibly due to the reduced T 2 contrast and the
more restrictive rf pow er limitations at such fields.

The 2D -FSE sequence was modified and optimised from the basic sequence provided
by the m anufacturer (SMIS). Numerical calculations were im plem ented to simulate the
effect of the PSF associated with the k-space sampling scheme of FSE. A novel k-space
coverage scheme was successfully implem ented together with phase over-sampling that
shifts all the odd sidebands o f the PSF outside the im aging FoV. This is im portant to
preserve true image resolution and avoid rippling artefacts.
A dditional simulations were im plem ented to calculate the effective signal decay along
the FSE echo train in conditions of highly variable flip angle. Such calculations were
com pared with experim ental data collected from a small gel phantom w hile varying the
am plitude o f all rf pulses. Simulated and experimental results were in good agreement.
W hen the sequence is adjusted so that stimulated echoes are carefully aligned with
spin echoes the FSE becom es relatively insensitive to B \ inhom ogeneities. Such B \insensitivity is enough to provide images with very good signal intensity and contrast
uniform ity at 4.7 T, especially in the transverse plane.
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Representative sub-m illim eter resolution whole-brain FSE im ages from those ac
quired on a pool o f 10 healthy volunteers were shown.
A lthough images with higher spatial resolution have been previously published, these
were mostly acquired using a transceiver apparatus w hich only allowed a lim ited brain
coverage (e.g. surface coils or TEM coils specially tuned to a specific brain region) and
required long acquisition times. In contrast, the images presented here w ere acquired with
a conventional birdcage coil, allowing coverage of the whole brain w ithout repositioning
or reshim ming. Acquisition times were kept to below 12 minutes, generally considered
to be acceptable for a high resolution chnical examination. M oreover, m ost o f the highfield high-resolution im ages published, have been acquired w ith m ethods yielding T icontrast. The 4.7T FSE im ages represent a first in high-field high-quality high-resolution
72-w eighted images.
A num ber of structures have been highlighted on the FSE images whose visuahsation is im proved with respect to com parable lower field strength T 2 -W images. Among
these it is worth recalling: a) leptomeningial vessels; b) Virchow Robin spaces (VRS); c)
structures in the basal ganglia: the head and tail of caudate nucleus, the globus pallidus
with the medullary lam ina separating its internal and external segments, the subthalamic
nucleus and the substantia nigra; d) the layers of the hippocam pus in coronal images.
M any of these structures have an im portant clinical relevance and are associated with
com m on pathologies like MS and lacunar infarcts (e.g. VRS) or movement disorders
(e.g. basal ganglia). Some of them are im portant for neurosurgical applications (e.g. sub
thalamic nucleus and internal pallidus) or could be used for m onitoring the development
of neurodegenerative diseases associated with iron accum ulation (e.g. substantia nigra).
The factors contributing to such rem arkable structural contrast have been discussed.
True T 2 -weighting is com plem ented by M T and direct saturation effects in providing
relatively good GMAVM contrast and excellent anatomical structure discrimination in the
4.7T FSE images.
Im plications o f the choice o f T 2 weighting were discussed. SN R and contrast appeared
to increase for reduced TEeff especially when the effects o f Ti-w eighting were m inimised
by the use o f longer repetition times.
The choice of slice acquisition order was also assessed; the increased SNR and im 
paired contrast of the first slices o f each set due to reduced M T effects was noted.
Images were also shown to illustrate the efficacy o f im plem enting cardiac gating to
minimise flow artefacts.
A protocol involving m odulation o f the rf pulse am plitude for slices acquired in a
trans-axial orientation at different z positions has also been im plem ented to com pensate
for B q variations along the axis of the static field B i.

It is based on B i distribution

inform ation obtained with the method described in chapter 4. Actively m odulating the
transm itter power partly com pensate for the B i inhom ogeneity along the superior-inferior
direction caused by a com bination of rf-coil im perfection and rf focusing effects and
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greatly reduces signal losses at the top and at the bottom of the brain.
The results o f a com parison o f FSE images acquired at 4.7T and on a clinical 1.5T
scanner with analogous spatial resolution and total exam ination tim e were also presented.
W hile im age uniform ity is similar in both data sets, the increased detail available in the
higher field im ages is noted. Though an accurate quantitative com parison is im paired by
a num ber o f factors (detailed in sec. 5.9) an roi analysis revealed a gain o f about a factor
of 2 in SNR at the higher field.
Section 5.10 dem onstrated one o f the possible ways to m anipulate FSE im age con
trast through a m agnetisation preparation period. The tim e-efficient im plem entation of
an inversion recovery FSE (IR-FSE) was discussed and conventional and high-resolution
human brain IR-FSE images were presented. W hile short T I enhances Tz-like contrast,
longer T Is provide a progressive contrast variations that agrees w ith predictions.
M agnitude reconstruction of IR-FSE im ages w ith inversion times between 1.Os and
1.3s display a dark edge corresponding to the interface between CSF and GM or WM.
This particular effect o f partial voluming could provide extremely useful when accurate
brain segmentation is required.

Future work related to the FSE im aging technique at 4.7T includes
• Introduction o f crusher gradients around the refocusing pulses o f the FSE sequence
to remove the signal from stim ulated echoes. Images thus obtained could allow
assessm ent o f the contribution o f stim ulated echoes to FSE contrast at 4.7T. An
alternative method for such an assessm ent involves varying the slice-selection gra
dient applied during the refocusing pulses.
• Investigation o f the effect on image SNR and contrast o f varying the ratio o f the
amplitudes o f excitation and refocusing pulses, currently set at 1:1.8. It would also
be desirable to investigate the possibility o f using different rf pulses (e.g. filtered
sines or SLR pulses).
• A ssessm ent o f edge effects in FSE and their dependence on the echo train length
via num erical simulations and experiments on suitable phantoms.
• Acquisition o f single and multi-echo SE im ages with T E corresponding to the TEeff
o f FSE in order to perform a direct com parison between their associated image
contrast.
• Im plem entation of dual contrast FSE.
• Im plem entation of a 3D version of FSE in order to obtain T 2 contrast on images
with isotropic voxels.
A paper on our FSE work at 4.7T has been recently apublished by the British Journal
of Radiology [125].
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EPI: TWIST, C o m m o n SENSE

and

TRAIL
Im age acquisition speed and resolution in M RI are lim ited by a num ber of factors includ
ing: a) available signal; b) efficiency o f the detection system and the noise associated
w ith it; c) available gradient am plitudes and slew rates; d) safety concerns associated
w ith gradient switching (and possibly rf pow er deposition); e) patient m otion or motion
o f the im aged stm cture (e.g. due to breathing, pulsation or peristaltic cycle); f) limited
exam ination times.
Chapter 6 constitutes a brief introduction o f some m ethods currently in use that cir
cum vent some of these limitations, either by using additional excitation or signal detection
hardw are, or by a more efficient use o f the available N M R signal or a com bination of the
two. Such techniques are becom ing increasingly w idespread w hile new ones are being
proposed.
Advantages and disadvantages of surface coils for signal detection (and transm ission)
w ere discussed as well as the use of multiple coils either as phased array or for paral
lel imaging. The concepts underlying SENSE and SM ASH (com bining simultaneously
acquired data in the image domain or in k-space respectively) w ere briefly reviewed.
Techniques using solely m anipulation of k-space data and employing conventional
hardw are were listed. These include partial fourier techniques where half the data is
synthesized using the conjugate properties o f k-space or keyhole-type methods where
for dynam ic imaging, com plete data sets are obtained with a high resolution acquisition
followed by faster low resolution ones. M ulti-shot techniques were also m entioned in this
context since they prove useful when the attainm ent o f high resolution is prevented by
signal decay or gradient hardware limitations.

Section 6.3,4 has presented results from a pair of novel im aging techniques that I have
had a m ajor contribution in developing on the 4.7T system. These were nam ed C om 
mon SENSE (as it resem bles an im plem entation o f SENSE w ith Com m on hardware) and
TRA IL (Two Reduced Acquisitions InterLeaved) and are based on the same basic pulse
sequence using two consecutive readouts following a single excitation.
This sequence is sim ilar to a spin echo/stim ulated echo sequence w ith three rf pulses
and an additional 180° pulse between the first two. Additionally, a wrap-up gradient pulse
is used to impose a sinusoidal and cosinusoidal spatial modulation on the two com po
nents o f magnetisation that are separately acquired in two consecutive readouts. The two
methods differ in the area of the wrap-up gradient pulse. Com m on SENSE uses a small
gradient pulse producing a total phase variation across the field o f view of tt. In TRA IL
the same phase shift is produced across only two pixels with a corresponding increase in
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gradient are a.
Im plem entation o f the Comm on SENSE technique has been dem onstrated and ghostfree 4.7T C om m on SENSE EPI images have been presented displaying improved quality
vs. single-shot and two-shot conventional EPI.
TRA IL has been used with a reduced num ber o f phase encoding steps allowing a
reduction o f the total acquisition time as in Comm on SENSE.
Prelim inary data related to application o f TRA IL to EPI have been presented. With
TRA IL the E P I readout time can be halved bringing considerable im provem ent in image
quality. This also allows a reduction o f the echo time when high resolution is sought.
W hen, instead, two full readouts are carried out, TRA IL allows a doubling o f the reso
lution. M oreover each of these readouts contains two EPI echo trains with different T 2
weighting that can be used to estimate T ^. TRA IL can also provide field maps to unwarp
EPI im ages distorted by Bq inhom ogeneities in a single shot.
One problem with TRAIL is its sensitivity to B i inhomogeneity. However a m ethod
has been devised to com pensate for B i variations based on the acquisition o f a few cal
ibration scans. TRAIL EPI can also be used with the wrap-up gradient along the RO
direction. Exam ples o f 2DFT and EPI TR A IL im ages dem onstrating these features have
been presented.
A paper on TRAIL was recently submitted for publication [374].

Details o f developm ent and im plem entation of the Tilted W edge based on Inclined Slice
Technique (TW IST) technique make up chapter 7. TW IST has been im plem ented along
sim ilar lines as Common SENSE and TRAIL, with the purpose o f obtaining a reduction
in acquisition time in 2DFT im aging or a halving o f the EPI readout length employing
conventional hardware.
TW IST requires the acquisition of adjacent slices with partially overlapping profiles.
W hen tilting alternate slices by a small angle 9 = a n cta n iih k/F o V ), pairs of images can
thus be obtained with spatially varying and com plem entary sensitivity profiles. Similarly
to Com m on SENSE, in TW IST these images pairs are acquired with half the standard
phase encoding steps and reduced field of view and then reconstructed similarly to SENSE
images.
The TW IST sequence has been presented, together with a variant of potentially easier
im plem entation. This variant was dubbed ‘Sim ple’ TW IST and consists o f simply tilting
alternate slices by a small angle while shifting them up in the slice encode direction by half
the slice thickness. Details o f the im plem entation of TW IST at 4.7T have been provided
and the relative merits of the alternative pulse sequences discussed.
A theoretical analysis of the noise in the TW IST im ages predicts an SNR loss o f 2 at
the edge o f the FoV growing towards 2y/2 in the centre. Issues related to the acquisition
o f reference images and different ways to obtain sensitivity m aps have been discussed,
w ith special attention to thresholding, masking, hlhng, sm oothing and fitting or the use
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o f ideal sensitivity profiles requiring no pre-scans.
To illustrate these points, experimental images obtained on phantom s and healthy sub
jects with both conventional 2DFT and EPI acquisition strategies were presented. W hile
for 2DFT-TWIST, reference im ages acquired with conventional schemes can be useful,
great care should be exerted in their use for TWIST-EPL Indeed, due to the halved read
out and reduced slice thickness, TW IST-EPI images end up being less sensitive to blur
ring and geom etric distortions as weU as drop-out. The sensitivity maps describe how
to correctly assign the signals to their sites o f origin. If these are based on distorted or
dropped-out reference images the resulting TW IST im age w ill be greatly degraded. In
such cases it is advisable to use the sum o f the full-FoV TW IST sensitivity im ages (the
Sum o f W edges, SoW ) as a reference. G E-EPI-TW IST im ages obtained at 4.7T have been
shown displaying a rem arkable reduction in blurring, geom etrical distortion and drop-out
w ith respect to conventional single-shot or 2-shot EPI images. These advantages are es
pecially seen in areas characterised by higher susceptibility variations such as the frontal
sinuses and the temporal lobes.
TW IST-EPI was also successfully em ployed to acquire data in a conventional flashingcheckerboard visual-activation fM RI study. The 80-tim e-point volum etric data set was
processed w ith an automated procedure after optimising the reconstruction param eters on
a single slice image of the first acquired volume. In the sam e session the fM RI protocol
was repeated while data acquisition was performed w ith standard single-shot EPI (StdEPI). The two data sets were analysed w ith SPM 2 as two separate sessions. Despite
the lower SNR associated with the TW IST images, no statistically significant differences
w ere observed in the supra-threshold visual cortex activation between the two sessions.
In summary, the SAR associated with TW IST increases in proportion with the num ber
o f extra pulses with respect to a conventional technique. Some pre-scanning is desirable
for the calculation of the equivalents o f the SENSE sensitivity profiles though it is not
essential. The technique has been tested on phantom s and successfully applied in vivo
with 2D FT and EPI protocols. U se o f TW IST could allow a reduction o f acquisition time
in standard 2D FT im aging protocols. However, due to the reduction in SNR, the m ost
likely application of TW IST is to EPI with particular em phasis on dynam ic im aging and
fM RI as w ell as, possibly, diffusion imaging. The m ethod can prove especially useful
at high m agnetic field strengths or when the attainm ent o f high spatial resolution images
with fixed T 2 or 7 ^ weighting is prevented by gradient hardw are limitations.
TW IST-EPI at 4.7T has dem onstrated substantially increased im age quality w ith re
spect to both susceptibility artefacts and drop-out affecting single shot EPI. TW IST can
easily be com bined with m ultiple coil acquisition schemes, such as SENSE and partial
Fourier techniques and such com binations can make the technique even more powerful.

Though the usefulness and efficacy of the TW IST technique has been dem onstrated, some
additional w ork would be desirable in order to im prove the final images and devise a
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com pletely unsupervised reconstruction process. Some o f the areas o f developm ent to be
undertaken in the near future are listed below.
• Assessm ent o f the actual ease of im plem entation of TW IST on clinical scanners.
W ithin Queen Square TW IST could be im plem ented on GE and Siemens scanners.
• Slightly m ore complex saturation schemes could be employed. The use o f SLRoptim ised rf pulses for excitation/sturation of sharper profiles should be investi
gated.
• A single-shot segmented EPI sequence with 45°-90° excitations should be im ple
mented. Given that this is an extremely similar pulse sequence to TWIST, a direct
com parison would be desirable.
• The use of bigger matrix sizes for EPI needs to be investigated. The advantage
of TW IST over standard im aging should becom e even m ore striking. For fMRI,
TW IST would allow the echo time to be kept 20ms, an optim um value for BOLD
contrast at 4.7T.
• Additional fM RI studies will have to be perform ed with the visual activation task.
This could allow a definitive assessm ent of the potential activation loss brought
about by the decreased SNR associated with TWIST.
• fM RI studies should be done with TW IST that involve activation in areas with
substantial susceptibility artefacts. Exam ples could be breath-bold, hypercapnia
or olfactory stimuli. Comparison of the results o f such studies vs. Std-EPI will
provide the ultim ate assessm ent o f the usefulness of TWIST.
An experimental com parison o f TW IST vs. TRA IL and Com m on SENSE will be
perform ed in the near future.

9 .4

Tip

IMAGING IN COMBINATION WITH ELECTRICAL

STIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
A t the beginning o f chapter 8, current applications of Tip in M R were listed. These in
clude: a) material science apphcations to the study o f polym ers and rubbers; b) special
slice excitation m ethods for im aging and spectroscopy; c) methods for reduction o f sus
ceptibility artefacts; d) contrast enhancem ent in cardiovascular imaging; e) diagnosis and
characterisation of head, neck and breast tum ours, especially at field strengths < 1 T ; g)
improved visualisation o f pathologies in muscle and articular cartilage; h) prediction of
neuronal damage in experimental models o f cerebral ischaemia; i) indication o f tum our
regression and apoptotic cell death in gene therapy. Unfortunately, the use o f Tip in clini
cal applications is still in its infancy due to the high pow er deposition associated w ith Tip
sequences. However this is currently an area of active development.
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The bulk o f the chapter has discussed some w ork undertaken on a small bore
2.35T scanner aimed at unveiling the relation betw een the M R relaxation time Tip and
AC-current conduction. The project was started as a collaboration with the electrical
im pedance tom ography (EIT) group based in the D epartm ent of Neurophysiology at the
M iddlesex hospital. The potential o f Tip m easurem ents was explored in m apping the
electrical conductivity distribution in a sample in w hich AC current was injected.
In fact, a tool providing non-invasive volum etric m easurem ents of accurate conduc
tivity or resistivity and actual current distributions in vivo would be extremely useful for
EIT, M EG, EEG and any therapeutic technique involving the application of electrodes
and the injection o f currents.
The available m ethods developed for such m easurem ents have been briefly reviewed.
These include: a) Current Density Imaging (CDI) with pulses of DC, or rf current; b) a
technique com bining volum etric M R structural inform ation with EIT-type boundary in
form ation, MR-EIT; c) a m ethod inferring conductivity inform ation from related diffusion
tensor (DT)-M RI data.
The application o f M R im aging techniques w ith Tip contrast to the issue o f impedance
m apping relies on the dependence of Tip relaxation processes on an applied spin-lock rf
field w hose am plitude corresponds to Larm or frequencies that are typically in the kHz
range. It was envisaged that when AC current is injected in a sample via surface elec
trodes, Tip relaxation can be enhanced if the AC frequency matches

where B i is

the rf am plitude used for spin-lock. This enhancem ent is brought about by local m icro
scopic m agnetic fields generated by the current. This process is referred to as ‘param etric
resonance’ and occurs when the spins are provided w ith energy that allows them to change
their energy level and accelerates the achievem ent o f a therm al equilibrium condition (in
presence o f the spin-lock B i field). W hen such param etric resonance condition is met, Tip
should be reduced in proportion to the am plitude of the local m agnetic fields and hence
related to local im pedance properties.
The experimental apparatus developed for such m easurem ents on simple solution and
biological phantom s in a 2.35T small bore scanner was described. The electrodes were
applied along the static field direction to generate m ainly local magnetic fields in the
transverse plane.
The com plications associated w ith therm al heating o f the sample and undesired com 
ponents o f induced m agnetic fields were discussed. Effects of heating and other slow
drift effects on m easurem ents of Tip and acquisitions o f Tip-weighted images were m in
im ised by: a) using short current pulses synchronised w ith the Tip preparation period; b)
perform ing the experiments in an interleaved fashion: a m easurem ent with AC-ON was
im m ediately followed by a m easurem ent with AC-OFF.
The im portance o f carefully controlling the B i distribution in the measurem ent of Tip
was also emphasised. B i m apping was perform ed and large B i variations were observed
w ith the conventional set-up used at 2.35T. As a consequence of this, it was expected
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that the required parametric resonance conditions could only be obtained in a limited
portion o f the sample and that it would be difficult to ascertain the true resonance width
(independent of B%). These observations were validated by experimental data.
Measurements o f relaxation times and acquisition o f single Tip-weighted images was
performed at a number o f AC frequencies and B i amphtudes. The predicted AC-induced
variations in Tip-W signal and Tip in conditions o f parametric resonance were docu
mented on phantoms including saline solutions, courgettes and pork samples. The se
lectivity o f the local fields in only influencing Tip relaxation was supported by the ob
servation that Ti, T2 , T 2 and apparent diffusion coefficient showed no AC-dependence
whatsoever.
Complete Tip relaxation decay curves were measured at various AC current ampli
tudes on a pork phantom containing a strip o f fat. While the Tip characterising the lean
part o f the meat showed an AC-induced current effect that varied more than linearly with
current amplitude, the fat showed no measurable Tip variations. This is likely to be due
to the higher impedance o f fat preventing the formation o f local magnetic fields that can
influence Tip relaxation.
In summary, the data presented support a relationship between local impedance and
local Tip changes effected by injected current. However, complete maps o f AC-induced
Tip changes could not be obtained due to B i non uniformities. In fact, this non-uniformity
made it impossibile to achieve the parametric resonance conditions over the whole of a
sample at once.
Drawbacks o f the method are the aforementioned sensitivity to B i inhomogeneity as
w ell as the fact that it is only sensitive to conduction properties along the magnet axis.
Although the novel method explored does not seem to constitute a better alternative than
other currently existing ones, it nevertheless provides a novel insight into the mechanisms
providing Tip contrast in tissue.

Future work associated with the findings of the AC-Tip experiments could include:
• Further exploration of the relationship between AC-induced Tip changes and sam
ple impedance. A number of phantoms with different conductivities could be de
vised for this purpose.
• Implementation of similar experiments with alternative hardware or on a different
scanner characterised by a relatively uniform B i distribution. This could allow
assessment o f the width of the parametric resonance peak. Moreover it could al
low the production of complete AC-induced Tip changes map that could be more
directly correlated with sample impedance distribution.
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Juggling with my son trial 109/4 - a mixture
-

»
Figure A .l : H o w w a s it p ro d u ce d ? B y M agnetic R eson ance Im aging (M R I) on a 2.3 5 T
scanner.

Juggling is a (mainly) human activity involving a high level of focus and coordination. It
is also used as a strong metaphor:
• Like Science, it is a series of challenges. And fosters many skills.
• It is effective time management. Learning that you can handle more than expected.
• It is discovering that you can learn things you thought impossible.
• It is physically and mentally stimulating. Unlike science juggling is relaxing as
well.
• It nurtures innate coordination and involves the unconscious mind.
• It is hypnotic and easily induces smiling. Children are especially prone to this
contagious activity.
My research struggles over the past year have produced many headaches, together with
a small number o f images with interesting - and sometimes unexplained - patterns. This
artwork developed as I spent all my free time during the summer months juggling with
kids of all ages: learning with them was immensely rewarding. The collage of MRI
images represents a child and his father juggling nine objects at once. These objects
are the essential ingredients for the development o f novel brain function investigation
techniques: seawater tubes, courgettes, cucumbers, sponges and Jell-0^^^ bars.
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The Big Pineapple

À

F igure A .2: H o w w a s it p ro d u c e d ? Photograph and coronal M agn etic R eso n a n ce Im
ages (M R I) o f a G olden Pineapple acquired at a m agnetic field about 94,(X)0 tim es
stronger than that o f the Earth.

Holidays are good. You can rest, forget about your work, and relax. But Science stays
with you. At times it lifts you like wings. At times it weighs you down and haunts
you. Trying to escape is hopeless. Fruit is good. Feasting on your phantoms is usually
a pleasureable conclusion to a scanning day. But a pineapple can never be as good as a
human brain...
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Mind-full climber

Figure A .3: H o w w a s it p ro d u c e d ? Photografrfi and axial M agn etic R eson ance Im ages
(M R I) o f a hum an brain acquired at a m agnetic field about 9 4 ,0 0 0 tim es tim es stronger
than that o f the Earth.

Climbing is a potentially dangerous but very rewarding physical activity. It takes concen
tration and awareness of danger. It can free you from your worries and thrill you for the
whole day. Climbing can be a form of meditation. In certain aspects it’s like gardening, it
puts you in contact with the Elements. Some people like to climb without a rope. Some
manage to climb without a limb. But climbing can never be mindless.
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Ceci n ’est pas un cerveau - 1 , 2 , 3

F igure A .4: H o w w a s it p ro d u c e d ? C oronal, sagittal and axial M agn etic R esonance
Im ages (M R I) o f a human brain acquired at a m agnetic field about 9 4 ,0 0 0 tim es stronger
than that o f the Earth.

Le mystère n’est pas une des possibilités du réel.
Le mystère est ce qui est nécessaire absolument pour qu’il y ait du réel.^
René Magritte
Despite the abundance of scientific investigations and advances in technology the human
brain remains a mystery. In Science, as in Life, one must be ready to look beyond, beside,
above and below.
^Mystery is not simply one o f the possibilities o f reality. Mystery is what is absolutely necessary for
reality to exist.
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